Manston Airport
(TR020002)

Correspondence received after the close of the Examination at
23:59 on 9 July 2019

1.

Correspondence received by the Planning Inspectorate during the
Recommendation stage (10 July 2019 to 18 October 2019)

Ref.

Name

001

Malcolm Kirkaldie

002

TR Fennell

003

Councillor Karen
Costantine

10 July 2019

004

Seymour Milton

10 July 2019

005

Jezz Etheridge

10 July 2019

006

John Pritchard

11 July 2019

007

Organisation

Date
10 July 2019

Commuters Against the Cargo
Hub

10 July 2019

Southern Gas Networks plc

12 July 2019

Nethercourt Action Group

14 July 2019

008

Ian Scott

009

James Chappell

19 July 2019

010

Alan Welcome

19 July 2019

011

Peter Binding

24 July 2019

012

Peter Binding

25 July 2019

013

John Davison

2 August 2019

014

Ken Rice

15 October 2019

015

2.

Five10Twelve Ltd

17 October 2019

Correspondence received by the Department for Transport during
the Decision stage (19 October 2019 to 9 July 2020)

Ref.

Name

Organisation

Date

016

Samara and Jason
Jones-Hall

Five10 Twelve Ltd

27 October 2019

017

Adem Mehmet

28 October 2019

018

Ken Rice

29 October 2019

019

Christabel Smith

30 October 2019

020

Andrew Hodder

30 October 2019

021

Rita Burns

30 October 2019

022

Janice Best

30 October 2019

023

Daniela Flowerdew

31 October 2019

024

Catherine Gardiner

31 October 2019

025
026

Jane and Steve
Roberts
Samara and Jason
Jones-Hall

31 October 2019
Five10 Twelve Ltd

1 November 2019

The Ramsgate Society

1 November 2019

027

John Walker

028

Laura Marks

4 November 2019

029

Laura Marks

4 November 2019

030

Richard Oliver

4 November 2019

031

Trevor Bartlett

032

Michael and Tracey
McEvoy

11 November 2019

033

Ronald Blay

12 November 2019

034

Andrew Hodder

12 November 2019

035

Dr Hilary Newport

036

Ronald Blay

037
038
039

Samara and Jason
Jones-Hall
Samara and Jason
Jones-Hall
Samara and Jason
Jones-Hall

Dover District Council

Campaign for Rural England Kent

5 November 2019

12 November 2019
18 November 2019

Five10 Twelve Ltd

19 December 2019

Five10 Twelve Ltd

22 December 2019

Five10 Twelve Ltd

23 December 2019

040

Samantha Holmans

31 December 2019

041

Chris Lowe

6 January 2020

042

Samara and Jason
Jones-Hall

043

Sir Roger Gale MP

044

Richard Styles

045

Paul Brunton

046

Paul Roberts

047

Ella Robey

048

Samara and Jason
Jones-Hall

049

Peter Binding

Five10 Twelve Ltd

8 January 2020
3 February 2020

Ramsgate Town Council

4 February 2020
4 February 2020

Historic England

7 February 2020
9 February 2020

Five10Twelve Ltd

13 February 2020
18 February 2020

050

No Night Flights

20 February 2020

Five10Twelve Ltd

21 February 2020

051

Samara and Jason
Jones-Hall

052

Mick Saunders

27 February 2020

053

John Jeapes

27 February 2020

054

Robert Clarke

27 February 2020

055
056

Captain Christopher
Woodman
Sir Roger Gale MP
and Craig Mackinlay
MP

27 February 2020
28 February 2020

057

Mrs Jill Hogben

28 February 2020

058

Paul Turner

28 February 2020

059

Lee Sellman

28 February 2020

060

Ron Lane

28 February 2020

061

Gordon Henderson
MP on behalf of Mrs P
Hayden

2 March 2020

062

Wesley Baker

ANCON Medical Inc

4 March 2020

063

Samara and Jason
Jones-Hall

Five10Twelve Ltd

11 March 2020

064

Jessica Graham

BDP Pitman (on behalf of the
Applicant)

19 March 2020

065

Stephen Mannion

4 April 2020

066

Chris Lowe

23 April 2020

067

Samara and Jason
Jones-Hall

068

Gerry Abrahams

069
070

Samara and Jason
Jones-Hall
Samara and Jason
Jones-Hall

Five10Twelve Ltd

5 May 2020
9 May 2020

Five10Twelve Ltd

11 May 2020

Five10Twelve Ltd

11 May 2020

Environmental Law Foundation

15 May 2020

071

Emma Montlake

072

James Hose

19 May 2020

073

Laura Marks

19 May 2020

074

Laura Marks

20 May 2020

075

Kenneth Wraight

20 May 2020

076

Christabel Bradley

20 May 2020

077

Adem Mehmet

20 May 2020

078

Alison Wilby

21 May 2020

079

Michael Child

21 May 2020

080

Frank McNamara

21 May 2020

081

Michael Child

21 May 2020

082

Malcolm Langton

22 May 2020

083

Kenneth Wraight

22 May 2020

084
085

Ros McIntyre

086

Phil Rose

087
088

Craig Mackinley MP
on behalf of Mr
Green
Samara and Jason
Jones-Hall

The Save Manston Airport
association committee

24 May 2020

No Night Flights

24 May 2020
24 May 2020
27 May 2020

Five10Twelve Ltd

4 June 2020

089

Mike Jackson

4 June 2020

090

Mr M Savage

8 June 2020

091

Nethercourt Action Group

9 June 2020

I4c Ltd

10 June 2020

092

Stan Vines

093

Chris Lowe

094

Angus Walker

BDP Pitman (on behalf of the
Applicant)

17 June 2020

095

Emma Montlake

Environmental Law Foundation

19 June 2020

096

Norman Thomas

South Thanet Constituency
Labour Party

21 June 2020

097

Adem Mehmet

24 June 2020

098

Chris Lowe

25 June 2020

099

Stan Vines

100

Adem Mehmet

3 July 2020

101

Various*

N/a

14 June 2020

I4c Ltd

29 June 2020

*The Secretary of State received 1104 proforma style postcards providing a duplicate
statement of objection to the Proposed Development. An example of the postcard has
been provided here.

This record does not include correspondence associated with the Secretary of State’s
consultation dated 17 January 2020. The documents associated with this consultation
are available on the project webpage, here:
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/projects/south-east/manstonairport/?ipcsection=docs&stage=6&filter1=Secretary+of+State+Consultation

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

James Bunten
Manston DCO
10 July 2019 00:00:54

Dear Planning Inspectorate,
I note that pINS has not responded to my questions that PINS stated I must put to the
Inspectors?
I am also writing as a deeply worried local resident about the Manston Airport DCO.
I refer to the Applicant's Answers to Fourth Written Questions dated 29/06/19
(TR020002/D9/FWQ Examination Document).
At Ns 4.10, under the heading Quota Count Night Time, the Applicant says:
“ The applicant is therefore willing to reduce the quota count to 2000 (365*5 being 1825), but
this would be on the basis that late-arriving, emergency and humanitarian flights would be
excluded from that total. If they are to be included as at present, then the Applicant would wish
to keep the original figure of 3028.”
Applicant’s Response: The NMP (at TR020002/D9/2.4) has been amended to reflect this, at
paragraph 1.8.
If the Examining Authority allows this, it will be exposing the local residents to the threat of an
unlimited number of night flights.
There would be nothing to stop the Applicant from allowing “late” arrivals to land at any time,
at any noise level, between 2300 and 0600. This has never been consulted on, nor has it been
modelled by the Applicant and presented for examination to the Examining Authority.
This has the potential to be extremely damaging to residents’ health, well-being and the local
economy. It is completely and utterly unacceptable.
I therefore wish object to the Examining Authority allowing the Applicant’s suggestion at
Ns.4.10 to remain in the Noise Mitigation Plan for the Manston Airport DCO.
The Applicant has consistently said to the public that it does not need night flights and that
there will be no night flights. Let us hold the Applicant to that in the clearest possible terms in
the Noise Mitigation Plan and in the draft DCO: no flights, scheduled, chartered, or otherwise
labelled, late or on time, between 2300 and 0700.
You have been given evidence that there is an issue with enforcing and dealing with late and
flights that are not on established routes/times in and out of Manston.
That TDC has significantly failed the residents of Ramsgate by not dealing with Noise and
Pollution and the ExA should give cause for some concern if that was politically motivated
Given that the leader gave his support for the reopening of the Airport.
Regards
MK

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

PINS manston; Richard Price
Manston DCO
10 July 2019 00:01:12
Commuters Against Cargo Hub Sub 11a.pdf

Dear ExA,
I submit on behalf of Commuters Against The Cargo Hub
Please find attached a pdf submission supploment for our Submissoin 11 plus evidence
attachments.
Many thanks
TR Fennell

______________________________________________________________________
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TO: THE EXAMINING AUTHORITY, MANSTON AIRPORT DCO
FROM: COMMUTERS AGAINST THE CARGO HUB SUB 11a
DATE: 9th July 2019 deadline 12
I write on behalf of Commuters Against The Cargo hub.
I refer to our last submission (Commuters Against The Cargo Hub sub 11, dated
05/07/19 Deadline 11)
In that submission we outlined the Royal Harbour in Ramsgate as a heritage asset of
high significance. With the ExA’s permission we wish to add an extra piece of evidence to
further substantiate that claim.
I attach a letter from local Conservative MP Craig Mackinlay in which he identifies the
Royal Harbour as “a unique asset” and outlines his support for “heritage-led
regeneration” of Ramsgate. [attachment 5).
To re-iterate, there is only one Royal Harbour in the country. An airport will cause
substantial harm to an asset of high significance, not just locally, but nationally.
For this, and many other reasons stated in evidenced submissions to this inspection, you
should not grant the DCO.
Sincerely
TR Fennell
On Behalf Of Commuters Against The Cargo Hub.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

manstonairport@pins.gsi.gov.uk
Richard Price
Concerns
10 July 2019 09:34:59

STATEMENT OF CONCERN
Dear Planning Inspectorate,
I write as a deeply worried local resident about the Manston Airport DCO.
I refer to the Applicant's Answers to Fourth Written Questions dated 29/06/19
(TR020002/D9/FWQ Examination Document).
At Ns 4.10, under the heading Quota Count Night Time, the Applicant says:
“ The applicant is therefore willing to reduce the quota count to 2000 (365*5 being 1825),
but this would be on the basis that late-arriving, emergency and humanitarian flights
would be excluded from that total. If they are to be included as at present, then the
Applicant would wish to keep the original figure of 3028.”
Applicant’s Response: The NMP (at TR020002/D9/2.4) has been amended to reflect this,
at paragraph 1.8.
If the Examining Authority allows this, it will be exposing the local residents to the threat
of an unlimited number of night flights.
There would be nothing to stop the Applicant from allowing “late” arrivals to land at any
time, at any noise level, between 2300 and 0600. This has never been consulted on, nor has
it been modelled by the Applicant and presented for examination to the Examining
Authority.
This has the potential to be extremely damaging to residents’ health, well-being and the
local economy. It is completely and utterly unacceptable.
I therefore wish to object to the Examining Authority allowing the Applicant’s suggestion
at Ns.4.10 to remain in the Noise Mitigation Plan for the Manston Airport DCO.
The Applicant has consistently said to the public that it does not need night flights and that
there will be no night flights. Let us hold the Applicant to that in the clearest possible
terms in the Noise Mitigation Plan and in the draft DCO: no flights, scheduled, chartered,
or otherwise labelled, late or on time, between 2300 and 0700.
Yours sincerely
Cllr Karen Constantine.
Sent from my iPhone
______________________________________________________________________
This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service.
For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com
______________________________________________________________________

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

manstonairport@pins.gsi.gov.uk
Richard Price
STATEMENT OF CONCERN
10 July 2019 12:22:46

Dear Planning Inspectorate,
I write as a deeply worried local resident about the Manston Airport DCO.
I refer to the Applicant's Answers to Fourth Written Questions dated 29/06/19
(TR020002/D9/FWQ Examination Document).
At Ns 4.10, under the heading Quota Count Night Time, the Applicant says:
“ The applicant is therefore willing to reduce the quota count to 2000 (365*5 being 1825), but
this would be on the basis that late-arriving, emergency and humanitarian flights would be
excluded from that total. If they are to be included as at present, then the Applicant would wish
to keep the original figure of 3028.”
Applicant’s Response: The NMP (at TR020002/D9/2.4) has been amended to reflect this, at
paragraph 1.8.
If the Examining Authority allows this, it will be exposing the local residents to the threat of an
unlimited number of night flights.
There would be nothing to stop the Applicant from allowing “late” arrivals to land at any time, at
any noise level, between 2300 and 0600. This has never been consulted on, nor has it been
modelled by the Applicant and presented for examination to the Examining Authority.
This has the potential to be extremely damaging to residents’ health, well-being and the local
economy. It is completely and utterly unacceptable.
I therefore wish object to the Examining Authority allowing the Applicant’s suggestion at Ns.4.10
to remain in the Noise Mitigation Plan for the Manston Airport DCO.
The Applicant has consistently said to the public that it does not need night flights and that there
will be no night flights. Let us hold the Applicant to that in the clearest possible terms in the
Noise Mitigation Plan and in the draft DCO: no flights, scheduled, chartered, or otherwise
labelled, late or on time, between 2300 and 0700.
Yours very concerned, etc

Jezz Etheridge
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ManstonAirport Support Team
Re: Written Submission by Dr R John Pritchard on Noise & Listed Buildings
11 July 2019 14:56:13

FAO Richard Price
Dear Richard,
Further to my phone calls today, noting that my last submission, sent at 22:21 on the 9th,
has yet to appear:
As this still hasn't gone up, perhaps you could also be good enough to spare my
embarrassment at the fact that the two maps shown show the same thing. The correct map
from central Ramsgate towards the airport is this one:
Thank You,
John
On Tue, 9 Jul 2019 at 22:21, John Pritchard

wrote:

______________________________________________________________________
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Manston Airport; Richard Price
Manston DCO
14 July 2019 12:25:22

Dear Richard
We would like to bring to the attention of PINS and the examiners that this week Thanet
District Council unanimously passed a climate emergency motion. We appreciate that the
examination period for the Manston DCO finished on Tuesday 9th July. As airports are
recognised as being big polluters such a declaration is inconsistent with a cargo hub of the
size proposed by RSP being based at Manston and we would hope that this historic vote
would still be considered as part of the DCO process especially as this could have
implications should the DCO be passed.
We would also like draw attention to the fact that since the sale by SHP to RSP has been
an item on national news we have had people approach No Night Flights who had no idea
whatsoever of RSPs proposals. This is further evidence of RSP’s lack of consultation with
the people most affected by the proposed cargo hub. This is an issue that has been pointed
out to the examiners many times.

Yours sincerely
Ian Scott on Behalf of Nethercourt Action Group REF: 20013745 representing 250
residents of Nethercourt area

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Manston Airport
Manston Airport DCO
19 July 2019 10:42:53

MANSTON AIRPORT DCO APPLICATION

I’m writing to you to express my bewilderment and dismay over recent
submissions by the Applicant (Riveroak Strategic Partners RSP)
On 18th July 2019 a suite of documents was posted by the ExA onto the Project’s
website. Amongst those documents were several from RSP. One of these ,
“MANSTON AIRPORT DCO APPLICATION REVISED NOISE MITIGATION PLAN
FOR DEADLINE 12TR020002/D12/2.4T” is dated as 9th July, 2019 – the date on
which the Examination came to a close.
A cursory examination of this particular document shows that on page 4, there are
two occurrences of the phrase “(Paragraph Error! Reference source not
found.)” [Original emphasis]
Some observations:
First, if there are two (obvious) errors on just one page, what confidence can the
ExA have in the accuracy and/or completeness of the rest of this (or, indeed, any
of RSP’s) document(s)?
Secondly, this Noise Mitigation Plan, of crucial importance to the residents of
Ramsgate and Herne Bay, living under the flight path, was not submitted to the
ExA until the final day of the Examination, and was not published on the Project’s
website until more than a week later. It clearly is not possible for IPs to respond,
via the ExA and the project web site, to RSP’s last minute proposals. Given that
RSP’s proposals refer to the most contentious issue of Night Flights (and I note
that despite the protestations of hundreds of IPs, RSP are still asking for what is
effectively unrestricted night flights between 23:00 and 06:00), I find it most
alarming that there is absolutely no opportunity whatsoever for IPs to make any
further representation to the ExA.
I understand that it is the intention of the Applicant to make subsequent
submissions directly to the SoST.
Will these submissions be published on the Project website in a timely manner?
Will IPs be able to respond to and comment on any submissions so made by the
Applicant directly to the SoST? If so, how? If not, what?

Regards
James Chappell
IP Ref 20012627

From:
Subject:
Date:

Manston Airport
Re: final submissions
19 July 2019 11:57:02

Dear Richard - thanks very much.
I'd be very grateful if you'd read the following and respond insofar as you are able.
What can those opposed to RSP's stated aims do now?
Like many others I am wondering where the end of the examination leaves those of us
opposed to a return to aviation at Manston.
I was very surprised that this DCO application was ever deemed to be worthy of
consideration, and I think RSP's performance over the past six months has supported that
view.
I think that PINS and the examining panel have performed well given the process's
parameters, although the frantic pace of the final stages was hard to follow and made the
production of meaningful responses very difficult.
It seems that RSP now intends to deal directly with the SoS, and it also seems likely that
there may well be a new SoS very shortly.
Up till now, the process appears to have been more or less transparent, as were promised it
would be, though I am aware that some very reasonable FOI requests from people opposed
to the DCO have so far met with no success.
Can you could explain to me what happens now and how we can continue to have a say in
what happens to our quality of life in Thanet and the surrounding areas.
Could you also answer these questions.
Will RSP's interactions with the SoS be transparent?
If not why not?
Can people opposed to RSP's cargo hub plans comment on RSP's submissions to the SoS
and/or lobby the SoS?
If so, will the SoS take any notice - will we get replies?
Misuse of DCO process
I am not alone in taking the view that RSP has been able to take advantage of the DCO
system in a way that was not anticipated by those who drew up the rules. I hope that PINS
takes a similar view and will do what is necessary to avoid anything similar happening
again.
At face value it appears that - whatever the outcome - Thanet has lost out as a result of the
DCO process.
It is nigh on impossible to know whether SHP was ever serious about its plans for
Manston. But just supposing it was, Thanet has probably lost out on the best chance it had
for reasonable mixed development on the Manston site as a result of the DCO process.
After-all, SHP's plans for the site didn't seek to milk it for all its worth. It appeared to be

able to present these relatively benign plans because it hadn't paid a great deal for the site.
So now we may get a cargo-hub - viewed by me and many others as the worst possible
outcome.
Or we get housing and other developments from RSP, which are unlikely to come close to
matching the quality of SHP's proposals.
I take some small comfort from the notion that SHP and Mrs Gloag seem to be a lot
sharper and more successful than RSP in all its forms, and there just may be yet more to
come!
With kind regards
Alan Welcome

On Thu, 18 Jul 2019 at 16:52, Manston Airport
<ManstonAirport@planninginspectorate.gov.uk> wrote:
Hi Alan

We received your email (attached).

All ‘Additional Submissions’ received in the period after Deadline 11 and before the
close of the Examination have now been published.

Kind regards

Richard Price
Case Manager

From: Alan Welcome
Sent: 11 July 2019 16:55
To: Manston Airport <ManstonAirport@planninginspectorate.gov.uk>
Subject: final submissions

Good afternoon

A quick line to ask whether you intend to acknowledge and publish final submissions
sent on the 9th July.

Mine (and quite likely some others) was erroneously identified as 'Deadline 12'. I hope
you will overlook this mistake.

With thanks and best wishes

Alan Welcome

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Manston Airport
Capacity for making an unbiased decision
24 July 2019 21:32:46

Dear sir/madam,
I understand that Grant Shapps has taken over as Transport Secretary from Chris Grayling,
so it will be he who makes the final decision on the DCO. Can you explain how this is
going to work when Mr. Shapps has such a long and public track-record of communicating
with members of the pro-Manston campaign group and is on record as supporting the
campaign to reopen the airport. He's hardly in a position to make an unbiased decision, is
he?
https://www.kentonline.co.uk/kent-business/county-news/minister-manston-key-part-of23674/
Kind Regards,
Mr. Peter Binding

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Manston Airport
Whether Grant Shapps has predetermined the application
25 July 2019 17:32:00
Birchall.png

Dear sir/madam,
Yesterday, I wrote to you suggesting that the new Transport Secretary, Grant Shapps,
might not be an appropriate person to be making a decision about the Manston Airport
DCO as he has already pre-determined his position. The screenshot below was taken from
Facebook today, It shows that even the people who have been campaigning to have the
airport reopened do not think he is unbiased.
This DCO is a completes shambles isn't it?  

Kind Regards,

Mr. Peter Binding  

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
No. 41 Chris Lowe Late Rep 060120
29 June 2020 16:43:29

From:
Sent: 06 January 2020 10:10
To: TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE <TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE@dft.gov.uk>
Subject: FILED: NSIP: TR2020002 Proposed Manston Airport
The Rt. Hon. Grant Shapps,
The Secretary of State for Transport,
Department for Transport,
Zone 1/18, Great Minster House,
33 Horseferry Road,
London SW1P 4DR
6th January 2020
NSIP: TR2020002 Proposed Manston Airport
From: Chris Lowe. Interested party: 20014275
Dear Secretary of State,
I understand that you will be announcing your decision on the proposed Manston airport in due course.
I therefore ask that you will consider the following further new evidence which has been published recently
after the closure of the Examination, adding to the evidence that this proposal is totally unacceptable.
1 Airports are a major source of Ultrafine particles (UFP)
The report previously referred to by CPRE Kent (CO2 emissions from commercial aviation, 2018,Brandon
Graver, Ph.D., Kevin Zhang, Dan Rutherford, Ph.D., September 2019
www.indiaenvironmentportal.org.in/files/file/ICCT_CO2-commercl-aviation-2018.pdf ) showed that aviation
emissions have been under-estimated.
Now new evidence (“Source apportionment of particle number size distribution in urban background and
traffic stations in four European cities”, www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S016041201931832X)
from researchers at King’s College London have measured ultrafine particles (UFP) in European cities and
detected emissions from airports. Many studies have examined and quantified the levels of larger particles
(e.g.PM2.5 – <2.5μm or PM10 – <10μm), but very few have studied UFP (< 0.1 μm). The researchers
identified, characterised and quantified the sources UFPs in Barcelona, Helsinki, London, and Zurich between
2007 and 2017. They measured particle and gaseous pollutants at different sites and used a statistical model
to identify and quantify the contribution of the different sources of ultrafine particles. They found that London
had the highest concentration of UFP compared to other cities. The greatest concentrations of the smallest
particles (called nucleation particles) occurred when the wind was blowing from the airport in all cities. This
indicates that airports are a major UFP source and that these small particles can travel many kilometres.
So this confirms that airport pollution – with very negative health impacts – spreads out from the source
airport.
The researchers also state that: “Airport emissions contributed to nucleation particles in urban background
areas.”
So this study is very important because it is the first study to definitely state that airports are a major source
of UFPs, which are harmful to health. And of course UFPs are more concentrated in a downwind arc from the
airport which is clearly shown by the high (red) concentrations in the maps. Whilst the study finds that road
traffic emissions contributed the most, it is axiomatic that as an airport expands, so will the local traffic as a
consequence. These two sources of health harms are a cumulative adverse environmental impact from
airports.
This research confirms research published by the US Mobile ObserVations of Ultrafine Particles (MOV-UP),
(https://deohs.washington.edu/mov-up) which found that communities underneath and downwind of jets
landing at Sea-Tac Airport are exposed to a type of ultrafine particle pollution that is distinctly associated with
aircraft. The study is the first to identify the unique "signature" of aircraft emissions in Washington.
In the case of the proposed Manston Airport, the wind is from the west most of the time, around 70% over a
year, and therefore the urban areas of Thanet would be very badly affected.
2 Air pollution and Noise affect Birth outcomes

New research, “Impacts of air pollution and noise on risk of preterm birth and stillbirth in London” published
in Environment International, Volume 134, January 2020, 105290,
(www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0160412019314734), is the first study of long-term road traffic
noise in relation to stillbirth, and the largest study to date of air and noise pollution in relation to birth
outcomes. It shows that ambient ozone linked to increased risk of preterm birth and stillbirth, and that traffic
non-exhaust PM2.5, is linked to increased risk of preterm birth and stillbirth, also that traffic noise is linked to
risk of preterm birth.
Hence this is additional evidence against allowing increased noise and air pollution from the proposed airport
and its associated road traffic.
3 Independent Commissioner for Civil Aviation Noise (ICCAN)
As you are no doubt aware, the Independent Commissioner for Civil Aviation Noise (ICCAN), has just published
“Review of the Survey of Noise Attitudes 2014 ” and this highlights important issues for the proposed
Manston Airport.
ICCAN highlight issues with current assumptions about “acceptable” aircraft noise levels, and as well as
concerns about actual values of the LOAEL. It also emphasises concerns about the impact of changes in noise
levels caused by changes in aircraft activities.
On Page 11 of the Review, for example, it states: “a community who experiences an increase in aviation noise
will report higher levels of high annoyance than a community who have lived at the higher exposure level for a
long period of time. In fact, it has been found that even an announcement of a change can affect community
sensitivity towards noise18.”
Furthermore, regarding your Department's impact assessment Tool, WebTag, ICCAN notes that: “As yet,
WebTAG and WebTAG+ are not able to account for the change effect (see Issue 3 above). For example, if a
community experiences a change that increases its exposure to aviation noise, WebTAG and WebTAG+ can
anticipate the associated health costs and/or benefits by applying the health impacts of communities already
under that level of exposure. However, it does not calculate the additional impacts that are associated with
the change represented by an increase in exposure.”
Hence use of the current WebTag tool would greatly underestimate the impacts of the proposals.
The latter is particularly relevant to the proposals because the proposed Manston Airport Site site has not had
an airport for more than five years, so that everyone has become used to the lack of aircraft noise.
Hence the proposed 10,000 Air Transport Movements by heavy and noisy freight aircraft would be very
intrusive.
All of the evidence therefore shows that the Applicant's proposals, for a new, very polluting and noisy, airport,
are totally unacceptable for the Isle of Thanet.
I would be pleased to clarify any queries on this response or to enlarge any aspect.
Yours faithfully,
Chris Lowe

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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The information in this email may be confidential or otherwise protected by law. If you received it in
error, please let us know by return e-mail and then delete it immediately, without printing or passing it
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
Number 43 Richard Styles Ramsgate Town Council Late Rep 040220
29 June 2020 14:43:49
RTC response to the SOS -4th Feb 2020.docx

From: Richard Styles [mailto:richard.styles@ramsgatetc.org.uk]
Sent: 04 February 2020 15:32
To: TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE <TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE@dft.gov.uk>
Cc: Eileen Richford <eileen.richford@ramsgatetc.org.uk>; Dean Williams <dean.williams@ramsgatetc.org.uk>
Subject: FILED: Additional response to the call from the Secretary of State at the MHCLG regarding Manston
Airport, Thanet ,Kent
Dear MHCLG,
I note the deadline ended a few days ago, but the period for additional responses was very short.
I therefore attach the response from RTC in the hope that it may included within the evidence base for the
final decision on the DCO application by RSP in May.
Regards,
Richard Styles
Town clerk
__________________________________________________________________________________________
This email has originated from external sources and has been scanned by DfT’s email scanning service.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

The information in this email may be confidential or otherwise protected by law. If you received it in
error, please let us know by return e-mail and then delete it immediately, without printing or passing it
on to anybody else.
Incoming and outgoing e-mail messages are routinely monitored for compliance with our policy on the
use of electronic communications and for other lawful purposes.

Ramsgate Town Council

.
Response to the Secretary of State – Ministry of Housing, Communities and
Local Govt

Introduction
The Secretary of State has asked for responses to various outstanding
questions and comments regarding RSP’s DCO application.
This submission is intended as comment on:
1. Climate change and carbon emissions
2. Five10Twelve Submission of 27th October 2019 which points to the
inadequacies and inaccuracies in the Applicant’s Environmental
Statement.
3. Five10Twelve Late Submission 17th October 2019 Rebuttal to the
Applicant’s Overall Summary of Need Case
4. Five10Twelve Submission of 23rd December entitled Public Cost and
Reputational Risk.

1. The UK carbon emission targets – is there room for Manston?
The Committee on Climate Change (CCC) provides independent advice to
Government on building a low carbon economy and preparing for climate
change.
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It has recommended that the government plans for international aviation and
shipping to achieve net-zero emissions by 2050 and that this should be
reflected in the Government’s forthcoming Aviation Strategy. The CCC states
that it will be necessary to reduce actual emissions from the aviation sector.
Until now, there has been a natural cap on aviation emissions due to runway
capacity, if greater capacity is supported, there will be unwanted growth in
Carbon emissions.
In the CCC’s view, because of progress in other sectors, the aviation sector is
likely to be the largest emitting sector by 2050 even with strong progress on
technology and limiting demand. The committee states we must limit
passenger growth to no more than 25% above today’s level. The CCC also calls
on the Government to assess its airport capacity strategy in the light of the
issues around reducing emissions.
The planned additional airport capacity at London airports (including the third
runway at Heathrow) is likely to leave very limited or no room for growth at
non-London airports. Several UK airports, including Gatwick and Southampton
Airports are currently pursuing plans for growth beyond the limits set by the
CCC. The AEF has shown that the Gatwick plans alone will produce increases in
carbon emissions from 0.77MtCO2 in 2017 to 0.95MtCO2 in 2028.
The Development Control Order (DCO) examination regarding Manston
examined the applicant’s business plan that justified the application as being of
national significance. It is obvious that an operation described as nationally
significant will result in air movements that will compete for resources with
other airports and air movements. The examination established that the size of
the operation would account for a 1.5% to 1.75% increase in the national
aviation carbon emissions.
The preliminary consultations by the applicant to prepare for the CAA’s
examination of its flight path proposals came to similar conclusions in terms of
competing with other well-established operators for the limited airspace.
In brief, approving the Manston DCO in the current and future environment of
Climate Change and the future of the UK aviation sector is a zero-sum game.
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Whatever the recommendation of the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) of the
viability of the applicant’s proposals, the Secretary of State needs to consider
whether to allow the application
The Manston DCO application is for providing a facility for the dedicated air
freight market. As such it competes with well-established fright hubs, such as
East Midlands, not only for market share, but also for 1.5 to 1.75% of the
aviation carbon emission limits. Dedicated air freight is in turn competing with
Belly Hold freight in passenger aircraft, a much larger part of the market that
requires hub airports such as Heathrow so that loads can be broken down and
reassembled for onward transmission. Finally, is the competition of passenger
flights. We are aware of the ever-increasing pressure for long haul passenger
movements through hub airports. The Heathrow debate illustrates this. There
is also pressure for a network of regional airports to link the regions together
for economic advantage.
All of these aviation uses compete for increasingly limited resources, both for
airspace and carbon emissions.* The SOS may feel that carrying fruit and veg
and other specialised airfreight is not best use of those resources, especially
as this market is already well served by existing providers.
*The very recent rejection of Stansted Airport expansion by Uttlesford District
Council largely on Climate Change grounds, (a decision that will probably end
up on the SOS’s desk), illustrates the pressure that the UK’s carbon production
figures are under.

2. The EU 2008 Ambient Air Quality Directive – will the health impact on
Ramsgate be too great?
The EU sets legally binding limits for air quality and limits for air pollutants that
affect public health such as particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) and nitrogen
dioxide (NO2). It remains to be seen if the Government will adopt these limits
post Brexit. The problem at airports is compounded by the road traffic that
airports attract as well as aircraft take-off and landing.
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There is no doubt that air pollution causes health problems, ranging from heart
attacks to Alzheimer’s disease, there is some debate about how much is
produced by aircraft and at what height it ceases to be a problem. In the case
of Manston, the 40,000 inhabitants of Ramsgate live between 0.85 and 3
nautical miles from the runway, together with the prevailing wind direction,
these arguments are superfluous. Air pollution from the airport will depress
even further the already poor health outcomes for the area with
consequential cost burdens on the NHS.

3. Public Safety Zones (PSZ’s) and the impact on Ramsgate
According to Thanet District Council (TDC), “Public Safety Zones [in relation to
the reopening of Manston Airport], would have significant implications for
planning policy in the district, and would need to be addressed in the proposed
review of the Local Plan, in the event that the DCO is granted. On the basis of
the submitted information, 2 sites allocated for housing development in
Ramsgate in the Draft Local Plan would be affected. One of these sites has
current planning permission and has been substantial built out (Lorne Road),
whilst the other site has planning permission for 6 dwellings and an additional
16 allocated but not covered by a planning permission (Seafield
Road/Southwood Road). As well as these specific allocations, the draft plan
makes provision for windfall sites (within the urban confines) to come forward
with approximately 2,500 homes by 2031 across the whole district. TDC would
need to consider whether a precautionary policy linked to potential future PSZ
designation would be appropriate, to identify an exclusion zone for new
housing or housing conversions through such a policy, to be affected in the
event that a PSZ is designated. In addition, the Council would have to consider
whether an Article 4 Direction to restrict permitted development rights
allowing conversion to residential use in the identified area might be
appropriate in due course.”
The impact of overflying Ramsgate, so near to the runway and flight path will
go far beyond the technical comments by TDC. Ramsgate has a thriving visitor
economy developed over the past 5 years since the previous airport closed.
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In their submissions to the DCO examination, Thanet District Council, Ramsgate
Town Council and other businesses and campaigners and community groups
have expressed reasonable concerns, based on direct experience and
knowledge of the local area, that the recent upsurge in inward investment,
individuals and businesses relocating and investing in the area since the former
airport was closed in 2015 is highly likely to be reversed in the event that the
airport is re-opened. These concerns are based around the reasonable and
rational conclusion that businesses and individuals are unlikely to want to
buy or invest in property or businesses in the area in the event that
development is granted that results in cargo planes overflying properties at
altitudes of 200-600 feet. This is a high cost to Ramsgate if the DCO is granted,
even in the event that the Applicant does not build an airport for whatever
reason - for example failure to find funding. The loss of confidence in the area
and the risk of air cargo operations commencing at some point in the future
will continue to hang over the town regardless, which will have a continued
negative impact on inward investment

4. Reputational Risk to the decision maker
The previous Secretary of State (SOS) suffered reputational damage due the
quality of information provided to him regarding the competence of the
operators he was asked to support (Brexit ferry service from Ramsgate).
The impact of Manston reopening as a dedicated freight hub would ensure
considerable industry interest and media coverage. The quality of any decision
is bound to be closely examined.
The SOS should be aware of the history of the applicant and Manston.
Manston itself has failed as a passenger and freight airfield under at least three
managements; Wiggins, Planestation, and Infratil. Losses have been
considerable. This is despite considerable public sector financial support from
Kent County Council.
Following the latest closure, 5 years ago, Thanet District Council was
approached by a group led by the previous managing director of the airport
during the airport’s difficult history.
5

It is easily verifiable that Mr Freudman has a controversial past history in the
legal profession, and failed aviation projects both in the UK and elsewhere. A
market examination found no other credible interest in the project.
The group at this stage claimed backing of Riveroak Inc an American finance
company. In its examination of the request to CPO the Manston site, Thanet
attempted to examine the source of the claimed financial backing and
commissioned expert advice on the business plan. Financial information was
withheld, despite Thanet being asked to underwrite the CPO process. Aviation
experts were highly critical of the business plan. The Council concluded that it
could not risk public money on the venture.
A change of administration at the Council occurred with the incoming
administration promising to re-examine the possible reopening of the airport.
Market testing showed only Riveroak showing any interest. This time the group
had lost the backing of Riveroak Inc. The Council again commissioned expert
opinion, and again failed to determine the source of any funding. The new
administration finally refused the request to CPO.
It’s at that point that the applicant opened its request for a Development
Consent Order. There are considerable flaws in the DCO process that make it
difficult for the SOS to make a robust decision. The process is designed to
examine applications from public utilities or other well establish companies
and to balance National and local interests. Faced with essentially a start-up
company, consisting of a few individuals, registered in an offshore tax haven,
and only one having any experience of the aviation industry, the process was
protracted and frustrating. The application attracted an unprecedented
number of adverse submissions from public bodies, local councils, private
sector, groups and individuals.
The examination was hampered from the start by the inspectors saying that
the process did not allow them to commission their own expert opinion or to
examine the applicant’s business plan or to consider the source of funding
including money laundering regulations.
This meant that concerned individuals had to commission their own research.
Many did, including a re-examination of the applicant’s claims regarding flight
paths and noise contours.
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We hope the DCO inspectors have made the SOS aware of the flaws in the
process they were asked to conduct, and the precedents set for future possible
applications if it is not reviewed.
In the meantime, RTC believes any decision to approve this application would
place the SOS at considerable reputational risk. An applicant with no
experience in running a major freight hub, based in an offshore tax haven, with
no identifiable funding, no airlines or freight handlers on board.
If the Secretary of State believes this is a site of importance as a part of the
national infrastructure, it is entirely appropriate that a full investigation be
undertaken to assure the Secretary of State and the general public that
adequate funds exist to carry out this project and that the source of these
funds are fully in compliance with all lawful requirements in terms of ‘money
laundering’.
Should the scheme fail to get approval or receive sufficient financial and
business support, the Secretary of State is asked to ensure that valuable land
resources are not locked away, that could be used to meet the ministry’s own
housing planning targets for Thanet.

Richard Styles
Town Clerk
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
No.44 Paul Brunton Late Rep 040220
29 June 2020 14:46:10

From: Paul Brunton
>
Sent: 04 February 2020 16:58
To: SHAPPS, Grant <grant.shapps.mp@parliament.uk>
Subject: Help
Dear sir
I am one of many who has lived in Kent since 1953 and also like many have always supported anything about
flying, I lived in Rochester and of course the airport there is still thankfully open for business and teaching
people to fly an aeroplane let alone other flying business, but my main point of sending this email to your
office is that I would say that Heathrow expansion is a very bad idea not only for pollution but also mainly for
safety reasons, the skies above London are now crowded with very large aircraft and hundreds of passengers
but God forbid one to make a mistake over London, would common sense say stop the expansion and think of
taking the heavy cargo flights from Heathrow and Gatwick and use Manston airport in Kent and old RAF
Lynham for cargo flights to reduce the number of flights over London and Gatwick because the distance from
London for Manston is very small and smaller business flights would be much better for ATControl, so NO
expansion of Heathrow and NO expansion to Gatwick and bring Manston airport in Kent back and create
hundreds of new jobs, because you need flying to transport all over the world, which you sensibly cannot do
with an articulated lorries, please help get Manston airport open if you can, it's a perfect approach for aircraft
from the east coast away from London and the heavily populated city it is already.
UK Parliament Disclaimer: this e-mail is confidential to the intended recipient. If you have received it in error,
please notify the sender and delete it from your system. Any unauthorised use, disclosure, or copying is not
permitted. This e-mail has been checked for viruses, but no liability is accepted for any damage caused by any
virus transmitted by this e-mail. This e-mail address is not secure, is not encrypted and should not be used for
sensitive data.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
This email has originated from external sources and has been scanned by DfT’s email scanning service.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

The information in this email may be confidential or otherwise protected by law. If you received it in
error, please let us know by return e-mail and then delete it immediately, without printing or passing it
on to anybody else.
Incoming and outgoing e-mail messages are routinely monitored for compliance with our policy on the
use of electronic communications and for other lawful purposes.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Roberts, Paul
; Manston Airport
Manston Airport - socio-economic effects on heritage assets
07 February 2020 16:21:26
Letter to Mr&Mrs Jones-Hall 07Feb2020.pdf

Dear Samara,
Please find attached a letter from Historic England in response to your letter of the 21st January
in which you said that the development of an airport would deter investment in Ramsgate, which
would in turn undermine efforts to preserve heritage assets on Historic England’s Heritage at
Risk register.
I have copied it to the Planning Inspectorate as it might help explain our position and therefore
could be of assistance to them and the Secretary of State.
Yours sincerely,
Paul D Roberts MCIfA
Team Leader - Development Advice (East Sussex, West Sussex, Surrey and Kent)
London & South East | Regions Group
Historic England | Floor 4, The Atrium | Cannon Bridge House | 25 Dowgate Hill | London | EC4R 2YA
0207 973 3636
Follow us on Twitter @HE SouthEast

From: Samara Jones-Hall
Sent: 21 January 2020 15:20
To: Gee, Emily; Brinton, Marion
Cc: Jason Jones-Hall; Roberts, Paul
Subject: Letter to Historic England: Manston DCO

THIS IS AN EXTERNAL EMAIL: do not click any links or open any attachments unless
you trust the sender and were expecting the content to be sent to you
Dear Madam
Please find attached a letter for your kind attention.
Kind regards
Samara Jones-Hall
Samara Jones-Hall
Five10Twelve Limited

***** Email confidentiality notice *****
This message is private and confidential. If you have received this message in error, please notify us and
remove it from your system.

Five10Twelve is a private limited company incorporated in England & Wales under the name Five10Twelve
Limited, Company No 8412137

We are the public body that helps people care for, enjoy and celebrate England's
spectacular historic environment, from beaches and battlefields to parks and pie shops.
Follow us: Facebook  | Twitter  | Instagram     Sign up to our newsletter     
This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are not the views of Historic England unless
specifically stated. If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system and notify the sender immediately. Do not use,
copy or disclose the information in any way nor act in reliance on it. Any information sent to Historic England may become publicly
available. We respect your privacy and the use of your information. Please read our full privacy policy for more information.

Area to our Heritage at Risk register so if evidence of socio-economic effects on
Ramsgate has been submitted, the Secretary of State can draw his own conclusions
about whether they would exacerbate the problems faced by the heritage assets that
are at risk. I hope you will agree that this was a reasonable approach for us to take.
Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.
Yours sincerely

Paul D Roberts MCIfA
Team Leader - Development Advice
cc Manston Airport Case team, The Planning Inspectorate
(manstonairport@planninginspectorate.gov.uk)

Historic England, 4th Floor, Cannon Bridge House, 25 Dowgate Hill, London EC4R 2YA
Telephone 020 7973 3700 Facsimile 020 7973 3001

HistoricEngland.org.uk
Please note that Historic England operates an access to information policy.
Correspondence or information which you send us may therefore become publicly available.

F om
To
Subject
Date

Rob idham
Manston Ai po t
No 46 Ella Robey a e Rep 090220
29 June 2020 14 49 39

Original Message
From Ella
>
Sent 09 February 2020 22 18
To Public Enquiries (CD) <Publ c Enquiries@homeoffice go uk>
Subject Manston Airport
Dear Rt Hon Priti Patel
I hope you are well and don t mind me contacting you I wanted to make a case about the airport at Manston
To be transparent I was planning to buy a property and set up a small business in Ramsgate but ha e put that on hold and started look ng elsewhere until I know the decision about the airport I wouldn t want to li e and work direc ly under a flight path as he proposed site is only 1 m le from Ramsgate so the planes would be flying extremely
low across the whole town
Some people think it would bring jobs to the area but the negati es could be far worse One small airport will only genera e a small number of jobs but could put off hundreds of upwardly mobile people from mo ing there (those pr ced out of London and the home counties who are heading further out) Hundreds of new residents w th money
to spend and who would encourage businesses to locate there and small businesses to start up which would generate far greater numbers of jobs and a far greater di ers ty of employment to match different skill sets
Plus wi h growing numbers of people many of whom wi l still need to commu e to other places and London which would enable the current fast train ser ice to Ramsga e and Marga e to expand
The same people also say the airport could encourage tourism (although I think the pitch is to make it a predom nantly freight airport) but why would tourists want to come to a seaside town if there are massi e planes flying low and nosily directly o er the historic town cen re and beach? If any hing it could render he area more lifeless because
the only people who would li e there would be those who ha e no choice to li e or buy elsewhere (which wouldn t bring any more money into the area)
Also opening small airports at a t me when there s a need o cut carbon emiss ons seems counterproducti e More fast trains and ut lising the harbour would seem to make more sense
I m sure you know all of this and ha e many other things o consider but wanted o put my two penn es worth in
Yours faithfully
E Robey
Th s email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Securi y cloud ser ice
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
No.47 Five10Twelve Ltd Late Rep 130220 POSTNOTE February 2020 Climate Change and Aviation
29 June 2020 14:51:49
Letter to Secretary of State- POSTNOTE Feb 2020 Climate Change and Aviation.pdf

From: Samara Jones-Hall
Sent: 13 February 2020 18:35
To: TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE <TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE@dft.gov.uk>; Rob Pridham
<Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk>
; Susan Anderson <Susan.Anderson@dft.gov.uk>
Subject: Manston DCO: Letter to Secretary of State POSTNOTE February 2020 Climate Change and Aviation
Dear Sirs
Please find attached our Letter to Secretary of State with POSTNOTE February 2020 Climate Change and Aviation. Could
you please escalate this letter to his department for his consideration.
Please do confirm receipt.
Kind regards
Samara and Jason Jones-Hall
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Manston Airport
Response to the request for further submissions
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Dear Mr. Shapps,
I would like to respond to the Secretary of State's invitation to make further comments on
this application.
The campaign to reopen Manston airport has dragged on for years and the DCO has
already taken more than its allotted time. Vast reams of information have been submitted
but guess what? The people likely to be affected by this development have no clarity
whatsoever about what is planned and what its impacts might be. The developer has
contradicted themselves left, right and centre and if you want to know how noisy it's going
to be you can pick a number that fits your pre-conceived opinion. The hearings managed
to clarify little.
So, you really have little of substance on which to base your decision. I can help you. I
lived in the centre of Ramsgate for more than 20 years. I lived right under the approach
flight path and was there both when the airport was run by the RAF and when it was
transferred to civilian ownership.
When this DCO was announced I wrote to the Planning Inspectorate and told them to
include all of the minutes of the statutory Airport Consultative Committee in their bundle
of evidence. These minutes include official noise readings which were made when the
airport was open. At the Western end of the runway the readings are of limited value
because the airport operators had cunningly positioned the monitor miles away from the
approach route. However, the readings from the Western end of the runway are damning.
The monitor was located on a school just round the corner from my house.
These noise readings show that we (local people) were regularly being bombarded with
noise levels in excess of 100db(A) as planes came in to land at Manston, flying at heights
of less than 1000ft. above the rooftops. Noise levels were excruciating. They would
drown out conversation, wake you up and would drive you back indoors on a Summer
day. The minutes of the Consultative Committee show that local people did complain in
their hundreds. However, other than "noting" these complaints no action was ever taken.
Anecdotally, some people who used to work at the airport say that complaints were
routinely filed in the bin.
I have no idea why the Planning Inspectorate did not include the Consultative Committee
minutes in the bundle of evidence presented to the hearings. It's the one piece of concrete
evidence we have showing what kind of impact this development would have. In the
absence of this concrete data you were left with "experts" presenting contradictory
opinions.  
You need to reject this application out of hand. There is no evidence that this proposal
constitutes a project of national significance, the public consultations were a joke and the
application paperwork is a contradictory mess. The one thing you can rely on is the
published evidence showing that it would have a devastating effect on the town of
Ramsgate. Why would you do that to a constituency which has voted Conservative in the
last three elections?
The extension to the DCO is irregular and unnecessary. The DCO is a process with

supposedly statutory timelines. Having been given six months to make a decision it is an
abuse of power to extend the process further. It was someone's decision to accept late
submissions and, having made that decision, it can't reasonably be reversed. But it's now
time to stop inviting more and more evidence. All you are doing is increasing the volume
of meaningless, contradictory information and this can't help you.  
You know that Manston isn't viable because it lost over £100 million for successive
owners. You know it's in the wrong place; like most coastal airports it doesn't have the
catchment to succeed as a passenger airport. You know that a freight-only airport isn't a
viable proposition because so much freight comes in the belly-hold compartments of large
passenger jets. You know that the Western approach passes directly over a sizeable town
and you know exactly how this affects people in a similar situation around Heathrow. You
have all the information you need to reject this ridiculous plan, which should never have
even been accepted for examination. However much you might like aeroplanes it's too
much of a stretch to think that fellow plane-spotters can create a silk purse out of this
lemon,
Kind Regards,
Peter Binding
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Please find attached a submission by No Night Flights to the Department for
Transport re. the “Stansted expansion” judgement handed down by Dove J and
the subsequent conclusion that the development proposal by RiverOak Strategic
Partners does not meet the criteria required for a Nationally Significant
Infrastructure Project – NNF30.
No Night Flights
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Application by RiverOak Strategic Partners Limited for an Order granting
Development Consent for the reopening and development of Manston Airport in Kent
Submission by No Night Flights to the Department for Transport re. the
“Stansted expansion” judgement handed down by Dove J and the conclusion
that the development proposal by RiverOak Strategic Partners does not meet
the criteria required for a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project – NNF30

The relevance of the “Stansted expansion” judgement
1.

On 7th February 2020 Dove J handed down his judgement following the hearing before him
in the High Court in the matter of Ross and Anor v Secretary of State for Transport. In his
judgement Dove J determines the correct construction of the Planning Act 2008, S.23 (5)(a).
As such, his judgement is immediately relevant to the Secretary of State’s pending decision
of the DCO application for the development of a cargo airport at Manston as that application
relies on the correct construction of the Planning Act 2008 (PA 2008), S.23 (5)(b). PA 2008
S.23 (5)(a) and PA 2008 S.23 (5)(b) are directly analogous in construction and in
explanatory context.

2.

The judgement postdates the Examination period for the Manston DCO. It also postdates the
deadline for Interested Parties to respond to the Secretary of State’s post-Examination
questions as set out in the letter of 17th January 2020. The judgement goes to the heart of
whether or not the development proposed at Manston Airport can properly be classed as an
NSIP. Given that, we submit that it is entirely proper for an Interested Party to comment on
the relevance of this judgement to the application submitted by RSP for the UK’s first
aviation DCO.

The meaning of “is capable” in S.23 (5)(b)
3.

RSP’s proposal is for an “alteration” of an airport. PA 2008 S.23(5) stipulates that the
alteration applied for should have a specific effect. S.23 (5)(b) provides that the effect for a
cargo-based airport DCO is: “to increase by at least 10,000 per year the number of air
transport movements of cargo aircraft for which the airport is capable of providing air cargo
transport services." In his judgement, at paragraph 101, Dove J determined what the words
“is capable” mean in this context. He said:

4.

“The first point to resolve is the correct construction of section 23(5)(a). I am satisfied
that the submissions of the Defendant [the Secretary of State for Transport] in this
respect are undoubtedly correct. The language of the statute in relation to whether the
alteration will "increase by at least 10 million per year the number of passengers for
whom the airport is capable of providing air passenger transport services" requires the
Defendant to form a judgment in relation to that question. In my view that judgment is
to be formed by asking what increase in capacity could realistically be achieved,
not what might technically or arithmetically be possible. It requires an analysis based
on how the infrastructure is likely to perform, not a hypothetical approach
assuming speculative figures in relation to each aspect of the calculation of
capacity to show what might be possible rather than what is likely to occur in
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practice. I do not consider that the use of the wording "is capable" endorses the
Claimants' contentions: it is important that these words are to be read in the context of
the language of section 23(4) which speaks of the alteration being "expected to have
the effect specified in subsection (5)". The use of the word "expected" is an
important qualification which imports the requirement for an assessment which
is grounded in the reality of the capacity which might be achieved, rather than
one which takes a speculative arithmetical approach to all of the inputs to the
calculation. It is clear on this basis that the Defendant's interpretation of the statutory
test was one which was sound and a reliable basis for taking the decision as to
whether or not the proposal was an NSIP.” [our emphasis]

Is RSP’s forecast of the number of cargo ATMs that its proposal
might achieve “grounded in the reality of the capacity which might
be achieved”?
5.

6.

In our response to the Secretary of State’s (SoS) questions of 17th January 2020, we
explained that RSP relied on an independent consultant, Dr Sally Dixon, to produce RSP’s
forecast of the number of cargo ATMs that a re-opened Manston Airport might attract. During
the Examination, in the Issue Specific Hearing on 21st March 2019, Dr Dixon told the
Examining Authority (ExA) that she has no prior experience in forecasting air freight
movements in SE England. Dr Dixon also admitted that:
•

she did not consider pricing in her assessment of how many cargo ATMs a redeveloped
airport at Manston might attract. She “assumed that the airport would adopt the right
level of pricing”. This failure is particularly significant given that air cargo is a low margin,
highly competitive sector. Price is a key determinant of demand. Without an assessment
of pricing in its forecasts of cargo ATM demand, RSP has not assessed whether, in
reality, it can attract cargo operators to use Manston instead of them using other airports
or other options for transporting cargo such as road, rail and sea

•

she arrived at her forecast by undertaking “a macro analysis of air freight products.” She
then “established drivers and opportunities for Manston”. She then “guessed a
percentage” of business that might be persuaded to move to Manston. At no time did she
undertake a quantitative assessment of the current UK market for dedicated air freight
and translate this into a realistic assessment of the extent to which a re-opened Manston
could attract business from other UK airports. She did not approach leading air cargo
operators and ask them whether they would transfer business to Manston

•

there was nothing in and of the material before the ExA that would tell it whether her
ATM forecasts could deliver an airport that would be commercially viable.

Under questioning, it also was clear that Dr Dixon had assumed an average tonnage per
ATM of under 20 tonnes.1 This is less than a third of the average tonnage per ATM
previously achieved at Manston. This means that the number of cargo ATMs p.a. that Dr
Dixon forecast has been artificially inflated and cannot be relied on. If the total tonnage she
predicted were to be handled with the same efficiency of previous operations at Manston,
the number of cargo ATMs p.a. would be just 5,409 by Year 20. Even this number takes no
account of whether a new airport at Manston could offer a dedicated cargo service at a price
1

Azimuth volume III, page 1
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that would attract this level of business to the airport. In addition, as we set out below, 5,409
cargo ATMs p.a. is significantly more annual cargo ATMs than has ever been achieved at
the old airport and is not a realistic forecast.
7.

It is clear that Dr Dixon’s forecast of cargo ATMs that might be attracted to Manston is not
grounded in reality. It includes no analysis of how the new infrastructure to be developed
would be “likely to perform”. Instead, it does what Dove J says should be avoided. It “takes a
speculative arithmetical approach to all of the inputs to the calculation”. As such, it does not
tell the SoS “what increase in capacity could realistically be achieved” were RSP to be
awarded this DCO.

8.

During the Examination, we submitted a series of evidence-based critiques of Dr Dixon’s
work. In four of our submissions to the Examination – NNF06, NNF07, NNF08 and NNF112 –
we undertook a paragraph by paragraph critique of Dr Dixon’s submissions, relating our
submissions back to the reality of the UK dedicated air cargo market as recorded by the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA) and the Department for Transport (DfT). In another submission,
NNF13,3 we set out a brief summary of the multiple flaws in the approach that Dr Dixon took
to her work for RSP, criticising her qualitative rather than quantitative approach; her
shunning of historical performance figures; and her unrepresentative and tiny sample of
interviewees. We also pointed out basic errors of arithmetic.

9.

Dr Dixon describes her methodology as “qualitative” and much of the reasoning behind her
assumptions is missing. Her work comprehensively fails to meet the test as set out by Dove
J, which is that: “It requires an analysis based on how the infrastructure is likely to perform,
not a hypothetical approach assuming speculative figures in relation to each aspect of the
calculation of capacity to show what might be possible rather than what is likely to occur in
practice.” Given the lack of grounded reality in Dr Dixon’s work, we submit that it would be
unsafe for the SoS to award a DCO to RSP on the back of it.

The historical reality of dedicated cargo operations at Manston
10.

In our submission NNF02 “No Room for Late Arrivals” 4 we included a summary of the
history of commercial failure at Manston Airport and the reasons for that failure. We pointed
out that Manston began its life as a dedicated cargo airport at a time when the UK handled
twice as many dedicated cargo ATMs as it handles today. Manston had substantial unused
runway capacity, handling just one or two cargo ATMs a day on average. It still failed in the
hands of three separate owners.

11.

In its 15 years of operation as a commercial airport, Manston:
•

reached peak cargo tonnage of 43,000 tonnes in 2003. Cargo tonnage fell thereafter. By
contrast, in a flat market today, Dr Dixon is forecasting cargo tonnage for Manston of
340,000 tonnes

•

reached peak cargo ATMs of 1,081 in 2003. Cargo ATMs fell thereafter. By contrast, in a
flat market today, Dr Dixon is forecasting cargo ATMs for Manston of 17,100

2

NNF06 is TR020002-003497-NNF, NNF07 is TR020002-003498-NNF, NNF08 is TR020002-003499-NNF,
NNF11 is TR020002-003502-NNF
NNF13 is TR020002-003575-NNF
NNF02 is TR020002-003493-NNF

3
4
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•

handled just 547 cargo ATMs on average p.a. – fewer than two per day.

12.

We have already submitted evidence that the DfT is forecasting next to no increase in UK
cargo ATMs between now and 2050. The DfT expects total UK cargo ATMs to be 60,000 in
2050. Dr Dixon is therefore forecasting that a re-opened Manston will take 28.5% of the
entire UK market for dedicated cargo ATMs. This is against Manston’s best performing year
in which it handled a little under 2% of the UK’s dedicated cargo ATMs. This is neither
credible nor based on a realistic assessment.

13.

Dr Dixon’s forecasts take no account of the historical reality of Manston and therefore do not
tell the SoS “what increase in capacity could realistically be achieved” were RSP to be
awarded this DCO.

How many cargo ATMS might “realistically” be achieved at
Manston Airport should this DCO be awarded?
14.

A number of Interested Parties submitted well-evidenced material on this question to the
Examination. In brief:
•

In our submission to the Examining Authority NNF035 we summarised the conclusions
reached by Falcon Consultants Ltd in 2014 about potential viability of Manston Airport.
Falcon concluded that:
“The climate for cargo-only aircraft operations could not be much worse.”
“Note that, even with an associated business park, the airport is unlikely to succeed
and, in our opinion, will generate substantial operating losses.”
Falcon was not asked to predict how many cargo ATMs a re-opened Manston Airport
might attract, but the consultancy did say that the airport had a poor reputation; was
poorly located; and that it would need to focus on niche opportunities

•

In our submission to the Examining Authority NNF056 we summarised the conclusions
reached by Avia Solutions in 2016 about potential viability of Manston Airport. Avia said
that it took a consistently generous view in its financial models of the numbers that
Manston could achieve. However, even taking this rose-tinted approach to its
assessment of viability, Avia concluded that an airport on the Manston site would not be
viable. Avia made the point that UK air cargo demand has stagnated since 2000, but not
because there isn’t enough airport capacity to cope with the demand. In the period when
cargo volumes have been flat, Stanstead has had spare capacity (and yet Stansted’s
freight ATMs decreased) and Manston had lots of capacity (and yet Manston closed).
Avia concluded:
“… there is virtually no incentive for operators to move operations to Manston, there
are alternative UK airports that offer competitive services on reasonable terms. The
UK doesn’t need another airport for freight that has no USP.”
“There is no compelling reason to believe that the airport would be able to generate
appreciably more freight activity than previously,”

5
6

NNF03 is TR020002-003494-NNF
NNF05 is TR020002-003496-NNF
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“While we consider that a re-opened Manston Airport would attract some passenger
services and regain freighter operations at a level similar to its historic performance,
our financial assessment is that this would be insufficient to support financially viable
operations of the airport.”
•

•

7
8

During the DCO Examination, York Aviation considered three scenarios for future cargo
operations at a re-opened Manston:7
o

Scenario 1 was considered by York Aviation to be “highly optimistic and very
unlikely”. York Aviation considered this to be the upper bound to what might be
achieved in cargo ATMs at a re-opened Manston. In this highly optimistic
scenario in which Manston would translate unmet demand for cheap bellyhold
cargo at Heathrow into more costly dedicated cargo at Manston, cargo ATMs
might reach 4,468 in 2040. York Aviation made it clear that this number was also
very optimistic because it assumed an unrealistically low tonnage per ATM

o

Scenario 2 was considered to be the most likely of the three scenarios. Even so,
York Aviation said that it still had optimistic elements. Under that scenario,
Manston would perform pretty much as it had before and might achieve 2,014
cargo ATMs by 2040

o

Scenario 3 was considered more realistic than Scenario 1, but still with some
highly optimistic elements. Under that scenario a re-opened Manston might
attract 745 aircraft movements p.a. by 2040

During the DCO Examination, Altitude Aviation Advisory also reviewed Dr Dixon’s cargo
ATM forecasts.8 Altitude said that:
o

Dr Dixon was forecasting a very low tonnage per ATM – 17 to 20 tonnes against
an average of 63 tonnes per ATM recorded at Manston over its last five years of
operation. Altitude noted that, if Dr Dixon’s forecast for year 20 of 340,000 tonnes
were actually to be achieved, and if the average load were consistent with real
historic performance, the cargo tonnage that she was forecasting could be
handled by 5,400 ATMs

o

By year 20, Dr Dixon’s projected cargo ATMs for Manston would be higher than
the cargo ATMs achieved by all but six EU airports in 2016. This was unrealistic

o

RSP’s proposals and Dr Dixon’s forecasts were “deeply flawed” and did “not
reflect market realities”.

o

“We see no realistic prospect that Manston could ever develop to reach the
required threshold of a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project”

o

“We consider the forecasts to be extremely optimistic and not credible, with
negligible supporting evidence.”

o

Dr Dixon’s forecast for over 17,000 cargo ATMs in Year 20 “represents one-third
of the current UK freighter flights, in a market where the number of freighter

REP3-025 – paragraphs 3.38 to 3.49
REP3-025 – TR020002-003137
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ATMs has been contracting. This trend has been recognised by the Department
for Transport”
o

“We would expect freight tonnage and freight ATM outturn at a re-opened
Manston to be considerably below [Dr Dixon’s forecasts]”

In summary
15.

Dove J made it clear that, for an aviation DCO application, what is required is “an
assessment which is grounded in the reality of the capacity which might be achieved”. Dr
Dixon’s forecasts for RSP clearly fall far short of this standard.

16.

The past reality of the airport is that it handled 547 dedicated cargo ATMs p.a. on average
over a 15 year period from 1999 to 2014. Since 2000, the UK market for dedicated cargo
ATMs has more than halved, from 110,000 ATMs to around 52,000 currently. The DfT is
forecasting 60,000 ATMs p.a. in 2050. Against this smaller market, Dr Dixon is forecasting
that Manston will take 28.5% of the entire UK market for dedicated cargo ATMs. This is not
realistic.

17.

Forecasts in 2014, 2016 and 2019 from reputable and experienced aviation consultants
have been that a re-opened Manston Airport will operate at a substantial loss. The most
optimistic forecast that York Aviation considered would mean 4,468 cargo ATMs at Manston
by 2040. This is less than half of the 10,000 additional ATMs required by the PA 2008 for an
NSIP. York Aviation said that more realistic scenarios were that a re-opened Manston could
deliver 745 to 2,014 cargo ATMs. Altitude Aviation said that there was no realistic prospect
that a re-opened Manston could ever develop to deliver the number of cargo ATMs required
for it to meet the NSIP criteria.

18.

It is clear from this that a realistic assessment of the capacity that might be achieved by
RSP’s proposals falls substantially short of the minimum of 10,000 cargo ATMs required for
an NSIP. A number of experienced aviation consultants have provided assessments that are
grounded in reality that assess what is likely in practice to be achieved. These
assessments demonstrate that the more likely outcome is that a re-opened Manston would
operate at much the same level that it operated at previously, with the most optimistic
assessment being that it might deliver around 4,500 cargo ATMs p.a. This is well below the
minimum 10,000 cargo ATMs per year that the PA2008 specifies that the “alteration”
should deliver.

19.

Put simply, the evidence is that RSP’s proposal is not an NSIP and therefore should not be
awarded the DCO applied for.
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From: Samara Jones-Hall
Sent: 21 February 2020 23:58
To: TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE <TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE@dft.gov.uk>; Susan Anderson
<Susan.Anderson@dft.gov.uk>; Rob Pridham <Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk>
Cc:
Subject: Manston DCO: Letter to the Secretary of State with New Evidence
Dear Sirs
Please find attached our Letter to the Secretary of State with New Evidence. Could you please escalate this
letter to his department for his consideration.
Please do confirm receipt.
Kind regards
Samara and Jason Jones-Hall

Samara Jones-Hall
Five10Twelve Limited
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Five10Twelve Limited

The Rt Hon Grant Shapps

The Secretary of State for Transport
Department for Transport

Zone 1/18, Great Minster House
33 Horseferry Road
London SW1P 4DR

BY EMAIL:
transportandworksact@dft.gov.uk
Cc: Susan.Anderson@dft.gov.uk
Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk

Dear Sir

15 February 2020

RiverOak Strategic Partners (“the Applicant”)
Proposed Manston Airport Development (“Manston”)
Development Consent Order (“DCO”)
New Evidence since the Close of the Examination
We respectfully submit the case of Ross & Anor (Acting on behalf of Stop Airport Expansion) v
Secretary of State for Transport[1]
 [2020] EWHC 226 (Admin) before the Secretary of State for
Transport so that it can form part of his decision-making process.

1

The Applicant has relied upon a technical and arithmetical formula to conclude that its Proposed
Development (as defined in [APP-008]) is a national strategic infrastructure project (an “NSIP”).
This technical and arithmetic formula is set out quite precisely and explicitly in the NSIP
Justification document (APP-008) of its DCO application as follows:
“22.

…Our aviation expert advice is that on a conservative basis a single cargo stand can

turn around an aircraft every 2.5 hours, i.e. six aircraft or 12 movements between
0700 and 2300 per day[2]
 .“ (emphasis added)

“23.

[Our] plans for Manston are to reconstruct it with 19 cargo stands (and some

passenger stands, which we assume will not handle cargo aircraft). Using the figure of
six arriving and departing aircraft per stand per day

(i.e. between 0700 and 2300 –

only limited night flights are contemplated), one arrives at a theoretical maximum
capability figure of (19x12x365=) 83,220 movements per year, and therefore the

capability of the airport will be at that level, noting that this is theoretical capability
rather than predicted operation[3]
 .” (emphasis added)
“34.

[Our] case is that we are applying for the alteration of an existing airport whose
current capability is zero air transport movements of cargo per year. By our experts’
calculations the introduction of 19 new cargo stands as proposed will be capable of
handling 83,220 air cargo movements per year, more than eight times the threshold in
the Planning Act 2008[4]”.

In the claim for judicial review of the decision of the Secretary of State for Transport, proposing
development a planning application made by Stansted Airport Limited to Uttlesford District Council
as being a nationally significant infrastructure project ("an NSIP") in terms of sections 23 and 35 of

the Planning Act 2008, and therefore subject to the approval processes required by the 2008 Act,
including determination at the national level, Ross & Anor (Acting on behalf of Stop Airport
Expansion) v Secretary of State for Transport[5]
 [2020] EWHC 226 (Admin) (the “SSE JR”) Mr Justice
Dove concluded:

“The first point to resolve is the correct construction of section 23(5)(a) [Planning Act 2008]. I am

satisfied that the submissions of the Defendant in this respect are undoubtedly correct. The language

2

of the statute in relation to whether the alteration will "increase by at least 10 million per year the
number of passengers for whom the airport is capable of providing air passenger transport services"
requires the Defendant to form a judgment in relation to that question. In my view that judgment is
to be formed by asking what increase in capacity could realistically be achieved, not what

might technically or arithmetically be possible. It requires an analysis based on how the
infrastructure is likely to perform, not a hypothetical approach assuming speculative figures in
relation to each aspect of the calculation of capacity to show what might be possible rather

than what is likely to occur in practice. I do not consider that the use of the wording "is capable"

endorses the Claimants' contentions: it is important that these words are to be read in the context of
the language of section 23(4) which speaks of the alteration being "expected to have the effect
specified in subsection (5)". The use of the word "expected" is an important qualification which
imports the requirement for an assessment which is grounded in the reality of the capacity
which might be achieved, rather than one which takes a speculative arithmetical approach to
all of the inputs to the calculation. It is clear on this basis that the Defendant's interpretation of the

statutory test was one which was sound and a reliable basis for taking the decision as to whether or
not the proposal was an NSIP” (emphasis added).
We appreciate that at the time of accepting the Applicant’s DCO application the UK Planning
Inspectorate did not have the SSE JR before it.

The SSE JR has now set a precedent in advance of the Secretary of State decision on this DCO.

Therefore, the Applicant’s reliance on a technical and arithmetic formula for its NSIP Justification
can, and respectfully should, constitute a reason for development consent refusal.
[1]

http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Admin/2020/226.html

[3]

Para 23 Applicant’s NSIP Justification [APP-008]

[2]

[4]
[5]

Para 22 Applicant’s NSIP Justification [APP-008]
Para 34 Applicant’s NSIP Justification [APP-008]

http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Admin/2020/226.html
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
No.51 Mick Saunders Late Rep 270220
29 June 2020 14:57:35

-----Original Message----From: noreply@number10.gov.uk [mailto:noreply@number10.gov.uk]
Sent: 06 March 2020 10:57
To: TOtransfers <TOtransfers@dft.gov.uk>
Subject: Forwarding - Third Runway Heathrow

Please find below a Treat Official e-mail received via the 10 Downing Street website for your department to
respond to.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------From: "Mick Saunders"
Address:
Date Sent: 27 Feb 20 11:48
Subject: Third Runway Heathrow

Sir, Can I point out that there is a third Runway in the Southeast not to far away as the Crow flies from
Heathrow. Already built and until a few years ago fully operational.
I am talking about Manston in Thanet Kent.
To free up capacity at Heathrow just stop all freight flights and give the slots to Passenger flights. I know
Airliners also carry freight. I am talking about the freight only flights. Make Manston a Duty Free Bonded area.
Make all freight flights use it. Most of the Locals want Manston Reopened. There is a fairly new dual carriage
way road that was completed a couple of years back. The HS1 rail route is not to far away. The east of Dartford
Crossing of the Thames hopefully will be built by 2025. Manston has a lot to go for it and would not Breach
Heathrow's third runway or this Governments environmental commitment
Margaret Thatcher 13-10-25    08-04-13 RIP
her only mistake "The Right To Buy"
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
No.52 John Jeapes Late Rep 27020
29 June 2020 14:59:32

-----Original Message----From: noreply@number10.gov.uk [mailto:noreply@number10.gov.uk]
Sent: 06 March 2020 11:27
To: TOtransfers <TOtransfers@dft.gov.uk>
Subject: Forwarding - Heathrow Expansion

Please find below a Treat Official e-mail received via the 10 Downing Street website for your department to
respond to.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------From: "John Jeapes"
Address:
Date Sent: 27 Feb 20 14:16
Subject: Heathrow Expansion

This morning, the Court of Appeal ruled that the government's decision to approve the airport expansion was
unlawful on the grounds that planning policy had not been properly followed in light of UK commitments to the
Paris Agreement on climate change. Judges noted that the government was aware of its decision before it was
made public and were yet to seek permission to appeal. A spokesperson for the prime minister confirmed the
government's position was to accept the ruling. We have a viable runway at Manston capable of taking the
largest cargo aeroplanes. It doesn't make sense to have an asset we are not using. Would this be a good time to
look again at the feasibility of Manston, especially when we have a company looking to inject finance into this
very airport
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
No.53 Robert Clarke Late Rep 270220.
29 June 2020 15:02:09

-----Original Message----From: noreply@number10.gov.uk [mailto:noreply@number10.gov.uk]
Sent: 06 March 2020 12:17
To: TOtransfers <TOtransfers@dft.gov.uk>
Subject: Forwarding - Just a thought.

Please find below a Treat Official e-mail received via the 10 Downing Street website for your department to
respond to.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------From: "Robert Clarke"
>
Address:
Subject: Just a thought.
Dear Prime Minister (RT. HON. BORIS JOHNSON MP),
As the high courts have ruled against the Heathrow 3rd expansion run away.
I ask; If Ramsgate airport has not been built on yet, why not reopen it and expand it to equal Heathrow, whilst
bringing greatly needed jobs to the area?
Respectively Yours,
Robert Clarke. ESQ.
(Party Member number: - 427754960)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
Captain Christopher Woodman Late Rep
29 June 2020 17:10:02

-----Original Message----From: noreply@number10.gov.uk <noreply@number10.gov.uk>
Sent: 06 March 2020 12:12
To: TOtransfers <TOtransfers@dft.gov.uk>
Subject: Forwarding - Manston Airport

Please find below a Treat Official e-mail received via the 10 Downing Street website for your department to
respond to.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------From: "Captain Christopher Woodman"
Address:
Subject: Manston Airport
Dear Boris
I am a retired airline Captain-Virgin Atlantic and Dan-Air.Now that Heathrow’s extension has hopefully been
hit on the head,may I suggest that Manston Airport be reopened.While it is not your proposed Thames airport it
is an excellent airfield with a high speed rail link,an adjacent motorway and new Cargo sheds.The runway is
long and in an area that is not very noise sensitive, being near the sea.
If one could move all of Heathrow’s cargo movements to Manston there would be many slots released for
further passenger aircraft. There is still a considerable amount of cargo carried in passenger aircraft holds,but at
least the purely cargo aircraft would be removed.It might also be worth considering removing pure Cargo
flights from Gatwick.
I will be in London from the 10th to the 12th March for my 70th Birthday,and would be very happy to discuss
my views with anyone available,as I have 47 years experience in the industry.
Yours sincerely
Chris Woodman
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From the Minister of State
Andrew Stephenson MP
Great Minster House
33 Horseferry Road
London
SW1P 4DR

Sir Roger Gale MP and Craig Mackinlay MP
House of Commons
London
SW1A 0AA

Tel: 0300 330 3000
E-Mail: andrew.stephenson@dft.gov.uk
Web site: www.gov.uk/dft
Our Ref: MC/281730

2 April 2020
Dear Sir Roger and Craig,
Thank you for your letter of 18 January and your joint letter of 28 February to
Grant Shapps about the Manston Airport Development Consent Order
planning application. Apologies for the delay in responding to you.
Whilst I am unable to comment further on the specifics of this live planning
application, I can confirm that a Written Ministerial Statement was made by
Nusrat Ghani on 16 January 2020 that extended the statutory deadline for
determining the application until 18 May 2020. This was considered
necessary to allow for further consultation on the application. I understand
that the extension to the deadline for determination of the Manston Airport
planning application must be frustrating and whilst decisions to extend
statutory deadlines for such transport planning applications are not taken
lightly it is important that the representations received during the consultation
are carefully considered before the application is determined and therefore
an extension was considered necessary on this occasion.
With regards to the other points raised in your letter, I hope you will
appreciate that I am unable to comment on what is a live planning
application. However, I can assure you that your representation will be taken
into account in the decision on the application in due course.

ANDREW STEPHENSON MP
MINISTER FOR STATE FOR TRANSPORT
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Subject
Date

Rob

idham
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29 June 2020 16 53 31

Or ginal Message
From SHAPPS G ant [
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pp p@p l
Sent 28 February 2020 17
To TransportSecretary <TransportSecretary@dft go uk>
Subject FW Manston A rport

]

From J l
>
Sent 28 February 2020 10 11
To SHAPPS G ant <grant shapps mp@parliament uk>
Subject Manston Ai port
Dear Mr Schapps
The De elopment Consent Order o return this h stor c aerodrome to a working freight airport is coming up this month There s a great swathe of support for this to happen Mans on played a i al part in winning WWII w th the RAF fl ghts out of the 'drome
Manston has the longest runway n England and is just near the mouth of the Thames so fre ght can be brought down hopefu ly to a new railway station on the Ramsga e to London l ne off loaded to the airport and flown straight out o er he sea lessening fre ght po lu ion on our roads to Do er
The re opening of Mans on Airport would create o er 8 000 obs for the local communi y there are not many job opportunit es n Thanet Ri er Oak Strategic Partne s ha e bri liant plans for the a rport which may well include flying people n he future
Please gi e the re opening of this Kent Airport your support our MP Sir Roger Gale is ery much in fa our as is Cra g McK nley for Ramsgate
Thank you for lis ening
Mrs Jill Hogben
Sent from <h tps /gbr01 safelinks protect on outlook com/?
url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo microsof com%2Ffw ink%2F%3FL nkId%3D550986&amp data=02%7C01%7CManstonAirpor % 0planning nspectorate go uk%7Cd231fcc3 609 fbe0 5808d81c
Ma l for W ndows 10

9156%7C5878df986f88 8ab9322998ce557088d%7C1%7C0%7C637290 28102688093&amp sdata=hZqkVdWLi82gEo6 B6 1CIKqn%2Bs26zq2f8hC%2Fu%2BadM %3D&amp reser ed=0>
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
Paul Turner Late Rep 280220
29 June 2020 16:59:57

-----Original Message----From: SHAPPS, Grant [mailto:grant.shapps.mp@parliament.uk]
Sent: 28 February 2020 17:43
To: TransportSecretary <TransportSecretary@dft.gov.uk>
Subject: FW: Manston Airport / London

From:
Sent: 28 February 2020 13:25
To: SHAPPS, Grant <grant.shapps mp@parliament.uk>
Cc: GALE, Roger <GALERJ@parliament.uk>
Subject: Manston Airport / London
Dear Secretary of State for Transport,
I wanted to reach out to you, to see if the department for transport have considered the former Royal Air Force
Manston base, briefly Kent International and closed in 2014 as a possibility for reopening as London Manston
Airport, following the courts ruling against LHR third runway.
At 2,748 m (9,016 ft) long, it has the 11th-longest civilian runway in the United Kingdom. The runway was
originally built with three "lanes" during the war to handle emergencies, and is among the widest in Europe &
was an emergency diversion runway for LHR and Concorde.
* RAF Manston is currently home to the MOD, Defence Fire Training and Development Centre (DFTDC) &
HQ for the 3rd battalion Princess of Wales Royal Regiment (PWRR).
* The airfield is currently closed and prime to be redeveloped into a prime London Airport.
* Manston is 70 miles from the center of London and is approximately 30 minutes by train
* There is an improved road network to east Kent and Manston Airport and the Thanet Way A299 and A28
passes close by the former Airport.
* There is land attached to the airport that could be developed into Terminal building, train station etc
* There is already provision for parking, that could be easily be expanded.
* There is an improved rail network to Birchington-on-Sea & Ramsgate - a possible spur into Manston could be
explored?
* It would bring much needed jobs and investment into Thanet and Kent.
Yours faithfully
Paul Turner
UK Parliament Disclaimer: this e-mail is confidential to the intended recipient. If you have received it in error,
please notify the sender and delete it from your system. Any unauthorised use, disclosure, or copying is not
permitted. This e-mail has been checked for viruses, but no liability is accepted for any damage caused by any
virus transmitted by this e-mail. This e-mail address is not secure, is not encrypted and should not be used for
sensitive data.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
Lee Sellman Late Rep 280220
29 June 2020 17:01:38

-----Original Message----From: SHAPPS, Grant [mailto:grant.shapps.mp@parliament.uk]
Sent: 28 February 2020 17:43
To: TransportSecretary <TransportSecretary@dft.gov.uk>
Subject: FW: Manston airport

From: Lee Sellman
>
Sent: 28 February 2020 14:21
To: SHAPPS, Grant <grant.shapps mp@parliament.uk>
Subject: Manston airport
Mr Shapps
The recent decision to deny the 3rd runway at Heathrow airport from being constructed because of
unacceptable levels of noise and pollution, as well as adding to the UK's carbon emissions is the right decision.
I hope you will also deny the re-opening of the Manston airport in Thanet on the same grounds to comply with
the government's 2050 carbon neutral strategy Thanks Lee Sellman
'This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and for the use of the individual or entity to whom
they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient be advised that you have received this email in error
and that any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing or copying of this email is prohibited' - EKC Group UK
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please notify the sender and delete it from your system. Any unauthorised use, disclosure, or copying is not
permitted. This e-mail has been checked for viruses, but no liability is accepted for any damage caused by any
virus transmitted by this e-mail. This e-mail address is not secure, is not encrypted and should not be used for
sensitive data.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
Ron Lane Late Rep 280220
29 June 2020 17:08:46

-----Original Message----From: noreply@number10.gov.uk [mailto:noreply@number10.gov.uk]
Sent: 06 March 2020 13:26
To: TOtransfers <TOtransfers@dft.gov.uk>
Subject: Forwarding - HEATHROW

Please find below a Treat Official e-mail received via the 10 Downing Street website for your department to
respond to.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------From: "Ron Lane"
Address:
Date Sent: 28 Feb 20 8:32
Subject: HEATHROW

May I suggest a possible resolution of the 3rd runway situation. It seems that this extra runway is wanted to
increase capacity. I heard yesterday that a considerable amount of import/exports comes through Heathrow via
freight flights. Why not open up somewhere like Manston for freight flights and stop these at Heathrow. Would
that surely not release sufficient extra passenger capacity, and provide new jobs at the freight airport.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
Gordon Henderson MP (Mrs P Hayden) Late Rep 020320 and Minister Reply
29 June 2020 17:14:38
Gordon Henderson MP Reply.pdf

From: oliver.merrony@parliament.uk [mailto:oliver.merrony@parliament.uk]
Sent: 02 March 2020 10:33
To: DFT Ministers <DFT.Ministers@dft.gov.uk>
Subject: FW: manston (Case Ref: GH4156)
Dear Sir/Madam
Please see the below email I have received from Mrs Hayden regarding Mantson Airport's use to solve the
Heathrow 3rd runway issue.
I would be grateful if you would look into her suggestion.
Regards
Oliver Merrony
Caseworker to Gordon Henderson MP
Member of Parliament for Sittingbourne & Sheppey
Constituency Office
Top Floor, Unit 10, Periwinkle Court Business Centre
Church Street, Milton Regis
Sittingbourne, Kent, ME10 2JZ
Telephone: 01795 423199
Email: oliver.merrony@parliament.uk
Website: www.gordonhendersonmp.org.uk
Facebook: www.facebook.com/groups/gordonhendersonm
________________________________________
From: David & Pauline Hayden
Sent: 29 February 2020 07:55
To: HENDERSON, Gordon
Subject: Re: manston
Mrs P Hayden,
On Fri, Feb 28, 2020 at 2:22 PM David & Pauline Hayden wrote:
It occurs to me, and I expect to countless others, that there is no need for a third runway at Heathrow, or a second
one at Gatwick. All the problems could be solved by expanding Manston to enable it to become the hub for
refueling and freight flights only. Nearby motorways could be extended, adapted as required. Far less interruption
and thousands of new jobs.
PLEASE SUBMIT THIS AT PARLIAMENT
UK Parliament Disclaimer: this e-mail is confidential to the intended recipient. If you have received it in error, please
notify the sender and delete it from your system. Any unauthorised use, disclosure, or copying is not permitted. This
e-mail has been checked for viruses, but no liability is accepted for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by
this e-mail. This e-mail address is not secure, is not encrypted and should not be used for sensitive data.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
No.62 Five10Twelve Ltd Late Rep 100320
29 June 2020 17:16:19
Letter to Secretary of State with New Evidence March 2020.pdf

From: Samara Jones-Hall
Sent: 11 March 2020 00:05
To: TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE <TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE@dft.gov.uk>; Rob Pridham
<Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk>; Susan Anderson <Susan.Anderson@dft.gov.uk>;
>
Subject: Manston DCO: Letter to Secretary of State with New Evidence_March
Dear Sirs
Please find attached our Letter to Secretary of State with New Evidence_March. Could you please escalate this letter to
his department for his consideration.
Please do confirm receipt.
Kind regards
Samara and Jason Jones-Hall
Samara Jones-Hall
Five10Twelve Limited

***** Email confidentiality notice *****
This message is private and confidential. If you have received this message in error, please notify us and remove it from your
system.
Five10Twelve is a private limited company incorporated in England & Wales under the name Five10Twelve Limited,
Company No 8412137
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Five10Twelve Limited

The Rt Hon Grant Shapps

The Secretary of State for Transport
Department for Transport

Zone 1/18, Great Minster House
33 Horseferry Road
London SW1P 4DR

BY EMAIL:
transportandworksact@dft.gov.uk
Cc: Susan.Anderson@dft.gov.uk
Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk

Dear Sir

10 March 2020

RiverOak Strategic Partners (“the Applicant”)
Proposed Manston Airport Development (“Manston”)
Development Consent Order (“DCO”)
New Evidence since the Close of the Examination
As you will be aware the Transport Secretary Right Hon Grant Shapps announced the plan to leave

the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) after December 31 when EU law will cease to apply to
the UK1.
1

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-51783580

1

In the Applicant’s Updated Register of Environmental Actions and Commitments (REAC) submitted

at Deadline 112, the Applicant commits to “Bans on older, dirtier aircraft” 3 times in relation to

mitigating: Potential GHG emissions; Damage to habitats and / or species as a result of emissions
from aircraft movements on the ground and during the Landing and Take Off cycle; and Effects
upon human health and ecological resources from aircraft movements on the ground and during
the land and take-off (LTO) cycle.

The ExA’s Second Written Questions at AQ.2.63 asked the following of the Applicant:
“The Applicant Register of Environmental Actions and Commitments (REAC) The Updated REAC
references ‘Bans on older dirtier aircraft’.
●

i. Confirm what aircraft would be banned and how this ban would be applied.

●

ii. Show where this is secured in the draft DCO”.

In the Applicant’s Response, the Applicant is silent as to which aircraft would be banned and states
the following:

“The Internal (sic) Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) have developed a CO2 standard for aircraft with
the support of the Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP). This Standard is one of a
number of elements aimed at tackling the impact of international aviation on climate change.
Compliance with these requirements will become a pre-requisite for the issuance of an aircraft
or aircraft engine EASA Type Certificate, which is required to operate aircraft. The standard will

be applicable as of 2020. ii. Given that compliance will be a pre-requisite for certification this does not
need to be secured in the DCO4” (bold added for emphasis).

2

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR02000
2-004663-Updated%20Register%20of%20Environmental%20Actions%20and%20Commitments.pdf
3

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR02000
2-003954-Answers%20to%20SWQs.pdf
4

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR02000
2-003954-Answers%20to%20SWQs.pdf
2

Without prejudice to the appropriateness and/or robustness - or otherwise - of the Applicant’s
proposed method of securing its alleged commitment to banning “older dirtier aircraft”, it is clear
that the Applicant can no longer rely on EASA certification.
This will significantly and materially impact:
●

The submissions of statutory bodies in relation to the Manston DCO, not least the Report on

the Implications for European Sites and Natural England’s comments on the Report on the
Implications for European Sites5; and
●

The Applicant’s alleged calculation as to the amount of potential GHG emissions6 and

therefore the Applicant has, further, failed to satisfactorily demonstrate that the scheme
would not have a material impact on the Government’s ability to meet the Net Zero target
and its commitments under the Paris Agreement; and
●

Effects on human health and ecological resources from aircraft movements on the ground
and during the land and take-off (LTO) cycle.

Therefore, the Applicant’s reliance on the EASA certification can, and respectfully should,
constitute a reason for development consent refusal.
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https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR02000
2-004583-Natural%20England%20comments%20on%20RIES 1Jul19.pdf
6
Page 90
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR02000
2-004663-Updated%20Register%20of%20Environmental%20Actions%20and%20Commitments.pdf
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
No.63 BDP Pitman (Applicant) Late Rep 190320 - Applicant"s comments on submissions to Secretary of State"s consultation
[BDB-BDB1.FID9947610]
29 June 2020 17:25:03
Applicant s comments on responses to SoS January consultation.PDF

From: GRAHAM Jessica [mailto:JessicaGRAHAM@bdbpitmans.com]
Sent: 19 March 2020 13:07
To: Rob Pridham <Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk>
Cc: TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE <TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE@dft.gov.uk>; WALKER Angus
<AngusWALKER@bdbpitmans.com>
Subject: Manston Airport DCO - Applicant's comments on submissions to Secretary of State's consultation
[BDB-BDB1.FID9947610]
Dear Rob,
Please find attached the Applicant’s comments on submissions made in response to the Secretary of State’s
consultation of 17 January 2020.
Kind regards
Jess

Jessica Graham Solicitor
T +44 (0)20 7783 3982
W www.bdbpitmans.com
For and on behalf of BDB Pitmans LLP
50 Broadway London SW1H 0BL

WARNING – This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and may also be privileged. If you are not
the intended recipient, you should not copy, forward or use any part of it or disclose its contents to any person. If
you have received it in error please notify our system manager immediately on +44 (0)20 7783 3555 or +44 (0)345
222 9222. This email and any automatic copies should be deleted after you have contacted the system manager.
This email is sent from the offices of BDB Pitmans LLP, a limited liability partnership authorised and regulated by
the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA ID number 448617) and registered in England and Wales with registered
number OC320798. Its registered office and principal place of business is 50 Broadway, London SW1H 0BL. A full
list of members, referred to as partners by the firm, is available for inspection on request. BDB Pitmans LLP
accepts no responsibility for software viruses and you should check for viruses before opening any attachments.
Cybercrime Alert : If you receive an email purporting to be from someone at this firm and telling you that we have
changed our bank details, it is likely to be from a criminal. Please do not reply to that email – instead ring the
person you have been dealing with as soon as possible to check whether the change is genuine.
Internet communications are not secure and therefore BDB Pitmans LLP does not provide any guarantee or
warranty that this message or any attachments shall remain confidential. To ensure client service levels and
business continuity BDB Pitmans LLP operates a policy whereby emails can be read by its employees or partners
other than the addressee. This policy complies with the Telecommunications (Lawful Business Practice)
(Interception of Communications) Regulations 2000.
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Rob Pridham
Department for Transport
Great Minster House
33 Horseferry Road
London
SW1P 4DR

Your Ref
Our Ref

JNG/ADW/166055.0003
Date

19 March 2020
By Email Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk

Dear Sir
Proposed Manston Airport Development Consent Order
PINS Application ref: TR020002
Applicant's comments on responses to the Secretary of State's consultation of 17 January 2020
Please find enclosed with this letter the Applicant’s comments on submissions following the Secretary
of State’s request for comments and further information on 17 January 2020. The Applicant has not
commented on every submission made by parties in response to the Secretary of State’s consultation,
but has responded only to specific points where it was thought helpful to provide clarification. The
Applicant’s comments are set out at enclosures 1 and 2.
The Applicant has also made comment on the Court of Appeal Airports National Policy Statement
judgment at enclosure 3.
The Applicant is mindful that the Government is currently dealing with the situation unfolding around
the spread of coronavirus and is sympathetic to the new pressures that this puts upon it, although is
nevertheless hopeful that a decision can still be made soon, noting that the effects of this outbreak
underline the need for trade resilience in the UK.
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Yours faithfully

BDB Pitmans LLP
T +44 (0)20 7783 3441

E anguswalker@bdbpitmans.com

enc
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Enclosure 1
The Applicant’s comments on responses to the Secretary of State’s consultation of 17 January 2020
Responder

Paragraph
reference

Responder’s comments

Applicant’s response

Historic
England

2.1-2.3

1) Historic England’s position regarding Article 6(3) and
requirement 3 was initially set out in their Deadline 11
submission, where they proposed alternative wording to
address points that were not agreed. The current
proposed wording of Article 6(3) adds the phrase “as
defined in the further assessment required in requirement
3(3)(a)” which Historic England consider results in
ambiguity regarding the potential for harm from deviations
and the worthiness of heritage assets for conservation.
Historic England allege that it is unclear who out of the
relevant planning authority, KCC, Historic England or
RSP would make these decisions as part of the further

1) The Applicant notes that Historic England makes two points
in relation to the proposed amendment to Article 6(3):

Registered Office
50 Broadway
London, SW1H 0BL
DX 2317 Victoria

51 Hills Road
Cambridge, CB2 1NT
DX 5814 Cambridge

“The authorised development may not deviate within the limits of
deviation in this article to such as an extent as would harm
heritage assets of national importance and their settings as
defined in the development masterplan that are considered
worthy of conservation by the relevant planning authority, Kent
County Council and Historic England as defined in the further
assessment required in requirement 3(3)(a)”
Firstly, that decisions should be made by the relevant planning
authority, KCC and Historic England. The Applicant would
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heritage assessment. Historic England is of the view such
decisions should be made by the relevant planning
authority, KCC and Historic England and suggest
“defined” is changed to “informed” to remove ambiguity.

suggest this is the position as already reflected in the proposed
wording for Article 6(3), which states that it is “the relevant
planning authority, Kent County Council and Historic England”
who will consider the worthiness of heritage assets for
conservation.
Secondly, Historic England also requests that the word “defined”
is changed to “informed” in order to remove ambiguity. The
Applicant would suggest that this amendment should be
“informed by”. The Applicant disagrees that this amendment is
needed to remove ambiguity but is content to accept the
amendment.

2.4

Kent County
Council

20993812.1
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2) Regarding requirement 3, Historic England agree with
the wording set out in 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c).

KCC does not know how the education contributions were
calculated nor how the schools listed were identified. KCC
says it provided an estimate of £300,000 in relation to how
much it would cost to insulate and ventilate a primary
school in response to the ExA’s Second Written
Questions but the exact amount will depend on the
matters listed in their response.

4

2) Noted.

The ES, [APP-034] presented screening criteria for schools as
LAeq, 16hr. Schools lying within the 60dBLAeq, 16 hr
precautionary contour automatically qualify for noise insulation.
No schools lie within this. Nonetheless, the importance of
schools was acknowledged by the Applicant who has made a
further provision for schools affected by aircraft noise exceeding
50dBLAeq to be assessed and if necessary compensated. At the
request of the ExA, the Applicant considered an indicative
distorted timetable (refer to Ns2.16) which identified 7 further
schools which may be affected by the scheme.

However, as noted in the Applicants written summary of oral
submission put at ISH6 [REP8-015], all schools should be
assessed on a case-by-case basis in order that the needs of
individual schools can be taken into account rather than offering
a one-size-fits-all solution.
The sum of £139,000 per annum for affected schools for 20
years has been arrived at by applying per pupil funding under
the National Funding Formula to each of the schools in question.
The
formula
can
be
found
at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-fundingformula-tables-for-schools-and-high-needs-2019-to-2020.

5

KCC says it is not aware any methodology has been set
out by RSP, especially in respect of the revised Noise
Mitigation Plan.
In summary, KCC’s position is described as follows:
• The evidence base to support the contributions offered
is either unclear, or is not supported by any evidence;

20993812.1

5

The Applicant would refer to its response to the SoS’ request for
further information No.5, in which it has set out the work
undertaken to identify the mitigation scheme.

• The mitigation offered has not been properly costed and
projects identified are not deliverable on the basis of the
contribution proposed;
• The mitigation offered is not acceptable, as it does not
appropriately mitigate the impact of the development; and
• The triggers for payment are not supported by robust
highway modelling about when unacceptable impacts will
arise at the respective junctions and when payment
should therefore be due.

18

Natural
England

20993812.1

KCC alleges that the proposed requirement within the
DCO would assist in managing future PM peak hour traffic
movements, in line with forecasts identified within the
applicant’s Transport Assessment. Therefore, KCC
supports the proposed requirements

Natural England say that its comments on the RIES
[REP10-007] were based on the noise contour maps
produced by the Applicant [REP4-018]) and on the
assessment contained in the Appendices to the
Applicant’s Answers to the 4th Written Questions,
Appendix Ec.4.2: North Pegwell Bay: Noise and
Turnstone [REP9-010]. As noted in Five10Twelve’s letter
6

The Applicant would refer to its response to the SoS’ request for
further information No. 18, in which it has proposed alternative
wording to ensure that any potential change or impact would be
monitored and, in the event that impacts over and above those
reported in the ES arise, additional restrictions or surface
infrastructure improvements would be introduced to ensure that
those effects are limited to those reported.

The Applicant would refer to its response to the SoS’ request for
further information No. 21 [R21], in which it sets out why it does
not consider that the effects reported in the ES [APP-034] are
inaccurate.
The RIES is based on the same assessments and assumptions
as the rest of the DCO application documents are based on and

(27 October 2019), Natural England say that its
conclusions regarding noise impacts on the features of
the Thanet Coast and Sandwich Bay SPA/Ramsar were
based on the Applicant’s assertion (in [REP9-010]) that
the flightpaths would be similar to those used by the
previous Manston Airport, and at least no closer to
Pegwell Bay than previously. Five10Twelve’s letter (27
October 2019) implies that a different set of assumptions
has been used to calculate impacts on human receptors.

represent the most realistic ‘worst-case’ development scenario.
The Applicant would like to refer to its response to Ns4.12 and
Appendix ISH6 - 27.

Natural England’s principal concern is that the Report on
the Implications for European Sites (RIES) is based on
the same assessments and assumptions that the rest of
the DCO application documents are based on, and that
these represent the most realistic ‘worst case’
development scenario (i.e. following the precautionary
approach required by the Habitats Regulations). We note
that the letter submitted by Five10Twelve, dated 27
October 2019, calls this into question.

Network Rail

20993812.1

Protection from Compulsory Acquisition – Network Rail
does not object in principle to the Order, however Network
Rail does object to the Order conferring on the Promoter
the unfettered power to compulsorily acquire rights over
land or subsoil which forms part of Network Rail’s
operational railway and which Network Rail rely upon for
the carrying out of its statutory undertaking.

7

The Applicant is not proposing any works to the pipeline that
runs under the railway but is simply seeking to regularise the
situation where no party accepts that it owns the pipeline or any
maintenance obligation. Owning the pipeline for all of its length
except where it ran under the railway, where it would be
accessed via an easement would be anomalous and the
proposal is not accepted by the Applicant.

Network Rail does recognise that the DCO Scheme
requires the use of subsoil under and use of other rights
over Network Rail’s operational railway. However,
Network Rail would expect the necessary subsoil rights or
other rights to be acquired through an agreed easement
rather than through the exercise of compulsory
acquisition powers. This approach must be adopted to
ensure that Network Rail can comply with its statutory
duties to maintain the safe, efficient and economic
operation of the railway and to ensure such rights do not
affect the continued use of the railway by passenger and
freight operators.

Thanet
District
Council

14

Thanet District Council say that it agreed the following
wording with the Applicant after the final hearing on the
Draft Development Consent Order for requirement 19:
‘Buildings comprised in Works Nos. 15, 16 and 17 must
not be occupied before:
a) the aerodrome is granted EASA certification; and
b) the commencement of operation of Work No.1 (or any
part thereof).’
TDC say that the requirement is to ensure that the Airport
use on the site to the south of Manston Road has come
into operation prior to the occupation of any units on the

20993812.1
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The Applicant does not consider that this requirement is
necessary or appropriate if its rationale is to ensure that the
development on the northern grass is airport-related, as it is
already bound by such an obligation, and inserting a timing
restriction would not make development any more airportrelated. The Applicant may well wish to construct and occupy
airport-related development in preparation for the reopening of
the airport.

‘northern grass site’, meaning there is a clear connection
between “airport-related” development and the
authorised development (also supported by the definition
of “airport-related”). The proposed wording of
Requirement 19 would not require any works to have
begun under Works 1 to 11 and 13, whereas the previous
wording included a clear identification that the
commencement of work on the airport site must occur
prior to the occupation of any of the airport-related
development on the “northern grass” area. TDC
respectfully requests that the Secretary of State revises
the wording of the proposed requirement to include this
restriction.

15

The new definition narrows the airport-related
development approved to be “directly related to and
required to support operations” at Manston Airport,
however Thanet District Council reiterates the need for
the definition to state that the development in question
also be “required to be located at Manston Airport to
support those operations”.

Defence
Infrastructure
Organisation

20993812.1

The Applicant does not agree to this amendment, since it would
add an unnecessary burdensome condition on development on
the ‘northern grass’ of having to show that it could not be situated
elsewhere.
The DCO should grant permission for the
development of this area and has been thoroughly examined on
the issue – this would effectively introduce a further consent
requirement.

See Applicant’s response at Enclosure 2 below.
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Enclosure 2
The Applicant’s comments on submissions made on behalf of the Ministry of Defence
Consent under s135 for land acquisition
In response to the submission from the Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO), the Applicant is
grateful for the first indication of its attitude towards compulsory acquisition of land in which it has an
interest, the Applicant having attempted to obtain this information for over two years.
However, having acquired the airport from its owner Stone Hill Park Ltd by agreement towards the end
of the examination, the Applicant no longer needs consent for much of the land and can develop the
airport without the remainder despite some inconvenience.
The land concerned can be divided into nine categories, as follows:
Plots
018, 018a, 018b, 025,
042a, 044, 045, 045a, 014,
024, 050a, 054, 102, 103,
114, 114a
026

038

041

045b

Registered Office
50 Broadway
London, SW1H 0BL
DX 2317 Victoria

51 Hills Road
Cambridge, CB2 1NT
DX 5814 Cambridge

Response
The DIO has given consent to the compulsory acquisition of these
plots

Consent not given, no reason given. This is the aerial farm, which
has not been used for over ten years and is believed no longer to be
supplied with services. It is clearly redundant and the DIO have
allegedly been seeking confirmation of this internally throughout the
examination, unsuccessfully. However as this land is at the edge of
the airport site the Applicant can work round it until the issue is
resolved.
Consent not given, no reason given. This is the motor transport unit
that serves the nearby Defence Fire Training and Development
Centre. On 18 July 2019 Earl Howe announced in Parliament that
this site would close and move to Moreton-in-Marsh in the
Cotswolds. As this land is at the edge of the airport site the
Applicant can work round it until the issue is resolved.
Consent not given. This is the HRDF, an active piece of apparatus
that the Applicant has gone to great lengths to relocate. See
separate response below on the issues surrounding this.
Consent not given, with no reason given, for the temporary
occupation of eight square metres of highway verge for which the
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015, 015a, 026a, 027, 028,
036, 037, 039, 041a, 043,
043a, 046, 047, 047a,
048a, 049, 049a, 049b,
050, 050a, 050b, 050c,
050d, 050e, 051b, 053a,
053b, 055, 058, 068, 069,
070, 070a
016a

048, 048b

017, 019b, 020, 020a, 023,
040, 040a

Applicant was intending to occupy for highway works. Although
inconvenient, the Applicant can avoid this very small plot when it
implements its highway works
Consent not given with no reason given. This is the main airport site
and all these plots are now owned by the Applicant, which therefore
no longer needs compulsory acquisition powers.

Consent not given with no reason given for the acquisition of 50sqm
of highway verge at the south-west corner of the airport site. The
Applicant can avoid this small plot despite the inconvenience.
Consent not given with no reason given for the acquisition of two
plots belonging to the museums. The Applicant withdrew these from
the scope of compulsory acquisition powers during the examination
and are no longer shown as coloured on the land plans and are
indicated as not subject to acquisition in the Book of Reference.
Consent not given for various small strips of land around the
perimeter of the airport, with the reason that the MoD would lose a
clawback provision, which lasts until 2025. The Applicant would be
happy to acquire these plots while preserving the clawback
provision.

The HRDF
The Applicant disagrees with the characterisation of what has happened during the examination.
Through the unexplained hostility to the project by one individual on this single issue, the MoD
remains the only significant barrier to the implementation of the project and the benefits it will bring.
Nevertheless the Applicant has accepted that those parts of the development that would penetrate the
area intended to be safeguarded around the HRDF cannot be carried out without the consent of the
MoD, which clearly amounts to sufficient protection to allow the application to be granted.
The Applicant engaged with the MoD’s own contractor Aquila (at its suggestion) to examine the
feasibility of relocating the HRDF, and Aquila recommended three locations. To say that the
Applicant has submitted no evidence about relocation is simply untrue – the MoD considers this in its
own submission on the last day of the examination. The Applicant would be pleased to engage with
the MoD further and has made many attempts to do so.
Furthermore, the MoD alleges that the HRDF is safeguarded, but upon inquiry of the local authority
Thanet District Council, it has not received anything to that effect from the MoD and does not consider
the site to be safeguarded. The MoD may have issued a safeguarding order but it has failed to
implement it and planning applications intruding into the zone that would have been protected by the
safeguarding direction are allowed to go ahead.
Proposed amendments to the Secretary of State’s suggested requirement 24
20993812.1
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The Applicant accepts the amendment to requirement 24(1) suggested by the MoD. The Applicant
does not agree that the additional sentence suggested for requirement 24(3) is necessary – the MoD
already has to consent to development within the safeguarded zone, which should be sufficient. The
drafting is also too restrictive as other solutions may be satisfactory – and indeed the safeguarding
direction is ineffective in any case.

20993812.1
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Enclosure 3
The Applicant’s comment on the Court of Appeal Airports National Policy Statement judgment
The essence of the judgment is that the Airports National Policy Statement did not take the Paris
agreement into account when fulfilling the obligation to set out how climate change mitigation policy has
been taken into account; the agreement became policy at or shortly after its ratification and did not need
to wait to be enshrined in UK law.
The enactment of 'net zero' in June 2019 did effectively enshrine the Paris agreement in UK law (except,
according to the judgment, non CO2 emissions and post-2050 considerations). This was just before the
end of the examination into the application. The Examining Authority asked about it in its fourth round
of questions issued on 21 June 2019 (question G.4.1(iv), asked here [PD-020] and answered here
[REP9-006]), and the Secretary of State asked about it in his supplementary questions in January 2020
(Request No. 22). The issue has therefore been taken into account in the examination,
recommendation, and decision stages of this project and is not affected by the same error as the
Airports National Policy Statement.
The declaration that the ANPS has no effect does not affect the basis for decision-making in relation to
this application. As paragraph 1.41 of the ANPS said,
"The Airports NPS does not have effect in relation to an application for development consent for an
airport development not comprised in an application relating to the Heathrow Northwest Runway, and
proposals for new terminal capacity located between the Northwest Runway at Heathrow Airport and
the existing Northern Runway and reconfiguration of terminal facilities between the two existing runways
at Heathrow Airport. Nevertheless, the Secretary of State considers that the contents of the Airports
NPS will be both important and relevant considerations in the determination of such an application,
particularly where it relates to London or the South East of England. Among the considerations that will
be important and relevant are the findings in the Airports NPS as to the need for new airport capacity
and that the preferred scheme is the most appropriate means of meeting that need."
The decision was therefore already to be taken under s105 of the Planning Act 2008 rather than s104,
and still is. The only effect that the declaration has on the decision is therefore that wherever the ANPS
was considered to be important and relevant when the Examining Authority made their
recommendation, this should be ignored or re-expressed in light of other policy. The Applicant’s strong
case that for the project remains unaffected.

20993812.1
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
No.65 Stephen John Late Rep 040420
29 June 2020 17:28:10

From:
Sent: 04 April 2020 18:49
To: SHAPPS, Grant <grant.shapps.mp@parliament.uk>
Subject: Manston Airport Decision

Dear Mr. Shapps
With reference to next months decision on Manston airport I would be most grateful if you could take
into consideration the infringement in peoples sleeping patterns, (as night flight were allowed), the
disruption and pollution including bits of aircraft falling onto property in Ramsgate, and consequently
turn down the application to reopen the airport. Being in the top north east corner of Kent it only
therefore has a 25% catchment area, and that was one of the reasons why the other 3 airport owners
failed. Please let the land be used for housing.
Yours sincerely
Stephen Mannion
UK Parliament Disclaimer: this e-mail is confidential to the intended recipient. If you have received it in error,
please notify the sender and delete it from your system. Any unauthorised use, disclosure, or copying is not
permitted. This e-mail has been checked for viruses, but no liability is accepted for any damage caused by any
virus transmitted by this e-mail. This e-mail address is not secure, is not encrypted and should not be used for
sensitive data.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
This email has originated from external sources and has been scanned by DfT’s email scanning service.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

The information in this email may be confidential or otherwise protected by law. If you received it in
error, please let us know by return e-mail and then delete it immediately, without printing or passing it
on to anybody else.
Incoming and outgoing e-mail messages are routinely monitored for compliance with our policy on the
use of electronic communications and for other lawful purposes.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Manston Airport; transportandworksact@dft.gov.uk; Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk
Representation relating to: NSIP: TR2020002 Proposed Manston Airport
23 April 2020 11:38:33
Response on new evidence April 2020 FINAL.odt
Only way to Zero is stop flying FT.rtf
Absolute-Zero-digital-280120-v2.pdf
Excess mortality due to air pollution cvaa025.pdf
Pollution cofactor for Covid19 deaths.doc
Pollution co-factor in Covid19 deaths 1-s2.0-S0269749120320601-main.pdf
1-s2.0-S0048969720321215-main.pdf
Loss of life expectancy from air pollution cvaa025-1.pdf
carbon-leakage-report.pdf

From: Chris Lowe. Interested party: 20014275
For the Attention of :

The Rt. Hon. Grant Shapps, The Secretary of State for Transport,Department for
Transport,Zone 1/18, Great Minster House, 33 Horseferry Road, London SW1P
4DR
Planning Inspectorate, Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects
Rob Pridham, Senior Planning Manager, Transport Infrastructure Planning Unit, East Wing, Albany
House, 94-98 Petty France, Westminster, London, SW1H 9EA  

Dear Sirs,

I attach my representations on relevant new information that has been published
recently and further information to assist you in refusing of this Application.
I hope that this is helpful to you.
Chris Lowe

Attachments:
1: Representation
2: REFERENCES

REF: 1
REF: 2
REF: 3
REF: 4
REF: 5
REF: 6

REF: 7

REF: 8

  

NSIP: TR2020002 Proposed Manston Airport
Representation From: Chris Lowe. Interested party: 20014275
The following is relevant new and additional evidence for refusing the Application by RSP for a DCO for Manston.
1
The Stansted Judgement
Clearly the judgement of Dove J in the Stansted Judicial Review (R (Ross and Saunders (acting on behalf of Stop
Stansted Expansion)) v. Secretary of State for Transport [2020] EWHC 226 (Admin)) supported your department's
view that the Stansted Application to increase passenger numbers by 10 million per year should fall to the Local
Authority as it is “unlikely that such an increase” would occur.
Likewise Manston is even less likely than Stansted to achieve the theoretical target of 10,000 cargo Air Transport
Movements per annum.
The local Uttlesford District Council refused Stansted Airport's proposals because of the adverse impacts of noise,
air quality and climate change, all of which are relevant to Manston Airport proposals.
2
The Heathrow Judgement
Your attention has been drawn by others to the “the Heathrow JR”(on the application of Spurrier & others) v
Secretary of State for Transport [2019] EWHC 1070 (Admin) which the Government has agreed not to appeal. The
Court decided that the Heathrow expansion proposals cannot go ahead because the National Policy Statement for
Airports has not taken account of the UK's current commitments to reduce climate emissions.
Hence the Manston proposals cannot go ahead because it has not been shown to be compliant with all of these
commitments.
It is also relevant to note that the Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Transport (Kelly Tolhurst) confirmed
in the House of Commons on 5 March, 2020, that “ ..any expansion at at any regional airport at Luton or anywhere
else must meet stringent environmental criteria on climate change, pollution and the rest”.
So this will also apply to Manston.
Professor Julian M Attwood FREng, of the University of Cambridge, has written in the Financial Times that “The
only way to hit net zero by 2050 is to stop flying; Dreaming of electric planes and planting trees will not save our
planet” (see: REF: 1), because of the need for air transport activity to dramatically decrease to meet Zero Carbon
by 2050, and not to rely on potential technology improvements which are uncertain in effect and timescale.
This is elaborated in the report from UK Fires ( (REF: 2 https://ukfires.org/absolute-zero/) of which he was the lead
author, in the detailed Aviation section.
Hence with decreasing number of flights to meet climate targets, the industry would be forced to maximise
efficiency by the use of fully loaded aircraft and thus make Manston totally uneconomic because their proposed
relatively small load per flight would be very inefficient.
3
Webtag
For transport schemes the Department for Transport requires use of Webtag to estimate the potential impacts of
proposals.
However, as with the Heathrow Judgement, Webtag has not been updated to comply with the UK's climate
emissions requirements.
Hence any costings made using Webtag will be out of date, as the impact of Zero Carbon will be to increase costs
and make carbon-generating proposals such as Manston Airport, even less viable
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4
Air Pollution and COVID-19
Evidence has now been found that people who suffer from air pollution are more likely to suffer greater harm or
death from the current COVID-19 pandemic, from which many people are dying in the UK.
Evidence for this has come from USA and from Italy, and now also from Europe, and these results indicate that this
long-term exposure to pollution may be one of the most important contributors to fatality caused by the COVID-19
virus - see attached documents (REF: 3, 4, 5, 6).
The publication “Loss of life expectancy from air pollution compared to other risk factors: a worldwide
perspective” (Cardiovascular Research doi:10.1093/cvr/cvaa025 REF: 7), shows the Excess mortality attributable
to ambient air pollution. Excess mortality expresses the number of deaths over a given period that would not occur
in the absence of exposure.
For Europe, the figures are: 790,00 deaths per annum, which is 133 deaths per 100,000 people, or 1.7 years
avoidable loss of life expectancy (LLE)
What this means for Manston Airport is that for 100,000 people in Thanet there are likely to be 133 avoidable
deaths a year from air pollution but if the airport were to go ahead, then this number would increase to an even
higher number, which is unacceptable.
It is striking that Australia, with the strictest air quality standards worldwide has only 47 deaths per 100,000 people
or 0.2 LLE.
So if Thanet achieved Australian standards that would save 1.5 years of longer life expectancy, so it is essential to
prohibit any proposal, such as Manston Airport, which could not avoid increasing air pollution.
5
Noise
Evidence is already becoming available of how the lack of air and road traffic is improving the environment, and in
particular reducing noise significantly.
For example, Noise bulletin April 2020, Issue 141 reports that in southern Paris around Paris-Orly airport the
decreases in the second week of lock down averaged 17 dBa Lden and 37 dbA for Lnight, corresponding to a 94%
drop in overflights, as an example. See: www.bruitparif.fr/les-effets-du-confinement-sur-le-bruit-en-ile-de-france/
Bearing in mind that decibel levels are non-linear and a 10 dB change is a doubling or halving in loudness, these are
large changes and show the importance for reducing noise – and not allowing new or additional sources such as
Manston Airport.
6
Conclusion
Hence all these considerations add further strong evidence to refuse permission for the DCO.
Finally any concerns that cancelling Manston Airport might risk carbon leakage or competitive disadvantage are
shown to be unfounded by: “The Carbon Leakage and Competitiveness Impacts of Carbon Abatement Policy in
Aviation” (attached, REF: 8) report from “Air Transportation Analytics Ltd and Clarity Ltd” commissioned by the
department.
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The only way to hit net zero by 2050 is to stop flying
Dreaming of electric planes and planting trees will not save our planet
(Financial Times)
By Professor Julian Allwood (Cambridge University)
The writer is professor of engineering and the environment at Cambridge university
The UK aviation industry this week promised to bring its net carbon emissions down to zero by 2050 while
growing by 70 per cent, and Prime Minister Boris Johnson boldly predicted that “viable electric planes”
would be available in just a few years.
But past experience with innovation in aviation suggests that such ambitious targets are unrealistic and
distracting. The only way the UK can get to net zero emission aviation by 2050 is by having a substantial
period of no aviation at all. Let’s stop placing impossible hopes on breakthrough technologies, and try to hit
emissions targets with today’s technologies.
Our recent report

https://www.repository.cam.ac.uk/bitstream/handle/1810/299414/Absolute-Zero-digital-280120-v2.pdf?sequence=6&isAllo
wed=y窶廣bsolute Zero窶 draws on work at six British universities to explain how.

Key messages for industrial sectors

Key messages for individuals

Key Message: Absolute Zero creates a driver for tremendous growth in industries related to
electrification, from material supply, through generation and storage to end-use. The fossil fuel,
cement, shipping and aviation industries face rapid contraction, while construction and many
manufacturing sectors can continue at today’s scales, with appropriate transformations.

Key Message: The big actions are: travel less distance, travel by train or in small (or full) electric
cars and stop flying; use the heating less and electrify the boiler when next upgrading; lobby for
construction with half the material for twice as long; stop eating beef and lamb. Each action we take
to reduce emissions, at home or at work, creates a positive ripple effect.

Leisure, sports, creative arts and voluntary work: These
sectors can expand greatly and should have a central
position in national definitions of welfare targets.

As individuals we can all work towards Absolute Zero
through our purchasing and our influence. Each positive
action we take has a double effect: it reduces emissions
directly and it encourages governments and businesses to
be bolder in response. Where we cause emissions directly
we can have a big effect by purchasing differently. Where
they are released by organisations rather than individuals,
we can lobby for change.

Electricity sector and infrastructure: Absolute Zero
requires a 3x expansion in non-emitting electricity
generation, storage, distribution and load-balancing.
Construction sector: All new builds should be to zeroenergy standards of use. The impacts of construction
are primarily about the use of materials: primarily steel
and cement. By 2050, we will have only very limited
cementitious material and will use only recycled steel,
but there are myriad opportunities for radical reductions
in the amount of material used in each construction.
Steel sector: All exsiting forms of blast furnace production,
which are already under great pressure due to global
over-capacity, are not compatible with zero-emissions.
However, recycling powered by renewables, has
tremedous opportunities for growth exploiting the fact
that steel scrap supply will treble in the next 30 years.
There are short term innovation opportunities related
to delivering the highest quality of steel from recycling,
and longer-term opportunities for technologies for zerocarbon steel making from ore that could be deployed
after 2050.
Cement sector: All existing forms of cement production
are incompatible with zero emissions. However, there
are some opportunities for expanded use of clay and
urgent need to develop alternative processes and
materials. Using microwaves processes to recycle used
cement appears promising.
Mining and material supply: Zero emissions will drive a
rapid transition in material requirements. Significant
reduction in demand for some ores and minerals,
particularly those associated with steel and cement,
are likely along with a rapid expansion of demand for
materials associated with electrification. It seems likely
that there will be opportunities for conslidation in the
currently diffuse businesses of secondary material
collection, processing, inventory and supply.
Rail: The great efficiency of electric rail travel suggests
a significant expansion in this area, domestically and
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internationally, is likely and would see high demand.
The most efficient electric trains are aerodynamically
efficient, like those designed for the highest speed
operation today, but travelling at lower speeds.
Road vehicles: The transition to electric cars is already
well under-way, and with increasing demand, costs will
presumably fall. We already have targets for phasing out
non electric vehicles, but by 2050 will have only 60%
of the electricity required to power a fleet equivalent
to that in use today. Therefore we will either use 40%
fewer cars or they will be 60% the size. Development
of auto-grade steels from recycling is a priority, and
the need to control recycled metal quality may require
changed models of ownership. The rapid expansion of
lithium battery production may hit short-term supply
constraints and create environmental concerns at endof-life unless efficient recycling can be developed.
International freight: We currently have no non-emitting
freight ships, so there is an urgent need for exploration of
means to electrify ship power, and options to transfer to
electric rail. This would require an enormous expansion
in international rail capacity.
Aviation: There are no options for zero-emissions flight
in the time available for action, so the industry faces a
rapid contraction. Developments in electric flight may
be relevant beyond 2050.
Fossil fuel industries: All coal, gas, and oil-fuel supply from
extraction through the supply chain to retail must close
within 30 years, although carbon capture and storage
may allow some activity later.

The actions stated as absolutes below are those which will
be illegal in 2050 due to the Climate Change Act.

Living well
The activities we most enjoy, according to the UK’s
comprehensive time-use survey, are sports, social-life,
eating, hobbies, games, computing, reading, tv, music,
radio, volunteering (and sleeping!) We can all do more of
these without any impact on emissions.

The impact of our travelling depends on how far we travel
and how we do it. The most efficient way to travel is with a
large number of people travelling in a vehicle with a small
front, and we can all reduce our total annual mileage.
1.

Stop using aeroplanes

2.

Take the train not the car when possible.

3.

Use all the seats in the car or get a smaller one

4.

Choose an electric car next time, if possible, which
will become easier as prices fall and charging
infrastructure expands.

5.

Food and agriculture: Beef and lamb phased out by
2050 and replaced by greatly expanded demand for
vegetarian food. Electricity supply for food processing

Heating and appliances:

Building maintenance and retrofit: Rapid growth in
demand for conversion to electric heat-pump based
heating matched to improvements in insulation and airtightness for building envelopes.

Next time you replace the boiler, choose an electric air
or ground-source heat pump if possible

4.

Buy smaller more efficient appliances that last longer

5.

Lobby for zero-carbon building standards, meanstested support for housing retrofit and more
renewable electricity

Purchasing:
Most industrial emissions relate to producing materials,
which are made efficiently but used wastefully so we
need to reduce the weight of material made. The highest
volumes of material are used not by households, but to
make commercial and public buildings and infrastructure,
industrial equipment and vehicles.
1.

Lobby businesses and the government to make
buildings and infrastructure with half the material
guaranteed to last for twice as long.

2.

When extending or modifying your home, try to
choose recycled or re-used materials and avoid
cement.

3.

Aim to reduce the total weight of material you
purchase each year.

4.

Lobby for border controls on emissions in materials
(like we have with food standards) to allow businesses
fit for Absolute Zero to grow and prosper in the UK

Travelling

Travel and tourism: Without flying, there will be growth in
domestic and train-reach tourism and leisure.

and storage will be cut by 50%.

3.

Lobby for more trains, no new roads, airport closure
and more renewable electricity.

Our energy bills are mainly driven by our heating and hot
water.
1.

2.

Use the boiler for less time, if possible, staying warm
by only heating rooms if people are sitting in them,
sealing up air gaps and adding insulation.
Wear warmer clothes in winter.

Eating:
Small changes in diet can have a big effect.
1.

Reduce consumption of beef and lamb as these have
far higher emissions than any other common food.

2.

Choose more locally sourced food if possible, to
reduce food miles, particularly aiming to cut out airfreighted foods.

3.

Aim to use less frozen and processed meals as these
dominate the energy use of food manufacturers.

4.

Lobby supermarkets to support farmers in using less
fertiliser - it has a high impact, but much of it is wasted
as it’s spread too far away from the plants.
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3.1 Individuals – at home and at work

norms with confidence that change can happen.

3.2 Transitions in businesses

Protesters and school strikers have increased our
awareness of the need to address climate change. An
individual wanting to reduce their personal emissions can
find a wealth of information on social media, websites and
podcasts detailing actions they could take. Behavioural
changes required to deliver zero emissions by 2050 are
already being practised by some people in some places:
some people already choose not to fly, to be vegan, to
car share, to lower the temperatures in their homes and
offices. If large scale social amplification could occur, as it
did with the ‘Me Too’ movement, surely a cultural change
could occur to enable zero emissions by 2050?

Evidence from behavioural science, and the long
experience in public health of changing behaviours
around smoking and alcohol, shows that information
alone is not enough to change behaviour. To make the
types of changes described in this report, we will have to
think more broadly on the economic and physical contexts
in which designers, engineers and members of the public
make decisions that determine carbon emissions. At the
same time, clear, accurate and transparent information on
problems and the efficacy of proposed solutions is essential
for maintaining public support for policy interventions.

Many of the opportunities and changes identified in the
first sections of this report will involve businesses making
changes to the types of technologies they use, or the way
they use them. But this type of change can be difficult to
motivate. This section examines why this is, and discusses
the role of incentives, market pull, standardisation and
collaboration in achieving the change required.

Although public awareness of the need to act has increased,
the UK has not meaningfully reduced its resource use in
recent decades, with the International Energy Agency
reporting total final energy consumption has reduced
by only 7% since 1990 levels. Individuals continue to use
nearly as much energy as they did 30 years ago, suggesting
that existing strategies to motivate individuals to use less
energy are not generating the scale of impact required.

Social norms and individual behaviours
There is a misalignment between the scale of actions
recommended by government (e.g. energy conservation)
and those most commonly performed by individuals (e.g.
recycling) . Actions which can have a big effect, such as
better insulation in houses and not flying, are being
ignored in favour of small, high profile actions, such as
not using plastic straws. This is enabling individuals to
feel satisfied that they are ‘doing their bit’ without actually
making the lifestyle changes required to meet the zero
emissions target. If large scale social change is to be
successful a new approach is needed.
Whilst the thought of society taking radical, meaningful
steps to meet zero emission targets could be criticised
for being idealistic, we can learn from historical cultural
changes. Not long ago, smoking cigarettes was encouraged
and considered to be acceptable in public spaces that
children frequented, drink-driving was practiced with
such regularity that it killed 1000 people per year in
the UK, and discrimination based on sexual orientation
was written into law. These behaviours now seem
reprehensible, showing society is capable acknowledging
the negative consequences of certain behaviours and
socially outlawing their practice. Focus should therefore
be centred on expediting the evolution of new social

The phrasing of communication is also important.
Messages framed about fear and climate crisis have
been found to be ineffective at motivating change. The
longevity of the challenge of reducing emissions, and the
lack of immediate or even apparent consequences of small
individual actions mean it is challenging to link to them
to the large-scale climate crisis. This allows individuals to
make decisions which contrast with their desire to reduce
emissions. Scientific description is not always the most
effective means of communication, and language used to
promote zero emissions should no longer focus on an ‘ecofriendly’ and ‘green’ lexicon, but rather candid descriptions
of actions that appeal to human fulfilment. Evidence from
time-use studies shows that human fulfilment does not
strictly depend on using energy – the activities we enjoy
the most are the ones with the lowest energy requirements.
Consumers can be satisfied in a zero emissions landscape.

Individuals and industry
If net-zero targets are to be met, all of society needs to
change, not just those motivated by the environment.
Therefore, as well as persuading and supporting individuals
to change with environmental campaigning and one-off
sustainability projects, industry should embed a net-zero
emissions strategy into business-as-usual, only offering
products and services which meet their consumers’ welfare
needs without emissions.
This change will be driven by individuals acting in their
professional capacity, as managers, designers, engineers,
cost consultants, and so on. A structural engineer designing
a concrete-framed building has vastly more influence over
carbon emissions through their design decisions at work
than through their personal lifestyle. Therefore, as well as
the transitions in businesses discussed in the following
section, this section applies also to individuals at work.

Key Message: Changes to social norms and individual behaviours can be positively framed to
appeal to human fulfilment. Motivated individuals can be as effective at work as at home.
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Challenges in changing technologies
for zero emissions
We are surrounded by a constant stream of innovation
in technology in some areas, such as smartphones – so
why is it that some other industries have been slow to
respond and to integrate relevant innovations into their
operating models? In general, the reason is that new
production technologies are introduced at the same
as a new generation of products is launched. The new
manufacturing technologies and processes are often
not central to the functionality of the next product but
are driven instead by improvements in cost, quality and
logistics. So in areas without a rapid cycle of introducing
new generations of products, it can take a long time for
manufacturing innovations to be adopted.
In such cases, thorough assessment of technology merits,
maturity and readiness are carried out, especially where
change represents some form of risk. Without the driver
of a new product launch, and associated new revenue
stream, firms have displayed a risk-averse attitude towards
making significant transformations in the production
technologies they use. This is particularly true for safetycritical applications. In such cases, novel technologies
have had to pass the test of time before being considered
for full deployment. Another reason behind gradual
technology adoption is the lack of propensity to invest,
especially in highly established industries where the cost
of new capital would be prohibitive.

Incentives for technology innovation
Using the “carrot and stick” analogy, it is easy to understand
that innovation can have a difficult time permeating into
an organisation without the right type of leverage and
motivation. Governments can impose additional taxes,
policies and regulations to achieve the desired changes
but this could be short lived with the next batch of policy
changes. Emissions and energy caps can be seen as a
“stick” but financial rewards and customer-valued green
credentials will be perceived as a “carrot”.
Ideally there should be a market pull that is driven by
the end customer. Organisations are more likely to

adopt innovation and technology when there is a direct
correlation to increased revenue and returns. They are also
more likely to pursue targets that result in products and
services that use less resources but still valued equally or
greater by the customer. Consumers are more aware of
the macro effects of their purchasing choices and there
is a move towards companies that have the same brand
values. However, for a business, it can be hard to benefit
from this, as the relevant qualities are not easily visible
to the end customer. For example, you cannot tell just by
looking at a washing machine whether it was produced
from renewably-powered recycled steel, or carbonintensive steel from a blast furnace.
The achievement of Absolute Zero almost certainly
requires life extension and better utilisation of certain
categories of product, but with progressive insertion
of more sustainable manufacturing and through-life
engineering technologies throughout life in service. This
creates a conflict: life extension and better utilisation of
existing products implies that new products need to
be introduced less frequently – but as described above,
generally more sustainable production processes are
difficult to introduce in the absence of new generations of
products being developed. A new mechanism is therefore
needed to drive forwards the adoption of positive
technological changes. The most obvious means of doing
this via public intervention would be the establishment, of
some form of ‘roadmap’ which sets out progress.

The role of standardisation
Standardisation can play a significant role in reducing
industrial and domestic energy use and CO2 production.
In many industries, standardisation and sharing best
practice have paved the way to less resource duplication
and greater customer experience. An example that is often
mentioned is the light bulb but a more modern example
would be the phone charger. In the early days of the mobile
phone industry, not only did every manufacturer have
their own chargers but every model had its own connector
type. Once customer habits were analysed, it was found
that customers wanted to upgrade to a new phone every
few years, therefore very quickly there would be a build-up
of useless chargers and connectors ending up in landfills.
Several of the major manufactures developed a standard
charger and connector that would be used for all models
going forward. This had 4 main benefits:
•

Reduction in unnecessary charger variation and
legacy part production.

•

Increased customer experience as phones could be
charged with any charger and no longer limited to
one connector.
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Jobs and Location
There are two key implications for how we live our lives:
first, buildings will become much more expensive because
the restrictions on building which generate substantial
scarcities; second, transport will become much more
expensive because the limits on air travel will generate
excess demand for other forms of transport. By expensive,
we mean the direct costs to an individual or firm, but also
indirect costs in terms of reduced quality. We would expect
these two substantial changes to lead to pressure on the
amount of space any one individual uses, and also where
people choose to live and work. This points to increased
centralisation, with growth in cities.
The wider problem with the changes in labour is knowing
what type of labour or jobs will be in demand. Those who
are starting secondary school now, in 2019/2020, will be
43 in 2050. Thinking about what education is appropriate
for a very different set of industries is a key question.
Should we still be training airplane pilots? Or aeronautical
engineers? How are we training architects, civil engineers?
Education decisions are far more persistent than capital
investments. This in turn highlights the needs to take
decisions on investments now where the lead times are
very long or depreciation rates very low.

Overall Impact on Output
Economic growth in the industrialised world has been
associated with increasing energy use. Long-term growth
rates will also be constrained by the rate at which energy
production can grow which depends on the growth rate
of renewables. The key question in the transition is how
much will output decline to reach a level where only 30%
of current energy is being used and no carbon is being
produced. We have discussed the direct impact of this on
the construction and transport sectors. What this misses
is the inter-dependence of the non-emitting and emitting
sectors. Specialisation in production and the substitution
of energy for labour have been key drivers for growth
and increased productivity. The open question is whether
specialisation can still be achieved without the reliance on
energy.

that large shifts in production will have concentrated
impacts. Rural or more isolated communities are likely to
be disproportionately affected. The largest distributional
impact, however, is intergenerational: the cost of hitting
Absolute Zero will be borne by the current generation.

Implementation
The changes in behaviour to achieve Absolute Zero are
clearly substantial. In principle, these changes could be
induced through changing prices and thus providing clear
incentives for behaviour to change. The alternative is that
the government prohibits certain types of behaviour and
regulates on production processes. Given the difficulty
for the government of knowing what production process
to change or what options for innovation are available to
companies, the natural decentralised solution is for the
government to either put a price on carbon or to restrict
its use directly. The push for Absolute Zero means the
distinction between these two approaches is irrelevant:
the price of carbon must be prohibitively large by 2050 to
stop all demand. In the run-up to 2050, the question is how
fast must the price of carbon be increased, or equivalently,
how fast must restrictions on the use of carbon be put
in place. It is understanding this time-line for the price
increase (or time-line for the strictness of restrictions on
use) which is the key issue for the implementation.
The underlying point is that any asset which uses carbon
will have essentially zero value in 2050. This in turn may
encourage greater use in the run up to 2050. This sort
of response is clearly counter-productive: the climate
problem is about the stock of carbon, rather than the flow.
A natural question in considering implementation of
the 2050 is how to evaluate the cost to the economy of
various measures. For example, how to compare the cost
of installing solar panels to the cost of driving smaller cars.
Individuals’ willingness to pay gives a measure of the value
of installing solar panels (rather than take electricity from
the grid) or the value of driving a small car (rather than a
larger one with the same functionality).

These impacts on output will not be felt equally across
the country. Industries are typically geographically
concentrated – such as steel production – and this means

Key Message: The effective price of carbon must be prohibitively large by 2050. A key issue for how
to implement this is the timeline for how the price must grow (or restrictions must become more
strict) from now to 2050.
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3.4 Information
Information has a critical role to play in guiding transition
to Absolute Zero emissions. Data about our present
situation is needed to prioritise change and innovation,
to monitor progress, and to identify ‘bright spots’ of good
practice. We also need to understand how the future
might develop and how we can make choices now that are
robust to future uncertainty. However, information alone
is not sufficient to cause actual changes in behaviour, and
we should be aware of lessons from behavioural science to
maximise the effectiveness of information.

Information on the present
Understanding the current scale of our different activities
that drive emissions is key to prioritising the behaviour
changes and technical innovations that would most
effectively lead to emissions reductions at the scale
required. Put simply, the impact of a change (whether
behavioural or technical) can be represented as:
Impact of change = Scale × Change in flow × Impact of flow
For example, in construction it is possible to use posttensioned floor slabs in place of the standard slab types,
to achieve a 20% reduction in cement use (the ‘change
in flow’ of cement entering construction). However, this
technique is only applicable to a fraction of all the floor
slabs that are constructed (the ‘scale’), and the overall
impact depends on the impact factor of the flow (in this
case, GHG emissions per tonne of cement). Clearly, the
overall impact of a change depends on all of these factors.
An understanding of all three is critical to formulating a
roadmap for change (Section 3.2) that can really reach
Absolute Zero emissions. The same applies to research
agendas, where there has been more research and
policy interest in reducing food waste than on reducing
meat consumption, despite the former contributing an
estimated 1–2% to emissions and the latter an estimated
50% . Data on how things are currently happening can also
support change through identifying ‘bright spots’ where
good practice is already happening .

Looking to the future
However, understanding the present is not enough. Many
of the decisions that will influence emissions in 2050 must
be made far in advance, such as designing buildings,
investing in energy infrastructure and car manufacturing
plants (Section 1). These decisions should ideally be
robust to a wide range of possible future outcomes,
such as faster- or slower-than- expected deployment of
zero-carbon energy supplies, or higher or lower loading
requirements for buildings in use. When this is not done

well, the result is the situation described in Section 2.3,
where structural designs are routinely excessively sized,
leading to proportionally excessive carbon emissions. In
contrast, it has been shown that an initially-smaller design
that allows for reinforcement to be added to beams in
future, if needed, would lead to lower lifetime emissions .
There are many possible pathways to zero emissions
in 2050, and different reports can reach very different
conclusions from by focusing on different scenarios. To
provide clarity on our options to reaching Absolute Zero,
we need to compare different proposals on a common
basis and highlight the different starting assumptions that
lead to different conclusions (see box story overleaf for an
example).

Getting better information
Despite these important roles that information about our
use of resources plays, the data we have is patchy and
disconnected. There are two basic ways the situation can
be improved: collecting better data, and making smarter
use of the limited data we do have.
The UK Government’s Resources and Waste Strategy has
recognised that ‘lack of reliable data on the availability
of secondary materials is cited by industry as a barrier to
their use’, and proposes a National Materials Datahub to
address this issue by providing ‘comprehensive data on
the availability of raw and secondary materials, including
chemicals, across the economy to industry and the public
sector, and by modelling scenarios around material
availability’. The Office for National Statistics is leading the
initial development of such a Datahub. As well as official
statistics such as these, there is a large body of evidence
contained in academic work which is currently difficult to
access. Efforts towards Open Science practices ins fields
such as Industrial Ecology are starting to improve the
discoverability and reusability of this knowledge.
Better information will also be needed within and across
supply chains, but there are challenges that will have
to be overcome before this can be achieved. The first
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4.3 Opportunities in governance
The Olympic Games was one of the biggest government
projects which was delivered on time and to budget. It
was a great success and a source of national pride. There
are parallels between hosting the 2012 Olympic Games
and delivering Absolute Zero. Both commitments were
made on a world stage where failure to deliver would
result in national embarrassment; both projects require
collaboration of multiple government departments,
industry and the general public; and both require delivery
processes and structures to be built from scratch. We
managed to overcome these challenges for the Olympics,
but delivering Absolute Zero has additional challenges.
To achieve our emissions goal we have to sustain
momentum over a longer timespan than for the Olympics.
We also have to consider life beyond 2050, what is the
legacy of the net-zero emissions project? The Olympic
legacy has been criticised for under delivering, so we must
do better this time to ensure society can thrive in a zero
emissions world beyond 2050. When we hosted the 2012
Olympics we could draw on the experiences of historical
Olympic Games to inform decisions being made, but no
country has met a zero-emissions target before, there is
no precedent for us to follow. Finally the 2012 Olympic
developments generated growth in the delivery of new
and improved infrastructure and services. Meeting the
net-zero emission targets will generate growth in some
industries, but will also require the decline of others, this is
likely to be met with resistance as those who benefit from
the status quo resist change.
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The London Olympics highlighted the following key
lessons that could be transferred to emissions targets:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Form a responsible body in government
Limit innovation to knowledge gaps to reduce risk
Maintain a unified cross party vision
Have a protected and realistic budget
Invest in programme management & delivery with
discipline on time and scope change
Empower people, with the right skills and track record
to deliver against clear responsibilities
Ensure accountability, with scrutiny and assurance
given when risk is identified.

This section attempts to explore the first three of these
lessons, the most relevant to Absolute Zero commitment.

Figure 4.1: Olympic-style governance structure for UK Climate Emergency Response:
Industry:

Private companies responsible
for running zero carbon
businesses

Climate Change
Committee

Independent government
advisory body

Senior Responsible Owners Group

Includes SROs from each workstream & delivery body
responsible for integrated planning

Cross-programme
finance group:

Over-seeing public funding
package

Government Absolute
Zero Executive:

Unit within BEIS and lead government entity co-ordinating the
Absolute Zero response

Absolute Zero
Delivery Authority:

Executive NDPB responsible for
delivering infrastructure projects

Local Government
Authority:

Responsible for delivering
regional transformation projects

Government
Departments:

including DfT, BEIS, DEFRA, CLG,
Home Office & HM Treasury

Responsible body in government:
For the 2012 Olympics an executive non-departmental
public body (NDPB) called the Olympic Delivery Authority
(ODA) was established to deliver the infrastructure and
venues required for the Olympics. In parallel the London
Organising Committee of the Olympic and Paralympic
Games (LOCOG) was established as a private company
limited by guarantee to fund and stage the Games. The
government set up the Government Olympic Executive
(GOE) within the Department for Culture, Media & Sport.
The GOE was responsible for other elements of the games,
such as transport and security, as well as overseeing the
ODA and LOCOG. Although the governance structures
were considered to be complex, it has been reported that
they allowed quick decision making and ensured people
remained engaged throughout the delivery process.

Fig. 4.1 gives an example of how this structure could
be applied to delivering Absolute Zero. The proposed
Government Absolute Zero Executive would be even
more critical since it would be required to coordinate
multiple industries and organisations, rather than just two
delivery bodies as was the case in the 2012 Olympics. The
governance structure proposed in Fig. 4.1 would enable
fast decision making and accountability to meeting
interim goals, which is essential if we are going to meet
the 2050 zero emission targets.

Limit innovation:
The Government Olympic Executive deliberately limited
innovation to fill knowledge gaps. This move was
considered to be counter-intuitive, but it was successful.
Relying only on proven technologies reduced the risk of
failure and avoided the temptation to use the Games to
showcase risky innovation. Although the Olympics did not
innovate new ways of doing things, it did require existing
activities to be scaled up to meet unprecedented demand.
As Jeremy Beeton, Director General of the Government
Olympic Executive explains “It was a whole new business
model for London.” This scaling up of proven technologies
and systems was seen as a risk in itself. This lesson should
be transferred to the task of meeting the 2050 zeroemission targets. We have identified in this report ‘bright
spots’ where best practice exists and could be scaled up,
if we apply the Olympic approach, this is enough of a risk,
and further innovation should be limited. That said, we
don’t currently have all the answers to transition to a netzero society and some innovation will be necessary, but
approached with caution.

Cross party vision:
The delivery of the 2012 Olympic Games was supported by
a unified cross party vision which was maintained through
regular progress reports. This enabled stability throughout
government changes which allowed the project to
maintain momentum. The UK’s approach to climate change
does not currently have a unified cross party vision. For
example in 2019, the Labour party proposed moving the
zero-emissions targets to 2030. Whilst parties argue over
goals and targets, actions are not being taken and we
fall further behind on the journey to zero-emissions. It is
essential that government generate a unified cross party
vision to emulate the success of the 2012 Olympics which
was able to create clear roles and responsibilities which
fostered collaborative problem solving, not blame shifting.
If we are to learn from our previous successes, the
net-zero target is more likely to be achieved through
the establishment of the Government Absolute Zero
Executive and the associated Delivery Authority with
cross party support. The Executive should set a strategy
which is realistic and risk averse, without over-reliance of
innovation.
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Notes to the figures
Figure 1.1: Assuming an additional 400 TWh/year is needed
by 2050, to be supplied by offshore wind, we need to
have 115 GW of offshore wind capacity operational by
2050 (assuming an approximate capacity factor of 40%
for offshore wind). The Crown Estate estimates that
projects with seabed rights being awarded in 2021 would
become operational by 2030, so all projects needed
for 2050 would need to be started by 2040. Although
current capacity is 9 GW, there is an additional 25 GW
already in the pipeline. Therefore new projects need to
be established and built at a rate of 4.5 GW/year for the
next two decades.
Figure 1.3: Data from the International Energy Agency
(IEA, 2018) with data on CCS installations at powerstations from the Oil and Gas funded pro-CCS lobby,
Global CCS Institute.
Figure 1.4: This analysis by Vaclav Smil (2014) looks at
global deployments of the three major fossil fuels,
relative to total world energy demand at the time. Some
faster transitions have occurred in individual countries,
as shown in the box story on page 3.
Figure 1.5: The data in this figure come from a survey
of academic reports by Gross et al. (2018) on the
introductions of a range of new technologies - which
generally showed that energy technology changes are
among the slowest to reach full deployment.
Figure 1.6: Sectoral breakdown of UK energy demand from
DUKES (2019); UK domestic internal temperature history
from Official Statistics (2014); European car weight (and
similar trends for all other regions) from the Global Fuel
Economy Initiative a partnership with the International
Energy Agency and others.
Figures 1.7–1.8: All constructed using data from DUKES
(2019). n.b. there are many ways of calculating the
equivalence of fuels - typically, the units of “Mega-tonnes
of oil equivalent” are used, but this is not obvious when
comparing primary electricity (nuclear or renewably
powered electricity) which is not the result of conversion
in a power station. We have attempted to be consistent
in reporting the Mtoe equivalence of total UK energy
demand.
Figure 1.9: Constructed with yearly data on electricity
supplied in the UK from DUKES (2019). Electricity
generated via non-emitting sources is shown as stacked
lines whereas electricity generated from coal, gas and oil
is plotted in a separate line.
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Figure 1.10: The cost figures represent the weighted
average of the levelized cost of electricity of
commissioned solar and onshore wind projects in the
United Kingdom and were obtained from IRENA (2018).
For solar photovoltaic generation only cost figures after
2010 were reported. The figures were converted from US
dollars to Pound sterling using yearly average exchange
rates. The power density points for onshore wind were
obtained using the power density of 61 wind farms
commissioned between 1992 and 2007 compiled by
Mackay (2009). These data-points were averaged by year
of commissioning using installed capacity as averaging
weight. The installed capacity and commissioning dates
were obtained from Department for Business, Energy &
Industrial Strategy (2019). The power density points for
solar photovoltaic were estimated using best available
cell efficiency data provided by National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (2019) for multi-crystalline Si Cells in
conjunction with the UK’s annual insolation data from
Photovoltaic Geographical Information System (2017)
and a performance ratio of 84 % obtained from National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (2013).
Figure 1.11: This chart was constructed using 2005 global
energy data supplied by the International Energy Agency,
and multiple sources to estimate the allocation of energy
to devices and “passive systems” - the equipment (such as
a car or house) in which the final form of energy (typically
mechanical work or heat) is exchanged for a service. The
chart is from Cullen et al. (2010), which has a lengthy
Supplementary Information file giving every detail of
the estimations. It is currently arduous to update this
form of analysis - and a target of the UK FIRES research
programme is to use the emerging techniques of Data
Science to make this easier - but we assume that the
proportions of energy use have remained approximately
similar from 2005 to today.
Figure 1.12: Data taken from Haberl et al. (2007), subject
to uncertainty due to definitions and the need for
estimation of un-measurable data.
Figure 1.13: all the values represent “real world” efficiencies
of conversion devices. The efficiency of electric heater,
light and electronic devices was obtained by Cullen and
Allwood (2010). The efficiency of electric battery charging
applies to charging road vehicles and was obtained from
Apostolaki-Iosifidou et al. (2017). The efficiency of heat
pumps is the average of all the values reported by Shapiro
and Puttagunta (2016) who quantified the coefficient of
performance of these devices during use in residential
buildings. The remaining values were obtained by Paoli
and Cullen (2019).

Figure 1.14: Figure 1.14: This Sankey diagram was obtained
using UK energy consumption data for 2018 from National
Statistics (2018) and the conversion factors of figure 1.13.
The data is disaggregated by energy type and sector.
The total electricity demand was scaled to account for
population growth using the predictions from National
Statistics (2019) and the distribution losses from OECD/
IEA (2018). In addition to the efficiencies of figure 1.13,
the efficiency of charging electric car batteries was taken
from Apostolaki-Iosifidou et al. (2017).
Figure 1.15: This analysis, building on the energy diagram
of fig. 1.11 was developed in order to provide clarity for
the IPCC’s 5th Assessment Report, and based on global
emissions data for 2010 taken from the EU’s EDGAR
database of global emissions. The original analysis was
published as Bajzelj et al (2013) but has been modified
here to clarify the difference between emissions that
occur as equipment (cars, boilers, lights) are used, and
those that occur in industry when making equipment that
lasts for more than one year. The UK FIRES programme
is largely concerned with these industrial emissions, so
clarifying the way that stock of goods in service (and
therefore their requirements for energy inputs) evolve
over time, is of critical importance to understanding
how to develop an Industrial Strategy compatible with
Absolute Zero.
Figure 2.1: This figure is a summary of the analysis leading
to figs. 2.2, 2.4, 2.11 and 2.19.
Figure 2.2: Today’s values on energy use in buildings were
obtained from UK energy statistics (HM Government,
2019). The values in the second column were calculated
using the method described in the notes for Figure
1.13 and the efficiency values estimated by Cullen et al.
(2010). The values in the third column were calculated
considering the efficiency improvements of better
insulation of roofs and attics, and the installation of
double-glazed windows estimated by the IEA (2013),
considering the number of surviving buildings in 2050
estimated by Cabrera Serrenho et al. (2019).
Figure 2.3: Impact of new buildings and retrofit from
Cabrera Serrenho et al. (2019) and IEA (2013), use of
heat pumps for space heating (MacKay, 2008), Appliance
efficiency improvements (ECUK, 2019, table A1).
Fig 2.4: Today’s values on energy use in transport were
obtained from UK energy statistics (HM Government,
2019) and IEA energy balances (IEA, 2019). The values
in the second column were calculated using the
method described in the notes for Figure 1.13 and the
efficiency values estimated by Cullen et al. (2010). The
values in the third column were calculated considering

no international aviation, the substitution of domestic
shipping and aviation by rail, a reduction of energy use
in passenger road transport to 60% of current levels (as
demonstrated in Figure 2.6) and a reduction of 30% in
road freight energy demand (Dadhich et al., 2014).
Figure 2.5: Emissions factors from the BEIS Greenhouse
gas reporting conversion factors 2019. Equivalent energy
intensities calculated using the BEIS values for fuel CO2e
intensities, apart from rail which was calculated using
the CO2e intensity factor for electric traction. Radiative
forcing corrections are included in the emissions
intensities for flying. Data for cars are for the current
average fleet of petrol cars.
Figure 2.6: Developed assuming a linear correlation
between vehicle weight and fuel consumption (there is
reasonable empirical support for this) and with current
vehicle weight taken from fig. 1.6.
Figure 2.7: Effect of vehicle weight reduction (Cullen et
al., 2011), logistical improvements (Dadhich et al, 2014),
regenerative braking (Gonzalez-Gil et al, 2014), drag and
rolling resistance (Cullen et al, 2011).
Figure 2.8: developed considering the number of cars
purchased and discarded in the UK estimated by
Serrenho et al. (2017), with full adoption of electric cars
in new sales from 2025.
Figure 2.9: This is constructed from emissions intensities
reported by Scarborough et al. (2014) combined with data
on portion sizes and calories per portion from the UK’s
National Health Service (www.nhs.uk/live-well/healthyweight/calorie-checker/). There is significant uncertainty
behind the numbers in this figure - due to the difficulty
of defining the boundaries of analysis for the emissions
calculation, and the arbitrary size of portions - but the
scale of difference between the two foods is significant.
Figure 2.10: Is taken from Bajzelj et al. (2014) as used for
fig. 1.15
Figure 2.11: Current energy consumption data from ECUK:
End uses data tables, 2018, split by 2 digit SIC. Where
further disaggregation was needed e.g. chemicals sector,
consumption was split by the according proportions in
2007, where data is provided at 4 digit SIC level. Energy
embodied in net imports for steel, cement, plastics
and textiles by multiplying the energy intensity of UK
production by the net imports of each material; tonnage
data from Allwood et al. (2019), Shanks et al. (2019), ImpEE
project and Allwood et al. (2006) respectively. Energy
loss in electricity production is from DUKES aggregate
energy balances, 2018. Energy for direct fuel combustion
was converted to electricity using the relevant efficiency
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values provided in Figure 1.11. Demand reduction
interventions: 1) reduce scrap in metal processing to
half of the current level, i.e. half of the savings identified
in Milford et al. (2011); 2) reduce metal consumption
by 20% by avoiding over-design of metal products,
consistent with Section 2.3, Section 2.1 and Allwood and
Cullen (2012); 3) A 75% cut in cement output based as
described in Section 2.2; 4) Life extension of cars, clothes
and industrial goods, reducing output of these products
by 40%, 45% and 40% respectively. Proportions of steel
and aluminium usage as per the global data provided
in Allwood and Cullen (2012). 5) Reduction in plastic
packaging by 25%; in the UK plastics packaging is 2.2Mt
out of 6.3Mt total consumption estimated from the
ProdCom database; 6) A 25% cut in fertiliser use, half of
the reduction identified for Netherlands in Section 2.2; 7)
Reduction of food waste leading to a 3% cut in output in
the food processing industry as per the WRAP Courthald
Commitment; 8) More efficient use of electricity in
industry by improving efficiency of motors, heat pumps
for space heating, process heating and lighting from
60% to 80%, 104% to 400%, 80% to 90% and 13% to 15%
respectively, consistent with Cullen and Allwood (2010).
Figure 2.12: Original analysis for this report developed by
C.F.Dunant
Figure 2.13: Developed from Cooper et al. (2014).
Figure 2.14: Original version of this figure published in
Allwood et al. (2012) modified here to show primary
production from blast furnaces declining to zero in-line
with the zero emissions target.
Figure 2.15: Developed from Daehn et al. (2019)
Figure 2.16: The flows of plastics in the UK were estimated
from the UK trade statistics (Eurostat, 2018), using a
systematic allocation of trade product codes into the
various stages of the supply chain, and by estimating the
plastic content and application for each produce code.
Figure 2.17: Developed from Shanks et al. (2019

and secondary wood processing) 2007 data at 4 digit SIC
level. Energy loss in electricity production, conversion
of direct fuel combustion to electricity and demand
reduction interventions are all as described in Figure
2.23.
Figure 2.20: Allocation of emissions from global materials
production to the six key sectors based on material flow
analysis of steel (Cullen et al., 2012), cement (Shanks et
al, 2019), Aluminium (Cullen and Allwood, 2013), plastic
(Allwood et al, 2012), Paper (Counsell and Allwood, 2007),
food (Bajzelj et al. 2014)
Figure 2.22: This data is made publicly available by the car
industry. Horton and Allwood (2017) review the data, and
explore several options by which this form of material
inefficiency could be addressed.
Figure
2.23:
Manufacturing
energy
efficiency
imporvements (Paoli and Cullen, 2019), scrap metal
reduction (Milford et al, 2011), reducing over-design and
ilfe-extension (Allwood & Cullen, 2012), plastic packaging
(Lavery et al, 2013), food waste (WRAP, 2018)
Figure 2.24: The proportions of losses here are indicative
and based on data in Li et al (2016). The actually losses
vary according to the way the hydrogen is stored and
the precise pattern of demand by which electricity is
extracted from the fuel cell.
Figure 3.3: The Zero Carbon Britain (Allen et al, 2013)
report sets out a scenario for energy supply in 2050.
We have calculated the amount that energy generation
from each source would have to increase in every year
from now to 2050 to achieve the target. Increases are
presented as a percentage of current UK primary energy
demand of about 2200 TWh (BEIS, 2019). Expectations for
Government support for offshore wind in the 2020s are
from the Crown Estate (2019), converted into generation
values with a representative capacity factor for offshore
wind of 40%. A review of Biomass to Liquid systems for
transport fuel production reports that no commercial
scale plants are yet operating (Dimitriou, 2018).

Figure 2.18: A survey of structural engineers, MEICON
showed that, in general, structural engineers are
prepared to over-design structures routinely in order
to pre-empt any possible later changes to the brief, to
deal with design risk and to cover for the possibility of
construction error. Material efficient design, for example
using fabric form-work, could allow substantial reduction
in over-use without any increase in risk.
Figure 2.19: Current energy consumption data from ECUK:
End uses data tables, 2018, split by 2 digit SIC, and where
further disaggregation needed (e.g. separating primary
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Aims

Long term exposure of humans to air pollution enhances the risk of cardiovascular and respiratory diseases.
A novel Global Exposure Mortality Model (GEMM) has been derived from many cohort studies, providing much
improved coverage of the exposure to fine particulate matter (PM2.5). We applied the GEMM to assess excess
mortality attributable to ambient air pollution on a global scale and compare to other risk factors.

....................................................................................................................................................................................................
We used a data informed atmospheric model to calculate worldwide exposure to PM2.5 and ozone pollution, which
Methods
was combined with the GEMM to estimate disease specific excess mortality and loss of life expectancy (LLE) in
and results
2015. Using this model, we investigated the effects of different pollution sources, distinguishing between natural
(wildfires, aeolian dust) and anthropogenic emissions, including fossil fuel use. Global excess mortality from all ambi
ent air pollution is estimated at 8.8 (7.11 10.41) million/year, with an LLE of 2.9 (2.3 3.5) years, being a factor of
two higher than earlier estimates, and exceeding that of tobacco smoking. The global mean mortality rate of about
120 per 100 000 people/year is much exceeded in East Asia (196 per 100 000/year) and Europe (133 per 100 000/
year). Without fossil fuel emissions, the global mean life expectancy would increase by 1.1 (0.9 1.2) years and 1.7
(1.4 2.0) years by removing all potentially controllable anthropogenic emissions. Because aeolian dust and wildfire
emission control is impracticable, significant LLE is unavoidable.

....................................................................................................................................................................................................
Ambient air pollution is one of the main global health risks, causing significant excess mortality and LLE, especially
Conclusion

through cardiovascular diseases. It causes an LLE that rivals that of tobacco smoking. The global mean LLE from air
pollution strongly exceeds that by violence (all forms together), i.e. by an order of magnitude (LLE being 2.9 and
0.3 years, respectively).
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the excess mortality (individual exposure) and for air pollution, the
LLE (population exposure) is more suitable.

4.3 Limitations and uncertainties

4.4 Differential toxicity of particles
Generally, the exposure calculations contribute relatively little to uncer
tainty, being dominated by the attribution calculations. However, this
may not hold if PM2.5 toxicity significantly depends on source categories
and chemical composition, implying that exposure would be less well
characterized than assumed. While epidemiological studies have not
identified source categories that distinctively affect the health impacts of
fine particulates,3,5 toxicological investigations have reported that ex
haust particles from diesel engines are relatively more toxic than from
gasoline engines, followed by biomass burning, coal combustion, and
road dust particles, all being significantly more hazardous than ammo
nium sulphate and nitrate and also suggesting that different PM2.5

..
.. mixtures influence different diseases.36 For example, we have estimated
.. that globally about 5% of mortality is attributable to biomass burning,7
..
.. which amounts to about 440 000 excess deaths per year. However, it is
.. conceivable that organic particles are significantly more toxic than inor
..
.. ganic ones7; if this was true, the global excess mortality from biomass
.. burning smoke may add up to about 630 000 per year. Although it is
..
.. unclear to what extent the toxicological studies are representative for
.. morbidity and mortality in human populations, especially for long term
..
.. exposure,36 it cannot be excluded that various particle sources have dif
..
.. ferent impacts. Furthermore, there is discussion about harmfulness re
.. lated to particle size. Fine particulates, PM2.5, are believed to be a more
..
.. important health concern than course particles up to 10 mm in diameter
.. (PM10), as the smaller ones penetrate more deeply into the lungs with a
..
.. low probability to be exhaled.
..
Experimental studies have corroborated that PM2.5 provides a good
..
.. approximation for the extended exposure of the human respiratory
.. tract to particulate pollution.37 However, there remains concern that
..
.. ultrafine particles with a diameter of smaller than 0.1 mm (PM0.1) could
..
.. be particularly harmful, as they can directly pass into the bloodstream
.. and affect other organs.38 It has been observed that specifically the small
..
.. est fraction of PM0.1, with a diameter of below about 30 nm, can directly
.. translocate into the circulatory system and accumulate at sites of vascu
..
.. lar inflammation.39 Nevertheless, two meta studies on the health effects
.. of ultrafine particles concluded that the available evidence does not indi
..
.. cate that PM0.1 is relatively more hazardous, or at least that there is no
.. conclusive support for it but do emphasize the need for continued stud
..
.. ies, in particular of the long term health effects.37,40 In view of this, espe
..
.. cially regarding differential toxicity in terms of particle composition and
.. size, it seems probable that the overall uncertainty of our mortality and
..
.. life expectancy calculations is larger than the 95% CI; we estimate it at
.. approximately ±50%.8,10
..
..
..
..
.. 5. Conclusion
..
.. Our comparison of different global risk factors shows that ambient air
..
.. pollution is a leading cause of excess mortality and LLE, in particular
.. through CVDs. Globally, the LLE from air pollution surpasses that of
..
.. HIV/AIDS, parasitic, vector borne, and other infectious diseases by a
.. large margin. It exceeds the LLE due to all forms of violence by an order
..
.. of magnitude and that of smoking by a third. Nonetheless, one could ar
..
.. gue that tobacco smoking can be entirely avoided. The removal of an
.. thropogenic air pollution emissions can merely avoid about 25 80% of
..
.. LLE, i.e. within a large range, depending on the local role of natural
.. emissions (e.g. aeolian dust), but with substantial potential for mortality
..
.. reduction through the improvement of health care, especially in low
.. income counties. The fraction of avoidable LLE from anthropogenic air
..
.. pollution that can be attributed to fossil fuel use is nearly two thirds
.. globally, and up to about 80% in high income countries.
..
..
..
..
.. Supplementary material
..
.. Supplementary material is available at Cardiovascular Research online.
..
..
..
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We emphasize that the methodology used with the GEMM is the same
as for the health effects of active smoking, obesity, and so on. Hence,
whatever limitations are relevant for outdoor air pollution, they also ap
ply to other risk factors like smoking. Although clinical and public health
research has uncovered unambiguous associations between air pollu
tion, disease, and mortality, even at very low levels of exposure,5,33 con
tinued studies are needed to disentangle the physiological mechanisms,
causes, and effects. For example, the harmfulness of different types of
particles, individually and in mixtures, is not well understood.34,35 The
GEMM assumes that PM2.5 toxicity does not significantly depend on the
sources and chemical composition, which is a simplification that requires
further investigation. While previous studies of exposure response for
mulations assumed counterfactual (i.e. potential outcome) uncertainty
distributions, in the GEMM, this dependency has diminished by directly
deriving the shape of the exposure mortality association from very low
to high levels of air pollution, being accounted for in several of the 41 co
hort studies analysed by Burnett et al.6
Our calculations of mortality from air pollution include 95% CI esti
mates, which represent uncertainty related to the data used in the calcu
lations. The Supplementary material online, Excel Tables present excess
mortality, YLL, and LLE for all countries, for different disease categories,
and their 95% CI’s are given by the mean, minimum, and maximum val
ues. We reiterate that the 95% CI refers to uncertainty in the parame
ters used in the attribution calculations. There can be additional
uncertainty from incomplete knowledge, i.e. epistemic uncertainty. This
includes model assumptions for counterfactuals, unaccounted confound
ing factors, misclassification of health, and other data, or limited repre
sentativeness of hazard functions as they rely on data from a relatively
small number of countries (16 countries). Confounder uncertainty can
be associated with over as well as underestimates, either by over
attributing air pollution deaths to disease categories, as well as neglect of
air pollution impacts on diseases that are not, but should be accounted
for. For example, it is conceivable that air pollution worsens smoking
related health effects. It should be noted that the excess mortality esti
mated for the disease category ‘other NCD’ (Table 1, Figure 3) is associ
ated with larger uncertainty than LRI, COPD, LC, CEV, and IHD, as the
number of deaths is not necessarily additive due to competing health
risks. The NCD þ LRI group represents the total impact of PM2.5 on
mortality and LLE. Specific causes of death are reported separately to in
dicate their contributions to the total. Ideally, an additional GEMM
should be developed with a competing R(z) mode.
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Air Pollution’s Insidious Link to the Pandemic
By Akshat Rathi (Bloomberg Green)
14 April 2020,
Sign up to receive the Green Daily daily newsletter and follow us @climate.
Even before the pandemic struck, outdoor air pollution was linked to the deaths of as many as nine million people
each year. Now two new studies show that Covid-19 patients are more likely to die if they live in regions with high
levels of air pollution.
Air pollution affects human health in insidious ways. The burning of fossil fuels in cars and factories creates soot
and other too-small-to-see particles. Every breath filled with these particles slowly increases the risk of heart
problems, strokes, asthma, pneumonia, and lung cancer.
These particles are so small that they end up in almost every organ in the body. The longer we study air pollution’s
effects, the longer the list of diseases it’s linked to—now including Covid-19.
“The latest science is showing that there seem to be no ‘safe’ levels of air pollution,” said Gretchen Goldman,
research director at the Center for Science and Democracy at the Union of Concerned Scientists.
The new studies—one from Harvard University looking at the U.S. and the other from the University of Siena
looking at Italy—show just how bad it can get when air pollution collides with a rapidly spreading respiratory
disease.
The Harvard researchers found that a long-term air pollution increase of 1 microgram per cubic meter of small
particles can raise the risk of dying from Covid-19 by 15%. The study is yet to undergo peer review but multiple
experts familiar with the findings told Bloomberg that the results aren’t surprising.
Covid-19 doesn’t impact everyone equally. In those who suffer severely, the virus is thought to move from the
upper respiratory tract, where it can cause a sore throat, to the lower respiratory tract, where it causes inflammation
in the lungs, which can lead to death if it spirals out of control.
The authors of the University of Siena study wrote that, because air pollution “impairs the first line of defense” of
the upper respiratory tract, it likely explains why those who live in areas with higher air pollution might fall prey to
the disease more than others.
Past evidence makes the case stronger. A study published in 2003 found that higher air pollution caused greater
deaths from SARS, which was caused by a cousin of the current strain of coronavirus. A range of studies have
found that air pollutants are linked to increased risk from influenza-type illnesses.
Air pollution levels are higher in poorer parts of a city or state. “It adds yet another layer of injustice to who is
going to be affected by this virus,” Goldman said. The short-term respite from air pollution that most big cities
in the world are experiencing because of lockdown measures will save some lives, but only long-term
reductions in air pollution can have lasting impacts.
The good news is that policymakers know what needs to be done: improving access to public transport, electrifying
the transport fleet, raising regulations or pricing emissions on power plants and factories, and developing new
technology alternatives to polluting industries, such as steel and cement. All of these measures lead to cleaner air
(and lower carbon emissions).
Better still, the interventions lead to higher productivity. “Air pollution is a drag on economic growth and solutions
to address it are enormously cost effective,” said Aaron Bernstein, director of Harvard C-Change, a center dedicated
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to climate change and public health. A 2011 study from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency found that every
$1 spent on lowering air pollution returns as much as $30.
Some people with influence might be making the connection between air pollution and ill-health more clearly than
before. “We paid people’s lives for the lesson, and we should never do it again,” said Cai Xue’en, delegate of the
National People’s Congress and adviser to China’s supreme court, in the context of the country's Covid-19 death
toll. “I think environmental protection will rank even higher for both the central and local governments.”
Akshat Rathi writes the Net Zero newsletter on the intersection of climate science and emission-free tech. You can
email him with feedback.
— With assistance by Leslie Kaufman
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-04-14/air-pollution-s-insidious-link-to-the-coronaviruspandemic?sref=xpkx9tNh
https://projects.iq.harvard.edu/covid-pm
Exposure to air pollution and COVID-19 mortality in the United States (Updated April 5, 2020)
Xiao Wu MS, Rachel C. Nethery PhD, M. Benjamin Sabath MA, Danielle Braun PhD, Francesca Dominici PhD
All authors are part of the Department of Biostatistics, Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, Boston, MA,
02115, USA
Lead authors: Xiao Wu and Rachel C. Nethery
Corresponding and senior author: Francesca Dominici, PhD
Background: United States government scientists estimate that COVID-19 may kill between 100,000 and 240,000
Americans. The majority of the pre-existing conditions that increase the risk of death for COVID-19 are the same
diseases that are affected by long-term exposure to air pollution. We investigate whether long-term average
exposure to fine particulate matter (PM2.5) increases the risk of COVID-19 deaths in the United States.
Methods: Data was collected for approximately 3,000 counties in the United States (98% of the population) up to
April 04, 2020. We fit zero-inflated negative binomial mixed models using county level COVID-19 deaths as the
outcome and county level long-term average of PM2.5 as the exposure. We adjust by population size, hospital beds,
number of individuals tested, weather, and socioeconomic and behavioral variables including, but not limited to
obesity and smoking. We include a random intercept by state to account for potential correlation in counties within
the same state.
Results: We found that an increase of only 1 μg/m3 in PM2.5 is associated with a 15% increase in the COVID-19
death rate, 95% confidence interval (CI) (5%, 25%). Results are statistically significant and robust to secondary and
sensitivity analyses.
Conclusions: A small increase in long-term exposure to PM2.5 leads to a large increase in COVID-19 death rate,
with the magnitude of increase 20 times that observed for PM2.5 and all-cause mortality. The study results
underscore the importance of continuing to enforce existing air pollution regulations to protect human health both
during and after the COVID-19 crisis. The data and code are publicly available.
Data and Code:
Our data and code is available on github here.
Manuscript and Supplemental Material
- Manuscript
- Supplemental Material
- MedRxiv: https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.04.05.20054502v1
- Citation: Exposure to air pollution and COVID-19 mortality in the United States. Xiao Wu, Rachel C. Nethery,
Benjamin M. Sabath, Danielle Braun, Francesca Dominici. medRxiv 2020.04.05.20054502;
doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.04.05.20054502
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We appreciate the work of Aaron Van Donkelaar, Randall Martin, and his team for providing us with access to their
estimates of PM2.5 exposure. Their data (V4.NA.02.MAPLE) can be found on Randall Martin's website here:
https://sites.wustl.edu/acag/datasets/surface-pm2-5/
The
data
was
produced
as
part
of
the
following
paper:
van Donkelaar, A., R. V. Martin, C. Li, R. T. Burnett, Regional Estimates of Chemical Composition of Fine
Particulate Matter using a Combined Geoscience-Statistical Method with Information from Satellites, Models, and
Monitors,
Environ.
Sci.
Technol.,
doi:
10.1021/acs.est.8b06392,
2019.
Can atmospheric pollution be considered a co-factor in extremely high level of SARS-CoV-2 lethality in
Northern Italy?☆
www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0269749120320601
Author links open overlay panelEdoardoConticiniaBrunoFredianiaDarioCarob
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envpol.2020.114465Get rights and content
Abstract
This paper investigates the correlation between the high level of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome CoronaVirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2) lethality and the atmospheric pollution in Northern Italy. Indeed, Lombardy and Emilia Romagna
are Italian regions with both the highest level of virus lethality in the world and one of Europe’s most polluted area.
Based on this correlation, this paper analyzes the possible link between pollution and the development of acute
respiratory distress syndrome and eventually death. We provide evidence that people living in an area with high
levels of pollutant are more prone to develop chronic respiratory conditions and suitable to any infective agent.
Moreover, a prolonged exposure to air pollution leads to a chronic inflammatory stimulus, even in young and
healthy subjects. We conclude that the high level of pollution in Northern Italy should be considered an additional
co-factor of the high level of lethality recorded in that area.
Keywords
Covid-19
Coronavirus
Atmospheric pollution
Inflammation
ARDS
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Table 1
The most common background diseases evident in over 20% of the cases.
Disease

% of patients

Hypertension
Diabetes
Ischemic heart diseases
Atrial ﬁbrillation
Chronic renal failure

73.8
33.9
30.1
22.0
20.2

been 209,839 conﬁrmed cases and 8788 deaths reported globally. Early
studies concluded that the risk factors associated with the development
of the disease are older age (Wu et al., 2020), history of smoking (Liu
et al., 2020), hypertension and heart disease (Chen et al., 2020). The Ital
ian institute of health (Istituto Superiore di Sanità) reported background
diseases of 481 patients in Italy who passed away due to COVID 19
infection. Table 1 shows the information about the most common back
ground diseases which are evident in over 20% of the cases. Further
more, recent studies suggest that the cause of death of many COVID
19 patients was related to cytokine storm syndrome (Guo et al., 2020;
Mehta et al., 2020). This syndrome, also known as hypercytokinemia
is an uncontrolled release of proinﬂammatory cytokines (Tisoncik
et al., 2012) and it is a severe reaction of the immune system, leading
to a chain of destructive processes in the body that can end in death.
Many studies have shown that the incidence of these diseases can
also be caused by a long exposure to air pollution, especially nitrogen di
oxide (NO2), a toxic component. NO2 enters the atmosphere as a result
of anthropogenic activity (mostly fossil fuel combustion from vehicles
and power plants) and natural processes (lightning and soil processes).
Elevated exposure to NO2 has been associated with hypertension (Saeha
et al., 2020), heart and cardiovascular diseases (Gan et al., 2012; Mann
Jennifer et al., 2002; Arden et al., 2004), increased rate of hospitalization
(Mann Jennifer et al., 2002), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) (De et al., 1993; Euler et al., 1988), signiﬁcant deﬁcits in growth
of lung function in children (Avol et al., 2001; James Gauderman et al.,
2000), poor lung function in adults or lung injury (Bowatte et al.,
2017; Rubenfeld et al., 2005) and diabetes (Saeha et al., 2020). In addi
tion to these, other studies have focused on the immune system's re
sponse to NO2 exposure. Blomberg et al., 1999, found that exposure to

NO2 causes an inﬂammatory response in the airways and Devalia et al.,
1993, showed that these exposures may induce the synthesis of proin
ﬂammatory cytokines from airway epithelial cells which consequently
play an important role in the etiology (cause) of airway disease. More
over, the epithelial cells in the lung may be uniquely susceptible to
death when exposed to NO2 (Persinger et al., 2002).
High NO2 concentration is signiﬁcantly associated with respiratory
mortality (Beelen et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2007; Hoek et al., 2013) and
is also responsible for generating some harmful secondary pollutants
such as nitric acid (HNO3) and ozone (O3) (Khoder, 2002). As a result,
the WHO has stated that the health risks may potentially occur due to
the presence of NO2 or its secondary products (World Health
Organization, 2003). Accordingly, the WHO understands the health is
sues arising from NO2 and suggests that the world population should
be protected from exposure to this pollutant.
The objective of this work is to assess the contribution of a long term
exposure to NO2 on coronavirus fatality. This is achieved by combining
three databases: the tropospheric concentration of NO2, the atmo
spheric condition as expressed by the vertical airﬂow, and the number
of fatality cases. The data is processed at the administrative level for
each country to obtain high spatial resolution.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Fatality database
The data concerning the number of fatality cases was collected from
each country on a regional/administrative level. The use of this method
is intended to highlight the spatial variation of the epidemic which ex
ists not only between different countries, but more importantly within
each country. Moreover, if high mortality rates are observed in two re
mote regions in two different countries, we need to identify their com
mon factor which may explain mortality. For that, data was collected
from 66 administrative regions in Italy, Spain, France and Germany. In
formation about fatalities was taken from the Ministry of Health (Italy),
Ministry of Health, Social Services and Equality (Spain), The National
Agency of Public Health (France) and the Robert Koch Institute and
the State Health Ofﬁces (Germany).

Fig. 1. The tropospheric NO2 distribution.
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2.2. The NO2 spatial distribution

2.3. The atmospheric condition

For the NO 2 concentration in the troposphere (from surface up
to ~10 km), the Sentinel 5 Precursor space borne satellite (spatial
resolution of 5.5 km) was used which is operated and managed
by the European Commission under the “Copernicus” program
(Fig. 1). The satellite operates in a sun synchronous orbit at
824 km and an orbital cycle of 16 days. The satellite carries a TRO
POspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) which provides a
(near )global coverage of air pollution caused by NO 2 and other
pollutants such as O 3 , SO 2 , CO, CH 4 , CH 2 O and aerosols (Veefkind
et al., 2012).
For this study, long term exposure was deﬁned as a two
month period (January February 2020) prior to the outbreak of
COVID 19 in Europe. The spatial data was collected using the
Google Earth Engine API (Gorelick et al., 2017). The global cover
age of tropospheric NO2 for this time period was extracted using
832 different images followed by calculating the mean concen
tration for each administrative region. Subsequently, only the
maximum concentration value was used due to differences in
the size of the regions.

Due to the thickness of the troposphere, the value which represents
the NO2 concentration is not enough. There is also a need to understand
the vertical airﬂow during the same period of the event. For that purpose,
the vertical airﬂows at 850 mb (~1.5 km above sea level) was used as it
deﬁnes the atmospheric capability to disperse the gas (Fig. 2). This data
was provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA
(http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/). Downwards airﬂows are given by posi
tive values of omega (in Pa/s), while upwards airﬂow by negative values
of omega. In regions where positive omega is observed, the atmospheric
will force the NO2 to stay close to the surface which leads the population
to be exposed to the risk factor. In contrast, in regions with negative
omega, the atmospheric conditions will disperse the gas further away
and to higher altitudes. In these regions, the population is less exposed
to the air pollution and to its associated health risks.
3. Results
Mapping the tropospheric NO2 over Europe reveals a major ‘hotspot’
of high concentration in the northern part of Italy. The ‘hotspot’ is

Fig. 2. The vertical airﬂow (omega) at 850 mb (~1500 m above sea level).
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Fig. 3. NO2 vs. the absolute number of death cases.

observed in the Po valley which extends from the slopes of the western
Alps to the coastal plains of the Adriatic Sea. Out of the top ﬁve regions
where high fatality was observed, four of them were in northern Italy
(Fig. 3): Lombardia, (2168 cases), Emilia Romanga (531), Piemonte
(175 cases) and Veneto (115 cases). The other region was in the admin
istrative region ‘Community of Madrid’ (Comunidad de Madrid), Spain
(498 cases) which, like the Po valley, is also surrounded by mountain
ranges.
As shown in Fig. 4, 78% of all fatalities due to coronavirus in these se
lected countries occurred in those regions. The concentrations of NO2
were high and ranged between 177.1 and 293.7 μmol/m2, accompanied
by downwards airﬂows (positive omega ranged between 0.04 and
0.07 Pa/s).
There were 4443 fatalities in these countries due to COVID 19 by
March 19, 2020. 83% of all fatalities (3701 cases) occurred in regions
where the maximum NO2 concentration was above 100 μmol/m2,
15.5% (691 cases) occurred in regions where the maximum NO2 con
centration was between 50 and 100 μmol/m2, and only 1.5% of all fatal
ities (51 cases) occurred in regions where the maximum NO2
concentration was below 50 μmol/m2.

initial inﬂammatory condition is related to the response of the immune
system to the coronavirus. Hence, poisoning our environment means

4. Discussion and conclusion
In this study, the concentrations of the tropospheric NO2 which were
extracted from the Sentinel 5P satellite were used in order to explain
the spatial variation of fatality cases in 66 administrative regions in
four European countries. The Sentinel 5P data shows two main NO2
hotspots over Europe: Northern Italy and Madrid metropolitan area.
According to these results, high NO2 concentration accompanied by
downwards airﬂows cause of NO2 buildup close to the surface. This to
pographic structure combined with atmospheric conditions of inversion
(positive omega) prevent the dispersion of air pollutants, which can
cause a high incidence of respiratory problems and inﬂammation in
the local population. This chronic exposure could be an important con
tributor to the high COVID 19 fatality rates observed in these regions. As
earlier studies have shown that exposure to NO2 causes inﬂammatory in
the lungs, it is now necessary to examine whether the presence of an

Fig. 4. The mean death cases and the percentage of deaths in each NO2 concentration
range.
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poisoning our own body and when it experiences a chronic respiratory
stress, its ability to defend itself from infections is limited.
According to these results, more studies should be conducted which
focus on additional factors such as age and presence of pre existing and
background diseases along with the impact of pre exposure to NO2 and
hypercytokinemia in order to verify their impact on fatalities due to the
COVID 19 pandemic.
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Aims

Long term exposure of humans to air pollution enhances the risk of cardiovascular and respiratory diseases.
A novel Global Exposure Mortality Model (GEMM) has been derived from many cohort studies, providing much
improved coverage of the exposure to fine particulate matter (PM2.5). We applied the GEMM to assess excess
mortality attributable to ambient air pollution on a global scale and compare to other risk factors.

....................................................................................................................................................................................................
We used a data informed atmospheric model to calculate worldwide exposure to PM2.5 and ozone pollution, which
Methods
was combined with the GEMM to estimate disease specific excess mortality and loss of life expectancy (LLE) in
and results
2015. Using this model, we investigated the effects of different pollution sources, distinguishing between natural
(wildfires, aeolian dust) and anthropogenic emissions, including fossil fuel use. Global excess mortality from all ambi
ent air pollution is estimated at 8.8 (7.11 10.41) million/year, with an LLE of 2.9 (2.3 3.5) years, being a factor of
two higher than earlier estimates, and exceeding that of tobacco smoking. The global mean mortality rate of about
120 per 100 000 people/year is much exceeded in East Asia (196 per 100 000/year) and Europe (133 per 100 000/
year). Without fossil fuel emissions, the global mean life expectancy would increase by 1.1 (0.9 1.2) years and 1.7
(1.4 2.0) years by removing all potentially controllable anthropogenic emissions. Because aeolian dust and wildfire
emission control is impracticable, significant LLE is unavoidable.

....................................................................................................................................................................................................
Ambient air pollution is one of the main global health risks, causing significant excess mortality and LLE, especially
Conclusion

through cardiovascular diseases. It causes an LLE that rivals that of tobacco smoking. The global mean LLE from air
pollution strongly exceeds that by violence (all forms together), i.e. by an order of magnitude (LLE being 2.9 and
0.3 years, respectively).
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the excess mortality (individual exposure) and for air pollution, the
LLE (population exposure) is more suitable.

4.3 Limitations and uncertainties

4.4 Differential toxicity of particles
Generally, the exposure calculations contribute relatively little to uncer
tainty, being dominated by the attribution calculations. However, this
may not hold if PM2.5 toxicity significantly depends on source categories
and chemical composition, implying that exposure would be less well
characterized than assumed. While epidemiological studies have not
identified source categories that distinctively affect the health impacts of
fine particulates,3,5 toxicological investigations have reported that ex
haust particles from diesel engines are relatively more toxic than from
gasoline engines, followed by biomass burning, coal combustion, and
road dust particles, all being significantly more hazardous than ammo
nium sulphate and nitrate and also suggesting that different PM2.5

..
.. mixtures influence different diseases.36 For example, we have estimated
.. that globally about 5% of mortality is attributable to biomass burning,7
..
.. which amounts to about 440 000 excess deaths per year. However, it is
.. conceivable that organic particles are significantly more toxic than inor
..
.. ganic ones7; if this was true, the global excess mortality from biomass
.. burning smoke may add up to about 630 000 per year. Although it is
..
.. unclear to what extent the toxicological studies are representative for
.. morbidity and mortality in human populations, especially for long term
..
.. exposure,36 it cannot be excluded that various particle sources have dif
..
.. ferent impacts. Furthermore, there is discussion about harmfulness re
.. lated to particle size. Fine particulates, PM2.5, are believed to be a more
..
.. important health concern than course particles up to 10 mm in diameter
.. (PM10), as the smaller ones penetrate more deeply into the lungs with a
..
.. low probability to be exhaled.
..
Experimental studies have corroborated that PM2.5 provides a good
..
.. approximation for the extended exposure of the human respiratory
.. tract to particulate pollution.37 However, there remains concern that
..
.. ultrafine particles with a diameter of smaller than 0.1 mm (PM0.1) could
..
.. be particularly harmful, as they can directly pass into the bloodstream
.. and affect other organs.38 It has been observed that specifically the small
..
.. est fraction of PM0.1, with a diameter of below about 30 nm, can directly
.. translocate into the circulatory system and accumulate at sites of vascu
..
.. lar inflammation.39 Nevertheless, two meta studies on the health effects
.. of ultrafine particles concluded that the available evidence does not indi
..
.. cate that PM0.1 is relatively more hazardous, or at least that there is no
.. conclusive support for it but do emphasize the need for continued stud
..
.. ies, in particular of the long term health effects.37,40 In view of this, espe
..
.. cially regarding differential toxicity in terms of particle composition and
.. size, it seems probable that the overall uncertainty of our mortality and
..
.. life expectancy calculations is larger than the 95% CI; we estimate it at
.. approximately ±50%.8,10
..
..
..
..
.. 5. Conclusion
..
.. Our comparison of different global risk factors shows that ambient air
..
.. pollution is a leading cause of excess mortality and LLE, in particular
.. through CVDs. Globally, the LLE from air pollution surpasses that of
..
.. HIV/AIDS, parasitic, vector borne, and other infectious diseases by a
.. large margin. It exceeds the LLE due to all forms of violence by an order
..
.. of magnitude and that of smoking by a third. Nonetheless, one could ar
..
.. gue that tobacco smoking can be entirely avoided. The removal of an
.. thropogenic air pollution emissions can merely avoid about 25 80% of
..
.. LLE, i.e. within a large range, depending on the local role of natural
.. emissions (e.g. aeolian dust), but with substantial potential for mortality
..
.. reduction through the improvement of health care, especially in low
.. income counties. The fraction of avoidable LLE from anthropogenic air
..
.. pollution that can be attributed to fossil fuel use is nearly two thirds
.. globally, and up to about 80% in high income countries.
..
..
..
..
.. Supplementary material
..
.. Supplementary material is available at Cardiovascular Research online.
..
..
..
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We emphasize that the methodology used with the GEMM is the same
as for the health effects of active smoking, obesity, and so on. Hence,
whatever limitations are relevant for outdoor air pollution, they also ap
ply to other risk factors like smoking. Although clinical and public health
research has uncovered unambiguous associations between air pollu
tion, disease, and mortality, even at very low levels of exposure,5,33 con
tinued studies are needed to disentangle the physiological mechanisms,
causes, and effects. For example, the harmfulness of different types of
particles, individually and in mixtures, is not well understood.34,35 The
GEMM assumes that PM2.5 toxicity does not significantly depend on the
sources and chemical composition, which is a simplification that requires
further investigation. While previous studies of exposure response for
mulations assumed counterfactual (i.e. potential outcome) uncertainty
distributions, in the GEMM, this dependency has diminished by directly
deriving the shape of the exposure mortality association from very low
to high levels of air pollution, being accounted for in several of the 41 co
hort studies analysed by Burnett et al.6
Our calculations of mortality from air pollution include 95% CI esti
mates, which represent uncertainty related to the data used in the calcu
lations. The Supplementary material online, Excel Tables present excess
mortality, YLL, and LLE for all countries, for different disease categories,
and their 95% CI’s are given by the mean, minimum, and maximum val
ues. We reiterate that the 95% CI refers to uncertainty in the parame
ters used in the attribution calculations. There can be additional
uncertainty from incomplete knowledge, i.e. epistemic uncertainty. This
includes model assumptions for counterfactuals, unaccounted confound
ing factors, misclassification of health, and other data, or limited repre
sentativeness of hazard functions as they rely on data from a relatively
small number of countries (16 countries). Confounder uncertainty can
be associated with over as well as underestimates, either by over
attributing air pollution deaths to disease categories, as well as neglect of
air pollution impacts on diseases that are not, but should be accounted
for. For example, it is conceivable that air pollution worsens smoking
related health effects. It should be noted that the excess mortality esti
mated for the disease category ‘other NCD’ (Table 1, Figure 3) is associ
ated with larger uncertainty than LRI, COPD, LC, CEV, and IHD, as the
number of deaths is not necessarily additive due to competing health
risks. The NCD þ LRI group represents the total impact of PM2.5 on
mortality and LLE. Specific causes of death are reported separately to in
dicate their contributions to the total. Ideally, an additional GEMM
should be developed with a competing R(z) mode.
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Executive Summary
If a carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions mitigation policy is applied only in one region of the
world, emissions outside that region might increase. This is because companies and
individuals affected by the policy may try and reduce its impacts on them by, for example,
moving their operations to unaffected locations. This phenomenon is known as carbon
leakage. If leakage is high, it may reduce or negate the intended emissionsreduction aim of
the policy. Leakage of 100% implies that a policy produces no net reduction in global CO2 at
all, just a change in the location of emissions. Although leakage is more widely studied in the
case of policies affecting energyintensive manufacturing, it can apply to any industry where
the location of emissions can be moved. This includes the aviation industry. In this report,
we examine how the application of UKspecific aviation policy might lead to leakage, using a
detailed networkbased model of the global aviation system.
Similarly, a policy applied in just one region may disproportionately affect companies in that
region, who will be faced with a larger increase in costs than those outside the region. This
can lead to competitive disadvantage. This is also likely to be a factor in UKspecific aviation
policy. The majority of the operations of UKbased airlines are flights to and from the UK,
allowing them relatively few options to reduce potential policy costs. More options may be
available for airlines which are not based in the UK. NonUK airlines typically use only a
small proportion of their total fleet on UK flights. Therefore we also investigate whether UK
specific aviation policies have different impacts on UK and nonUK airlines operating to and
from the UK, and whether policies would have different impacts on UK and nonUK airports.
There is relatively little existing literature about carbon leakage and competitive
disadvantage from aviation policy. In general, existing research focusses on individual flight
case studies rather than taking a wholenetwork approach. However, approaching the
problem at a global network level may be necessary to assess the different sources of
leakage and their relative magnitude. Aviation is unusual in that it is inherently global in
scope. Most passenger journeys lead to emissions that can be attributed to multiple
countries. Aviation is also unusual in that, as well as having a leakage component associated
with the behaviour of airlines, there is also a leakage component associated with passenger
behaviour. We model passenger and airline behaviour on a full itinerary basis for all
itineraries to, from and via UK airports, as well as those which could route through the UK
but do not currently do so. To do this, we use components from the global aviation systems
model AIM. This allows the calculation of how CO2 emissions will change for flights to and
from UK airports and more widely for other global flight segments, when a UKspecific
aviation policy is applied.
This study finds that carbon leakage associated with airline behaviour is usually positive. In
this case, a decrease in emissions from UK aviation is associated with an increase in
emissions from nonUK aviation. Actions airlines can take in response to policy which could
cause leakage include swapping fleet between UK and nonUK routes; selling older aircraft
and buying or leasing newer ones; and tankering fuel (taking on excess fuel at nonUK
airports where possible so that a subsequent flight from a UK airport can be flown without
refuelling). Leakage associated with changes in fleet allocation can be close to 100%,
depending on fleet availability. This is because airlines can move loweremission aircraft into
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use on UK routes and move higheremission aircraft into use on nonUK routes. This leads to
a decrease in the emissions from UK aviation that is roughly matched by an increase in
emissions from nonUK aviation. Leakage associated with fuel tankering is variable
depending on which flights are mostaffected by policy and on how emissions are
calculated. If emissions are calculated based on fuel taken up at UK airports, tankering
leakage is positive and may be up to 40% in the cases explored here. If emissions are
calculated based on fuel used on UK departing flights, regardless of where that fuel was
taken on, then tankering leakage is much smaller, typically below 4%.
In contrast, this study finds that leakage associated with passenger behaviour is usually
negative. In this case, a decrease in emissions from UK aviation is matched by a decrease in
emissions from nonUK aviation. This is because the main effect of a policy which increases
UKspecific ticket prices is to decrease passenger demand to and from the UK. Although
longdistance connecting passengers who use UK hub airports may switch to competing
nonUK airports, the overall impact of this is small compared to the demand impact on
passengers who start or end their journey in the UK. In 2015, there were more than twenty
times as many passengers on itineraries which started or ended in the UK than passengers
who used a UK hub on journeys which started and ended elsewhere.
If the CO2 emissions from UK aviation are measured on a UK departing flights basis, a
decrease in emissions from UK departing flights is within scope, but a decrease in emissions
from UK arriving flight is outside scope. However, passenger journeys are generally round
trips with both an arriving and a departing leg. If demand decreases on these journeys, half
of the emission reduction will be on departing flights, and half on arriving flights. Therefore
if policy response is mainly passenger response, leakage will be close to 100%. This means
that the net global reduction in CO2 will be roughly twice the reduction in CO2 from UK
departing flights only. Additionally, some passengers who start or end their journey in the
UK use a further nonUK hub airport (for example, travelling from London to Sydney via
Dubai). A demand reduction in this passenger group will lead to negative leakage of more
than 100%. This is because demand on all four legs of the roundtrip journey will be
reduced, but only the UK departing leg is within the UK departing flight scope and therefore
treated as UK aviation.
The net carbon leakage for any given policy depends on the balance between passenger and
airline response to that policy, as well as on the specific values of uncertain variables which
affect the magnitude of passenger and airline response. In this study, we examine three
hypothetical policy cases. These are the case of an additional carbon price applied to
departing flights at UK airports; a requirement to take on a given percentage of biofuel
when refuelling at UK airports; and changes in UK airport landing charges designed to
encourage flights by younger, more fuelefficient aircraft. In each case, we assess the policy
across a range of values for uncertain variables. These include the passenger price elasticity
of demand, the level of costs passed on at capacityconstrained airports, and the extent to
which airlines can swap UK for nonUK fleet.
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fees for younger aircraft to reduce their costs, and then pass this decrease in costs on to
ticket prices.
The extent of competitive disadvantage for UK airlines and airports also depends on the
balance of passenger and airline response to a given policy. We measure competitive
disadvantage by comparing the change in UK and nonUK airline passenger numbers; the
change in direct operating cost per revenue passengerkm (RPK) travelled for UK airlines and
nonUK airlines; and the change in number of passengers travelling through major UK and
nonUK airports. For most of the combinations of policy and uncertain input variables
examined, impacts on UK and nonUK airlines on UK routes are roughly similar. A summary
of outcomes is given in Table 1, for hypothetical policies applied in 2015. The exact impact
depends on factors such as the extent to which costs are passed on to ticket prices at
congested airports, the pricesensitivity of passengers to price increases, and the extent to
which fleet can be swapped between UK and nonUK routes. For example, if cost pass
through is lower at congested airports, UK airline profit margins will be reduced by more
than those of nonUK airlines on UK routes, because UK airlines tend to use congested
airports more. However, in this case the demand reduction will be greater for nonUK
airlines, because ticket prices will increase more for those airlines.
In general, the carbon price policy has the largest impacts on demand and operating costs at
the levels examined in this study. For comparison to the values in Table 1, airline ticket
revenue per RPK is typically around £0.1; and there were around 250 million passengers per
annum (mppa) at UK airports in 2015; and demand at each of the UK’s five busiest airports
has tended to increase by 12 mppa per year over the 20102015 period. The largest
impacts on cost are seen in the case that airlines are assumed not to pass on carbon costs at
congested airports; however, as operating cost increases in this case can be larger than
typical airline profit margins, it is likely that in reality at least some costs would be passed
through at higher carbon prices. Similarly the largest changes in demand apply in the case
that airlines are assumed to pass all costs through onto ticket prices. The biofuel policy
typically leads to smaller increases in cost and decreases in demand, and the landing charge
policy to small decreases in cost and increases in demand, as discussed above.
Table 1. Impact on airline cost per RPK and passenger numbers, by policy type: summary.
Metric

Scope

Carbon price
(£10200/tCO2)

Landing charge
(£250
2000/landing)
0.0009 – 0

16.4  0.1

Biofuel
uptake (5
40%)
0.0002 –
0.0018
0.0002 –
0.0015
2.0 – 0

Change in non
passed on
cost/RPK, UK
pounds
Change in
passenger
numbers, mppa

UK airlines on UK
routes
NonUK airlines on
UK routes
UK airlines on UK
routes
NonUK airlines on
UK routes

0 – 0.017

15.7  0.1

1.9 – 0.1

0 – 4.9

0 – 0.014

0.0007 – 0
0 – 4.2
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this study is to evaluate whether UKspecific aviation policy carries the risk
of increasing CO2 emissions outside the policy scope (carbon leakage) or of UK airlines or
airports losing profits or market share to their nonUK competitors (competitive distortion).
To do this, we develop a model to assess passenger and airline response to policy on a
network basis. Using this model, we assess different hypothetical policies in terms of the
changes in airline fleets, passenger demand and CO2 that they are likely to produce, and the
location of those changes.
The structure of this report is as follows. First, we examine the literature on carbon leakage
and competitive disadvantage, with a particular focus on aviationrelated studies. We
identify potential leakage mechanisms and assess which ones are likely to be important
enough to proceed with further modelling on. We also examine key uncertain variables
which may affect the outcome of modelling, and compare estimates for these variables
from the literature. Second, we describe the modelling system developed for this project,
comparing baseline outcomes in 2015 with observable metrics, and discuss how airline and
passenger response are modelled. Third, we run the model for a range of UKspecific
hypothetical aviation policies and assess its sensitivity to different uncertain variables. We
discuss model outcomes in terms of leakage and competitive disadvantage, and how these
vary by policy type. Finally, we present overall conclusions.

1.1Carbon Leakage
The IPCC definition of carbon leakage is ‘the increase in CO2 emissions outside the countries
taking domestic mitigation action divided by the reduction in emissions of these countries’
(IPCC, 2007). This effect depends strongly on the characteristics of the sector in which the
policy is applied. Across all sectors, it is typically driven by the cost differential between
operating within and outside the policy area when carbon costs are factored in (the termsof-trade, non-energy or competitiveness effect; Burniaux & Oliviera Martins, 2000), or by the
effect of reduced fossil fuel use within the policy region on global fossil fuel prices (the
energy market effect). The nonenergy effect may be further subdivided into a shortterm
competitiveness channel (where companies affected by the policy lose market share to
those who are not) and an investment channel (where companies relocate or focus
investment on nonpolicy regions; Reinaud, 2008).
The overall impact can be substantial. Most literature analyses target either the Kyoto
protocol, the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) or hypothetical regional policies of similar
magnitude. Literature estimates of carbon leakage in this context across all sectors typically
range from 225%, depending on the policy applied, assumptions about international
market integration and structure, substitution and supply elasticities, and the extent to
which industry responses in terms of technological change or relocation are considered
(Kuik & Hofkes, 2010; Di Maria & van der Werf, 2008; Burniaux & Oliviera Martins, 2000).
For individual sectors, such as steel or cement production, leakage rates may be significantly
higher. As an extreme example, Babiker (2005) projects carbon leakage rates of up to 130%
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in cases where there can be substantial relocation of energyintensive industries outside the
policy region. A leakage rate of 100% indicates that reductions in CO2 emitted in the policy
region are exactly matched by increases in CO2 emitted elsewhere; therefore, a rate of over
100% implies that total global emissions have actually been increased in this case.
In contrast, some carbon leakagetype mechanisms may induce a reduction in emissions
outside the policy area (‘negative leakages’). For example, the policy might induce the
development of carbonreduction technology that is then used worldwide (e.g. Porter & van
der Linde, 1995). Similarly, reductions in oil price could stimulate a shift away from coal as
an energy source, reducing overall CO2 emissions (e.g. Burniaux & OlivieraMartins, 2000).
Historical analyses of carbon leakage are typically theoretical rather than empirical. Some
empirical estimates of leakage have been made (e.g. Reinaud, 2008; Martin et al., 2016);
these indicate that the overall magnitude of leakage resulting from historical policies is likely
small, but that the most carbonintensive industries are typically most at risk of leakage.
The phenomenon of carbon leakage is wellestablished and is taken into account in the
design of many regional carbon policies. For example, the EU Emissions Trading Scheme
(ETS) identifies sectors at risk of carbon leakage, including cement and steel manufacture
(EC, 2018; Vivid Economics & Ecofys, 2014); these sectors may then be subject to a higher
share of free allowances or other mechanisms designed to reduce the risk of leakage.
Another option is border adjustment measures, i.e. the obligation for importers to account
for the carbon emissions associated with imported goods, and purchase allowances
accordingly (e.g. Kuik & Hofkes, 2010).

1.2 Competitiveness
Competitiveness can be defined as the ability of companies in a region to maintain profits
and market share (e.g. Reinaud, 2008). In the case of a unilateral carbon policy applied in
one region only, companies operating in that region are faced with an increase in costs,
whilst those from outside the region are not. As with carbon leakage, this may result both in
companies within the region losing market share to those outside, and longerterm
investment and relocation decisions favouring other regions (Cosbey & Tarasofsky, 2008). As
discussed in CE Delft (2005), competitive distortion in this context arises from the regional
nature of cost impacts. Impacts on costs that would still happen if the policy were applied
globally are not considered to be distortion.
For example, Reinaud (2008) compare different studies on the impact of a €20/tCO2 carbon
price on the competitiveness of European firms. They find production cost increases of
between 1 and 24%, with strong variation between sectors. Aldy & Pizer (2015) estimate
competitiveness impacts, as measured by net imports, of up to 0.8% for the most energy
intensive industries in the case of a $15/tCO2 carbon price, a figure which is less than one
sixth of the total decrease in production.

1.3 Application to the aviation sector
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Aviation differs from other sectors examined in terms of carbon leakage in several ways.
First, CO2 emissions mitigation is typically more expensive in aviation compared to other
sectors, and reductions in CO2 emissions achievable with current and nearfuture projected
technologies are small compared to those achievable in other sectors. Typically, aviation
emissions are projected to grow into the future, even with a wide range of alternative
technologies available (e.g. Dray et al. 2018). This is a function both of slow reductions in
carbon intensity (at most 23% reduction per year in tCO2/RPK even with ambitious
technology development; Dray et al. 2018) and rapid projected global demand growth (4
5%/year increase in RPK; e.g. Airbus, 2018; Boeing, 2018). Additionally, fuel is a major
component of airline total operating costs (30% in 2015; Al Zayat et al. 2017) and airlines
already utilise a wide range of fuelsaving measures which are costeffective at current fuel
prices (e.g. Schäfer et al. 2016). Safety considerations also mean that changes in technology
have to go through lengthy testing and certification processes with consequently long lead
times. These factors in combination mean that extra withinsector opportunities to reduce
carbon intensity in response to policy are limited. Second, aviation is already a highly
connected global system. Most passenger roundtrip journeys already produce emissions
attributable to multiple countries, and intercontinental passengers already have the option
to straightforwardly choose between itineraries that route via different airports. Passenger
choice is therefore a significant factor in aviation policy leakage in a way that it is not in
other sectors.
There are relatively few general analyses of carbon leakage and competitiveness impacts
applicable to the aviation sector. However, several studies look at the impact of adding
aviation into the EU ETS (e.g. Faber and Brinke (2011); Ernst & Young and York Aviation
(2008); Anger & Köhler (2010); SEC (2006); Scheelhaase & Grimme (2007)). These
concentrate on the original scope of the EU ETS Aviation directive (EC, 2008), i.e. including
all flights to and from countries in the ETS, a scope which was intended to minimize
competitive distortion and carbon leakage. Ernst & Young and York Aviation (2008) argue
that carbon leakage impacts may be substantial, but illustrate this with a series of route
based case studies rather than a systemwide estimate. Anger and Köhler (2010) assess the
overall impact of including aviation in the EU ETS to be small, including only minimal
competitive distortion effects. They argue that the projected airline cost increases in the EU
ETS are too small to overcome inertial barriers in the existing system, for example the issue
of landing slot allocation often being the result of longstanding cooperative agreements,
and the structure of existing hub and spoke networks. Similarly, the EC’s official analysis
(SEC, 2006) concludes that competition between airlines would not be significantly affected.
CE Delft (2005) argue that the international nature of aviation, in which most passengers
already have fixed geographical origins and destinations, limits the competitive impact
compared to that expected in other sectors. Scheelhaase & Grimme (2007) compare the
impact of different ways of incorporating aviation into the EU ETS on competition for four
airlines with different business models. They find overall impacts are small, but competition
effects may be substantial on individual routes.
Faber & Brinke (2007) discuss possible competitive distortion impacts of applying the EU ETS
to aviation in three areas:
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•
•
•

Airlines with a greater proportion of routes affected by the policy (e.g. EUbased
airlines in the context of the report) will have a reduced ability to crosssubsidise
affected routes from profits on unaffected routes (the cross-subsidisation effect).
Airlines with more affected routes will have a larger overall policyrelated cost
burden (the volume effect).
Airlines with hubs in policyaffected regions will face greater costs than those with
hubs outside, and if costs are passed on to fares then ticket prices via these hubs will
increase compared to ticket prices via other hubs, likely leading to a shift in market
share towards other airlines (the hub effect).

CE Delft and MVA (2007) and CE Delft (2005) argue the crosssubsidisation effect will be
minimal on a citypair basis if airlines are assumed to be profitmaximising. This is because,
if fares on other routes are already set at a profitmaximizing level, then changing them will
reduce overall profit and also put the crosssubsidising routes at a competitive disadvantage
against other competitors. However, Scheelhaase & Grimme (2007) find scope for
competitive distortion if crosssubsidisation is assumed.
In the case of the volume effect, airlines based in the policy region will certainly be more
affected on a wholenetwork basis than those based outside. However, this is arguably not a
competition distortion as airlines compete on a citypair basis, and at the citypair level they
are affected equally on most routes (Faber & Brinke, 2007). However, the hub effect is
potentially substantial. CE Delft and MVA (2007) found a complex overall response to a
modelled EU ETS, with nonEU airlines potentially suffering larger reductions in demand on
some scopes than EU ones. For a fully passed on allowance price of €30 with no free
allowances, they projected an overall increase in demand to North America of 5.0% for EU
carriers, compared to a decrease in demand of 4.4% for nonEU carriers. However, in the
case of flights to the Asia/Pacific region, EU carrier demand was projected to fall by 5.9% but
nonEU carrier demand by 5.2%.
CE Delft (2005) also consider the situation in which there is a difference in environmental
efficiency between airlines, leading to those that have higher emissions for the same
segments being at a cost disadvantage in the case that a carbon price or other emissions
linked increase in cost is applied.
Vivid Economics (2008) examined how airline profits would be affected by the EU ETS, and
did not specifically look at the case of competitive distortion between EU and nonEU
carriers. They found that airlines with more pricesensitive passengers were likely to face
greater decreases in profits, and that larger airlines may face more adverse impacts on
profit than smaller airlines. With substantial allocations of free allowances (over 2040% of
preETS emissions levels) they projected an increase in airline profits due to windfall profits.
Without free allowances, the reduction in profits on markets with four competitors was
found to be between 20 and 40% of the cost of allowances on those routes, and was
relatively insensitive to demand parameters.
In terms of carbon leakage, Faber & Brinke (2007) conclude that leakage related to the EU
ETS would primarily occur via the shortterm competitiveness channel identified above, i.e.
via airlines operating in the policy region losing market share on a citypair basis to airlines
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or ground transportation not affected by the policy. This could occur in a number of ways.
For example, passengers or freight may choose to hub via a nonEU airport; passengers or
freight who would normally have made a direct journey from the EU may add an
intermediate stop in a nonEU airport to reduce the affected portion of their journey;
passengers or freight may choose a ground transportation mode instead; or passengers who
would have visited the EU may choose an alternate destination instead. In the case of a
passenger switching to highspeed rail, the impact may be a reduction in overall emissions.
Secondarily, there might be a limited impact on fuel prices via the energy market effect,
which could increase demand outside the policy region.

1.4 The case of UKspecific aviation emissions policy
The impact of the EU ETS may differ substantially from the impact of an individual country
imposing unilateral aviation emissions mitigation policies. In 2015, flights under the original
scope of the EU ETS accounted for around 21% of global departures and 29% of global
aviation fuel use (15% and 7% respectively if excluding flights to and from the ETS region). In
contrast, around 5% of global scheduled flights started or finished in the UK in 2015 (Sabre,
2015), accounting for around 8% of global fuel use (Lissys, 2017; the relatively high fuel use
reflects that this total includes many longhaul, intercontinental flights).
In the case of aviation policy applying just to the UK, the scope for changes in hub choice is
significantly greater. This is because the UK is a much smaller region, containing only one
major global hub airport (London Heathrow), and is close to several other global hub
airports (Amsterdam Schiphol; Paris Charles de Gaulle; Frankfurt). Even in the context of the
EU ETS, CE Delft and MVA (2007) note that London Heathrow is relatively vulnerable to
policy impacts in comparison to other hubs, due to its wide catchment area and
geographical location.
Measuring competitive distortion impacts on UK airlines requires defining what a UK airline
is. This can be complex. Relatively few airlines operate in isolation. Many individual airlines
are members of airline groups which operate internationally, with members from multiple
countries. Airlines within a group may act as a combined entity. For example, some airline
groups manage fleet at a group rather than an airline level. Airlines may also be members of
airline alliances and/or codeshare with other airlines. This has less impact on fleet but does
affect which airlines can be considered to be competing with each other on a route level.
Figure 2 shows some of the key current and future relationships between UK airlines.
For the purposes of this report, we consider a UK airline to be any airline which holds a Type
A Operating license in the UK (CAA, 2017), excluding helicopteronly operators. These
carriers currently are, with IATA/ICAO codes where assigned: 2Excel Aviation Ltd; Air Kilroe
Ltd, trading as Eastern Airways (T3/EZE); Air Tanker Services Ltd (9L/TOW); BA CityFlyer Ltd
(CJ/CFE); Bae Systems (Corporate Air Travel) Ltd (BAE); British Airways plc (BA/BAW); British
Midland Regional Ltd (BM/BMR); CargoLogicAir Ltd (P3/CLU); Cello Aviation Ltd (CLJ); DHL
Air Ltd (D0/DHK); EasyJet UK Ltd (U2/EZY); Flybe Ltd (BE/BEE); Jet2.com Ltd (LS/EXS); Jota
Aviation Ltd (ENZ); LoganAir Ltd (LM/LOG); Norwegian Air UK Ltd (DI/NRS); RVL Aviation Ltd
(REV); TAG Aviation UK Ltd; Thomas Cook Airlines Ltd (MT/TCX); TUI Airlines Ltd (BY/TOM);
Titan Airways Ltd (ZT/AWC); Virgin Atlantic Airways Ltd (VS/VIR); Virgin Atlantic
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International Ltd (VS/VGI); West Atlantic UK Ltd (NPT); Wizz Air UK Ltd (WUK). Cargoonly
operators are shown in italics. Note that IATA codes for airlines are frequently reused; the
codes shown are from 2018. For the 2015 data, we also include Monarch Airlines (ZB/MON),
which ceased operations in 2017.
This definition includes UK subsidiaries of carriers based outside the UK, for example
Norwegian Air UK. It also excludes nonUK subsidiaries of UK airlines, for example EasyJet
Switzerland.

Figure 2. Relationship between key airline groups, alliances and codeshare partners.
We neglect airlines with Type B operating licenses to fly passengers on aircraft with fewer
than 20 seats and /or weighing less than 10 tonnes; these are typically smallscale domestic
operations where the scope for competitive distortion and carbon leakage is minimal.
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2. Mechanisms and approximate level of impact
In this section, we discuss individual mechanisms by which carbon leakage and/or
competitive distortion may occur, in the context of unilateral policy affecting airline costs,
operations or fleet at UK airports. For each mechanism, we examine the literature and
assess the order of magnitude of potential impact.
In 2015, UK international aviationrelated emissions were estimated to be around 33.3
MtCO2 from aviation fuel uptake at UK airports, with domestic aviation emissions adding an
extra 1.6 MtCO2 (BEIS, 2017). The most recent set of DfT demand projections (DfT, 2017)
project emissions on this scope to be between around 35 and 44.3 MtCO2 in 2050. The
relatively low growth rate (compared to those projected for global emissions) is the result
primarily of capacity constraints and assumptions about the maturity of different aviation
markets.
Freight carried at UK airports was around 2.4 million tonnes in 2016, with 69% carried in the
holds of passenger aircraft and only around 5% growth during the period 20112016 (DfT,
2017). Hold freight is implicitly accounted for in the emissions totals derived below,
assuming hold freight weight per aircraft remains roughly constant. Freighter aircraft
movements declined between 2001 and 2006, from around 70,000 movements per year to
just over 50,000 and are concentrated at Nottingham East Midlands International Airport
and Stansted airport. In 2015, they accounted for around 1 MtCO2 (DfT, 2017).
Because any aircraft which flies into the UK must also fly out of the UK, and because air
passenger journeys are usually made on a roundtrip basis, the analysis below considers
flights to as well as from the UK. On this scope, total emissions in 2015 were around 68.2
MtCO2 if it is assumed that emissions from flights to the UK are roughly equal to those from
the UK (BEIS, 2017).
In 2015, around 270 million passengers travelled on scheduled citypair routes where at
least one percent of passengers used a route involving the UK (Sabre, 2017). Of these,
around 180 million were on routes with the UK as an initial or final destination. 11 million
used a hub airport in the UK, of whom 8.7 million neither started nor ended their journeys
in the UK. Additionally, approximately an extra 14% passengers travelled on nonscheduled
flights, primarily charter flights to holiday destinations.
These numbers may be affected in several ways by a policy that changes airline costs. If
airlines pass on costs to passengers via ticket prices, passengers may choose not to fly, to
travel via a different route, or to use ground transportation instead (where appropriate).
Passenger demand may also change outside the policy area, potentially leading to negative
leakage. Similarly freight shippers may choose not to send freight, to reroute freight to
avoid extra policy costs, or to send it by truck. Passengers may choose to travel to a
different destination which is lessaffected by policy costs. Airlines may choose to reassign
fleet to reduce their policy costs, or may abandon affected routes altogether. When making
decisions about future investment, they may choose to focus that investment outside the
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policy area. Similarly, new airlines may choose to locate outside the policy area. Airlines
might sell older aircraft and buy new ones, or otherwise invest in emissionsreduction
technology. If they can avoid costs by doing so, they may also tanker fuel on routes into the
policy area. Finally, reductions in fuel use due to the policy may lead to a reduction in the
global price of fuel and therefore increases in fuel use outside the policy area. We consider
each mechanism, and its approximate level of impact, individually below.

2.1 Change in passenger or freight routing (to same destination)
There are several mechanisms which may count as a change in routing. In the most
frequently cited case in the literature, passengers who route via the UK on journeys not
starting or ending in the UK may respond to increased costs by choosing another route. This
is the 8.7 million passengers mentioned above. The highestdemand routes involved are
shown in Figure 3. These passengers are typically on longhaul intercontinental routes and
account for around 9.5 MtCO2 if typical carbon intensities per route from the AIM aircraft
performance model are used (e.g. Dray et al., 2018). About half of these emissions are from
flights departing from the UK (’ a UK departing flight scope’). In the most extreme case
where all these passengers change their routing to comparable itineraries not via the UK,
these emissions will shift from within a UKrelated scope to outside it. Thus the potential
effect here could be substantial compared to possible reductions in emissions. Around 70%
of these passengers travelled on UKbased airlines and total revenue from these passengers
was $3.6 billion year 2015 US dollars in 2015 ($5.3 billion if including all taxes and charges;
Sabre, 2017).
Another mechanism for routing change is for UK international origin and destination
passengers who hub in the UK (around 1.6 million passengers in 2015, accounting for
around 1.1 MtCO2 across their whole journeys) to switch to nonUK hubs.
A third potential mechanism is for UK origin and destination passengers on longhaul direct
flights to switch to shorthaul transfers to nonUK hubs, followed by a longhaul flight to
their final destination. As well as moving passengers out of UK scope, this mechanism could
also involve an increase in overall emissions for these passengers due to increased distance
flown. In 2015, 42 million UK origin and destination passengers who did not hub in the UK
travelled on itineraries of over 3000 km, accounting for around 30 MtCO2 across their whole
journeys and revenue of $9.56 billion (excluding taxes and charges) for UKbased airlines.
However, as discussed in the section on itinerary choice, below, passengers tend to strongly
prefer direct routes over transfer routes when given the choice between the two, even
when all other parameters (time, fare, etc.) remain constant, so the overall impact on these
passengers is likely small.
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Mayor and Tol (2007) estimate the impact of a comparable policy (Air Passenger Duty) on
UK tourism, using the Hamburg Tourism Model with airfare elasticity of destination choice
of 0.45 for the UK. They find only a small fall in tourism to the UK of around 1.2%,
considerably below typical yearonyear growth rates of 4%; they also note that carbon
leakage is possible due to the change in the relative price differential between shorthaul
and longhaul destinations in this specific case.
Given the uncertainty in estimating which destinations passengers might switch to, we do
not directly model destination switching in this study. However, some of this impact will be
captured by the demand reduction effect discussed in Section 2.5, below, in the case that
UK origin or destination passengers decide to holiday in the UK instead of flying to a more
distant destination.

2.4 Mode shift (single segment or whole journey)
Mode shift could affect carbon leakage and/or competitive distortion in two ways. First,
passengers or freight could switch to an alternative mode for their entire journey.
Depending on the emissions intensity of the alternative mode and the method of
accounting used, this may lead to a decrease or increase in overall UKattributed emissions.
For passengers, the most likely mode shift option is highspeed rail via the channel tunnel.
Highspeed rail is typically a (partial) substitute for air journeys where the rail travel time is
under about 200 minutes (e.g. Behrens & Pels, 2012), which limits the number of routes for
which mode shift to rail for the whole journey is plausible. Many of these routes already
have substantial rail market share, with airlines targeting less pricesensitive business
passengers for any remaining flights. For example, highspeed rail had around an 80% mode
share of the LondonParis route in 2009 (Behrens & Pels, 2012); in 2015, scheduled air
passengers travelling between London and Paris accounted for around 0.25 MtCO2. The
impact of more of these passengers switching to rail is therefore relatively small. The
channel tunnel also acts as a capacity bottleneck, providing a practical limit to the number
of passengers who can switch modes in this way. In 2015, around 21 million passengers
used the channel tunnel (DfT, 2016).
For freight, longdistance freight which is less timesensitive could switch to ship transport,
which is associated with a substantially lower carbon intensity than aviation. Domestic air
freight could switch to truck transport. However, UK domestic air freighter fuel use is
around 0.1% of total UKassociated fuel use, so changes to this total are unlikely to make a
large difference to leakage or distortion.
In the second case, UK origin and destination passengers could use a ground transportation
mode to access a nearby nonUK hub, e.g. Paris Charles de Gaulle, Brussels or Amsterdam
Schiphol. This is similar to the case discussed above of passengers taking a shorthaul flight
to a nearby nonUK hub and a subsequent longhaul flight from there. In this case,
however, passengers will face longer journey times on the ground transportation leg,
additional airport access logistics, and a smaller selection of feasible nonUK hubs to choose
from.
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For freight, adding a truck segment to a continental airport is effectively trading off
increased journey time against a reduction in costs. Ohashi et al. (2005), in the context of
Northeast Asia, find a 1 hour reduction in transport plus processing time to be more
attractive to freight operators that a $1000 reduction in costs when considering
transshipment location. This is consistent with air freight being primarily used for high
value and/or timesensitive goods (e.g. Mitra & Leon, 2014). Road transportation time for
Londonarea airports to Paris Charles de Gaulle and Brussels airports is approximately 5
hours (e.g. Google, 2018) in comparison to flight times of around an hour (e.g. Sabre, 2017).
This suggests that policyimposed costs would need to be at least $4000 per flight before
freight operators would consider switching in this way. Gardiner et al. (2005a, 2005b)
survey freight operators and find that airport location and operational restrictions (for
example, night curfew) are the primary criteria used to determine transshipment airport,
with airport costs entering the decision process at a later stage. Cargo operators may
change airport relatively frequently, with 43% surveyed in Gardiner et al. (2005b) having
moved a cargo service in the past two years and 47% of those who had moved doing so
partly due to cost reductions available elsewhere. However, such moves are between
different airports within the same region. Similarly, Yuen et al. (2017) discuss freight
operator airport choice primarily in terms of primary and secondary airports within a given
catchment area. These factors in combination suggest that most freighter flights,
particularly those which are transporting freight to or from rather than through the UK
(which are likely to be the vast majority) are not likely to switch to nonUK airports in
response to policy.
Given the constraints on mode choice for passengers and freight discussed above, we do
not model modeswitching in response to policy in this study.

2.5 Demand reduction outside the policy area
The global aviation system is highly interconnected. Passengers typically do not just travel
oneway on a single flight segment. Most journeys are roundtrips, and many journeys
involve multiple flight segments in either direction. If a policy increases the cost of travelling
on a single segment, this will be experienced by passengers as an increase in the ticket price
of their whole itinerary. Additionally, if an aircraft flies into an airport it also has to fly out
again (airlines do sometimes carry out empty ‘positioning flights’, but flying without
passengers means no passenger revenue for that flight, so these are relatively rare). These
factors mean that demand reduction on a given route is likely to be symmetric across
outbound and inbound flights, even when the increased costs apply in only one direction.
Similarly, demand may decrease on flight segments that are not to or from the policy area,
but which serve passengers on multisegment itineraries to or from the policy area. One
example is flights from Asian or Middle Eastern hub airports to Australia which serve UK
Australia demand.
A demand decrease outside the policy area will lead (all other things being equal) to a
decrease in CO2 emitted outside the policy area. This will lead to negative leakage. In the
case that leakage is measured on a departing flights basis, a corresponding reduction in
arriving flights will lead to leakage of around 100%, i.e. the same reduction within and
outside policy scope.
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The vast majority of UKrelated passenger roundtrip journeys contain flight segments inside
and outside policy scope. Therefore demand reduction effects are potentially a major
contributor to overall leakage, and need to be considered.

2.6 Changes in existing fleet assignment (withinairline)
Airlines which operate primarily outside the UK will have the option of moving more fuel
efficient aircraft onto their UK routes and using less fuelefficient aircraft on their nonUK
routes in response to UKbased mitigation policies. Airlines which operate primarily to and
from the UK will not have this option. In the most extreme case, where nonUK airlines are
able to satisfy all policy requirements by rearranging their fleet in this way, all of the carbon
reductions achieved by applying the policy to nonUK airlines will be effectively leaked (plus
or minus a small extra amount due to the more or less efficient use of each aircraft on its
new routes). NonUK airlines operating to and from the UK accounted for around 28 MtCO2
in 2015; reductions in emissions from switching to the most efficient aircraft types available
depend on aircraft type, but could in theory be up to around 1520% if switching between
older singleaisle aircraft types and the most recent generation of singleaisle aircraft.
However, this does not account for other requirements on aircraft type that apply at UK
airports, which may already effectively restrict the use of older aircraft and make
substitution of aircraft from other routes less likely. For example, noise regulations already
effectively restrict the aircraft models that can operate to and from Heathrow airport.
There is also some evidence that airlines in practice do not reconfigure their fleets in this
way in response to policy (e.g. Roy, 2007; Nero & Black, 2000), making the overall impact of
this option uncertain.
This mechanism also has substantial potential for competitive distortion. This is because
nonUK airlines use a much greater percentage of their fleets on nonUK routes. They can
therefore reduce their policy costs to a greater extent by reassigning aircraft between
routes.
Due to the large potential leakage and distortion impacts, we include this mechanism in the
modelling for this study; however, due to the uncertainty about the extent to which airlines
can swap fleet in practice, we model outcomes with and without this option.

2.7 Airlines abandon nonprofitable routes and/or don’t invest in new routes
This can be considered as another subcase of the itinerary choicebased carbon leakage
route discussed above. In the case that a direct route to the UK is discontinued, passengers
on that route will choose either not to travel, to take an indirect route for their journey, or
to switch modes, potentially resulting in a change in emissions per passenger. Ernst &
Young and York Aviation (2008) use UK domestic flights as a case study; in the case that
flights from Southampton to Leeds are discontinued and all passengers travel by car instead,
they project an increase in emissions on that one route by 18%. However, this outcome
depends strongly on the model and occupancy of car assumed. In any case, UK domestic
flights are a small proportion of total emissions.
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Airlines will consider abandoning a route if it falls below some threshold rate of return.
Generally routes need not only to be profitable on a longterm basis but to generate profit
that the carrier deems sufficient. Airlines will generally need to earn their cost of capital plus
a premium, and so the route network generally needs to achieve this level. For example, IAG
has committed to a 15% Return on Capital Employed (ROCE). Exceptions to this rule may
apply in the case that a route has been in operation for less than three years, or in the case
of network carriers where the route in itself is not sufficiently profitable but plays an
important role in overall network profitability. Airlines may also be reluctant to cut routes to
and from ‘premium’ global airports, such as Heathrow, or to cede routes to a competitor
airline in the case that not many airlines compete on the route. However, ultimately the
decision is a costbased one.
We do not directly model airlines abandoning routes in this study. However, we do assess
the increase in direct operating cost (DOC) per revenue passengerkm (RPK) by route and
airline type. This can be compared to typical values of ticket revenue per RPK of around
£0.1/RPK (e.g. Dray et al. 2017). In the case that increases in DOC/RPK become a significant
fraction of ticket revenue, we might expect to see routes cancelled to and from UK airports.

2.8 Airlines add new UKavoiding routes
This affects the passenger choice of itinerary discussed above, with the additional factor
that the choice set for passengers may change, reducing the market share of UK airlines
further. However, for most of the major routes considered, the choice set is already
relatively large and includes UK and nonUK routes as appropriate to scope. The issue of
whether the EU ETS would instigate network reconfiguration for passenger and cargo
airlines was investigated by Albers et al. (2009) and Derigs & Illing (2013). In the case of
passenger networks, a €20/tCO2 carbon price is found to be insufficient to justify network
change. For cargo, which is more impacted by changes in fuelrelated cost, a range of
€20/tCO2  €70/tCO2 is explored. Some network reconfiguration is seen at high allowance
prices and/or high auctioning percentages; however, the costs associated with hub
relocation still exceed the savings in emissions cost achievable in nearly all cases.
As with the case of airlines cancelling routes, above, we do not model this directly.
However, we do model the increase in DOC/RPK by airline and route type. In the case that
this becomes significant in comparison to ticket revenue per RPK, we would expect to see
some level of network reconfiguration where possible for airlines. However, in this case
airlines will also have weaker balance sheets in general, which can reduce their ability to
invest in new routes.

2.9 New airlines locate outside UK and/or existing airlines relocate
This mechanism is dismissed as unlikely by Ernst and Young and York Aviation (2008) in the
context of the EU ETS, due to bilateral agreements and ownership regulations. However,
this may be less applicable on a UKonly policy basis. Our initial examination of airline
operations indicated multiple cases where airlines have recently set up subsidiaries in other
countries (for example: EasyJet Europe; Wizz Air UK). However, many of these subsidiaries
are directly in response to the uncertainties arising from the UK’s exit from the European
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Leakage in this context is likely to occur if, instead of scrapping older aircraft retired from
the UK fleet as a result of policy, airlines sell or lease them on to airlines unaffected by the
policy. The overall impact on emissions then depends on the extent to which these aircraft
are being used as a replacement for even older and/or higheremission aircraft, or not. In
the case that they do replace higheremitting aircraft then there is the potential for negative
leakage. Across most size classes, however, the UK’s aircraft age distribution is broadly
typical of other world regions, i.e. aircraft retired from the UK fleet may not provide a
significant benefit in replacing older aircraft from other world regions.
Additionally, airlines in other world regions that need extra aircraft will have the choice
between secondhand older aircraft and new aircraft models with significantly lower fuel
burn. Older aircraft are typically less fuelefficient and noisier. Dray et al. (2018) find a
reduction in fuel burn per RPK in new aircraft models of an average 0.7% per year across the
different aircraft size classes shown here between 1990 and 2016; major improvements in
aircraft technology occur at roughly 1520 year intervals per size class. This means that
relatively large emissions and airline cost reductions may be achievable from fleet
replacement, subject to production line capacity. Recent new models of aircraft include the
Airbus A320neo, Boeing 737MAX and Bombardier CSeries families, which provide 1520%
reduction in fuel use per RPK over the previous generation. The 777X and A330neo are
projected to be available before 2025, with similar reductions in fuel use.
The impact of new UKbased policy on the fleet will also vary by policy specification, and by
the other constraints (noise, local emissions) that apply at UK airports. Morrell & Dray
(2009) modelled the airline financial decision of whether or not to replace an older aircraft
with a new model. They found that fuel and carbon costs need to be significant before this
becomes a costeffective option. For example, replacing a 150seat singleaisle aircraft was
found not to be costeffective even at oil prices of $140/bbl and carbon prices of $100/tCO2.
Based on the potentially large emissions benefits, we include the option of aircraft sales due
to policy cost in the model. As discussed in Morrell & Dray (2009), aircraft which are
younger than typical retirement ages of around 30 years are usually sold on rather than
scrapped. We therefore assume that sold aircraft join the nonUK fleet and are used for
typical nonUK operations. As this affects mainly the oldest UK aircraft, and these aircraft
are also old in comparison to global fleets, this produces a small amount of positive leakage.

2.11 Adoption of carbonreducing technologies and operations
The adoption of carbonreducing technologies offers the opportunity for negative carbon
leakage, in that technologies adopted to reduce emissionsrelated costs in the UK may then
also be used elsewhere. Normally an aircraft is used across multiple routes in the course of a
year. In general most UK airline aircraft are used on UK routes, but a nonUK airline aircraft
purchased specifically to meet UK requirements could be used on nonUK routes as well.
However, as discussed above, policy costs may need to be substantial before they justify the
purchase of new aircraft. In this case, nonUK airlines will have a strong incentive to use any
aircraft purchased to meet UK requirements primarily on UK routes, as this reduces the
number of aircraft required.
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If an airline which is purchasing a new aircraft has a choice of future new aircraft models
with radically different capabilities, policy costs might prompt them to change their
purchasing decision. For example, potentially an airline might have a choice between a
hybrid electric aircraft and a more conventional design. However historically technology
decisions of this sort have been taken at the manufacturer level. Where competing
manufacturers have released new models at similar times, those aircraft models have
tended to be comparable in terms of fuel use and technology used. As such, we do not
model the airlines’ choice between different technology options. However, manufacturer
choice of which technologies to invest research and development in may be influenced by
their perception of likely future airline costs. We therefore include the user option to
include different future trends in new technology emissions, derived from ATA & Ellondee
(2018), where more optimistic technology assumptions may be appropriate in the case that
fuel and carbon prices are projected to be particularly high, provided the technical
challenges in developing each technology can still be met.
The case in which compliance with UK regulation results in new aircraft designs which have
lower CO2 emissions than they would otherwise is a potential further, longterm negative
leakage mechanism. However, policy costs would need to be significant to outweigh the
impact of future projected trends in fuel and carbon costs. The high importance of fuel costs
to airlines also means that manufacturers are already strongly incentivised to design for
greater fuel efficiency.

2.12 Increases in tankering
Because fuel prices differ between airports, airlines sometimes take a sufficiently large
amount of fuel on board at an airport with lower fuel prices to cover both legs of a return
trip, as long as the maximum landing weight is not exceeded. Tankering is profitable if the
cost associated with carrying the extra fuel is lower than the difference in fuel costs
between the two airports. Thus if UKbased regulation results in significantly higher fuel
costs at UK airports, this may lead to increases in tankering on shorthaul flights. Analysis for
this study (Section 4.4.4) suggests that tankering on an individual flight increases emissions
by around 310%. The net impact of increasing tankering would be to take emissions outside
a UK fuel uptake scope plus a small increase (less than 0.2 MtCO2) in overall emissions.
Depending on how many flights are able to tanker fuel, the movement of emissions outside
UK fuel uptake scope may result in a significant amount of leakage (effectively in excess of
100% in the case that tankering is the only outcome of the policy). Therefore we include it in
this study’s modelling of airline response.
If emissions are measured on a departing flights basis rather than a fuel uptake basis, the
main impacts of tankering on emissions will be the 310% increase in arriving flight
emissions on tankering routes discussed above. The departing flight using tankered fuel
would be counted as UK emissions and not as leakage. In this case, leakage from tankering
will be less than a tenth of what it would be on a fuel uptake basis. The leakage impacts of
any policy avoidance from tankering will still apply, though. For example, if tankering is
being carried out to avoid taking on biofuel, there will still be a reduction in biofuel use on
UK departing flights which will affect withinsystem emissions reductions and hence the
overall value of leakage metrics.
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2.13 Reduction in fuel use impacts on fuel price
In the case that a policy causes aviation fuel use to decrease in one area of the world, this
may result in a global decrease in fuel prices. In turn, this reduction in fuel price outside the
policy area may cause an increase in demand.
Past research on this mechanism has concentrated on the EU ETS and/or Kyoto protocol,
both of which (under the original EU ETS scope) account for a significantly higher
percentage of global aviation fuel use than flights to and from the UK. The current total fuel
use on flights to, from and within the UK is around 22 Mt. Policyrelated emissions
reductions are likely to be small in comparison to this total, and will be achieved by a
combination of withinsector emissions reductions and demand reduction due to increased
costs. Global Jet A/Jet A1 consumption was around 252 Mt in 2015 (IEA, 2017) and global
demand is projected to grow faster than UK based demand (Airbus, 2018; Boeing, 2018; DfT,
2017), so UKrelated fuel use as a proportion of total global fuel use is likely to fall.
The magnitude of this impact depends on the supply elasticity of fossil fuels (e.g. Gerlagh &
Kuik, 2007; Boeters & Bollen, 2012). In the case that supply is perfectly inelastic (elasticity =
0), adjustment is via price only and all decreases in use in policyaffected regions are
matched by increases in use elsewhere, i.e. 100% leakage. In contrast, a perfectly elastic
supply el ticit
would imply 0% leakage via this channel. Based on a survey of the
literature, Gerlagh & Kuik (2007) find elasticity values of between 0.5 and 8, with the
majority of values between 1 and 3. Based on an analysis of the output of a selection of
associated CGE models, they conclude that this channel may be the predominant source of
leakage observed.
We do not model this channel in this study, due to its high level of uncertainty. However, it
should be noted that it potentially represents a significant extra leakage risk. This risk will be
greater for policies which reduce fossil fuel use by larger amounts. Therefore, of the policies
considered in this study, changes in landing charges are likely to have the lowest risk of this
mechanism occurring, followed by changes in carbon price, followed by increases in biofuel
use.
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3. Metrics and key uncertain variables
To assess the extent of leakage and competitive distortion, we need to define appropriate
metrics. The values of these metrics, and hence also the amount of projected impact,
depend on key variables that are uncertain. Therefore in this section we explore both which
metrics are suitable to use, and which uncertain variables their values may be sensitive to.

3.1 Metrics
3.1.1 Carbon Leakage
For carbon leakage, we use the IPCC definition, in which carbon leakage is the ratio between
the increase in emissions from a sector in the non carbon constrained country (or region) as
a result of domestic mitigation action, and the decrease in emissions of the carbon
constrained sector as a result of the carbon policy:
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 =

−∆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎
∆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2,𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎

.

If the policy is applied to UK departing flights, then all UK domestic flights and UK departing
international flights count as within the policy area. UK arriving flights and nonUK flights
are outside the policy area.
This ratio is affected by the change in emissions per flight both within and outside the policy
area, and the change in the number of flights within and outside the policy area. In turn, the
emissions per flight are affected by the aircraft used; older aircraft typically have higher
emissions. The number of flights is affected by changes in ticket price.

Figure 5. The relationship between the uncertain variables examined and policy CO2
response.
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Figure 5 shows the uncertain variables we consider in this section, and their relationship to
the amount of CO2 reduction. The key variables that affect the magnitude of impact will vary
depending on the policy mechanism. In the case of a carbon price, airline costs will be
increased by an amount determined by the carbon price (which itself may depend on the
carbon intensity of other sectors and mitigation measures available to them), and airlines
will have to choose how much of that cost to pass onto tickets. Fuel and carbon prices, cost
passthrough and trends in the fuel use of new aircraft models are therefore all relevant
uncertain variables.
In turn, passengers will respond to changes in ticket price by choosing not to fly or by
changing to a lessaffected itinerary. Therefore the passenger (and freight) price elasticities
of demand, and itinerary choice parameters, are important variables as well. Similarly,
baseline demand growth to the year that the policy is assessed in affects outcomes and is
also uncertain.
Airlines may also choose to respond by swapping UK and nonUK fleet or by purchasing new
aircraft. The extent to which UK and nonUK fleet are straightforwardly exchangeable, and
airline fleet purchasing criteria, are therefore also important uncertain variables. As
discussed in Burniaux & Oliviera Martins (2000), this is complicated by interactions between
individual parameters, which are typically drawn from separate probability distributions
rather than considered as part of a joint probability distribution.
In some cases, leakage is not a useful metric to use. For example, it does not
straightforwardly capture the absolute level of emissions reduction. A policy can have
relatively high positive leakage and still have a high net reduction in emissions; conversely, a
policy can result in negative leakage but still only have a tiny impact on global emissions if
the totals involved are small. Because different mechanisms lead to different amounts of
positive and/or negative leakage, the value of the leakage metric can also appear to be
volatile in the case that small totals of emissions reductions are involved, even when
underlying changes in emissions are wellbehaved. In the extreme case that a policy causes
unintended increases in emissions both inside and outside the system, for example if
reduced costs for lowemission aircraft cause a demand rebound, leakage will also
technically be negative. Because of this, we also report absolute changes in emissions by
scope as well as leakage values.
3.1.2 Competitive distortion
As discussed in Section 1, competitive distortion arises via similar mechanisms to carbon
leakage and hence is affected by the same uncertain variables. There is no single universally
accepted metric for measuring competitive distortion. Indeed, as several forms of
competitive distortion are possible, several different metrics may be appropriate to fully
capture their impacts. Metrics used in the literature include passengers by airline type,
changes in demand by airline type, and changes in airline operating margin (e.g. Ernst &
Young and York Aviation (2008)). Broadly, these are affected by the same uncertain
parameters as leakage, although in the case of airline operating margin, assumptions about
current operating margins are required. Ernst & Young and York Aviation (2008) assume a
typical operating margin of 4% for network airlines, 214% for lowcost carriers and 4% for
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cargo airlines, but acknowledge that this is optimistic. DEFRA (2008) show that under
Cournot competition, airlines with larger market shares in a given market will have higher
operating profit margins. However, airline profits can vary substantially year on year (e.g. CE
Delft, 2005) and are influenced by the accounting practices that the airline uses to report
profits, which may be geared towards presenting a particular situation for the company to
shareholders or regulatory bodies. Therefore if the operating margin is used as a metric, the
baseline value used counts as an uncertain parameter.
Based on an analysis of model output data, we choose the following as metrics for
competitive distortion:
•
•
•

The number of passengers by airline (UK/nonUK) and route type (UK/nonUK). This
captures the extent to which airline revenues will be disproportionately affected
between airlines.
The change in airline direct operating cost per RPK (DOC/RPK) by airline and route
type; this captures similar impacts to using airline operating margin without having
to estimate current airline operating margins, on which limited data is available.
The number of passengers per airport, for major UK airports and major nonUK hubs.
This captures whether there will be a significant impact on UK airport
competitiveness.

3.2 Key uncertain variables
3.2.1 Cost passthrough
Cost passthrough is the extent to which airlines pass on increases in costs to ticket price as
opposed to reducing their operating margin. Ultimately, this decision will be made on a
profit (or market share) maximisation basis and will interact with passenger price
sensitivity; applying one or several rates of cost passthrough is an approximation to this. If
airlines pass on all costs to passengers, as would be the case in a perfectly competitive
market, the passthrough is 100%. Ernst & Young and York Aviation (2008) argue that
airlines will be unable to pass on costs at congested airports where demand exceeds
capacity as optimal prices are set by the (constrained) airport supply rather than marginal
costs. In this case, passthrough would be 0%. For other routes they recommend 50%, 75%
and 90% passthrough for the case where the route is operated by one, three or nine
competitors respectively. They model cargo cost passthrough of 4046%. In contrast, Derigs
& Illing (2013) assume cargo emissionsrelated costs are not passed onto customers at all.
CE Delft (2005) argue that empirical evidence suggests passthrough at congested airports is
close to 100%. Anger & Köhler (2010) review literature rates of passthrough and find
assumptions between 0% (for freely allocated allowances only) to 100% (purchased
allowances only), with several studies using intermediate values in the range of 3050%. SEC
(2006) argue that where all airlines on each route are treated equally, they will pass on all or
most of their increase in costs. Scheelhaase & Grimme (2007) find opportunities for cost
passthrough vary by airline business model, assuming airline willingness to crosssubsidise
between routes.
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Wang et al. (2018) model passthrough as an elasticitytype term, using historical fare data
across different routes and airline cost estimates to specify an econometric model for fare.
They find different response to cost increases for different cost categories and different
world regions; however, the effective passthrough rates for fuel and nonfuel type costs for
a $100 cost increase are typically in the range of 4070%.
DEFRA (2007) examine cost passthrough due to aviation’s inclusion in the EU ETS, where
cost passthrough is defined as the proportion of the full cost of emissions at current
allowance prices that is passed through to ticket prices, i.e. it is affected by the proportion
of free allowances. In most circumstances they find close to 100% passthrough, consistent
with a perfectly competitive market. For individual routes they find a range of 80150%
passthrough due to diversity primarily in airline business models and amount of
competition. Passthrough is typically projected to be higher for mixed business and leisure
(110150%) than leisureonly (80100%) due mainly to the higher price sensitivity of leisure
passengers; i.e., there is interaction between passthrough rates and price elasticities.
Ranges of 80150% for time sensitive freight, and 95100% for non timesensitive freight,
are found. For highervolume routes they project rates closer to 100%.
Faber & Brinke (2007) argue that, because slots at Heathrow are auctioned, passthrough is
effectively 0%; i.e. increases in environmental cost for operating at Heathrow will be offset
by a reduction in slot costs. However, a recent EC study on slot mobility (EC, 2011) found
that slots change hands only infrequently at Heathrow. As shown in Table 2, over 99% of
slots at Heathrow remained with the same airlines over the 20062010 period.
Because slot trading is rare, this limits the likelihood of slot auctions delivering an
economicallyefficient outcome. Because Heathrow is perceived as a ‘premium’ airport
there is also the possibility of nonrational or nonprofit maximising behaviour. These
factors in combination make the level of passthrough uncertain.
Table 2. Slot mobility at different airports. Source: EC (2011).
Slot mobility
Change in total
allocations by
carrier
13.1%
8.6%
9.5%
10.6%
6.6%

Slot stasis
Period

S07S10
S09S10
S07S10
S08S10
S07S10

Average
annual
change
4.4%
8.6%
3.2%
5.3%
2.2%

AMS
CDG
FRA
ORY
LHR

Historics as %
of total
allocation
no data
89.7%
91.6%
no data
99.1%

Period
covered by
data
W08S10
W09S10
S06W10

Based on our analysis of the literature, we assume 100% passenger cost passthrough at all
noncongested airports. However, we treat passthrough at congested airports (in
particular, Heathrow and Gatwick) as an uncertain variable. We use values of 0%, 50% and
100% to represent the level of uncertainty in the literature. For freight, we assume a pass
through rate of 80%, roughly in the middle of the range of literature values.
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3.2.2 Price elasticity of demand
The price elasticity of demand is a measure of consumers’ sensitivity to price changes for a
given service, in this case air transportation. It is defined as:
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =

% 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 𝑞𝑞�𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑
.
% 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿

As with virtually all goods and services, aviation ticket price elasticities are negative, i.e. an
increase in price results in a reduction in demand. Different estimates may be obtained
depending on the time horizon considered for the reduction in demand, the geographic
scope, the characteristics of the journeys considered and the availability of substitute
routes. IATA (2007) review literature fare elasticities and supplement them with their own
economic modelling. They find typical fare elasticities at the individual market level (i.e.
where fares vary on an individual route, leading to some level of route substitution) of
between 1.2 and 1.5. At a national level (i.e. where all fares in a country increase by some
amount, so there is less scope for route substitution) they recommend a base fare elasticity
of 0.8, modified by the characteristics of the route group considered (1.12 for intra
European flights, 0.96 for transatlantic flights, and 0.72 for EuropeAsia). They additionally
propose a shorthaul elasticity multiplier of 1.1 for flights of under an hour. Brons et al.
(2002) carry out a metaanalysis of aviation price elasticities, using literature price
elasticities varying between 0.2 and 3.2 in different contexts, with distributions peaked at 
0.8 for business passengers and 1.5 for leisure passengers. These are similar to the
assumptions used by Ernst & Young and York Aviation (2008); a similar range of elasticities
was found by Oum et al. (1992). DfT (2017) use 0.2 for business passengers, 0.7 for leisure
and 0.5 for international to international transfers and domestic passengers; similarly,
DEFRA (2007) use 0.7  1.3 for leisure passengers and 0.3  0.7 for business passengers,
and CE Delft (2005) use 0.2  0.3 for business passengers and 0.7  1.0 for leisure
passengers. Scheelhaase & Grimme (2007) use 0.5 to 0.9 for business travellers and 1.1 to
1.5 for leisure travellers.
As discussed in DEFRA (2007), there also is some evidence that passengers are becoming
less pricesensitive over time. For example, Brons et al. (2001) project price elasticity
reductions by 0.01 per year.
Relatively few studies look at the response of air freight demand to changes in freight rates,
in part because less data is available than for passengers. Wai Wang Lo et al. (2015)
estimate elasticities of 0.74 to 0.29 in the context of Hong Kong International airport. Chi
& Baek (2012) find a range of 1.5 to 3.0 in previous literature on US air freight demand, but
themselves estimate a longrun value of 5.6. Ernst & Young and York Aviation use 0.8 for
express cargo airlines and 1.6 for standard cargo, citing World Bank research giving this as a
typical range. DEFRA (2007) use 0.5—1.5 and CE Delft (2005) use 0.7 throughout. Cargo is
less labourintensive than passenger transport so a higher proportion of cargo airline costs
are fuelrelated, making cargo airlines more vulnerable to changes in fuel costs.
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Several considerations affect which elasticities are most appropriate to use in this study.
Because the results and modelling are intended to be compatible with DfT (2017), including
the use of demand growth rates over time from DfT (2017), elasticities that are compatible
with DfT modelling should be used. Given that we have limited data on the number of
business and leisure passengers per route, we use combined elasticities for all passengers
and for all freight. The specific circumstances modelled (increase in costs at a country level,
with itinerary choice modelled separately) also suggest that values on the low end of
literature estimates are appropriate to avoid doublecounting impacts from route
substitution. We therefore use a range of values between 0.2 and 0.8, taking 0.5 as a
central value. For cargo, we use 0.5 throughout.
3.2.3 Baseline demand growth to 2050
UK demand growth will depend on many uncertain factors, including income growth, the
application of other policies, and assumptions about market maturity. The most recent set
of DfT demand projections (DfT, 2017) project demand in 2050 of between 410 and 435
million passengers per year (mppa). Additionally, DfT (2017) model a range of sensitivity
cases including different market maturity, carbon price, GDP and oil price assumptions. The
range of demand in 2050 over all of these cases is 354455 mppa. The relatively low growth
rate (compared to those projected for global emissions) is the result of capacity constraints
and assumptions about the market maturity of different aviation markets. We use these DfT
projections to generate baseline, high and low growth scenarios in passenger demand which
can be selected by the model user. More information about the projections used is given in
Section 4.3.1.
Freight carried in the holds of passenger aircraft is implicitly included via aircraft payload
assumptions. For freight carried in freighter aircraft, few estimates are available for future
demand growth. We include in the model a userset freighter flight demand growth rate.
However, as in DfT (2017) this is set by default to zero, consistently with recent trends in UK
freight.
Demand growth can affect leakage and distortion in several ways. First, it affects the
absolute level of reductions in CO2 that are possible. Second, it affects the age distribution
of aircraft fleets, as more new aircraft are needed if demand growth is higher. Third, some
mechanisms to avoid increased policy costs may become more or less effective if patterns in
demand change. For example, if there is a switch to longerhaul flights, tankering will
become less important as a way of avoiding policy costs. However, both leakage and
distortion largely depend on relative rather than absolute changes in cost and emissions, so
demand growth is likely to be less important than passthrough and price elasticity in
determining outcomes. We group demand growth together with other background
variables affecting system development in investigating model sensitivity, and run one set of
model runs for year2015 conditions (lower demand, lower fuel price, lower baseline carbon
price) and one for year2030 conditions (higher demand, higher fuel price, higher baseline
carbon price)
3.2.4 Baseline carbon price
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Historically, the EU ETS price has never risen above the equivalent of £30 per tonne of CO2
(year 2015 UK pounds) and, despite recent rises, it is still currently much lower than this
(European Climate Exchange, 2018). However, future scenarios aimed at achieving IPCC
climate goals often include a higher carbon price applied on a global level. DfT (2017)
assumes a carbon price in 2016 of £4 / tCO2, rising to £77 in 2030 and £221 in 2050 (year
2016 UK pounds). This value is implicit in the central forecast used for baseline demand,
above and any increases in carbon price due to policy are effectively additional to it. Carbon
prices in the other DfT (2017) demand scenarios used in this study range from 39116
£/tCO2 in 2030, and 111332 £/tCO2 in 2050.
A higher baseline carbon price increases the cost savings that airlines can make from making
reductions in fossil fuel use and from using biofuels (depending on how and whether the
carbon price is applied to biofuels). Therefore airline responses to policyrelated cost
increases may be more likely in the case that the baseline carbon price is high. Since the
future baseline carbon price is assumed to apply globally, it also acts to decrease the
difference in fuel costs between UK and nonUK routes, i.e. any change in cost due to new
policies is a smaller fraction of total costs.
We group baseline carbon price together with other background variables affecting system
development in investigating model sensitivity, and run one set of model runs for year2015
conditions (lower demand, lower fuel price, lower baseline carbon price) and one for year
2030 conditions (higher demand, higher fuel price, higher baseline carbon price).
3.2.5 Fuel price
Future jet fuel prices are highly uncertain. Fluctuations in fuel price will have a similar
impact to fluctuations in carbon price, and may be of greater magnitude, particularly over
the short term. For consistency with the DfT (2017) demand forecasts discussed above, we
use to use the range of oil prices given by BEIS (2016). These project oil prices in 20302040
of between 55 and 120 year 2016 US dollars per barrel, with a central case of $80/bbl and a
stress test case of $30/bbl. As with DfT (2017), these are assumed to remain constant in real
terms between 2040 and 2050. In terms of the price of Jet A, this translates into £0.406 per
kg in 2015, rising to £0.601 (0.4130.902) per kg in 2030 and staying constant at this value in
real terms thereafter.
Additionally, in the case that biofuel uptake is simulated, we need the price of biofuel. This
is uncertain and depends on the feedstock assumed. Although algaebased fuels are
potentially promising, they are associated with high uncertainty and potentially high cost
(Quinn & Davis, 2015). Cellulosic biomass is a relatively abundant feedstock which has low
impact on food production and favourable cost and scalability characteristics. For example,
using data from DoE (2011), Schäfer et al. (2016) estimate that US biomass production
potential is comparable to Jet A demand, and that costs of $3.0 – 3.6 per gallon are feasible
for commercialscale production beginning in 2020, with a reduction of 80 – 85% in lifecycle
CO2 compared to fossilderived Jet A.
Ricardo (2017) assume a biofuel price of £0.789 per kg in 2015. This is around twice the
price of fossil Jet A. It is assumed to rise to £1.370 (1.181.67) per kg in 2030, and remain at
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that value thereafter. This means that in all scenarios the biofuel price is significantly
greater than that of fossil Jet A, typically greater than twice as large. For consistency with
the Ricardo (2017) projections, we use these values, and assume a 70% reduction in CO2
compared to Jet A. We also assume that no carbon price is charged on biofuel.
We group baseline fossil fuel and biofuel prices together with other background variables
affecting system development in investigating model sensitivity, and run one set of model
runs for year2015 conditions (lower demand, lower fuel price, lower baseline carbon price)
and one for year2030 conditions (higher demand, higher fuel price, higher baseline carbon
price).
3.2.6 Technology characteristics of new aircraft models
The typical lifetime of an aircraft is around 30 years (Morrell & Dray, 2009). This means that,
over the time period to 2050, and to a lesser extent 2030, substantial numbers of aircraft
currently in global fleets will retire and be replaced by new aircraft. Other new aircraft will
be purchased to serve growing demand, particularly in world regions where rapid growth is
projected. Although the characteristics of the current and nearfuture generation of new
aircraft are wellknown (for example, the Airbus A320neo and Boeing 737MAX families, the
Bombardier CSeries, the Airbus A350 and Boeing 777X), the characteristics of the
subsequent generation of aircraft are more uncertain.
There are several characteristics of new aircraft models which will have an impact on
leakage and competitive distortion. First, the fuel use of new aircraft models will affect
absolute CO2 emissions and therefore the amount of change in aviation CO2 that is
achievable; in turn, this affects the cost impact on airlines of fuel prices, the baseline carbon
price and any additional policy carbon price. If the fuel efficiency available from new
technologies increases rapidly, then airlines in regions of the world with recent fast demand
growth will be at an advantage, as they will end up with younger and more efficient fleets
than airlines in regions of the world with slower growth. If the purchase price of new aircraft
models (which may be a discount of 50% or more from manufacturer list price) changes
over time, this in turn changes the attractiveness to airlines of selling older aircraft and
buying new ones. Similarly, if aircraft maintenance costs continue their historical downward
trend (e.g. ATA & Ellondee, 2018) then this helps to make purchasing a new aircraft more
costeffective. Finally, some proposed new lowCO2 aircraft technologies may require
changes in airline operations; for example, aircraft designs optimised for slower cruise
speeds, or in the very long term electric aircraft with reduced range capabilities. Using these
aircraft would require a complicated tradeoff between reduced emissionsrelated cost,
reduced demand, and increased costs in other areas.
We assume current fleets when modelling policy impact in the 2015 base year. For 2015, we
use data from ATA & Ellondee (2018) on the average yearly trends in new aircraft model
fuel use, purchase price and maintenance costs. These vary between different aircraft size
classes, but typically maintenance costs are projected to decline by around 1% per year on
average; fuel use on a comparable mission is projected to decline by 0.71.4% per year; and
new aircraft prices are projected to remain broadly constant in real terms. Since using more
pessimistic or optimistic assumptions for fuel use does not make a substantial difference to
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leakage in 2030, we use central case assumptions in the model runs in this study; however,
the model contains the option to use the other sets of projections if necessary.
3.2.7 The ability of airlines to swap fleet between UK and nonUK routes
As discussed in Section 2.6, one plausible response of airlines to increased carbonrelated
policy costs is to move younger aircraft onto UK routes and older aircraft onto nonUK
routes. In theory, this is a straightforward action which has minimal costs for the airline.
Airlines typically have multiple aircraft of the same size; the exact aircraft used to fly a given
route is often only assigned 24 hours in advance and substitution at short notice is possible
in the case that there is a problem with the original aircraft. Although slightly less
straightforward, there is also the option for airlines in airline groups which hold fleet in
common (for example, IAG) to swap aircraft between different airlines in the group.
Empirically, however, there is little evidence that this occurs. Roy (2007) examined airline
response to environmental landing charges at Zurich and Stockholm airports and found that,
although fleet developed over the time period after the landing charges were applied, fleet
also developed similarly at comparable airports without environmental landing charges.
Similarly, Nero & Black (2000) find that airlines have tended to simply pay environmental
charges rather than adapt fleet in response to them. Some of these restrictions may be due
to practical constraints in aircraft use, as discussed further in Section 4.4.1. One potential
constraint is that fleet swapping in this way effectively acts as a crosssubsidisation from
nonUK to UK routes, because older aircraft with higher fuel costs are moved to the nonUK
routes. However, airlines may instead choose to direct investment away from UK routes if
UK routes become less profitable.
In this study, we consider two cases: the case in which airlines are able to swap fleet
between routes to the fullest extent possible, and the case in which airlines cannot (or are
unwilling to) swap fleet at all. The modelling of fleet swapping behaviour and how the
maximum potential amount of fleet swapping is calculated, are discussed further in Section
4.4.1.
3.2.8 Itinerary choice parameters
Passenger choices of itinerary between those available are generally modelled using
discrete choice models of various types (e.g. Coldren et al. 2003; Warburg et al. 2006; Adler
et al. 2005; Lurkin et al., 2017). These models are used by airlines to help manage their
networks and test future development scenarios. Most usually, a multinomial or nested
logit formulation is used. In the case of a multinomial logit model, each itinerary in the
choice set is assigned a utility Vi which is a function of various characteristics of the itinerary,
and then the share of passengers using this itinerary is modelled as:
𝑒𝑒 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜

𝑆𝑆ℎ𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 = ∑

𝑗𝑗 𝑒𝑒

�𝑗𝑗

,

where j is the full set of itineraries available for a given airportpair or citypair route. This
choice may be affected by a wide range of factors, including journey time, ticket price, flight
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frequency, the number of flight legs, the level of service offered, carrier loyalty, flight time
of day, aircraft type, airport access, frequent flyer programmes, and the demographic
characteristics of the passengers themselves. Although fare is an important factor,
estimated models using realworld data suggest that it is far from the only factor in
passengers’ decisions. Data on these different factors may be derived from realworld ticket
purchase data (revealed preference) or obtained using surveys with a range of hypothetical
itinerary options (stated preference). In the case of revealed preference data, relatively little
information may be available on many of these characteristics.
For this study, we use the itinerary choice model estimated as part of the global aviation
systems model AIM (e.g. Dray et al. 2017). This model is estimated using Sabre (2017) data
on global passenger flows on an itinerary basis, including fares, exact routing and the
number of passengers using the itinerary. The utility of each airportairport itinerary for
passengers travelling between a given citypair is modelled as a function of fare, journey
time, itinerarylevel flight frequency, number of flight legs and lagged passenger numbers
for origin and destination airports, by global regionpair. This model is further described in
Section 4.3.2, and parameter estimates for key regionpairs are given in Appendix 2. For this
study, the most important parameter is the fare parameter in the utility function, as this
affects how much a change in fare per itinerary will affect a passenger’s choice compared to
the impact of other factors. For intraEuropean flights, the fare parameter is 0.0051,
compared to a journey time parameter of 0.0028 and a parameter for the number of legs
of 3.43. This implies that a ten minute increase in journey time roughly trades off against an
5 dollar increase in fare, and that segments with more flight legs are only rarely fully
competitive against those with fewer. Parameters for other world regionpairs are broadly
similar.
As discussed in Section 4.3.9, using these parameters with baseline year2015 estimated
passenger flows reproduces well the number of UK air passengers and movements.
Changing the parameters from their central values produces a less accurate representation
of the current system. In this study, we therefore use the estimated values for the AIM
itinerary choice model for all model runs.
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4. Modelling carbon leakage and competitive disadvantage
In this section, we discuss how we model changes in UK and other air passenger numbers,
flights and CO2 due to the application of policy. The modelling strategy is broadly based on
that used in the Aviation Integrated Model (AIM; e.g. Dray et al., 2017), a global open
source aviation systems model. AIM has been used to assess numerous aviation policies and
emissions mitigation strategies, including carbon trading, the use of biofuels, adoption of
future aircraft technologies and early aircraft retirement (e.g. Dray et al. 2017; Krammer et
al. 2013; Dray et al. 2013). It is composed of an interacting system of models for different
aspects of the aviation system, including passenger demand; itinerary choice; fares;
scheduling; aircraft size choice; routing inefficiencies; local and global emissions; airline
costs; technology choice; climate impact; the distribution of airportlevel emissions; and
airportlevel noise. These model components have been validated by peer review in the
academic literature and have been shown to closely reproduce global aviation system
behaviour between 20052015 in a backcasting validation exercise (Dray et al. 2017), as well
as matching closely to alternative projections of future global aviation system growth (e.g.
Airbus, 2018; Boeing, 2018). Because of the constraints of the current study requirements,
including the need to produce a model in Excel as a project deliverable, to concentrate on
the UK and regions affected by a change in UK demand only and to maintain consistency
with DfT (2017) projections, we use model components from AIM and adapt them to an
Excel format rather than directly using the model itself.

Global aviation is a complex, interacting system with multiple stakeholders who may react
to policies in different and interacting ways. A policy applied in one region may have wide
reaching impacts outside that region. Therefore any modelling of aviation policy must
consider the parts of the wider system that may be affected. This is particularly true in the
case of the UK because London Heathrow is one of the world’s busiest airports, with an
unusually high proportion of longdistance transfer passengers (e.g. ACI, 2018; CAA, 2018).
As discussed in Section 1, a UKspecific change in airline or passenger costs may affect the
global aviation system in several ways. In the modelling for this project, we consider the
following mechanisms:
•

•

•

Airlines may pass costs on to passengers or freight shippers, who may in response
choose not to fly; this includes passengers on multisegment itineraries of which only
one segment is affected. For example, a reduction in demand from London to
Sydney via Dubai will include a reduction in demand for the LondonDubai segment
but also for the DubaiSydney segment, and a similar reduction for both segments on
the return journey.
Airlines may pass costs onto passengers on a given itinerary, leading to passengers
choosing an alternative itinerary which is lessaffected. For example, a passenger
travelling from New York to Istanbul via Heathrow may choose to travel via Paris
Charles de Gaulle instead.
Airlines may move their existing fleet between UK and nonUK routes in an attempt
to minimise their overall policyrelated costs.
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•
•
•

Airlines may sell older aircraft and purchase new ones in an attempt to minimise
their overall policyrelated costs.
Airlines may tanker fuel to the extent that it is possible to do so to avoid UK fuel
uptakerelated increases in costs.
Airlines may choose not to pass costs onto passengers and instead accept a reduced
profit margin.

Modelling these impacts requires modelling passenger demand and itinerary choice on an
individual itinerary basis; the resulting airportairport segment demand by airline type, and
which aircraft are used to fulfil it; overall fleet structure by airline type; the costs and
emissions associated with different aircraft types; and the cost and emissions associated
with airline strategies to reduce policy costs. As discussed above, the modelling strategies
used in this project are based on models already developed for the global opensource
aviation systems model AIM (e.g. Dray et al, 2018) which are adapted for this project
requirements, including the need to produce a spreadsheet form of the model. The model
scope and components are discussed individually below.

4.1 Model scope
To capture the full impact of the leakage mechanisms discussed above, all passenger
itineraries and flight segments that could be impacted by UK aviation policy need to be
considered. This includes flight segments which do not go to or from the UK at all but which
could see a change in demand or in aircraft type used. It also includes passengers who could
choose to travel via the UK but currently do not. Based on an analysis of passenger data
from Sabre (2017), we choose to model passengers on all citycity routes where at least one
percent of traffic travels via a UK airport. In 2015, this covers approximately 270 million
passenger journeys. Figure 6 shows all citypair routes of over 100,000 passengers per year
which meet this definition. As well as routes to and from UK cities, many longhaul flows
between a wide range of global cities are also captured.

Figure 6. City-pair routes with at least 100,000 passengers per year on which at least 1% of
passengers travel to, from or via the UK. Data is from Sabre (2017).
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congested airports, price elasticities of demand, itinerary choice parameters, and variables
related to airline response (discussed below in Section 4.4).

Figure 10. Model structure.
Subsequently, data describing the baseline aviation system in 2015 are specified. These data
are discussed below in Section 4.3 on reproducing the baseline system, and include the
characteristics of existing aircraft, airports, cities, fleets by airline type, flight segments and
itineraries offered. Using these data, the baseline citypair demand, itinerary choice, fleet
structure and emissions with no policies applied are estimated. The segmentlevel costs that
airlines will experience from applying the userspecified policy option are then calculated. It
is assumed that airlines will respond first. Initially, they have the option of switching fleet
between routes; subsequently they can also choose to purchase new fleet and sell older
aircraft, and to tanker fuel. Any remaining policy costs are assumed to be passed on to
ticket prices to the extent specified by the user. Passengers then respond to the resulting
changes in itinerarylevel ticket prices. Finally, the segmentlevel emissions and changes in
costs following airline and passenger response is calculated, and compared to the baseline
to generate metrics for carbon leakage and competitive disadvantage for UK airlines and
airports. This represents a firstorder calculation of policy impacts; in reality, some of the
calculated impacts will in turn generate secondorder impacts on other variables, requiring
an iterative or optimisationtype solution as is carried out in the full AIM model. For
example, reductions in passenger demand will lead to reductions in fleet needed, which in
turn will lead to a slightly different fleet age structure. However, tests with the full AIM
model suggest that these secondorder impacts are typically small.

4.3 Reproducing the baseline system
The first modelling step is to reproduce the baseline (i.e. before imposing any of the policies
modelled here) aviation system in the year modelled. This includes passenger flows by
itinerary and by flight segment, aircraft used, fleets, costs and emissions. The individual
stages of this process are discussed in the sections below.
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4.3.1 Citypair passenger flows
As the model examines trends in demand including airport and itinerary choice, the initial
specification of demand is on a regional rather than an individual airport basis. We use the
citybased specification utilised in the aviation systems model AIM (e.g. Dray et al. 2018). A
citypair flow is specified as the number of yearly passengers which travel between two
cities across all possible air routes. Year2015 demand between cities is based on the output
of a global citypair level demand model within AIM estimated from Sabre (2017) data on
passenger flows. For consistency with DfT modelling, the baseline trends in citypair
demand by regionpair are externally specified to agree with DfT scenarios (e.g. DfT, 2017).
Therefore the baseline citypair flow between a pair of cities in a given year is given by the
year2015 value multiplied by a demand growth factor appropriate for the origin and
destination city world regions. Because the DfT model does not project demand for citypair
routes which are not to and from the UK, but these routes may still be important in
estimating leakage, we also add growth rates for nonUK regionpairs as well. Central values
are sourced from Airbus (2018), with upper and lower values of 1%/year higher and lower
demand growth. These projections are also broadly consistent with past AIM projections
using the IPCC SSP range of socioeconomic scenarios (Dray et al. 2017). Table 3 shows
projected growth rates in passenger numbers by key regionpairs and scenario. We use the
DfT (2017) region specification: Western Europe (WE), OECD, Newly Industrialised Countries
(NIC) and Least Developed Countries (LDC). A more detailed specification of which country is
assigned to which region is given in DfT (2017). The values in brackets show the range
between the high and low scenario in each case; note that for the DfT values the high and
low demand labels are applied on an aggregate basis, so trends may differ on an individual
regionpair basis.
Table 3. Assumed growth rate in passenger numbers per year by world region-pair.

Origin
Region
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
WE
WE
WE
WE
OECD
OECD
OECD
NIC
NIC
LDC

Destination Growth rate
Region
20152020,
%/year
LDC
1.3 (0.1 – 2.7)
NIC
2.4 (1.2 – 3.9)
OECD
2.4 (1.5 – 3.2)
WE
1.1 (0.2 – 1.8)
UK
1.0 (0.2 1.8)
LDC
1.4 (0.4 – 2.4)
NIC
3.0 (2.0 – 4.0)
OECD
2.8 (1.8 – 3.8)
WE
2.9 (1.9 – 3.9)
LDC
2.4 (1.4 – 3.4)
NIC
3.3 (2.3 – 4.3)
OECD
1.9 (0.9 – 2.9)
LDC
6.4 (5.4 – 7.4)
NIC
7.4 (6.4 – 8.4)
LDC
6.5 (5.5 – 7.5)

Growth rate
20202030,
%/year
2.8 (2.9 – 2.9)
2.9 (3.1 – 3.1)
2.6 (2.3 – 2.6)
1.6 (2.1 – 1.9)
2.0 (1.2 – 1.8)
1.4 (0.4 – 2.4)
3.0 (2.0 – 4.0)
2.8 (1.8 – 3.8)
2.9 (1.9 – 3.9)
2.4 (1.4 – 3.4)
3.3 (2.3 – 4.3)
1.9 (0.9 – 2.9)
6.4 (5.4 – 7.4)
7.4 (6.4 – 8.4)
6.5 (5.5 – 7.5)

Growth rate
20302040,
%/year
1.1 (1.2 – 1.5)
1.2 (1.3 – 1.8)
0.6 (0.4 – 0.7)
1.3 (1.5 – 1.4)
1.4 (1.0 – 1.4)
3.5 (2.5 – 4.5)
4.1 (3.1 – 5.1)
2.8 (1.8 – 3.8)
2.3 (1.3 – 3.3)
3.5 (2.5 – 4.5)
6.3 (5.3 – 7.3)
2.2 (1.2 – 3.2)
4.6 (3.6 – 5.6)
5.6 (4.6 – 6.6)
5.9 (4.9 – 6.9)

Growth rate
20402050,
%/year
1.2 (1.2 – 2.0)
1.4 (1.0 – 1.8)
0.1 (0.0 – 0.7)
1.7 (1.5 – 1.2)
1.2 (1.6 – 1.7)
3.5 (2.5 – 4.5)
4.1 (3.1 – 5.1)
2.8 (1.8 – 3.8)
2.3 (1.3 – 3.3)
3.5 (2.5 – 4.5)
6.3 (5.3 – 7.3)
2.2 (1.2 – 3.2)
4.6 (3.6 – 5.6)
5.6 (4.6 – 6.6)
5.9 (4.9 – 6.9)
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4.3.2 Segmentlevel passenger flows
To project segmentlevel passenger flows, a model for itinerary and airport choice is
needed. We use the itinerary choice model from AIM (e.g. Dray et al., 2017), which is
estimated using data on passenger demand and routing from Sabre (2017). A passenger’s
choice of itinerary between those available will depend on multiple characteristics of each
itinerary. The number of passengers between cities o and d on itinerary k in year y is
modelled as
𝑁𝑁𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 =

𝑉𝑉
𝑁𝑁𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐 𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐
𝑉𝑉
∑𝑗𝑗 𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑗𝑗𝑐𝑐

,

where the deterministic part of the utility, Vodky, for an itinerary k between cities o and d,
travelling between airport m in o and and airport n in d, is:
𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝛾𝛾0 + 𝛾𝛾1 𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 + 𝛾𝛾2 𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 + 𝛾𝛾3 ln 𝑓𝑓𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝑞𝑞𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 + 𝛾𝛾4 𝑁𝑁𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 + 𝛾𝛾5 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚,𝑜𝑜−1 +
𝛾𝛾6 𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛 ,𝑜𝑜−𝑞𝑞 ,
and fodky is the itinerary fare, todky is the total itinerary travel time, freqodky is the itinerary
frequency, Nlegsodky is the number of flight legs in the itinerary, 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚,𝑜𝑜−1 is the total number of
nontransfer scheduled passengers using airport m in the previous year, and the
parameters 𝛾𝛾 are estimated. Of these, the fare, time and number of legs parameters are the
most important, as they govern how passengers may choose routes with fewer, shorter or
no UK segments in the case of an increase in UKbased fares. The model parameters for
major route groups used are given in Appendix 2.
Table 4. Model itineraries for the example case of New York to Istanbul in 2015.
Origin
Airport

Destination Hub
Journey
Airport
Airport time, min

JFK
JFK
JFK
JFK
JFK
JFK
JFK
JFK
JFK

IST
IST
IST
IST
IST
IST
IST
IST
IST


CDG
LHR
FCO
SVO
FRA
AMS
ZRH
KBP

590
710
710
720
840
700
710
700
770

Oneway
Minimum leg Modelled
fare, year frequency,
passengers,
2015 USD flights/year
2015
740
930
59000
520
2480
8500
780
2800
8600
420
1100
6500
360
810
4600
760
1400
7100
540
1100
6600
520
960
6400
340
110
2800

To apply this model to the demand totals used here, some additional data is needed. The
itineraries available for travel between each citypair are derived from Sabre (2017) data,
including up to the top nine itineraries for each citypair but excluding itineraries which
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served less than 1% of citypair demand in 2015. The choice set for a give city pair is
specified in terms of airportairport itineraries. For example, one itinerary between New
York and London is the direct flight from JFK airport to Heathrow. The baseline fare for each
of these itineraries is derived from a fare model estimated from Sabre (2017) data by Wang
et al. (2018). A set of itineraries for an example route (New York to Istanbul) is shown in
Table 4. Routes with UK carrier presence are shown in italics. IATA three letter airport codes
are used to identify airports (for example: New York John F. Kennedy International (JFK);
Istanbul Atatürk (IST); London Heathrow (LHR); Paris Charles de Gaulle (CDG)). A full list of
these codes can be found in IATA (2018).
How fares will develop over time is uncertain. Although for policy costs we use a simple
passthrough model, this is less appropriate for longterm fare developments where a wide
range of factors that are not directly modelled here (for example: airline business models;
ancillary revenue; changes in labour costs) may impact on future ticket prices. Although
baseline demand growth is taken directly from DfT projections and so is not dependent on
future fares assumed, the absolute value of baseline fares will affect the relative size of any
policyinduced change in fare, and hence the relative size of the demand and itinerary
choice responses. AIM model runs using the Wang et al. (2018) fare model over longterm
changes in airline costs with a range of different carbon price options suggest that fares per
RPK are likely to remain broadly at the same level over time; although some cost categories,
such as fuel and carbon costs, are projected to increase in real terms, other categories, such
as maintenance, are projected to decrease, and others are projected to remain at a similar
level. We include the overall trend in absolute baseline fare levels over time as a variable
which can be set by the user. Although the default value is for fares to remain constant, a
small increasing value may be appropriate for scenarios in which the background carbon
price is particularly high. Journey time is derived from airline schedule data on individual
segment travel time (Sabre, 2017). A change time of one hour is assumed for multisegment
journeys, based on an analysis of feasible minimum connection times in Sabre (2017)
schedule data. Journey time is assumed to remain constant over time. Similarly, frequency is
derived from schedule data on yearly flight frequencies per segment. For multisegment
itineraries, the overall frequency is assumed equal to the smallest yearly frequency of the
segments that make up the itinerary. Itinerary frequency is assumed to scale over time by
the same factor as citypair level demand for itineraries serving each city pair. Similarly,
future lagged airportlevel scheduled demand is scaled using the model citylevel OD
demand growth projections for the appropriate city.
Using this model, the share of each itinerary for each citypair is modelled. Summing over
each flight segment for all itinerarylevel demand using that segment gives segmentlevel
passenger demand. Because the model scope only includes citypair demand where a UK
itinerary is a feasible route, segmentlevel demand totals do not necessarily include all
demand from all sources on a segment. In this case, only the flights and emissions on that
segment that relate to UKsubstituting itineraries are modelled.
Additionally, using data aggregated from Sabre (2017) passenger flows by airline, we
estimate what proportion of each itinerary is marketed by UK and nonUK airlines. The
distinction between marketing and operating airlines can be complex and depends on the
details of airline alliances, subsidiaries and codeshare agreements. In this study, we count
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demand as UK airline demand if the tickets are marketed by a UK airline. We also assume
that fleet requirements calculated on a marketing airline basis will in aggregate be similar to
those required on an operating airline basis.
4.3.3 Aircraft flows and fleet requirement
Aircraft are classified by size according to the nine categories used by Sustainable Aviation
(e.g. Sustainable Aviation, 2015). This classification is used because the models from AIM
that are used here are estimated using it. Broadly, the SA size category 1 (small regional jet)
corresponds to size class 1 in DfT (2017), SA categories 24 (large regional jet – medium
single aisle) correspond to size class 2, SA categories 56 (large single aisle – small twin aisle)
correspond to size class 3, SA category 7 (medium twin aisle) corresponds to size class 4, SA
category 8 (large twin aisle) corresponds to size class 5, and SA category 9 (very large
aircraft) corresponds to size class 6. Table 5 shows the size classes and the reference aircraft
that aircraft characteristics for each are derived from. These reference aircraft are chosen
based on an analysis of the current and likely near future mostused aircraft in 2015 on an
aircraftkilometre basis, using flight schedule data from Sabre (2017).
Table 5. Aircraft size categories used in modelling.
Size Category

Reference aircraft

Small regional jet (Small RJ)
Large regional jet (Large RJ)
Small narrowbody (Small SA)

Approx.
seat range
3069
70109
110129

CRJ 700
Embraer 190
Airbus A319

Reference
engine
GE CF34 8C5B1
GE CF34 10E6
V.2522

Medium narrowbody (Medium SA)

130159

Airbus A320

CFM565B4

Large narrowbody (Large SA)

160199

Boeing 737800

CFM567B27

Small twin aisle (Small TA)
Medium twin aisle (Medium TA)

200249
259299

Boeing 787800
Airbus A330300

Genx1B67
Trent 772B

Large twin aisle (Large TA)
Very large aircraft (VLA)

300399
400+

Boeing 777300ER
Airbus A380800

PW4090
EA GP7270

Year2015 scheduled flight frequencies per segment by size class are derived from Sabre
(2017) schedule data, and passenger typical load factors per segment in 2015 are derived
from Sabre (2017) passenger flow data in combination with scheduled seat capacities. We
assume for simplicity that the ratio between the number of flights in different size
categories for each segment will remain constant over time. The choice of aircraft size for a
particular segment is driven by several factors, most notably the segment demand, the
number of airlines competing on the segment, distance, runway length and available fleet.
For example, shorter segments are usually flown with smaller aircraft. As discussed by
Givoni & Rietvald (2009), size choice is largely unrelated to the characteristics of the airports
used (provided that aircraft of that size are able to land and take off there). Keeping the
ratio of aircraft sizes used constant per segment effectively assumes that any changes in
these variables over time are small or have net small impact.
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Given the ratio between aircraft different size class frequencies on a route, a typical load
factor, and estimated passenger demand, the number of flights by each size class in a year
can be estimated. Additionally, data on typical aircraft utilisation from FlightGlobal (2017) is
used to estimate how many aircraft would be needed to fly that schedule in a year.
Similarly, UK airlinemarketed demand is summed across segments to estimate how many
of these flights can be allocated to UK airlines.
Typically, smaller aircraft carry out more flights per day than larger ones, but are in the air
for a smaller proportion of the day. This difference affects how they are relatively affected
by different policies. For example, a small regional jet which makes eight landings per day
on a shorthaul route will be affected much more by a blanket change in landing cost than a
large twin aisle aircraft which makes one or two landings a day on a longhaul route, but the
twin aisle aircraft will be much more affected by policies where the increase in costs is
proportional to fuel used. As noted previously, the demand modelled on a segment is only
demand on routes which are in or can substitute for UKrelated itineraries. Therefore the
frequency totals and fleet requirement estimated for each route only cover this demand.
4.3.4 Fleet size and age structure
The fleet required for different airline types (UK/nonUK) is summed across all segments to
estimate how many aircraft of each size class are needed to fulfil scheduled passenger
demand on the modelled routes in the current year. To calculate the fleet age structure, we
use data on the initial (year2015) fleet age structure for UK and nonUK airlines, as shown
in Figure 4. We assume that aircraft of all ages are evenly distributed over modelled and
nonmodelled demand in the case of nonUK airlines; we assume UK airline demand is fully
modelled. For 2015, we use schedule and fleet data to estimate the number of aircraft that
are required to fulfil demand on modelled routes, and how many aircraft are required to
fulfil demand on routes that are not directly modelled in this study.
In years after the base year, some proportion of these aircraft will have been retired.
Typically, aircraft retire from the global fleet at around 30 years old, showing a remarkably
consistent scurve behaviour over time (Figure 11). As discussed in Morrell & Dray (2009),
early scrappage is unusual and was seen in only one circumstance in the data examined:
during a recession, with weak demand growth, high fuel prices and with significantly more
fuelefficient new aircraft available from manufacturers. The specific 30year timeframe is
likely related to the necessity of carrying out costly aircraft major maintenance checks (D
checks) at around this time.
For model years after 2015, we retire aircraft with age according to the retirement curves
estimated in Morrell & Dray (2009). In this framework, the number of active aircraft NActive, t
remaining at age t, compared to the number of aircraft that have retired from the global
fleet NRetired, t, is given by:
𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜,𝑜𝑜
𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜,𝑜𝑜+ 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑜𝑜

=

1
1+ 𝑒𝑒 −𝜑𝜑1− 𝜑𝜑2𝑜𝑜

,
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where the parameters 𝜑𝜑1 and 𝜑𝜑2 are estimated by aircraft size from historical fleet data
(e.g. FlightGlobal, 2017).

Figure 11. Aircraft retirement curves, from Morrell & Dray (2009).
After these retirement curves have been applied, the remaining aircraft after retirement are
then compared to the demand for aircraft from the demand calculations. There are several
components to the demand for aircraft: demand from UK airlines, demand from nonUK
airlines for aircraft operating on modelled routes, and demand from nonUK airlines for
aircraft operating on nonmodelled routes. In the latter case, we assume a rate in increase
of overall fleet size that is consistent with the Airbus (2017) Global Market Forecast, for
consistency with the demand growth rates used in Section 4.3.1 to fill in route groups not
modelled by DfT (2017). Additionally we distinguish between demand for aircraft to operate
on UK and nonUK routes, and also between nonUK airlines which are in groups with UK
airlines versus those which are not, as discussed in Section 4.4.1.
For each fleet component, we assume any shortfall between fleet remaining from 2015 and
fleet needed to serve demand is met by the purchase of new aircraft. In reality, the age
distribution of these new aircraft will reflect historical demand trends between 2015 and
the modelled year. However, as the model assesses a single future year only, we assume an
even distribution of aircraft purchases across the years between 2015 and the model year,
consistent with relatively smooth growth in demand and constant production line capacity.
4.3.5 Fuel use and emissions
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distances from Reynolds (2009). For some routes these result in lower amounts of track
extension than assumed in DfT (2017) and in this case we use the DfT (2017) assumptions
for consistency in fuel use. The total block fuel burn is calculated as the sum of fuel burn
across all flight phases. An average of 15 minutes taxi (in + out) and 10 minutes holding is
assumed (e.g. Eurocontrol, 2018). This formulation has been tested against an interpolation
model directly using PIANOX output and has been found to have less than 1% difference in
block fuel burn across the range of feasible input values. Typical fuel use values by payload
and ground track distance are given in Figure 12 (LF = passenger load factor).
This model gives fuel use as appropriate for the nine reference aircraft under ideal
conditions. However, typical fleet fuel use will differ from this value. First, older aircraft tend
to have higher fuel use and emissions. Based on the analyses of historical fuel burn trends in
DfT (2017) and Dray et al. (2018) we model longterm historical decreases per year in the
fuel use of new aircraft models on comparable routes as in Table 6 (‘Historical new aircraft
model fuel use’). These trends define the extent to which older aircraft currently in the fleet
may have higher fuel use because technologies to reduce fuel use were less advanced when
they were built. Technologies to reduce fuel use are expected to improve in future. For
future aircraft models, however, this trend will differ depending on what new technologies
are assumed to become available. Using data from ATA & Ellondee (2018), we model these
changes by aircraft size as shown in Table 6 (‘Future new aircraft model fuel use’). Values in
brackets represent upper and lower ranges for each size class. Although these trends are
expressed in percent per year, in reality the fuel burn of new aircraft models will behave like
a step function as new generations of aircraft become available for purchase. However, over
the long term the overall impact will be broadly similar.
Table 6. Assumptions about historical and future aircraft technology and cost characteristics,
by size class.
Aircraft
size class
Small RJ
Large RJ
Small SA
Medium SA
Large SA
Small TA
Medium TA
Large TA
VLA

Future new aircraft
New aircraft model
Historical new
model fuel use,
maintenance costs,
aircraft model fuel
%/year decrease
%/year decrease
use, %/year decrease
1.2 (0.8 – 1.4)
0.7 (0.0 – 1.1)
1.1
1.2 (0.8 – 1.4)
0.7 (0.0 – 1.1)
1.1
1.2 (0.8 – 1.4)
0.7 (0.0 – 1.1)
1.2
1.2 (0.8 – 1.4)
0.7 (0.0 – 1.1)
1.2
1.0 (0.7 – 1.2)
0.8 (0.0 – 1.2)
1.2
1.0 (0.7 – 1.2)
0.8 (0.0 – 1.2)
1.2
1.2 (0.7 – 1.4)
0.9 (0.0 – 1.4)
1.2
1.1 (0.7 – 1.3)
1.0 (0.0 – 1.5)
1.2
1.1 (0.7 – 1.3)
1.0 (0.0 – 1.5)
1.2

Second, aircraft fuel burn deteriorates with age. Some of this deterioration is correctable
with maintenance and some is not; therefore, the exact amount of deterioration will go up
and down over an aircraft’s lifetime. We assume an average deterioration with age of 0.2%
per year (Morrell & Dray, 2009). This adds up to around a 6% increase in fuel burn on a
comparable mission for a 30 year old aircraft compared to the same aircraft when it was
new.
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CO2 emissions are derived from fuel burn by assuming a factor of 3.15 kg CO2 emitted per kg
fossilderived Jet A burnt. For biofuel, this factor is multiplied by 0.3 to reflect a reduction in
fuel lifecycle emissions, for consistency with DfT (2017).
4.3.6 Baseline costs
Airline costs are modelled using the cost model developed in Al Zayat et al. (2017), which is
also in use in AIM. Airline direct operating costs are divided into fuel, carbon, maintenance,
crew, finance (interest, depreciation and insurance), landing and enroute costs. Because
baseline demand and fare developments are modelled with userset trends in this study, we
do not need to model the development of costs which will do not change in response to
policy. We assume crew costs will remain the same between the baseline and policy cases.
Similarly, although small changes in baseline landing and enroute costs may occur in
response to policy if newer aircraft which have lower maximum takeoff weight (MTOW) are
substituted in, we assume that these costs will also broadly remain constant. Fuel and
carbon costs are modelled using fuel use totals and external projections for fossil Jet A,
biofuel and baseline carbon prices (DfT, 2017). These are given Table 7. Values in brackets
indicate the range between the high and low scenarios in each case. In Figure 13 we show
how the year2015 and year2030 central case fuel and biofuel prices combine under
different biofuel percentage and carbon price scenarios to give the effective price of a
kilogram of fuel, assuming that no carbon price is charged on biofuel use and that changes
in the amount of biofuel used do not have an impact on biofuel price. For example, under
year2015 conditions a £200/tCO2 carbon price would more than double the price of fuel.
Table 7. Assumptions about future fuel, biofuel and carbon prices.
Year
2015
2020
2030
2040
2050

Fossil Jet A price,
UK pounds per kg
0.41
0.40 (0.230.56)
0.60 (0.410.90)
0.60 (0.410.90)
0.60 (0.410.90)

Aviation biofuel price,
UK pounds per kg
0.79 (0.73 – 0.89)
0.90 (0.73 – 1.10)
1.4 (1.2 – 1.7)
1.4 (1.2 – 1.7)
1.4 (1.2 – 1.7)

Baseline carbon price, UK
pounds per tonne CO2
5.2
4.6 (0.0 – 9.1)
78 (39 – 120)
150 (75220)
220 (110 – 330)

It should be noted, however, that this is similar to the range of recent variation in jet fuel
prices due to fluctuation in oil prices. Figure 14 shows the variation of oil and jet A prices in
real terms since 1978, in comparison with year2015 values, using data from EIA (2018). Jet
fuel prices have varied between about half and about two times the year2015 value over
that time period. Only in the case that a future increase in fuel price is combined with a high
carbon price would projected effective fuel price be significantly greater than that
experienced in the recent past. However, in the policy cases looked at here, effective fuel
prices are different for the UK and for nonUK regions. This will produce different behaviour
than the case of a globally high fuel price, because there are more options available to
reduce fuel costs.
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models have lower maintenance costs. We use data from ATA & Ellondee (2018) to model
historical and future likely trends in maintenance costs. For historical trends in maintenance
costs we assume 1% per year decrease, based on analysis of US Form 41 data (BTS, 2018).
For future maintenance costs we use the trends shown in Table 6. Additionally,
maintenance costs tend to increase with increasing aircraft age. We model this as in Morrell
& Dray (2009), using a 2.5% per year increase.
Financetype costs depend primarily on the aircraft purchase price and assumptions about
depreciation. We assume that purchase price (after typical discount from manufacturer list
price, which can be in excess of 50%) remains constant in real terms over time, based on the
analysis of ATA & Ellondee (2018). We use assumptions from Morrell & Dray (2009) for key
financial parameters, including insurance costs of 1.2% of market value, a depreciation
period of 20 years, and residual value of 5% of purchase price.
4.3.7 Freight
The lack of readilyavailable data about air freight makes it difficult to model. Around 70% of
UK air freight is carried in the holds of passenger aircraft (DfT, 2017). This freight is implicitly
included in the passenger emission totals via the addition of an extra payload factor for
freight carried. ICAO (2014) estimate that an average of 4500 kg freight is carried per flight
across the global fleet. To estimate how this factor varies by aircraft size class, we calculate
the remaining payload capacity for each reference aircraft once the weight of passengers at
a typical load factor is accounted for. Assuming the 4500 kg total is appropriate for a large
singleaisle aircraft, we scale the freight load for the other aircraft types so that freight
makes up the same fraction of available nonpassenger payload capacity in all cases.
For air freight carried in freighter aircraft, little information is available about routing. DfT
(2017) calculate that there were around 70,000 UK freighter flights in 2015, the vast
majority of which were international rather than domestic flights. These flights primarily
operated from London Stansted and East Midlands airports (CAA, 2017). They accounted for
around 1 MtCO2 in 2015. Demand for allfreight flights to and from the UK is projected to
remain broadly constant in future (DfT, 2017). To account for these flights and emissions we
use a simple aggregate model. As with passenger demand, baseline freight demand is
assumed to grow by a userset growth factor to the policy year. It is assumed that the
current network, load factors and aircraft size distribution are maintained, such that this
growth rate can be applied to both number of flights and tonnekm. Baseline trends in fuel
efficiency are assumed to be the same as for passenger aircraft. This represents a significant
simplification, as freighter aircraft are usually older than passenger aircraft and are often
converted from old passenger aircraft (e.g. Morrell & Dray, 2009). US DoT (2017) report air
freight revenue of $2.22 (year 2015 US dollars) per tonnekm. We take this value as a
baseline. Cost changes due to policy are calculated on a tonnekm basis assuming a typical
flight distance of 1,450 km (consistent with current CO2 and number of flights) and landing
charges appropriate to London Stansted airport. Demand changes due to policy are then
calculated assuming userspecified levels of cost passthrough and price elasticity.
This model is a highly simplified representation of UK air freight, consistent with the limited
data available about UK freight networks and the small percentage of UK aviation emissions
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attributable to freight. Further discussion of how freight networks could change in response
to policy is given in Section 2.8, above; however, given the relatively small emissions totals
and low growth rates projected for freight flights, combined with freight journey time
requirements, any impact due to freight network change is likely to be small.
4.3.8 Nonscheduled flights
The baseline passenger, aircraft movement, fleet and emissions totals generated thus far
are appropriate for scheduled flights. However, many nonscheduled flights also use UK
airports. In particular, many charter flights, primarily to holiday destinations, contribute to
total UK fuel use and emissions. As with freight, relatively little data is available about these
flights. CAA (2018) provide statistics on the proportion of UK movements which are
scheduled and nonscheduled; approximately 9% of UK domestic movements are non
scheduled, and approximately 14% of international movements are nonscheduled. To
reproduce absolute passenger, movement and emission totals, we assume a constant factor
over the scheduled totals for nonscheduled flights of these amounts. This assumes that
patterns of nonscheduled passenger demand are broadly similar to scheduled demand.

Table 8. Baseline model aircraft movements by scope, thousand flights per year.

Domestic
UK departing international flights
UK arriving international flights
UKrelated total
London departing flights
Other South East departing flights
Midlands departing flights
South West and Wales departing flights
North departing flights
Scotland departing flights
Northern Ireland departing flights
NonUK, total

2015 modelled
aircraft
movements
635.035
736.935
733.938
2105.907
560.876
29.501

CAA (2015) airport data
aircraft movementa
600
755.5
755.5
2111

59.134
70.687
157.764
128.748
47.742
1601.212 

4.3.9 Baseline outcomes
The modelled baseline system for 2015 in terms of passengers, movements and CO2 is given
in Table 8Table 13. Several features are apparent. First, as shown in Table 8, the overall
number of aircraft movements is relatively wellcaptured. The model overpredicts domestic
demand by around 6% and underpredicts international demand by around 2.5%, with
overall totals similar to those from CAA (2017) once doublecounting of domestic flight
movements is accounted for. The geographical distribution of flights is centred on London,
with much smaller totals in other regions of the UK. The number of nonUK movements
included in the model is of a similar order of magnitude to the number of UK movements.
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NonUK flights in the model include alternatives to itineraries hubbing through the UK and
nonUK segments of itineraries starting and ending in the UK; for example, the Hong Kong
Australia leg of passengers travelling from the UK to Australia via Hong Kong.
Table 9. Baseline model passengers per year by scope, mppa.

Domestic
UK departing international flights
UK arriving international flights
UKrelated total
London departing flights
Other South East departing flights
Midlands departing flights
South West and Wales departing flights
North departing flights
Scotland departing flights
Northern Ireland departing flights
NonUK, total

2015 modelled
passengers, mppa
43.670
99.590
100.303
243.564
75.616
1.459
6.433
5.172
16.471
11.909
3.736
138.842

CAA 2015 airport
data, mppa
41.2
105.15
105.15
251.5

Similarly, as shown in Table 9, total passenger numbers are close to those reported by CAA
(2015), with a slight overprediction for domestic flights and a slight underprediction for
international flights. Passenger totals are even more strongly concentrated in the London
area than movement totals, reflecting the larger size of aircraft in use for flights from the
major London airports. These totals can also be divided by airport, as in Table 10. On an
airport level they are broadly consistent with CAA totals, although Heathrow demand is
slightly overpredicted and demand at Stansted and Manchester airports is underpredicted.
These differences may have to do with the number of charter flights in operation at
different airports; since a single factor is applied at all airports, differences between
different airports in terms of the amount of charter demand are not captured.
Finally, CO2 totals are around 10% lower than those calculated from fuel uptake. There are
several reasons why this may be the case. First, the model slightly underpredicts the
number of international passengers. If this underprediction applies most strongly for
longerhaul passengers, this may lead to a larger underprediction in CO2. Many of the
longest, highestemission journeys are part of the ‘long tail’ of lowdemand itineraries
connecting through London Heathrow, as discussed in Section 4.1. By aggregating these
itineraries, it is possible that the full CO2 impact is slightly lower than it would otherwise be.
Second, the model fuel use calculations are derived from a performance model (PIANOX;
Lissys, 2017) which assumes ideal operating conditions for new aircraft rather than practical
use conditions.
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Table 10. Baseline passengers per major airport in 2015, in comparison to CAA totals. Note
that non-UK airport totals represent only the demand considered for this project, not the
absolute totals of passengers travelling through the airport.
Airport
LHR (London Heathrow)
LGW (London Gatwick)
STN (London Stansted)
MAN (Manchester)
EDI (Edinburgh)
GLA (Glasgow International)
EMA (East Midlands)
DXB (Dubai)
CDG (Paris Charles de Gaulle)
FRA (Frankfurt International)
AMS (Amsterdam Schiphol)
BRU (Brussels International)
IST (Istanbul Atatürk)
DUB (Dublin)

2015 modelled
passengers, mppa
79.281
39.169
17.803
19.968
11.310
7.867
3.981
16.222
20.992
18.040
23.252
4.239
8.658
15.332

CAA 2015 airport data
passengers, mppa
75
40
23
23
11
9
4








Although we model the deterioration of aircraft fuel efficiency with increasing age and the
impact of track extension, we do not model any other sources of nonideal conditions which
may cause increases in emissions; additionally, as discussed in ATA & Ellondee (2018),
different performance models can produce fuel use outcomes that are several percent
different at long flight distances, which are also the flights that are disproportionately
important for matching CO2 totals. Analysis of radar track data, as used in Reynolds et al.
(2009), also suggests that individual fuel use totals can vary by up to 10% between the same
flight with the same equipment on different days. Finally, the adjustment used above to
account for charter flights assumes that charter flights are similar in distance and emissions
per flight to scheduled flights, which may not be the case. Since the analysis of leakage and
to some extent competitive disadvantage depend on relative changes in emissions rather
than emissions totals, this underprediction of CO2 is unlikely to make a large difference to
model outcome. We therefore leave the totals as they are without attempting to correct for
these differences.
Table 12 shows the number of passengers by UK and nonUK airlines on UK and nonUK
routes, counting routes both to and from the UK as UK routes. As noted above, we count
demand as UK airline demand if the ticket is marketed by a UK airline. On this basis, about
half of demand to and from UK airports is served by UK airlines. Conversely, only a small
amount of demand that is not to or from UK airports is served by UK airlines. This means
that the majority of UK airline fleet is involved in UK operations.
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Table 11. Model baseline CO2 totals by scope in comparison to UK bunker fuel uptake,
MtCO2/year.
2015 model
CO2, tonnes
Domestic
UK departing international passenger flights
UK arriving international passenger flights
UK domestic freighter flights
UK departing international freighter flights
UK arriving international freighter flights
UK departing international total
UKrelated total
London departing passenger flights
Other South East departing passenger flights
Midlands departing passenger flights
South West and Wales departing passenger flights
North departing passenger flights
Scotland departing passenger flights
Northern Ireland departing passenger flights
Modelled nonUK passenger flights, total

1.832
28.641
29.154
0.064
0.961
0.961
29.601
61.612
24.108
0.208
0.930
0.550
2.862
1.467
0.348
75.580

NAEI 2015 bunker
fuel uptake totals,
tonnes CO2
1.52

32.95

Finally, Table 13 shows the number of scheduled passengers and associated CO2 by itinerary
type and scope. Because only scheduled passengers are shown and the totals are not
adjusted for freight, absolute values are smaller than those above which include charter and
freighter flights. If emissions are measured on a UK departing flight basis, the different parts
of UKassociated demand and emissions that fall within and outside this scope will affect
how leakage is measured.
Table 12. UK and non-UK airline passenger demand for operations on UK and modelled nonUK routes in 2015, mppa

UK airline
NonUK airlines
Total

UK route
passengers, mppa
112.906
108.823
221.729

NonUK route
passengers, mppa
1.890
136.952
138.842

Total passengers,
mppa
114.796
245.774
360.571

The largest part of UKassociated demand and emissions is in passengers who start or finish
their journey in the UK, and take a direct flight only. Because the vast majority of these
passengers are making roundtrip journeys, the CO2 associated with them is evenly divided
between UK arriving and departing flights. This means that half of the emissions associated
with UK origindestination (OD) direct itinerary passengers are within UK departing flight
scope, and half are outside. If a policy affects the demand of these passengers and has no
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other impact, we would expect roughly equal reductions in emissions inside and outside UK
departing flight scope. Since carbon leakage is defined as the increase in emissions outside
the policy scope divided by the decrease in emissions within scope, this would result in
leakage of 100%.
Table 13. Scheduled passenger demand in mppa and CO2 by in tCO2/year by itinerary type,
2015, within and outside UK departing flight scope.
Itinerary
passengers,
mppa

UK domestic direct itineraries
UK international departing direct itineraries
UK international arriving direct itineraries
UK departing via UK hub
UK arriving via UK hub
UK departing via nonUK hub
UK arriving via nonUK hub
Internationalinternational transfer via UK
InternationalInternational transfer via nonUK
InternationalInternational direct

18.802
68.922
68.484
0.775
0.795
9.832
10.637
8.700
37.390
25.219

CO2 in UK
departing
flight
scope,
tonnes
1.600
15.208
0.000
0.530
0.057
5.019
0.005
4.724
0.000
0.000

CO2 outside
UK
departing
flight
scope,
tonnes
0.000
0.000
15.150
0.027
0.520
4.457
10.135
4.882
38.744
18.923

The next largest component of UK departing flight emissions is passengers who start their
journey in the UK but travel via a nonUK hub. On average, these passengers emit about half
of the CO2 on the UK departing leg of their journey in reaching the nonUK hub (within UK
departing flight scope) and about half in travelling from the nonUK hub to their final
destination (outside UK departing flight scope). None of the CO2 on the UK arriving leg of
their journey is within UK departing flight scope. For a typical roundtrip journey of this
type, therefore, only a quarter of emissions are within UK departing flight scope. If demand
falls on these routes, a quarter of the corresponding emissions reductions will be in UK
departing flight scope and the rest will count as leakage. Leakage for policies which affect
demand in this group of passengers would therefore be greater than 100%.
The third largest component of UK departing flight CO2 is internationalinternational
transfer passengers travelling via a UK hub. This is the component of passengers most
discussed in the literature on aviation carbon leakage. About half of the CO2 associated with
these passengers is in UK departing flight scope, in either direction. Although routes with a
UK origin or destination cannot eliminate policy impacts by changing routing, UK transfer
passengers can. Therefore policies which affect this group of passengers are likely to result
in positive leakage, i.e. emissions moving outside UK scope. However, for policies which
primarily affect demand, this effect may be swamped by emissions reductions and negative
leakage from the much larger set UK OD demand itineraries. Other components of UK
departing flight CO2, including domestic flights and UK OD connecting itineraries via a UK
hub, are much smaller components of overall CO2.
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4.4 Modelling response to policy
The application of policies can affect this baseline system in several ways. We assume the
main impact of policy on airlines and passengers will be via airline costs. In the case of an
additional carbon price, this would act as an increase in an airline’s fuelrelated costs. The
case of a requirement to take on biofuel would similarly act to change an airline’s fuel costs,
depending on the price of biofuel and any applicable carbon price at the time. Both of these
changes effectively act on a perRPK basis, penalising longerhaul flights and larger aircraft
to a greater extent. A change in landing charges, in comparison, acts on a perflight basis,
penalising aircraft that make more landings in the UK (typically smaller aircraft) to a greater
extent. A requirement to adopt specific mitigation options or technologies will typically
provide perRPK type cost savings (or perlanding cost savings in the case of technologies
such as electric taxi which target groundrelated emissions only) set against a peraircraft
cost.
In all of these cases, the airline is faced with a change in its operating costs which it can
either act to reduce by changing fleet or operations, pass on to passengers, or accept as a
decrease in its operating margin. We assume that any policy will be announced sufficiently
far in advance that airlines will have ample chance to respond. In the case of purchasing
new aircraft, typical orderdelivery times mean that this may need to be at least eight years
in advance (e.g. FlightGlobal, 2017). We assume that airline responses are made purely on a
cost basis, and that decisions relating to fleet and operations are made before the decision
on whether or not to pass any remaining costs onto passengers. Once costs are passed on to
ticket prices, passengers in turn respond to this.
Based on the analysis in Section 2, we concentrate on airline response in terms of switching
fleet between UK and nonUK routes, buying new aircraft, and tankering fuel; and passenger
response in terms of switching routes and/or choosing not to fly. These areas are discussed
individually below.
4.4.1 Airline response: substituting nonUK for UK fleet
Airlines which operate primarily outside the UK will have the option of moving more fuel
efficient aircraft onto their UK routes and using less fuelefficient aircraft on their nonUK
routes in response to UKbased carbon reduction policies. Airlines which operate primarily
to and from the UK will not have this option. In the most extreme case, where nonUK
airlines are able to satisfy all policy requirements by rearranging their fleet in this way, all of
the carbon reductions achieved by applying the policy to nonUK airlines will be effectively
leaked (plus or minus a small extra amount due to the more or less efficient use of each
aircraft on its new routes). NonUK airlines operating to and from the UK accounted for
around 28 MtCO2 in 2015; reductions in emissions from switching to the most efficient
aircraft types available depend on aircraft type, but could in theory be up to around 1520%
if switching between older singleaisle aircraft types and the most recent generation of
singleaisle aircraft. However, this does not account for other requirements on aircraft type
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Fleetrelated policies could be applied either as regulatory restrictions on movements (for
example, aircraft which do not meet some fuel efficiency threshold cannot land at UK
airports) or costbased policies (for example, aircraft which do not meet some fuel efficiency
threshold have significantly increased landing fees at UK airports). In practice, the first
situation is a special case of the second in which fees for some aircraft types are high
enough to completely discourage their use. Figure 15 shows the options which were
available to UK and nonUK airlines by aircraft size class in 2015 for a hypothetical policy
restricting use of less fuelefficient aircraft. Aircraft manufacture year is used as a proxy for
fuel efficiency, with aircraft manufactured before a cutoff year assumed no longer usable at
UK airports. The fleet size needed to carry out UK and nonUK operations by airline is
derived from schedule data (Sabre, 2017) plus data on typical aircraft utilization
(FlightGlobal, 2017). Aircraft age distributions by airline and size class were derived from
FlightGlobal (2017). In Figure 15 it is assumed that all airlines are individual entities which
cannot exchange fleet, and that the initial (nonpolicy) situation is that there is no difference
in the age distributions of the fleet used in the UK per airline and those used elsewhere. It is
also assumed that airlines will not switch between different size classes on any routes in
response to the policy but will seek a likeforlike replacement. Switching between size
classes implies either a change in frequency or operating at lower load factor, both of which
may come with significant additional costs.
Several features are apparent. First, there is a large disparity in how UK and nonUK airlines
can respond. Nearly all of the UK airline fleet is engaged in UKrelated operations. Using
2015 data, the main exception is Easyjet; however, many of Easyjet’s fleet used for
European operations are due to be transferred to Easyjet Europe. In contrast, nonUK
airlines tend to require only a small number of aircraft for their UK operations compared to
their total fleets. Most airlines have aircraft with a range of different manufacture years.
Therefore, if a policy is applied which strongly discourages the use of older aircraft, nonUK
airlines will typically be able to substitute those aircraft with younger aircraft already in
their fleet, assuming no other restrictions apply to their nonUK flights. UK airlines will not
be able to do this unless they have fleet commonality via an airline group with nonUK
airlines. This implies both a risk of carbon leakage and one of competitive distortion.
Secondly, these risks primarily affect larger aircraft and hence longerhaul journeys. The
majority of nonUK airline aircraft operating to and from the UK are in the medium single
aisle and above size classes. These aircraft are also associated with higher emissions than
smaller aircraft.
Figure 16 shows the corresponding situation in which fleet commonality within airline
groups is assumed. This has little impact on the three smallest size classes, where flights are
often performed by smaller regional airlines. However, it increases the number of aircraft
that UK airlines can substitute for the other size classes. This increases the potential for
leakage, but decreases the competitive distortion impacts expected.
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comparable modelled curves are also shown in Figure 16 and are implemented in the
spreadsheet model.
Fleet substitution can in theory be done at minimal extra cost to an airline. Although the
airline type is assigned will in advance of flights on any given route, the exact aircraft used
to fly the route is typically only assigned 24 hours in advance and can be substituted at short
notice if unplanned maintenance is required. However, there is some evidence in practice
that airlines have not changed the fleet that they use at individual airports in response to
environmental policy. Roy (2007) examined airline response to environmental landing
charges at Zurich and Stockholm airports, finding that, although fleet developed over the
time period after the landing charges were applied, it did so only in line with wider fleet
developments that would have been expected without the landing charges and which also
applied at other airports without similar environmental policies. Similarly, Nero & Black
(2000) find that airlines have tended to simply pay environmental charges rather than adapt
fleet in response to them. Some of these restrictions may be due to practical constraints in
aircraft use. For example, airlines may have configured different aircraft of the same class
differently to suit their requirements on different routes; they may be using an aircraft
allocation model which is relatively unsophisticated and is not easy to adapt to the
requirements of environmental policy; or there may be technical constraints which limit
how different aircraft can be used, such as the requirement for an aircraft flying over open
water to have two VHF radios. Another potential constraint is that fleet swapping in this
way effectively acts as a crosssubsidisation from nonUK to UK routes, because older
aircraft with higher fuel costs are moved to the nonUK routes. This is in direct opposition to
the possibility that airlines will instead direct investment away from UK routes if policies
significantly increase costs there, because those routes will become less profitable. It may
also be a difficult situation to justify if fleet is swapped from other airlines within the same
airline group.
Because in theory there is no barrier to reallocating aircraft from nonUK to UK routes, the
model recommends this as a costeffective option for policies which increase airline costs
even by only a small amount, provided only that costs increase for some aircraft more than
others. As discussed above, this is probably unlikely. The real situation likely lies somewhere
between ‘no aircraft are reallocated’ and ‘aircraft are reallocated to the extent possible’,
with the balance between the two depending on the stringency of the policy applied. We
therefore run both cases as another dimension of uncertainty in our policy runs.
4.4.2 Airline response: purchase or leasing of new aircraft
As discussed in the previous section, one potential policy response of airlines is to stop using
older aircraft (by selling them, terminating the lease, leasing them out to other airlines or
retiring them early) and buy or lease new aircraft. This might either be in response to an
outright prohibition on using older aircraft, or it might be a decision based on the increased
costs of operating those aircraft. In either case, the airline will experience increased costs
associated with this decision which may or may not be balanced out by fuel, maintenance or
carbon savings from operating the new aircraft. The size of those increased costs depends
on several factors, including whether enough aircraft of this type are up for sale due to the
policy to reduce the likely sale price.
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We assume that airline economic decisions are taken on a Net Present Value (NPV) basis, as
in Morrell & Dray (2009). In this framework, purchasing decisions are approved if the NPV
associated with them is positive, where:
𝑁𝑁
𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑉𝑥𝑥 = ∑𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡=0
𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡,𝑥𝑥 ⁄(1 + 𝑃𝑃 𝑡𝑡 ) ,

and TN is the time horizon over which the technology is evaluated, i is the discount rate, and
Rt,x is the cash flow associated with technology x in year t. The discount rate and time
horizon are user input values. By default they are set at ten percent and seven years. These
are the values used in Dray et al. (2018). To simplify the modelling process we make several
assumptions. First, we concentrate on the case where an aircraft that is owned by an airline
is sold onwards and a new aircraft is purchased, rather than situations which involve leasing
either the old aircraft, the new aircraft, or both. Based on the fleet analysis in Dray (2014)
we assume that early scrappage is less likely than sale onwards in an environment of
increasing global demand. We assume that costs across all categories will remain broadly
constant over the assessment time horizon for both the new and old aircraft. We also
assume that crew costs, baseline landing charges and enroute charges will remain the same
between the two aircraft, and neglect the impact of any reduction in aircraft utilization with
increasing age. Other costs are assumed to change over time as discussed in Section 4.3.6.
The aircraft purchasing model from Morrell & Dray (2009) was directly adapted (with some
simplifications) to use as part of this study.
As discussed in Morrell & Dray (2009) and Roy (2007), increases in policyrelated costs have
to be significant before they can be used to justify the purchase of a new aircraft, and may
need to apply in conjunction with a high fuel price. The main barrier is the high capital costs
associated with new aircraft purchase. Morrell & Dray (2009) found that early replacement
of a 15 year old 150seat singleaisle aircraft is not costeffective even at oil prices of
$140/bbl and carbon prices of $100/tCO2. Similarly, we find that most combinations of
modelled fuel, carbon and extra policy costs are insufficient to justify the purchase of
significant numbers of new aircraft, with the number of new purchases due to policy
projected to be below ten aircraft in most cases modelled here. In the case that a new
aircraft is purchased, we model the overall change in financerelated and maintenance costs
to be spread across the whole modelled aircraft fleet for a given airline type, rather than
assigned to specific flight segments.
4.4.3 Airline response: policyinduced change in technology choice
As well as inducing sales of older aircraft, emissions reduction policies may also change
airlines’ choice of aircraft for new purchases (e.g. to meet new demand, or to replace
aircraft that were going to be retired anyway). If aircraft models with different capabilities
are available for purchase, then increased fuelrelated costs may influence which model is
chosen. However, historically this decision has been made more at manufacturer level than
airline level; when major manufacturers have offered new aircraft models at similar times,
those models have tended to have similar capabilities. We therefore include the fuel and
carbonprice dependent technology trends from ATA & Ellondee (2018) as discussed in
Section 4.3.6. It is assumed that new aircraft purchases will be consistent with these trends.
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4.4.4 Airline response: tankering fuel
Aircraft on shorthaul flights sometimes have enough spare payload and fuel capacity to be
able to carry fuel for the return as well as the outbound leg of a return journey. If the fuel
price at the destination airport is greater than that at the origin airport, it may be cost
effective to do so even though the increased fuel load slightly increases fuel use and
emissions on the outbound leg. This practice is known as tankering, and airlines already
often use it in cases where it is costeffective (e.g. Schäfer et al. 2016). If a policy is applied
to UK flights which effectively increases the fuel price at UK airports, then airlines may
attempt to tanker fuel where possible to avoid it. This applies particularly to the
hypothetical case where some fraction of biofuel is required for refueling at UK airports.
Projected biofuel prices vary, but in general they are projected to be higher than those for
fossil Jet A (e.g. Schäfer et al. 2016). The assumptions for fuel and carbon costs over time
used in this study are discussed in Section 4.3.6 above and given in Table 7.
We assume tankering is feasible on a flight if:
• The fuel prices at the origin and destination airports differ
• The aircraft’s initial takeoff weight including extra fuel weight is less than its
Maximum Takeoff Weight (MTOW)
• The landing weight at the end of the first flight segment is less than the aircraft’s
Maximum Landing Weight (MLW)
• The initial fuel load needed is less than the aircraft’s maximum fuel capacity.
Data on MTOW, MLW and maximum fuel load is sourced from manufacturer specifications
for the reference aircraft models in each size class with typical configurations.
To calculate the extra fuel use arising from tankering, the performance model described in
Section 4.3.5 is used, treating the extra fuel weight on the outbound leg as extra payload.
Typically, the extra fuel weight adds between 3 and 10 percent extra fuel use for this
outbound leg. Tankering is assumed adopted if the increased cost due to the extra fuel
needed (both in terms of fuel cost and in terms of any change in carbon costs from the
baseline carbon price) is less than the cost saving of not taking on the more expensive fuel.
Using these assumptions, tankering is sometimes costeffective for flights facing increased
costs from mandatory UK biofuel uptake, with the exact amount of tankering depending on
the relative prices associated with Jet A, biofuel and carbon.
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Figure 17. Hypothetical tankering scenario, assuming 2015 fuel prices and operations,
biofuel around twice the price of Jet A, and ten percent biofuel requirement for refuelling at
UK airports.
Figure 17 shows a hypothetical tankering scenario, based on applying a ten percent biofuel
requirement to the 2015 baseline system. In this case, around 0.9 MtCO2 is tankered. If CO2
emissions from UK aviation are measured on a fuel uptake basis, these emissions are moved
from being treated as UK aviation to being treated as nonUK aviation, leading to positive
leakage. If instead CO2 emissions are considered on a departing flights basis, positive
leakage still occurs because the extra weight from carrying the tankering fuel increases
emissions slightly on UK arriving flights. However, this leakage is much less, because the
changes in fuel amounts involved on a departing flights scope are under 10% of those on a
fuel uptake scope. Figure 18 shows a more extreme case in which a 50% biofuel
requirement is applied. In this case, it is costeffective to tanker fuel on all flights which are
physically capable of doing so. Around 2.2 MtCO2 is tankered in this case. Typically, under
the year2015 assumptions used here, tankering capability begins to saturate at around 20
30% biofuel requirement.
We assume that tankering is available only as a response to policies which directly change
UK fuel price. Carbon pricing is assumed to be based on the airline’s own carbon accounting
(as for the EU ETS; EC, 2018a) rather than fuel uptake within a specific jurisdiction. This
means that airlines cannot avoid paying carbon prices on UK departing flight fuel by
tankering.
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Figure 18. Hypothetical tankering scenario, assuming 2015 fuel prices and operations,
biofuel around twice the price of Jet A, and fifty percent biofuel requirement for refuelling at
UK airports
4.4.5 Passenger response
Once airlines have made the decision whether or not to reallocate fleet, purchase new
aircraft or tanker fuel, they have the choice of whether or not to pass on the resulting
changes in costs to passengers. As discussed in Section 3.2.1, the amount of cost pass
though is likely variable depending on the specific circumstances of a given flight: for
example, the amount of competition and whether the origin or destination airports are
capacityconstrained. Based on the literature review in Section 3, we assume different rates
of passthrough at congested airports and all other airports. Literature estimates of pass
through at noncongested airports tend to be close to 100% (e.g. DEFRA, 2007). However,
estimates of passthrough at congested airports vary more widely. This will affect demand
travelling through Heathrow and to some extent Gatwick airports. Therefore we model a
range of values of passthrough for these airports between 0 and 100%.
After some proportion of increased airline costs on a segment is passed through to
passengers, this value is added to ticket prices on a roundtrip itinerary basis. For example,
typically a passenger travelling from London to Sydney and back will not book each leg of
their journey separately, but will purchase tickets for all legs of their journey at the same
time from the same airline.
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Faced with an increase in ticket prices, passengers may choose not to travel and/or to take a
different itinerary. To model itinerary choice, we rerun the itinerary choice model discussed
in Section 4.3.2 with the new ticket prices appropriate for each itinerary. Parameters for this
model are given in Appendix 2. We assume that the choice set of itineraries per citypair
remains the same as in the nonpolicy case, i.e. airline network change in response to the
policy is limited, as discussed in Section 2.8. Increasing the fare prompts passengers who
have a choice of routes to move towards routes that are less affected by policy; for
example, changing from a UK to a nonUK hub, flying from the UK to a nearer hub airport
than they would otherwise have used, or adding a hub to what was previously a direct
journey. However, fare is only one of the parameters affecting this decision. Routes with
fewer flight legs tend to be strongly preferred over those with more, and journey time and
route flight frequency are also important. Therefore an increase in fare may need to be
significant to prompt a largescale change in itinerary choice.
Table 14 shows the change in passengers by itinerary type in the case where a large carbon
price ($200/tCO2) with 100% cost passthrough is applied to the baseline system in 2015,
and the only policy response modelled is itinerary choice (i.e., the price elasticity of demand
is set to zero, and no airline response is modelled). For a longhaul roundtrip flight from
the UK this adds around 20% to the overall ticket price. In this case, passenger responses
are similar to those frequently discussed in the literature with regard to carbon leakage.
Table 14. The change in passengers (mppa) and CO2 (tCO2) by itinerary type and emissions
scope in the case that a $200/tCO2 carbon price with 100% pass-through is applied to the
2015 baseline system, and itinerary choice is the only modelled response.
Itinerary
passengers,
mppa

UK domestic direct itineraries
UK international departing direct itineraries
UK international arriving direct itineraries
UK departing via UK hub
UK arriving via UK hub
UK departing via nonUK hub
UK arriving via nonUK hub
Internationalinternational transfer via UK
InternationalInternational transfer via nonUK
InternationalInternational direct
Total

0.000
0.072
0.084
0.054
0.054
0.132
0.141
0.576
0.407
0.169
0.000

CO2 in UK CO2 outside
departing UK departing
flight
flight scope,
scope,
tonnes
tonnes
0.008
0.000
0.095
0.000
0.000
0.091
0.034
0.001
0.004
0.031
0.015
0.108
0.000
0.101
0.265
0.279
0.000
0.347
0.000
0.120
0.421
0.274

The largest change in passenger numbers and emissions is associated with international
international transfer passengers travelling via UK hubs. These passengers switch primarily
to nonUK hub routes, with a smaller number taking alternative direct more expensive
direct routes. However, the demand decrease is well under 10% of the baseline absolute
internationalinternational UK transfer passenger total (Table 13). The net impact once
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charter flights are included is a decrease of just under 0.5 MtCO2 in UK departing flight
scope, a similar decrease of just under 0.5 MtCO2 in UK arriving flights (as UK transfer
passengers have both a UK arriving and departing leg), and an increase of around 0.75
MtCO2 in flights on nonUK routes. The net leakage on a UK departing flight basis is thus
around 50%.
However, in reality passengers faced with increased costs will also have to make the choice
of whether to fly or not. As discussed in Section 3.2.2, this is handled using the price
elasticity of demand for passengers at a citypair level, based on the average passenger
weighted increase in fare across all routes on that citypair. The range of demand elasticities
estimated in the literature is discussed in Section 3.2.2. Estimates vary depending on the
geographic scope, time horizon, the substitutes available, the type of passenger and the
type of route. In the case of the current study, substitution to and from other air routes is
already modelled separately, so a value of price elasticity on the low end of literature
estimates is appropriate. If the test case in Table 14 is rerun with a small price elasticity (
0.2), the resulting outcomes by itinerary type are shown in Table 15. Although there is still a
switch from UK to nonUK emissions due to itinerary choice of similar magnitude to the
previous case, there is now a much larger impact on UK departing and arriving direct
itineraries. The decrease in demand for these itineraries is only around 2% of total demand.
But, because many more passengers travel on UK departing and arriving direct itineraries
than transfer via the UK, the resulting change in CO2 in UK departing flight scope is greater
than the change in CO2 due to itinerary choice.
Table 15. The change in passengers (mppa) and CO2 (tCO2) by itinerary type and emissions
scope in the case that a $200/tCO2 carbon price with 100% pass-through is applied to the
2015 baseline system, with itinerary choice and a small price elasticity of demand.
Itinerary
CO2 in UK
CO2
passengers,
departing outside UK
mppa
flight
departing
scope,
flight
tonnes
scope,
tonnes
UK domestic direct itineraries
0.603
0.061
0.000
UK international departing direct itineraries
1.438
0.438
0.000
UK international arriving direct itineraries
1.486
0.000
0.450
UK departing via UK hub
0.068
0.044
0.002
UK arriving via UK hub
0.068
0.005
0.041
UK departing via nonUK hub
0.097
0.146
0.010
UK arriving via nonUK hub
0.107
0.000
0.145
Internationalinternational transfer via UK
0.636
0.300
0.316
InternationalInternational transfer via nonUK
0.306
0.000
0.280
InternationalInternational direct
0.116
0.000
0.082
Total
4.081
0.994
0.582
As discussed in Section 2.5, the main impact of a decrease in demand on UK OD flights is
negative leakage. This is because any decrease in demand and CO2 emissions on UK
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departing flights is matched by a similar decrease in UK arriving flights; additionally, there
may be extra negative leakage from the decrease in demand on nonUK flight legs of
passengers originating in the UK but travelling via a nonUK hub. As the demand impact on
UKorigin passengers exceeds the impact of itinerary choice, overall leakage in this case is
around 60%. If the same test case is repeated with a price elasticity of demand of 0.8, the
effect of demand decreases on UK OD passengers increases, but the amount of change in
itineracy choice remains the same. Overall leakage in this case is around 115%. This leakage
is made up of multiple components, of which the most important are:
•
•
•

Changes in itinerary choice (around 50% leakage on their own, but affecting a
smaller fraction of total CO2 compared with other leakage sources).
Changes in the demand of UK OD direct passengers, which lead to around 100%
leakage as there are equal decreases in arriving and departing roundtrip passengers.
Changes in the demand of UK OD passengers who travel via an additional nonUK
hub. Around three quarters of the CO2 these passengers emit is outside UK departing
flight scope, so the leakage associated with them is in excess of 100%.

In general, therefore, carbon leakage due to passenger response is likely to be negative.
Carbon leakage due to airline response tends to be positive. The overall leakage impact of a
policy thus depends on the balance between its demandside and supplyside impacts.
In terms of competitive disadvantage between airlines, policies which have only a demand
impact have an approximately symmetric impact on UK and nonUK airlines operating on UK
routes, with some small differences arising from the different fleet and networks of
different airline types. However, the ability of airlines to respond to policy differs by airline
type. Therefore we would also expect policies which have a greater supplyside impact to
also have a higher risk of competitive disadvantage. Policies which mainly affect demand are
likely to affect the competitiveness of UK airports, however, as demand shifts between
them and nonUK hubs.

5. Model outcomes
5.1 Hypothetical policies and uncertain parameters
Using the demand baseline calculated above, we explore the model response to three
categories of hypothetical policy:
•
•
•

An increased carbon price applying to all UK departing flights. This is assumed
additional to the baseline global carbon price used in DfT (2017).
A requirement for aircraft refuelling in the UK to use a given percentage of biofuel.
An increase in landing charges across all UK airports, formulated such that older
aircraft have higher landing charges and younger aircraft lower landing charges, with
the overall outcome being roughly revenueneutral.
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These different policy categories are likely to have different outcomes on leakage and
competitive disadvantage, based on their relative demand impacts and the available
strategies that airlines can use to try and reduce their policyrelated costs.
Additionally, we explore the model response to these policies with different assumptions
about uncertain parameters. As discussed in Section 3, there are many uncertain
parameters which may affect outcomes. We select a range of parameters that we believe
are likely to have the largest impact on outcomes, and which are affected by the largest
amount of uncertainty, to explore:
•
•

•

•

Cost passthrough at congested airports. We assume cost passthrough at non
congested airports is always 100%, but explore cost passthrough values of 0%, 50%
and 100% for congested airports.
Passenger price elasticity of demand. We explore values of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8. These
values are relatively small compared to the range given in the literature but are
chosen for consistency with the values used in DfT (2017) and because the impact of
itinerary choice on demand is already separately modelled.
The extent to which airlines can swap aircraft from UK to nonUK routes. We
examine two cases: that in which they can swap to the full extent possible, as
examined in Section 4.4.1, and that in which they cannot or choose not to swap
aircraft at all.
The baseline system conditions, in terms of fleet, fuel price, baseline carbon price,
etc. We assume two cases: policies applied in 2015, which has relatively low fuel and
baseline carbon prices, and policies applied in the 2030 central case, which has
higher fuel and baseline carbon prices.

Outcomes in each case are discussed individually below.

5.2 Policies applied in 2015
5.2.1 Increased carbon price
Figure 19 shows carbon leakage in the case that an increased carbon price is applied to the
2015 baseline system, with values up to £200/tCO2 for UK departing flights only. For
comparison, the baseline carbon price assumed in 2015 is around £5/tCO2, so the upper end
of the range modelled would represent a substantial change from presentday values. As
shown in Figure 13, this level of carbon tax would more than double year2015 fuel prices.
The model runs in Figure 19 assume airlines can respond to any new policy by exchanging
their fleet between different routes. Figure 20 shows the corresponding case where fleet
swapping does not occur. Both sets of model runs consider a range of values for price
elasticity and congested airport cost passthrough (‘CA passthrough’).
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mppa per year (CAA, 2016). However, nonUK airports see reductions in demand in most
cases as well. The extent of the demand reduction depends on the airport’s connections to
the UK and how much it is used as a hub for UKoriginating traffic. For example, Dubai
airport passenger demand reduces in almost all model runs because it is used as a hub for
passengers flying to Asian destinations from the UK, rather than as an alternative hub to
Heathrow for longdistance passengers travelling between nonUK destinations. For nearer
hub airports, such as Paris Charles de Gaulle, outcomes are mixed. In the case that there is
100% or 50% cost passthrough at congested airports and a price elasticity of 0.2, itinerary
choice effects dominate and demand increases at Charles de Gaulle by up to 0.2 mppa.
However, for more negative price elasticities, the reduction in demand for UK origin and
destination passengers is greater than the increase in demand from passengers changing
routing.
The overall most likely outcome of this policy on airports is therefore that nearly all airports,
UK and nonUK, will see a reduction in revenues caused by decreasing passenger
throughput. However, UK airports will have larger decreases in throughput than nonUK
airports.
5.2.2 Increased use of biofuel
This hypothetical policy case assumes that airlines are required to use a particular
percentage of biofuel when refuelling at UK airports. For 2015, this is wholly theoretical; the
supply and delivery infrastructure for aviation biofuels is not yet in place. However, small
amounts of aviation biofuel are in everyday use for scheduled flights at Los Angeles
International Airport (LAWA, 2016), including delivery infrastructure from a commercial
biofuel plant (AltAir), and other aviation biofuel production facilities are under construction.
Therefore, depending on the priority that aviation biofuel development is given in
comparison to other uses of biomass, it may be a feasible option in the near future. It is
assumed that biofuel is around twice the price of Jet A; therefore, a 40% biofuel blend
would increase fuel prices by around 40%. This can be compared to the impact of a
$200/tCO2 carbon price, which would more than double year2015 fuel prices. Therefore
the largest biofuel blends investigated here have a significantly smaller cost impact on
airlines than the largest carbon prices investigated above.
In this section, we assume that emissions changes are evaluated on a UK fuel uptake basis.
In practice this is identical to a UK departing flights basis unless tankering occurs. In the case
that tankering occurs, fuel for some UK departing flights will be taken on board at nonUK
airports and the amount of fuel taken on board at UK airports will decrease. As discussed in
Section 2.12, leakage on a departing flights basis from tankering will be around a tenth of
leakage on a fuel uptake basis from tankering, and will be roughly similar to the case
without tankering. To quantify this difference, we also carry out biofuel model runs without
tankering and compare the outcomes to those with tankering.
Figure 27 shows leakage on a UK fuel uptake scope due to the biofuel policy in the case that
airline fleet swapping between UK and nonUK routes is assumed. Figure 28 shows the case
in which airlines are assumed not to swap fleet. Leakage in both cases is relatively similar
and is typically between 10 and 40% positive, i.e. an emissions reduction on a UK departing
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overall costneutral, with an increase in cost for older aircraft balanced out by a decrease in
cost for younger aircraft. We choose age thresholds of 5 and 15 years to define younger,
midaged and older aircraft. The older aircraft are assumed to have an increase in landing
charge of a given amount (for example, £1,000/landing) at all UK airports across all aircraft
sizes. The younger aircraft are assumed to have a decrease in landing charge of the same
amount. Midaged aircraft are assumed to have no landing cost change. For comparison,
current landing charges at UK airports can reach up to around £10,000 for large aircraft at
Heathrow. The structure of landing charges can be complex, with factors like noise, number
of passengers carried, international or domestic status and airline potentially affecting the
exact value. However, usually landing charges for smaller aircraft are lower. Using
thresholds of 5 and 15 years means that the policy is roughly costneutral with current
fleets. However, airlines can make overall cost savings by changing their fleets.
Changes in landing charges have a fundamentally different impact on airline costs than
policies which change the effective price of fuel. Both the carbon pricing and biofuel uptake
policies produce a cost increase which is greater for longer flights, larger aircraft and older
aircraft. In contrast, changes in landing charges penalise older aircraft, but they also
penalise aircraft that land in the UK more often. This is generally smaller aircraft on short
haul routes. A regional jet on a UK domestic route might land up to ten times a day at UK
airports (e.g. FlightGlobal, 2017). A large, longhaul aircraft, which might land at UK airports
only once or twice a day, has a much smaller relative cost burden.
The overall aim of the hypothetical policy is to produce airline response to reduce emissions
without substantial passenger response. Given that airline response in the previous
hypothetical policy test cases has been associated with positive leakage, it is likely that it
will also occur in this case. Leakage is shown in Figure 36, for the case where fleet swapping
is assumed. Since the policy is aimed at prompting airlines to make fleet changes, running
the model without fleet response produces very little change from the baseline system.
There are some small demand shifts associated with different age distributions in the
different aircraft size classes. For £2000/year increases in landing charge without fleet
swapping, there are also up to 60 new aircraft purchases projected; these are nearly all
regional jets, and result from the policy’s larger impact on smaller aircraft on domestic and
shorthaul routes. However, emissions reductions from the purchase of new aircraft are
balanced out by demand increases. This is because the policy is designed to be broadly cost
neutral under the current age distribution of aircraft using UK airports. Therefore if airlines
can reduce the average age of their fleet using UK airports, they can make cost savings. If
these are passed on to ticket price, there is a demand rebound effect, i.e. demand on UK
routes increases. The net impact on emissions if no fleet swapping is assumed is small and,
because it is composed of positive and negative terms, the absolute value of leakage is
highly variable. In this case leakage is not a useful metric to use.
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without capacity expansion, and demand growth at Stansted is smaller (at 116 and 21 mppa
respectively, they are close to DfT (2017)’s ENR Heathrow expansion case). Because of this
divergence, we concentrate on systemwide metrics rather than airportlevel metrics for the
2030 model runs.
As well as changes in passenger demand, 2030 differs in several other characteristics from
2015:
•
•

•

Baseline fuel prices are around 50% higher (£0.6 per kg compared to £0.4). This
increases the importance of fuel as a component of airline costs.
Baseline carbon prices are much higher (£77/tCO2 compared to £5/tCO2). As shown
in Figure 13, this increases the effective fuel price by around 40%, to £0.84, before
any of the policies applied in this study are applied.
There are changes in the age structure, emissions and costs of UK and nonUK
aircraft fleets. Because demand growth is relatively slow, these tend towards the
fleet being older on average than the current one. However, fuel use per flight and
maintenance costs per flight are typically lower than in 2015.

These factors change leakage and competitive disadvantage in several ways. Greater
demand means that the absolute values of demand reduction, tankering potential,
swappable fleet and other system totals are greater than in the year2015 case. The changes
in fleet age structure also mean that there is a greater potential to reduce policy costs
through fleet swapping between routes. However, the overall change in output metrics
compared to the year2015 case is small. This is because the policy metrics examined largely
rely on relative rather than absolute changes.
Table 16. Scheduled passenger demand and CO2 by itinerary type for central year-2030
baseline conditions.
Itinerary
CO2 in UK
passengers, departing
mppa
flight
scope,
tonnes

UK domestic direct itineraries
UK international departing direct itineraries
UK international arriving direct itineraries
UK departing via UK hub
UK arriving via UK hub
UK departing via nonUK hub
UK arriving via nonUK hub
Internationalinternational transfer via UK
InternationalInternational transfer via nonUK
InternationalInternational direct

24.125
88.187
87.590
1.089
1.113
14.360
15.530
13.410
57.712
38.178

1.777
18.006
0.000
0.660
0.070
6.385
0.006
6.194
0.000
0.000

CO2
outside
UK
departing
flight
scope,
tonnes
0.000
0.000
17.879
0.034
0.646
5.694
12.893
6.401
52.455
24.984
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Additionally, because demand is assumed to grow at different rates per regionpair, the
balance between demand for different itinerary types changes. This in turn affects the
overall demand response. Table 16 shows scheduled passenger demand by itinerary type
for year2030 central conditions, and the associated emissions within and outside a UK
departing flights scope. The corresponding table for year2015 conditions is Table 13. As in
Table 13, the totals are not adjusted for freight or nonscheduled flights.
The main shift in itinerary type to 2030 is between domestic and international direct
itineraries, where passenger numbers grow more slowly (under 30% total growth), hubbing
itineraries starting or finishing in the UK, which grow faster (around 4045% total growth)
and internationalinternational itineraries hubbing via the UK, which grow the fastest (54%
total growth). This reflects the balance of regionpair demand growth rates assumed (Table
3). Itineraries hubbing via the UK are more likely to be for fastergrowth regionpairs. This
slightly increases the importance of itinerary choice in determining the amount of leakage.
This raises the risk of positive leakage. However, under year2030 conditions UK origin and
destination direct flights are still the dominant source of CO2 within a UK departing flight
scope. Additionally, because UK departing and arriving flights which travel via a nonUK hub
have also grown by more than average, the negative leakage from this group of itineraries,
which can be in excess of 100%, is greater. These factors tend to cancel each other out,
leading to total leakage which is not much different from the year2015 case.
Because outcomes are similar to those for the 2015 model runs, we show a more limited
range of output below. However, the full range of other outcomes are included in Appendix
3.
5.3.1 Increased carbon price
Carbon leakage in the case of an increased carbon price is shown in Figure 40 (in the case
that fleet swapping is assumed to occur freely) and Figure 41 (in the case the fleet swapping
is not assumed). These outcomes are similar to those seen under year2015 conditions. This
is because leakage relies on relative changes rather than absolute ones. One exception is
that leakage is more positive that in 2015 when passengers are assumed to have low price
sensitivity. This is because of the larger number of transfer passengers switching itineraries
under 2030 conditions; this arises because transfer passengers are a larger proportion of
total passengers in 2030. Although the amounts of emissions reduction within and outside a
UK departing flights scope change between 2015 and 2030, they do so in a way that is
generally proportional and driven by the same interactions as the year2015 case. The
absolute values of emissions reductions in each case are shown in Appendix 3.
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6. Conclusions
This study investigated the impact of UKspecific aviation policy on carbon leakage and the
competitive position of UK airlines and airports. To do so, a network model of citypair
aviation demand, routing and fleets was developed, based on components from the global
aviation systems model AIM. The model outcomes were assessed for three hypothetical
policies under a range of values for uncertain input parameters. This allowed the
uncertainty in outcomes to be assessed as well as typical behavior in response to policy.
The main general conclusion is that there are two main components to aviation policy
carbon leakage. One component is associated with airline response to policy. This
component is generally positive leakage: emissions decrease within the policy area, but
increase outside the policy area. It is caused by airline strategies to reduce policy costs, for
example swapping fleet between policy and nonpolicy routes, selling older aircraft to
airlines outside the policy region, or tankering fuel. The second component is associated
with passenger response to policy. On a wholenetwork basis, this component is negative:
an emissions reduction within the policy area is matched by an emissions reduction outside
the policy area. This passenger effect arises because, even if a policy applies a cost increase
on a single flight segment, this will be experienced by passengers as a cost increase across
their entire roundtrip itinerary. This effect has been neglected in previous studies due to a
focus on individual route case studies rather than examining leakage on a wholesystem
basis. It is robust across a range of values for uncertain parameters, including cost pass
through at congested airports and the price elasticity of demand.
A second conclusion is that policies may differ substantially in the mix of passenger and
airline response that they produce. In turn, this leads to substantial differences in typical
leakage. In this study, increasing the carbon price led primarily to negative leakage. This was
because the dominant effect of doing so was to increase ticket prices. Although some
internationalinternational transfer passengers were projected to change routing away from
UK hubs in response, the primary impact of this ticket price change was to reduce demand
for the much larger cohort of passengers starting or ending their journeys in the UK. This
resulted in net negative leakage of typically between 50 and 150%. In contrast, a policy to
increase landing charges for older aircraft and reduce landing charges for younger aircraft
led primarily to an airlinebased response, and resulting positive leakage.
Finally, the majority of the policies examined here have roughly the same impact on UK and
nonUK airlines operating on UK routes, with some small differences caused by the different
route networks and hub airports used by different airline types. One exception may be the
case of changes in landing charge. If airlines swap fleet between UK and nonUK routes to
try and reduce environmental landing costs, nonUK airlines will be at an advantage because
they have a larger pool of nonUK aircraft to choose from, even after the impact of airline
group fleet commonality is accounted for.
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Appendix 1: Quality Assurance
A quality assurance process was also carried out for the model by an independent reviewer
(Dr Ilkka Keppo). This involved:
•
•
•

Running the model numerous times with different policy inputs and assessing
whether model responses correspond with the top level rationale of the tool,
Reviewing model inputs and equations for errors (note however that whilst all
equations were reviewed on some level, the QA process did not involve a linebyline
audit), and
Assessing the documentation, transparency and usability dimensions of the tool.

The final model implements the recommendations that followed from this process.
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Appendix 2: Parameters for the itinerary choice model
For further discussion of this model and the parameters included, see section 4.3.2. Paxorigin
and Paxdest refer to the parameters for total airport passenger numbers in the previous year.
Major route groups are shown below.
Table 17. Parameters for major route groups for the itinerary choice model.

Route
group

Intercept

Fare

Time

Freque
ncy

Nlegs

Paxorigin

Paxdest

R2

Intra North
America
Intra
Europe
Intra Asia

0.86
(0.004)
0.76
(0.006)
0.95 (0.01)
0.81 (0.02)

5.5e03
(4.6e05)
2.8e03
(4.4e05)
1.3e03
(4.7e05)
1.5e03
(1.9e04)
1.7e03
(1.2e04)

0.74
(0.004)
0.84
(0.004)
0.82
(0.009)
0.88
(0.02)
0.48
(0.03)

1.99
(0.01)
3.43
(0.02)
3.51
(0.02)
2.50
(0.06)
1.84
(0.08)

2.75e08
(4.1e10)
3.9e08
(8.8e10)
3.5e08
(9.9e10)
1.2e07
(6.7e09)
1.4e07
(1.1e08)

2.79e08
(4.1e10)
4.0e08
(9.0e10)
3.6e08
(1.0e09)
1.1e07
(6.7e09)
1.3e07
(1.1e08)

0.59

Intra South
America
Intra
Central
America
Intra
Middle
East
Intra Africa

3.9e03
(5.9e05)
5.1e03
(8.6e05)
2.1e03
(1.1e04)
8.2e03
(4.1e04)
2.2e03
(5.4e04)

North
America
Europe
North
America
 Asia
Europe 
Asia
North 
South
America
Europe 
Middle
East
Asia 
Middle
East
Africa 
Europe
South 
Central
America

0.84
(0.006)

0.91 (0.03)

0.65
0.58
0.60
0.43

0.67 (0.04)

3.4e03
2.7e03
(4.8e04)
(2.4e04)

0.60
(0.03)

2.88
(0.08)

5.2e08
(4.6e09)

5.2e08
(4.5e09)

0.91

0.97 (0.03)

1.6e03
3.6e04
(1.5e04)
(6.6e05)
8.5e04
3.7e03
(4.3e05)
(4.8e05)

0.53
(0.03)
0.72
(0.006)

1.30
(0.07)
2.24
(0.02)

3.9e07
(4.0e08)
8.2e08
(9.7e10)

3.5e07
(4.3e08)
8.1e08
(9.8e10)

0.85

1.13 (0.01)

2.7e04
2.6e03
(4.6e05)
(5.5e05)

0.78
(0.02)

2.47
(0.03)

2.4e08
(1.2e09)

2.2e08
(1.3e09)

0.80

1.00 (0.01)

5.7e04
2.3e03
(3.6e05)
(3.4e05)
3.2e04
3.4e03
(5.2e05)
(7.8e05)

0.79
(0.009)
0.76
(0.01)

2.36
(0.02)
1.81
(0.03)

1.9e08
(9.2e10)
8.7e08
(2.1e09)

2.1e08
(9.6e10)
8.4e08
(2.1e09)

0.90

0.94 (0.01)

2.2e03
2.5e03
(7.8e05)
(6.5e05)

0.72
(0.09)

2.58
(0.03)

5.6e08
(1.8e09)

5.6e08
(1.8e09)

0.91

0.91 (0.15)

1.8e04
2.6e03
(1.2e04)
(7.0e05)

0.69
(0.17)

1.91
(0.03)

3.2e08
(2.0e09)

3.3e08
(1.9e09)

0.93

1.01 (0.01)

7.9e04
1.6e03
(4.9e05)
(3.7e05)
7.25e06 4.8e03
(1.5e04)
(1.3e04)

0.66
(0.01)
0.46
(0.02)

2.27
(0.03)
1.01
(0.07)

6.3e08
(2.3e09)
1.7e07
(9.5e09)

6.6e08
(2.5e09)
1.2e07
(9.2e09)

0.74

0.76 (0.01)

0.85 (0.02)
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From: Samara Jones-Hall
Sent: 05 May 2020 20:40
To: TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE <TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE@dft.gov.uk>; Susan Anderson
<Susan.Anderson@dft.gov.uk>; Rob Pridham <Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk>;
Subject: FILED: Letter to Secretary of State with New Evidence: Airports Council International World.

Dear Sirs
Please find attached our Letter to Secretary of State with New Evidence: Airports Council
International World.
Could you please escalate this letter to his department for his consideration.
Please do confirm receipt.
Kind regards
Samara and Jason Jones-Hall
Samara Jones-Hall
Five10Twelve Limited
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__________________________________________________________________________________________

The information in this email may be confidential or otherwise protected by law. If you received it in
error, please let us know by return e-mail and then delete it immediately, without printing or passing it
on to anybody else.
Incoming and outgoing e-mail messages are routinely monitored for compliance with our policy on the
use of electronic communications and for other lawful purposes.

Five10Twelve Limited

The Rt Hon Grant Shapps

The Secretary of State for Transport
Department for Transport

Zone 1/18, Great Minster House
33 Horseferry Road
London SW1P 4DR

BY EMAIL:
transportandworksact@dft.gov.uk
Cc: Susan.Anderson@dft.gov.uk
Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk
Dear Sir

5 May 2020

RiverOak Strategic Partners (“the Applicant”)
Proposed Manston Airport Development (“Manston”)
Development Consent Order (“DCO”)
New Evidence since the Close of the Examination: Airports Council International (ACI) World
As you will be aware, the Airports Council International (ACI) World has released updated

modelling that shows the worsening economic impact on the global airport industry. It states that
“the forecasts of prolonged – and more widespread – impacts and effects of the COVID-19 pandemic

have resulted in worsening predictions for traffic and revenue losses for airports across all regions”
1

https://aci.aero/news/2020/05/05/predicted-global-impact-of-covid-19-on-airport-industry-escalates/
(accessed 5 May 2020)
1

1

It now “estimates a reduction of more than two billion passengers at the global level in the second

quarter of 2020 and more than 4.6 billion passengers for all of 2020. The estimated decline in total
airport revenues on a global scale is estimated to be $39.2 billion (figures in US Dollars) in the
second quarter and more than $97 billion for 2020”2.

The ACI collects and analyses data from a significant sample of airports that provide regular reports
on month-by-month passenger and air freight statistics; this forms part of the world’s most
comprehensive source for airport data3.

It reported, that in February of this year, “the crisis’s impact on figures for the freight industry were
not yet as significant, with global volumes declining by -0.5% on a year-over-year basis. The global
12-month rolling average stood at -2.7% by the of February. With what is now known, there
appears no likelihood of a rebound in the next months”4.

“Though global freight volumes should not be affected to the same extent as passenger traffic in the
coming months, the freight industry should still face major challenges5”.

“The global recession that is starting to take hold due to the crisis will likely create a major demand
shock and the current disruptions in supply chains, as well as declines in airline capacity, are likely
to also impact the industry negatively6”.

Without prejudice to our earlier submissions and others - including but not limited to York Aviation
LLP’s submission of 28 January 20207, the impacts and effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on the
2

https://aci.aero/news/2020/05/05/predicted-global-impact-of-covid-19-on-airport-industry-escalates/
(accessed 5 May 2020)
3
https://aci.aero/news/2020/05/01/acis-global-traffic-data-reveals-growing-impact-of-covid-19/ (accessed
5 May 2020)
4
https://aci.aero/news/2020/05/01/acis-global-traffic-data-reveals-growing-impact-of-covid-19/ (accessed
5 May 2020)
5
https://aci.aero/news/2020/05/01/acis-global-traffic-data-reveals-growing-impact-of-covid-19/ (accessed
5 May 2020)
6
https://aci.aero/news/2020/05/01/acis-global-traffic-data-reveals-growing-impact-of-covid-19/ (accessed
5 May 2020)
7

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR02000
2-005226-York%20Aviation%20LLP%20lt%20Manston%20DfT%2028.1.20.pdf

2

airline and airport industries can and and respectfully should, constitute a reason for
development consent refusal.

3
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From: Jason Jones-Hall
Sent: 11 May 2020 18:52
To: TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE <TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE@dft.gov.uk>
Cc: Susan Anderson <Susan.Anderson@dft.gov.uk>; Rob Pridham <Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk>; Samara JonesSubject: Manston DCO Application - Financial Position of Applicant Company - NEW EVIDENCE

Dear Sirs
Please find attached our Letter to Secretary of State with New Evidence regarding the
updated financial position of the DCO Applicant, Riveroak Strategic Partners Ltd, as per
accounts filed with Companies House on 29 April 2020.
Could you please escalate this letter to his department for his consideration.
Please do confirm receipt.
Kind regards
Samara and Jason Jones-Hall
Five10Twelve Limited

***** Email confidentiality notice *****
This message is private and confidential. If you have received this message in error, please notify us and remove it from your
system.
Five10Twelve is a private limited company incorporated in England & Wales under the name Five10Twelve Limited, Company No
8412137

__________________________________________________________________________________________
This email has originated from external sources and has been scanned by DfT’s email scanning service.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

The information in this email may be confidential or otherwise protected by law. If you received it in
error, please let us know by return e-mail and then delete it immediately, without printing or passing it
on to anybody else.
Incoming and outgoing e-mail messages are routinely monitored for compliance with our policy on the
use of electronic communications and for other lawful purposes.

Five10Twelve Limited

The Rt Hon Grant Shapps
The Secretary of State for Transport
Department for Transport
Zone 1/18 Great Minster House
33 Horseferry Road
London SW1P 4DR
Date: 11 May 2020

BY EMAIL:
transportandworksact@dft.gov.uk
Cc. Susan.Anderson@dft.gov.uk
Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk
Dear Sir

RiverOak Strategic Partners (“the Applicant”)
Proposed Manston Airport Development (“Manston”) Ref: TR020002
Development Consent Order (“DCO”)
New evidence since the close of the examination: Applicant most recent published accounts
(April 2020) and corporate structure

1.
2.

3.

As the Secretary of State will be aware, concerns were raised regarding the adequacy of the
Applicant’s Funding Statement and accompanying evidence prior to the Examination in the UK
Planning Inspectorate’s Section 51 Advice dated 14 August 20181.

These concerns regarding source of funds, transparency of corporate structure and ultimate
beneficial ownership continued to be raised throughout the Examination and public hearings,
including after the Applicant had provided its revised Funding Statement dated 24 May 2019
(REP7a-005)2.

Since the end date of the Secretary of State’s Consultation of 17 January 2020, the Applicant
has filed its unaudited accounts for the year ending 31 July 2019, with accounts date 29 April
2019.

1

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-002
549-TR020002%20Post-acceptance%20s51%20advice%20to%20the%20Applicant%20FINAL.pdf
2

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-004
069-Funding%20Statement.pdf

4.

These filings made at Companies House show the following:
4.1.

4.2.

4.3.

5.

Prior to Covid-19 and for the year ending 31/7/19, the Applicant company, Riveroak
Strategic Partners Ltd, (registered number 10269461), has debts of £13.1m and fixed
assets totalling £43.
Riveroak Strategic Partners Ltd is the parent company of Riveroak AL Limited,
(registered number 10269458). Riveroak AL Limited has debts of £109,378 - owed to
fellow subsidiary Riveroak Operations Ltd - and assets totalling £1, as of year ending
31/7/19 and according to accounts dated 29 April 2019. 4

According to accounts for year ending 31 August 2018 and filed on 5 June 2019,
Riveroak Operations Ltd (registered number 10311804), owned by Riveroak Strategic
Partners Ltd, has debts of £8,949,973 and assets of £549,942, (including the
aforementioned debt owed by fellow subsidiary Riveroak AL Limited), with net
liabilities in excess of £8.4m. 5

The beneficial ownership and corporate structure for the Applicant and its eight known
associated companies has been made no more transparent by the applicant’s allotment of
shares, dated 15 April 2020 and filed with Companies House on 4 May 2020. This Return of
Allotment of Shares form (SH01) shows the following changes from the previous confirmation
statement dated 2 May 2019:
Shares Allocation as per 2 May 2019 Confirmation Statement6:

Class A Number Allotted 9000 and aggregate nominal value £0.9
Class B Number allotted 1000 and aggregate nominal value £0.1
Total number of shares: 10000 and total aggregate nominal value £1

Shareholding 1 transferred on 2 May 2019, 9000 Class A ordinary shares formerly held by MIO
Investments Limited (Belize co) to Shareholding 2 (below)

Shareholding 2 9000 A ordinary shares Riveroak investments (UK) Limited (60% owned by
HLX NomineesLtd - a BVI Registered Company - and 40% owned by Swiss residents )

Shareholding 3 1000 B ordinary shares held by Riveroak Manston LImited (UK co - shares
divided between Anthony Freudmann (UK 1 share), Niall Lawlor (Irish 2 shares), and GY
Manston LLC (US Delaware registered company - 1 share)
Shares Allocation as per 4 May 2020 SHO1(ef) Form 7:

Class A number allotted 67285 and value of each share 0.0001
Appendix 01: Riveroak Strategic Partners Ltd unaudited accounts
Appendix 02: Riveroak AL Ltd unaudited accounts
5
Appendix 03: Riveroak Operations Ltd unaudited accounts
6
Appendix 04: Riveroak Strategic Partners Ltd Confirmation Statement, 2 May 2019
7
Appendix 05: Riveroak Strategic Partners Ltd form SH01(ef), 4 May 2020
3
4

Statement of capital (share capital)

6.
7.

Class A number allotted 76285 with aggregate nominal value 7.6285
Class B number collared 1000 with aggregate value 0.1
Total number of shares 77285 with aggregate nominal value 7.7285

We attach herewith a summary of the corporate structure and balance sheets of the Applicant
and its associated companies, updated with the latest filings as of 4 May 20208.

Given the lack of evidence of available funds and/or credible investors and the considerable
levels of debt carried by the Applicant company and its UK-registered subsidiaries we maintain
that it is not credible that the Secretary of State might have any level of comfort that the
Applicant could fund and implement the scheme as described in its DCO application.
7.1.

8.

9.

8
9

We further maintain that the financial and operational landscape affecting existing,
proven UK airports and airport operators in the foreseeable future - including but not
limited to Heathrow Airports Ltd, Gatwick and Manchester Airports Group - makes it
even less credible that a new competitor to the UK market with no track record of
airport operations might feasibly raise the investment required or develop and operate
the scheme as proposed in the Applicant’s DCO application.

In light of the continued lack of transparency regarding the ultimate beneficial ownership of
the Applicant company, we respectfully reiterate that this represents a significant risk - both
reputationally and financially - that may result from granting the DCO, as outlined in our letter
to the Secretary of State, dated 23 December 20199.
In light of this information, we maintain that the DCO should be refused.

Summary of corporate structure of applicant and associated companies

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-005
187-Five10Twelve%20Ltd%20Letter%20to%20Secretary%20of%20State %20PUBLIC%20COST%20AND
%20REPUTATIONAL%20AND%20RISK%20FINAL Redacted.pdf

Appendix 01
Riveroak Strategic Partners Ltd
unaudited accounts

Appendix 02
Riveroak AL Ltd
unaudited accounts

Appendix 03
Riveroak Operations Ltd
unaudited accounts

Appendix 04
Riveroak Strategic Partners Ltd
Confirmation Statement, 2 May 2019

Appendix 05
Riveroak Strategic Partners Ltd
Form SH01(ef), 4 May 2020

Appendix 06
Riveroak Strategic Partners Ltd and
associated companies - corporate structure

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
No.69 Five10Twelve Ltd Late Rep 110520 New Evidence: Airspace Design and Procedures Option Development Part 2
29 June 2020 17:40:00
Letter to Secretary of State New Evidence since the Close of the Examination Airspace Design and Procedures Option
Development Part 2 app.pdf

From: Samara Jones-Hall
Sent: 11 May 2020 23:24
To: TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE <TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE@dft.gov.uk>; Rob Pridham
<Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk>; Susan Anderson <Susan.Anderson@dft.gov.uk>; Jason Jones-Hall
Subject: Letter to Secretary of State with New Evidence: Airspace Design and Procedures Option Development
Part 2

Dear Sirs
Please find attached our Letter to Secretary of State with New Evidence: Airspace Design and
Procedures Option Development Part 2.
Could you please escalate this letter to his department for his consideration.
Please do confirm receipt.
Kind regards
Samara and Jason Jones-Hall
Samara Jones-Hall
Five10Twelve Limited

***** Email confidentiality notice *****
This message is private and confidential. If you have received this message in error, please notify us and remove it from your
system.
Five10Twelve is a private limited company incorporated in England & Wales under the name Five10Twelve Limited, Company No
8412137

__________________________________________________________________________________________
This email has originated from external sources and has been scanned by DfT’s email scanning service.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

The information in this email may be confidential or otherwise protected by law. If you received it in
error, please let us know by return e-mail and then delete it immediately, without printing or passing it
on to anybody else.
Incoming and outgoing e-mail messages are routinely monitored for compliance with our policy on the
use of electronic communications and for other lawful purposes.

Five10Twelve Limited Marlowe

The Rt Hon Grant
Shapps The Secretary of
State for Transport
Department for
Transport Zone 1/18,
Great Minster House 33
Horseferry Road
London, SW1P 4DR
BY EMAIL:
transportandworksact@dft.gov.u
k Cc: Susan.Anderson@dft.gov.uk
Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk
Dear Sir
RiverOak Strategic Partners (“the Applicant)
Proposed Manston Airport Development (“Manston”)
Development Consent Order (“DCO”)
New Evidence since the Close of the Examination: Airspace Design and Procedures Option
Development Part 2

As you will be aware, the Applicant has in May this year circulated the document known as
Appendix A - Manston Airport Airspace Design and Procedures Options Development Part 2
(“Applicant’s 2020 Airspace Design”)1.

1

Attached at Appendix A

As you will recall during the DCO Examination the Applicant submitted flight swathes showing
airspace for departures and arrivals to the Examining Authority, Statutory Bodies, Local Authorities
and other Interested Parties in order for these parties to submit and/or comment upon the draft
DCO, Local Impact Reports, Statements of Common Ground and the Report on the Implications for
European Sites (RIES).
There is a clear and material difference between the Applicant’s DCO Examination 2019 flight
swathes showing airspace for departures and approaches and the Applicant’s 2020 Airspace
Design.
For example in relation to Runway 28:
Applicant’s DCO Examination 2019 flight
swathes showing airspace for departures
and approaches

Applicant’s 2020 Airspace Design

For example in relation to Runway 10:
Applicant’s DCO Examination 2019 flight
swathes showing airspace for departures
and approaches

Applicant’s 2020 Airspace Design

Applicant’s 2020 Airspace Design

As evidenced above, there is a clear and material difference between the Applicant’s DCO
Examination 2019 flight swathes showing airspace for departures and approaches and the
Applicant’s 2020 Airspace Design.
Natural England’s response to the Secretary of State’s Consultation of 17 January 2020 is but one
example that highlights the importance of the Applicant’s flight swathes. In its letter it states:
“Natural England’s principle concern at this stage is that the Report on the Implications for European
Sites (RIES) is based on the same assessments and assumptions that the rest of the DCO application
documents are based on, and that these represent the most realistic ‘worst case’ development
scenario (i.e. following the precautionary approach required by the Habitats Regulations2” (emphasis
added).
The clear and material difference between the Applicant’s DCO Examination 2019 flight swathes
showing airspace for departures and approaches and the Applicant’s 2020 Airspace Design can and
respectfully should, constitute a reason for development consent refusal.

2

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR02000
2-005238-Natural%20England%20response%20to%20DfT%20request%20for%20further%20info Mansto
n%20Airport 306180 31Jan20.pdf (accessed 11 May 2020)
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Glossary
Acronym

Meaning

ACP

Airspace Change Proposal

AMS

Airspace Modernisation Strategy

amsl

above mean sea level

ANSP

Air Navigation Service Provider

CAA

Civil Aviation Authority

CAP

Civil Aviation Publication

DCO

Development Consent Order

FASI-S

Future Airspace Strategy Implementation - South

ft

feet

GA

General Aviation

GNSS

Global Navigation Satellite System

IAP

Instrument Approach Procedure

IFP

Instrument Flight Procedure

ILS

Instrument Landing System

LAMP

London Airspace Modernisation Programme

LTMA

London Terminal Manoeuvring Area

MAP

Missed Approach Procedure

NATMAC

National Air Traffic Management Advisory Committee

NDB

Non-Directional Beacon

PBN

Performance Based Navigation

RSP

RiverOak Strategic Partners Ltd

SID

Standard Instrument Departure
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1. Options Development
1.1 Introduction
The purpose of this document is to seek the input of key stakeholders in the development of the design options
that address the requirements of the Manston Airport Airspace Change Proposal (ACP). This ACP concerns the
introduction of appropriate Performance Based Navigation (PBN) flight procedures and airspace to enable safe
operations at the redeveloped airport.

1.2 Background
Manston Airport is a disused airport on the Isle of Thanet in Kent. It has one of the longest and widest runways
in the UK, comparable to other international airports, making it a valuable infrastructure asset. RiverOak Strategic
Partners (RSP) is proposing to secure the future of this valuable national asset by redeveloping and reopening it
as a successful hub for international air freight which also offers passenger travel, executive travel and aircraft
engineering services.
RSP has applied to the Planning Inspectorate for a Development Consent Order (DCO) to build Manston Airport and
a decision is expected in May 2020. In addition, RSP must also secure approval from the CAA, through the CAP 1616
process, for its use of airspace and procedures.
This document relates only to the CAP 1616 process and the proposal to introduce the airspace and Instrument Flight
Procedures (IFPs) required to enable safe and efficient operations to and from the airport.

1.3 CAP 1616 Airspace Design Guidance
CAP 1616 is a seven-stage process published by the CAA that provides guidance on the process to follow when
seeking to change the way airspace is used. The whole Manston Airport CAP 1616 process is envisaged to take
2½ years. The seven stages of the process are as follows:
• Stage 1 – Define
• Stage 2 – Develop and Assess (current stage)
• Stage 3 – Consultation
• Stage 4 – Update and Submit
• Stage 5 – Decide
• Stage 6 – Implement
• Stage 7 – Post-Implementation Review
Manston Airport is currently at Stage 2 which requires the development of options that seek to meet the original
Statement of Need. The options are required to align, where practicable, with the Design Principles generated in Stage
1. These options are then assessed to understand the positive/negative impacts before progressing to the Stage 2
Gateway. There is a formal public consultation in Stage 3, but this document is your opportunity as a key stakeholder
involved in the development of the Design Principles to contribute early and help influence the design options taken
forward to Stage 3. Outside the formal consultation windows, when we are asking for you to contribute, we will still
listen to what you have to say about the proposal or generally about our operations.
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1.4 Progress So Far
In November 2018, RSP submitted a Statement of Need to the CAA. This is the formal explanation as to why RSP
wishes to make changes within the airspace surrounding the Airport. The CAA indicated that an airspace change was
an appropriate mechanism to achieve the objectives in the Statement of Need. A copy of the Statement of Need and
other associated documentation can be viewed at https://airspacechange.caa.co.uk/PublicProposalArea?pID=112.
At the end of February 2020, the first stage in the change process was successfully completed when the RSP
submission for Manston Airport passed through the CAA’s Stage 1 DEFINE Gateway.
The work undertaken during Stage 1 helped to establish a prioritised shortlist of Design Principles to act as a
framework against which Design Options will be drawn up. The prioritised list of Design Principles is shown in Table 1
below.

Priority Design Principle
1

Procedures must be designed to meet acceptable levels of flight safety

2

Design options must accord with the CAA’s published Airspace Modernisation Strategy (CAP 1711)
and any current or future plans associated with it

3

Procedures should be designed to minimise the impact of noise below 7,000 feet

4

Where practicable, designs should seek to minimise the impact of noise on particularly sensitive areas

5

Designs should minimise the impact on other airspace users in the local area

6

Procedures should be designed that minimise aircraft emissions to reduce air pollution

7

Designs should make provision for multiple routes that can be used to spread the noise burden
more equitably

8

Procedures should be designed to minimise the number of track miles flown

Table 1 - Prioritised Design Principles

1.5 Step 2A – Options Development
Stage 2, Step 2A in the process is about the development of a potential long list of design options that seek to
meet the original Statement of Need and are aligned with the Design Principles shown above. RSP has developed
a comprehensive list of design options for Manston Airport which, with your input, will be refined to produce one or
more options that address the Statement of Need and align with the defined Design Principles. RSP would like to
ensure that stakeholder concerns have been properly understood and accounted for in designing these options. It is
important to us that you are satisfied that the design options are aligned with the Design Principles and that we have
properly understood and accounted for your concerns in designing options.
In addition, RSP will be hosting workshops (physically or virtually) to further engage with stakeholders to make sure
that your views have been captured and demonstrate how this feedback has influenced the design options.
Once stakeholder feedback has been received, RSP will produce a Design Principle Evaluation that sets out how its
design options have responded to the Design Principles.
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1.6 Step 2B – Options Appraisal
The second part of Stage 2 (Step 2B) involves an assessment of the options in order to develop the short list of
options that will be taken forward to Stage 3 (Consultation). Your input will assist us in developing the shortlist.
Any options that are unviable and cannot be taken forward, or any restrictions on the design options developed, will
be clearly explained to the stakeholders, with the appropriate evidence to support the reasons. At the end of this Step
2B, RSP will submit details of the options developed to the CAA to pass through the Stage 2 DEVELOP AND ASSESS
Gateway, currently programmed for 25th September 2020.

1.7 Next Steps
This engagement is focussed on those representative bodies and individuals that were involved in developing the
Design Principles in Stage 1, who can offer early views on behalf of their local communities, including elected
community representatives, commercial aviation operators, including airlines, airports and Air Navigation Service
Providers (ANSPs), representatives of local General Aviation organisations or clubs and members of the National Air
Traffic Management Advisory Committee (NATMAC).
Once the Stage 2 DEVELOP AND ASSESS Gateway has been passed, we will launch formal public consultation as
part of Stage 3, in which we will be consulting widely with residents, businesses, communities, the public and other
stakeholders. Details of the formal consultation will be communicated in due course, at which point RSP will welcome
all relevant views about its ACP.
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2 Design Options
2.1 Proposed Procedures
RSP is seeking to introduce Instrument Flight Procedures (IFPs) for aircraft departing from, and arriving at, the airport.
IFPs is a term used to describe the published routes aircraft fly over the ground, both in plan and elevation view. These
new procedures allow aircraft to make the best use of the airspace, utilising Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
technology to make more efficient use of the airspace around the airport by defining more accurate routing and to
allow the airport to explore different options for the way aircraft will approach and depart the airport, whilst ensuring
acceptable levels of safety.
RSP is proposing to introduce Standard Instrument Departures (SIDs), Transition procedures and Instrument Approach
Procedures as part of this Airspace Change Proposal (ACP).
RSP has developed a comprehensive list of design options and would now like to share these with those representative
bodies that contributed to the development of the Design Principles in Stage 1. We have already engaged with ANSPs
in order to identify any constraints or restrictions that could influence the way in which the options are developed. This
will enable us to ensure that any design options accord with the CAA’s published Airspace Modernisation Strategy
(AMS) and in particular, the Future Airspace Strategy Implementation – South (FASI-S).
We are now seeking further input from our stakeholders to initially identify the design envelopes, or swathes, in which
the routes would be contained. This will be followed by an assessment of the route options that will be developed
within the envelopes.

2.2 Departure - Standard Instrument Departure (SID)
A SID describes the route that an aircraft must fly on departure from an airport in order to connect safely with
the en-route airspace structure. Aircraft will follow a designated route profile, including any altitude constraints,
to a designated waypoint that forms part of the national airspace structure. As this ACP forms part of the FASI-S
programme, the precise designated waypoints at the end of each SID are yet to be determined and will be developed by
NATS as part of the London Airspace Management Programme (LAMP) Phase 2 ACP.
2.2.1 Runway 28 Departures
Figure 1 and Figure 2 in Annex A1 show all the possible options for departures from Runway 28. The red line extending
from the runway indicates the route that aircraft could fly from the earliest possible turn after take-off. The blue arrows
represent the directions that the aircraft could follow on departure and are representative only; aircraft could feasibly
follow routes that are between the indicated arrows. The ends of the arrows represent the approximate location where
the aircraft would reach 7,000 feet (ft) above mean sea level (amsl), the point at which they join the airways network
above. In addition, the designed routes do not necessarily need to be straight lines and could involve turns in direction
before reaching 7,000 ft. The different routes are depicted on two diagrams to avoid unnecessary clutter and, for
instance, aircraft wishing to depart on a northerly heading could either continue to turn left after take-off until heading
north (a 270° turn as shown in Figure 1), or turn right after take-off directly onto a northerly heading (as shown in
Figure 2).
Figure 3 in Annex A1 depicts the region of airspace in which, departure procedures from Manston Airport would conflict
with procedures from other airports, most notably London City, Biggin Hill, Southend and Gatwick. The 3,000 ft and
4,000 ft lines represent the points at which departing aircraft from Manston are likely to reach these heights and might
interact with other airports’ procedures. It would be feasible to plan the new procedures within this area but in this
case, we will continue to liaise and coordinate with other FASI-S sponsors to resolve any interactions. Once aircraft
reach the 5,000 ft line and shaded area, they are likely to conflict with these procedures, as well as the flow of air traffic
in the airspace above (the London Terminal Manoeuvring Area (LTMA)) and the Danger Area EG D138. As such, the
shaded area will become a constraint on the design options for Runway 28 departures.
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2.2.2 Runway 10 Departures
Figure 4 and Figure 5 in Annex A2 show all the possible options for departures from Runway 10. The layout of these
diagrams is the same as described for Runway 28 departures in paragraph 2.2.1 above.
Figure 6 in Annex A2 depicts the region of airspace in which, departure procedures from Manston Airport would
conflict with procedures from other airports, most notably London City, Biggin Hill and Southend. After take-off,
the aircraft could turn left or right, but in either case, the 3,000 ft and 4,000 ft lines represent the points at which
departing aircraft from Manston are likely to reach these heights, and might interact with other airports’ procedures.
In this case, we will continue to liaise and coordinate with other FASI-S sponsors to resolve any interactions. Once
aircraft reach the 5,000 ft line and shaded area, they are likely to conflict with these procedures, as well as the flow
of air traffic in the airspace above (the LTMA) and the Danger Area EG D138. As such, the shaded area will become a
constraint on the design options for Runway 10 departures.

2.3 Arrival - Transitions
The Transitions describes the route that the aircraft will take when arriving at an airport from the en-route network to
the Initial Approach Fix (see paragraph 2.4) for an Instrument Approach Procedure (IAP). These are represented by
the green arrows in Figure 7 (Annex A3) and Figure 10 (Annex A4).

2.4 Arrival - Instrument Approach Procedure (IAP)
The IAP is the final stage of flight as an aircraft arrives at the airport to land, detailing the route and descent profile
that an aircraft must follow to ensure safe deconfliction from ground obstacles in the final, critical stages of flight.
It also includes a Missed Approach Procedure (MAP) that details what the aircraft should do in the event of not
being able to land off the approach. Manston Airport is planning on introducing IAPs that will use satellite navigation
technology to guide the aircraft as well as procedures that utilise a ground-based Instrument Landing System (ILS)
and Non-Directional Beacon (NDB). An ILS is a as a precision runway approach aid based on two radio beams which
together provide pilots with both vertical and horizontal guidance during an approach to land; an NDB is a nonprecision approach, as there is no vertical guidance, used by small General Aviation (GA) aircraft.
An IAP is designed to align an aircraft in a direction that will enable it to make a safe approach to land at the
designated runway at an airport. Aircraft will need to be lined up with the runway from 5 nautical miles (nm) in order
to carry out the approach procedure safely. Aircraft can carry out a maximum turn of a 90° in order to line up with
the runway. This is indicated by the red lines perpendicular to the final approach track, shown in Figure 7 in Annex
A3 (for Runway 28) and Figure 10 in Annex A4 (for Runway 10). Different approach procedures can be designed for
intermediate positions, as shown by the additional red lines in these figures.
The red shaded areas in Figure 8 in Annex A3 (for Runway 28) and Figure 11 in Annex A4 (for Runway 10) show the
region in which feeding traffic from the en-route network onto the approach procedure will be challenging due to the
confliction with traffic flows on the arrival procedures for London City and Biggin Hill Airports. As such, the shaded
area will become a constraint on the design options for the arrival transitions at Manston Airport.
Figure 9 in Annex A3 shows the possible options for the MAP for Runway 28 and Figure 12 in Annex A4 shows the
possible options for the MAP for Runway 10. If aircraft are unable to land off an approach for any reason, they will
execute the MAP which will involve a climb to a nominated altitude (generally approximately 2 – 3,000 ft) and proceed
to a nominated position (the Hold) to await Air Traffic instructions to carry out a further approach procedure. The
blue lines on Figure 9 and Figure 12 represent the routes that the aircraft could follow. No Hold positions have been
indicated at this stage and it is anticipated that this will evolve from stakeholder discussions, but these procedures
will again need to be cognisant of the arrival flows into London City and Biggin Hill Airports.
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2.5 Design Envelopes – Your Input
RSP is requesting your input in relation to any areas on the figures in Annexes A1-A4 where you consider that the
design envelopes should or should not be. It is these design envelopes that will ultimately contain the specific route
options that will be shared with you for further consideration.
RSP is seeking any views or comments that stakeholders may wish to express regarding the comprehensive design
envelopes shown in Annexes A1 to A4 below in order to refine the envelopes before developing some specific route
options for the procedures.

2.6 How to Respond
2.6.1 By email
Please send us your comments and views via email to the following address:
manstonairspace@communityrelations.co.uk
It is important that individual email responses, subject heading ‘Manston ACP Stage 2’,
clearly show your name and contact details; this will allow us to cross refer to the emails we send out.
Please return any responses by Friday 22nd May 2020.
2.6.2 By Teleconference
If you wish to provide your input via a teleconference/online method, please send your contact details and preferred
meeting method to the e-mail address above.
As described in paragraph 1.7, it is anticipated that the full public consultation will be conducted in 2021 and all
participants will have a further opportunity to comment. RSP will ensure any views expressed at this stage will also be
recorded and processed through to the full consultation.
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A1 Runway 28 Departures

Figure 1 – Runway 28 Left-Hand Departures

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.

Figure 2 – Runway 28 Right-Hand Departures

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.
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Figure 3 – Runway 28 Departures ANSP Constraints

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.

A2 Runway 10 Departures

Figure 4 – Runway 10 Left-Hand Departures

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.
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Figure 5 – Runway 10 Right-Hand Departures

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.

Figure 6 – Runway 10 Departures ANSP Constraints

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.
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A3 Runway 28 Approach and Missed Approach

Figure 7 – Runway 28 Approach

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.

Figure 8 – Runway 28 Approach ANSP Constraints

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.
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Figure 9 – Runway 28 Missed Approach

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.

A4 Runway 10 Approach and Missed Approach

Figure 10 – Runway 10 Approach

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.
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Figure 11 – Runway 10 Approach ANSP Constraints

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.

Figure 12 – Runway 10 Missed Approach

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

transportandworksact@dft.gov.uk; susan.anderson@dft.gov.uk; rob.pridham@dft.gov.uk; Manston Airport
Urgent Letter on Manston Airport DCO decision
15 May 2020 12:06:17
Manston - Further submissions -- 14 05 20 (2).pdf
High

Dear Sirs,
We attach a letter from the Environmental Law Foundation and would be grateful if you would
give this your urgent consideration before the decision on the DCO for Manston Airport is taken,
due to announced on Monday the 18th May 2020.
Could you please confirm that the letter has been received.
Yours sincerely,
Emma Montlake
ELF

Law Foundation (“ELF”)2 makes further submissions as to the issue of climate change,
following the Court of Appeal’s conclusion that the decision to designate the Airports
National Policy Statement was unlawful in R. (on the application of Plan B Earth) v
Secretary of State for Transport [2020] EWCA Civ 214 (“the Heathrow JR”).3 This is a
critical change to the landscape governing the DCO decision.
2. In short, the ELF is extremely concerned by the very real risk that if the Climate Change and
GHG emissions targets put forwards by the Manston Airport Development Consent Order
(“DCO”) Applicant (“the Applicant”) are accepted here, there will be wide-ranging
implications in due course, as other airports also seek to expand through DCO processes.
3. The ELF therefore request that:
a. the DCO be refused, particularly given the Applicant's inadequate response to the
Secretary of State's questions in its January Consultation on Climate Change, or;
b. in the event that the Secretary of State is still minded to grant the DCO, regardless of
its climate change failings, such a decision should be deferred given the forthcoming
Supreme Court appeal of the Heathrow JR.
B. BACKGROUND
4. The climate change issues raised by the DCO are summarised in detail in ELF’s response of
30 January 2020.4 The key background set out therein is, in short, as follows:
a. Legal framework: In 2008, the UK implemented a legislative framework for it to
achieve its long-term goals of reducing greenhouse gas emissions and to ensure steps
are taken towards adapting to the impact of climate change:5 the Climate Change Act
2008 (“the CCA 2008”) and the Planning Act 2008 (“the PA 2008”). Pursuant to
section 1 of the CCA 2008, it is the duty of the Secretary of State to ensure that the
net UK carbon account for the year 2050 is at least 100% lower than the 1990
The ELF is a pro-bono legal charity that was set up in 1992 to assist local communities and
individuals with environmental, public interest concerns; helping to address the imbalance of
resources and access to experts available to local communities. ELF takes enquiries direct from
members of the public, receiving approximately 250 enquiries a year. ELF takes an on-going interest
in the environmental impacts of airport expansion, such proposals as are occurring on an
unprecedented scale currently across the UK.
3 Permission to appeal has been granted by the Supreme Court.
4 At paras 4 to 35.
5 Climate Change Act 2008, Explanatory Notes, para 3.
2
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baseline (“the Net Zero target”).6 Moreover, parts 2 and 3 of the PA 2008 provide
national policy statements are the statements of national planning policy for
"nationally significant infrastructure projects" in England and Wales.
b. The Paris Agreement: The Paris Agreement, an agreement within the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (“UNFCCC”) was adopted by consensus
on 12 December 2015, following the 21st Conference of the Parties of the UNFCCC.
The UK ratified the Paris Agreement on 17 November 2016. In the recitals to the
Paris Agreement, the parties ‘[recognised] the need for an effective and progressive
response to the urgent threat of climate change on the basis of the best available
scientific knowledge’. The Paris Agreement’s key aim is to improve the global
response to the threat of climate change by keeping a global temperature rise this
century well below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels and moreover, to
pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase even further to 1.5 degrees Celsius (as
prescribed in Article 2). Article 4(3) states that each party’s ‘successive nationally
determined contribution will represent a progression beyond the Party's then current
nationally determined contribution and reflect its highest possible ambition…’
(emphasis added).
c. UK aviation policy: The UK’s aviation strategy is currently in development. Insofar
as is relevant, the Aviation 2050 Consultation Paper (December 2018), explains that,
in order to implement the government’s long term vision and pathway for addressing
UK aviation’s impact on climate change, the government also proposes to (at para
3.96): ‘Require planning applications for capacity growth to provide a full
assessment of emissions, drawing on all feasible, cost-effective measures to limit their
climate impact, and demonstrating that their project will not have a material impact
on the government’s ability to meet its carbon reduction targets.’
C. THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE HEATHROW JUDGMENT
Overview
5. On 26 June 2018, the Secretary of State for Transport ("the Secretary of State") designated
"Airports National Policy Statement: new runway capacity and infrastructure at airports in the
South East of England" ("the ANPS") under section 5 of the PA 2008. The ANPS set outs the
Government's policy on the need for new airport capacity in the South East of England.
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Climate Change Act 2008 (2050 Target Amendment) Order 2019 SI No 1056, art.2(2) (June 27, 2019).
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6. Whilst the ANPS does not have effect in relation to an application for development consent
for an airport development not comprised in an application relating to the Heathrow
Northwest Runway, ‘the contents of the Airports NPS will be both important and relevant
considerations in the determination of such an application, particularly where it relates to
London or the South East of England’.7
7. On 27 February 2020, the Court of Appeal handed down its judgment in R. (on the
application of Plan B Earth) v Secretary of State for Transport [2020] EWCA Civ 214. There
are three aspects of the Court of Appeal’s unanimous judgment on the climate change
grounds which have a material bearing on the DCO.
8. First, the Court of Appeal held that the Secretary of State’s failure to take the Paris
Agreement into account in designating the ANPS was unlawful because: (i) it was in breach
of section 5(8) of the PA 2008, that failure being ‘enough to vitiate the designation’ of the
ANPS (at paras 222 to 233), and (ii) it was also in breach of section 10 of the PA 2008. The
ANPS in its current form is therefore unlawful and has no legal effect.
9. Secondly, the Court of Appeal further considered that the Secretary of State should have
taken into consideration the non-CO2 climate impacts of aviation, and the effect of emissions
beyond 2050. The Court observed that (at paras 258 to 261):
258…the fact that there would be non-CO2 effects was acknowledged and it was
recognized that they would be more than twice the CO2 effects. In line with the
precautionary principle, and as common sense might suggest, scientific uncertainty is
not a reason for not taking something into account at all, even if it cannot be
precisely quantified at that stage.
259. The core of that principle is reflected in Principle 15 of the Rio Declaration
(adopted at the UN Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro
on 14 June 1992 and endorsed by the UN General Assembly on 22 December 1992),
which provides:
"In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely
applied by States according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious
or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason
for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation."
260. The precautionary principle is well-established in the jurisprudence of the
Court of Justice of the European Union (see, for example, Case C-127/02, Landelijke
Vereniging tot Behoud van de Waddenzee, Nederlandse Vereniging tot Bescherming
van Vogels v Staatssecretaris Van Landbouw, Natuurbeheer en Visserij [2004] ECR
I-07405 ).
261. Since the outcome of our decision is that the preparation and designation of the
ANPS was unlawful, and the ANPS will be remitted to the Secretary of State for
7
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reconsideration in accordance with the law, this matter will need to be taken into
account as part of that exercise.
10. Thirdly, it was argued by Heathrow Airport Limited (“HAL”), the airport operator at
Heathrow and promoter of the scheme, that it was ‘unnecessary and inappropriate’ for the
Court grant a remedy because the substance of the issues raised by the appellants could be
considered at the stage of an application for development consent. However, the Court firmly
rejected this contention (addressing the argument at paras 274 to 276):
274…Mr Humphries submitted that it is unnecessary and inappropriate to grant a
remedy in these proceedings because policy in the ANPS requires the applicant for
development consent to provide evidence of the carbon impact of the project "such
that it can be assessed against the Government's carbon obligations" (paragraph
5.76 of the ANPS) and that carbon emissions alone may be a reason to refuse
development consent if they would be "so significant that it would have a material
impact on the ability of Government to meet its carbon reduction targets, including
carbon budgets" (paragraph 5.82). Therefore, submitted Mr Humphries, the
substance of the issues raised by the appellants can be considered by the Secretary of
State at the stage of an application for development consent. And even that would not
be the end of the matter. Even if a decision to grant development consent would be in
accordance with the ANPS, the Secretary of State would not be bound to grant
consent if to do so would lead to the United Kingdom being in breach of any of its
international obligations (see section 104(4) of the Planning Act). This would include
compliance with the Paris Agreement. Mr Humphries also pointed out, and
emphasized, that the Secretary of State has agreed to consider a request from Plan B
Earth to review the ANPS in light of the Committee on Climate Change's advice of 2
May 2019. That request is being considered under section 6(3) and (4) of the
Planning Act. Mr Humphries submitted that this development renders Plan B Earth's
proceedings academic.
275. We do not accept those submissions on behalf of HAL. In essence, we are of the
clear view that it is incumbent on the Government to approach the decision-making
process in accordance with the law at each stage, not only in any current review of
the ANPS or at a future development consent stage. The stages of the decisionmaking process are inter-dependent. The formulation of the ANPS sets the
fundamental framework within which further decisions will be taken.
276. We are unable to accept the suggestion that the terms of section 31(2A) are
satisfied in this case. We find it impossible to conclude that it is "highly likely" that
the ANPS would not have been "substantially different" if the Secretary of State had
gone about his task in accordance with law. In particular, in our view, it was a basic
defect in the decision-making process that the Secretary of State expressly decided
not to take into account the Paris Agreement at all. That was a fundamentally wrong
turn in the whole process. (emphasis added)
11. Accordingly, the Court of Appeal made clear that:
a. the designation of the ANPS was unlawful on climate change grounds, and;
b. the unlawful designation contaminated the entirety of the decision-making process,
and it could not be remedied at the DCO stage of the process.
5

Impact on the DCO
12. As noted above, the ANPS is an important and relevant consideration for all airports in the
South East of England, including Manston Airport. The Secretary of State is respectfully
urged to defer the DCO decision, pending the outcome of the Supreme Court appeal, and if
the Court of Appeal’s judgment is upheld, the re-designation of the ANPS.
13. The quashed ANPS favoured expansion at Heathrow. It was deemed unlawful for failing to
take account of the Paris Agreement. The consequence of this, and indeed of the Net Zero
target, is that the Secretary of State is required to have regard to the carbon emissions
generally available, in determining the policy for airport development in the South East of
England. There is only one ‘pot’ from which to take the emissions. If the ANPS favours
expansion at Heathrow, it therefore necessarily views, without favour, expansion elsewhere if
that would reduce the available overall carbon budget. Indeed, this was addressed by the
Committee on Climate Change (“CCC”), before the Court of Appeal’s judgment, as follows:
The Government should assess its airport capacity strategy in the context of net zero.
Specifically, investments will need to be demonstrated to make economic sense in a
net-zero world and the transition towards it. Current planned additional airport
capacity in London, including the third runway at Heathrow, is likely to leave at most
very limited room for growth at non-London airports.8 (emphasis added)
14. The Court of Appeal’s judgment entrenches this notion. In order to meet the Net Zero target,
and the commitments made in the Paris Agreement, there is a finite capacity for aviation
growth. Expansion must be limited, and carefully managed, if the overall carbon emissions
target is to be met. A single development proposal cannot be viewed in an isolated vacuum. In
other words, if expansion is favoured at one airport (such as Heathrow), then it cannot also
proceed at other sites if the ccumulative effect of the development, viewed together, is to
breach the carbon emissions target. It is simply not enough to look at the situation as it
currently is because that situation leaves both an evidential and policy vacuum that is central
to the justification (or otherwise) for airport expansion at Manston Airport.
15. In other words, the Court of Appeal held that there was a failure to have regard to a
commitment to reduce emissions by 2050, and if that is to be a real, rather than a fanciful
commitment, one has to know what is happening in terms of development elsewhere in order
to decide whether what is proposed at any particular site can be justified. The determining
authority needs to understand what the eventual government policy is, and how much spare

Annex, p 14: https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Letter-from-Lord-Debento-Grant-Shapps-IAS.pdf (last accessed 30 January).
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capacity there is by way of carbon credit available to other expansions. Otherwise, the
authority would fail to take into account a material consideration.
16. As such, it is premature in these circumstances to determine whether or not to grant a DCO
for Manston Airport. If the DCO is granted, you may be using up carbon emissions that
conflict with government policy.
17. This problem cannot be remedied until after the Supreme Court hearing, and indeed if the
Court of Appeal’s judgment is upheld, after the Government designates a lawful ANPS which
is compliant with the PA 2008.
18. More fundamentally, counsel on behalf of the Applicant relied upon the effect of the High
Court decision leaving intact the ANPS. He contended that the “Government explained during
those judicial reviews its decision and those grounds of challenge to the Airports National
Policy Statement failed” and that “it is not a function of this examination … to re-examine
Government policy in the light of other things that we may be aware of”.9 However, there is
now currently no (lawful) policy as to government preferences for airport expansion.
19. As such, and in any event, it is necessary to properly take into account: (i) the Paris
Agreement, (ii) the non-CO2 climate impacts of aviation, and (iii) the effect of emissions
beyond 2050, at the DCO stage. These material considerations have not been adequately
addressed in the DCO process.
D. THE APPLICANT’S RESPONSE ON CLIMATE CHANGE
20. If minded to determine the DCO, the ELF urges the Secretary of State to refuse the
application for the reasons set out in its detailed response of 30 January 2020. In summary,
the Applicant has failed to establish that the scheme would not have a material impact on the
Government’s ability to deliver the Net Zero target by 2020.
21. The issues raised by the ELF have not been addressed by the Applicant’s inadequate response
to the DfT’s written request for comments and further information of 17 January 2020. In
particular:

As per Counsel for the Applicant, in the hearing of 5 June 2019 at 01:07:00 - 01:08:13 of the audio
recording, available online: https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-004201Manston%20Wednesday%20Session%203.mp2.
9
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a. The Applicant maintains its reliance on the target of a total emissions cap of
37.5MtCO2/annum from the aviation sector by 2050. This target is now out of date,
as it has been superseded by the Net Zero requirement prescribed by the CCA 2008.
b. Moreover, the Applicant relies on the ‘headroom’ approach based on the exclusion of
international aviation from the Net Zero target, despite Government recognised that
‘international aviation and shipping have a crucial role to play in reaching net zero
emissions globally’,10 and has made clear that its plans for net zero emissions cover
the whole of the economy, including emissions from international aviation and
shipping. The Government has indicated an intention to legislate to that effect.11
c. In any event, the Applicant’s analysis of the proposed development’s contribution to
the emissions cap target fails to properly reflect that the baseline relied upon does not
account for expansion at Heathrow, nor for other existing airports increasing GHG
emissions, nor, indeed, for expansions of other airports. Even the out of date
37.5MtCO2/annum target would not be likely to be met in any event. As set out in
ELF’s submissions of 30 January 2020, on the Government’s projections, the 37.5
MtCO2 target may well be breached without airport expansion, and would be
breached by the implementation of the Heathrow scheme alone.12
d. The Applicant’s response on climate change places significant reliance on largely
hypothetical technology advancement. It cites development and implementation of
as-yet-unproven, undeveloped and unavailable technologies, which are even less
likely to be implemented in the foreseeable future for dedicated air freight operations,
such as those proposed by the Applicant at its dedicated cargo airport. As the
Independent Transport Commission as explained, dedicated freight aircraft are
‘usually either conversions of older passenger aircraft or the last aircraft from a
given aircraft production line. This means that the rates of technology

Climate Change Act 2008 (2050 Target Amendment) Order 2019 SI No 1056, art.2(2) (June 27, 2019),
Explanatory Notes, para 10.5.
11 The Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, Mr Greg Clark MP, stated that
‘We have followed the advice of the Committee on Climate Change and our plans for net zero cover the whole
economy, including international aviation and shipping. We await the committee’s advice on how to legislate.’
Hansard HC (12 June 2019) Volume 661 Column 682 Net Zero Emissions Target.
12 At paras 29 to 30.
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implementation for dedicated freighter airlines are among the lowest in the
industry.’13
e. Finally, for clarification, insofar as the Applicant relies on the Forestry Commission’s
Urban Tree Challenge Fund initiative in Thanet, it is important to note that it is a
publicly-funded programme, with a £525,000 contribution from the public purse and
£430,000 a labour in-kind contribution from community volunteers. The Applicant's
own contribution to this £1m project amounts to just £100,000.14
E. CONCLUSION
22. This is the first DCO process for an airport expansion, and will be likely to be followed by
others. As such, the approach to the assessment of climate change will provide an invocable
precedent. It is notable that the Committee on Climate Change has observed that:
The Government should assess its airport capacity strategy in the context of net zero.
Specifically, investments will need to be demonstrated to make economic sense in a
net-zero world and the transition towards it. Current planned additional airport
capacity in London, including the third runway at Heathrow, is likely to leave at most
very limited room for growth at non-London airports.15 (emphasis added)
23. Due to the particulars of this scheme, set out in the ELF response of 30 January 2020,
Manston Airport is seriously at risk of materially impacting the Government’s ability to meet
Net Zero. The proposed development’s impact on climate change is a sufficient ground to
refuse the DCO.
24. In the event that the Secretary of State is still minded to grant the DCO, regardless of its
climate change failings, such a decision should be deferred given the pending Supreme Court
appeal if the Court of Appeal’s conclusion that the ANPS is unlawful.

Independent Transport Commission, The Sustainability of UK Aviation: Trends in the mitigation of noise
and emissions (March 2016), para 4.23 (available online here: http://www.theitc.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/03/ITC-Aviation-Sustainability-March-2016-complete.pdf).
14 https://theisleofthanetnews.com/2019/12/16/exclusive-new-group-to-re-green-thanet-with-1200trees-thanks-to-successful-funding-bid/.
15 Annex, p 14: https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Letter-from-Lord-Debento-Grant-Shapps-IAS.pdf (last accessed 30 January).
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In view of the fact the decision is to be taken on the 18th May, we would be grateful to have
confirmation that this letter has been received and will be brought before the relevant decision
makers.
Yours sincerely,
Environmental Law Foundation
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Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
No.71 James Hose Late Rep 190520
29 June 2020 17:42:29
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From: James Hose
Sent: 19 May 2020 10:54
To: SHAPPS, Grant <grant.shapps.mp@parliament.uk>
Subject: Manston Airport DCO
Dear Sir,
As the Secretary of State for Transport your department is responsible for the decision following the DCO
application made by Riveroak concerning Manston Airport in Kent. This went to Public Inquiry in 2019.
A statement was published in January of this year postponing your decision to 18th May 2020 (See below).
This date has now passed with no announcement being made. While the airport holds little significance as a
National asset the Public Inquiry outcome is of significance to residents living in Ramsgate and surrounding
area.
I would be grateful to hear why no announcement has been made and when your decision will be made
public.
Regards
James Hose

Dear Sir/Madam
Telephone: e-mail: Web:
transportinfrastructure@dft.gov.uk
www.gov.uk/dft
17 January 2020
Planning Act 2008 and The Infrastructure Planning (Examination Procedure) Rules 2010
Application by RiverOak Strategic Partners Limited (“the Applicant”) for an Order granting
Development Consent for the reopening and development of Manston Airport in Kent.
I am writing to notify you of a decision announced by Nusrat Ghani (on behalf of the Secretary of
State) to set a new deadline for the decision on this application.
In accordance with section 107(7) of the Planning Act 2008, the attached statement was made to
the House of Commons on 16 January 2020 setting the new deadline as 18 May 2020. This letter is
without prejudice to the decision whether to give development consent for this project, and nothing
in this letter should be taken to imply what that decision might be.
Yours faithfully
Susan Anderson
Head of Transport Infrastructure Planning
UK Parliament Disclaimer: this e-mail is confidential to the intended recipient. If you have received it in error,
please notify the sender and delete it from your system. Any unauthorised use, disclosure, or copying is not
permitted. This e-mail has been checked for viruses, but no liability is accepted for any damage caused by any

virus transmitted by this e-mail. This e-mail address is not secure, is not encrypted and should not be used for
sensitive data.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
This email has originated from external sources and has been scanned by DfT’s email scanning service.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

The information in this email may be confidential or otherwise protected by law. If you received it in
error, please let us know by return e-mail and then delete it immediately, without printing or passing it
on to anybody else.
Incoming and outgoing e-mail messages are routinely monitored for compliance with our policy on the
use of electronic communications and for other lawful purposes.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Manston Airport; shappsg@parliament.uk; kelly.tolhurst.mp@parliament.uk
When will the DCO that never met the DCO criteria be announced
19 May 2020 12:06:15

Hello there
We've desperate for the outcome here in Ramsgate, our town of 40,000 lives with the
horrific threat of a plane landing over our houses at less than 500 feet every 10 minutes in
pursuit of a cargo hub plan that isn't needed. Nowhere in the UK has a town of 40,000
directly under a horribly low descent, across our heritage zone and our royal harbour.
You've read the evidence. There is no need, no viable business plan and certainly no
competent person in charge of RSP unless you want to pin your hopes on a persistently
failed aviator. Even Thanet District Council rejected RSP when the administration was UKIP,
Labour and Conservative.
Meanwhile, the Ramsgate regeneration has stalled and the anti housing/anti London
rhetoric stoked up by many is making our community a divisive and toxic town. Despite
PINS confirming that there would be no variations or edits made to their
recommendations report from October, we have Roger Gale suggesting there are edits to
be made?
Despite Grant Shapps confirming the decision was delegated to Kelly Tolhurst, Roger
suggests it's back with you Grant?
We have an MP to the south who forgot he owned an airline and an MP to the north who
is the self confessed spokesperson for RSP. We residents, the environment, the economy
deserve so much better. I remain appalled at how we are pawns in this plane spotting
obsession. Perhaps everyone could see sense, read the evidence, and kill the dead duck of
Manston.
Save us from the cheer leading spin of Roger Gale. Please. I promise you, thousands of tory
voters object to Manston!
PLEASE
Yours sincerely
Laura Marks
, directly under the flight path where >100Db noise routinely occurred during
the last failed airport operations.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
No.73 Laura Marks Late Rep 200520
29 June 2020 17:44:35
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From: Laura Marks
]
Sent: 20 May 2020 11:36
To: Rob Pridham <Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk>
Subject: Re: When will the DCO that never met the DCO criteria be announced

Dear Rob, many thanks as ever
Can you please help me understand
1) What further work is being carried out?
2) By whom and why?
3) Will registered parties get to see or comment on this further work?
4) If so, when?
I do not understand what is happening here to the laid down rules of the DCO framework and the
Planning Act. If you have made your recommendations, what is taking the SoS so much time? It is clear,
with respect, from the additional queries he laid out in January that he had not read the full submission
nor the representations given that many of his additional queries had already been raised and
answered numerous times.
Can you shed some light on what this extra work is? It feels to us like there's a lot of political goodwill
and backslapping going on here which flies in the face of good evidence to the contrary and the rigour
of the DCO process.
If feels like we're all being taken for a ride.It feels like a vocal few are simply desperate for a cargo hub,
despite no evidence to support it and an aviation industry in meltdown for some years to come.
Any response you are able to provide would be very helpful. By all means include this reply as a 2nd
late submission from me.
Best wishes
Laura

From: Rob Pridham <Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk>
Sent: 20 May 2020 10:30
To: Laura Marks <
Subject: RE: When will the DCO that never met the DCO criteria be announced
Dear Ms Marks,
Thank you for your email message below to the Planning Inspectorate and Transport Ministers regarding the
Manston Airport Development Consent Order (DCO) application. I have been asked to reply.
I am writing to confirm that Transport Minister, Andrew Stephenson has today made a Written Ministerial

Statement to Parliament extending the deadline for a decision on the Manston Airport DCO until 10 July 2020
in order that further work can be carried out before the application is determined (see
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/projects/south-east/manston-airport/?ipcsection=docs ). I
can also confirm that the Secretary of State and Minister Tolhurst will have no role in the decision on the
application.
Finally, given the concerns you raised in your email, it will also be treated as a late representation and taken
into account in the decision on the application in due course.
Yours sincerely,

         

Rob Pridham
Senior Planning Manager, Transport Infrastructure
Planning Unit
East Wing, Albany House
94-98 Petty France
Westminster, London, SW1H 9EA
       
Follow us on twitter @transportgovuk
Post to: Great Minster Hse, 33 Horseferry Rd, London,
SW1P 4DR

From: Laura Marks
Sent: 19 May 2020 12:06
To: Manston Airport <ManstonAirport@planninginspectorate.gov.uk>; shappsg@parliament.uk;
kelly.tolhurst.mp@parliament.uk
Subject: When will the DCO that never met the DCO criteria be announced

Hello there
We've desperate for the outcome here in Ramsgate, our town of 40,000 lives with the horrific threat of
a plane landing over our houses at less than 500 feet every 10 minutes in pursuit of a cargo hub plan
that isn't needed. Nowhere in the UK has a town of 40,000 directly under a horribly low descent, across
our heritage zone and our royal harbour.
You've read the evidence. There is no need, no viable business plan and certainly no competent person
in charge of RSP unless you want to pin your hopes on a persistently failed aviator. Even Thanet District
Council rejected RSP when the administration was UKIP, Labour and Conservative.
Meanwhile, the Ramsgate regeneration has stalled and the anti housing/anti London rhetoric stoked
up by many is making our community a divisive and toxic town. Despite PINS confirming that there
would be no variations or edits made to their recommendations report from October, we have Roger
Gale suggesting there are edits to be made?
Despite Grant Shapps confirming the decision was delegated to Kelly Tolhurst, Roger suggests it's back
with you Grant?
We have an MP to the south who forgot he owned an airline and an MP to the north who is the self
confessed spokesperson for RSP. We residents, the environment, the economy deserve so much
better. I remain appalled at how we are pawns in this plane spotting obsession. Perhaps everyone
could see sense, read the evidence, and kill the dead duck of Manston.

Save us from the cheer leading spin of Roger Gale. Please. I promise you, thousands of tory voters
object to Manston!
PLEASE
Yours sincerely
Laura Marks
, directly under the flight path where >100Db noise routinely occurred during the last
failed airport operations.

The information in this email may be confidential or otherwise protected by law. If you received it in error,
please let us know by return e-mail and then delete it immediately, without printing or passing it on to
anybody else.
Incoming and outgoing e-mail messages are routinely monitored for compliance with our policy on the use of
electronic communications and for other lawful purposes.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
No.74 Kenneth Wraight Late Rep 200520
29 June 2020 17:46:44

From: Kenneth Wraight
Sent: 20 May 2020 16:13
To: TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE <TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE@dft.gov.uk>
Subject: manston
Good morning ,
What work? From who? Will we get a chance to comment on this work that is still required for SoS to make up
his mind? Are you involved in this work? When will we see what is required? When will YOU know what is
going on? You have posted your work is done sone is the new work in an attempt to bypass you and for our
MPs to carry on putting their case for their own interests 1st to SoS , Against normal practice rules, will this set
a prescident to all future DCOs as a standard of incompetence that is required from applicant and to bypass
PINs by use of MPs in direct conract with SoS? What new work and by who? Is it work by you?rsp? fraud team
Most disappointed minister has had all the information since before covid 19 outbreak,
Once again it looks like rsp has failed again to supply relevant documents in time . please note AT EACH STAGE
OF THE DCO RSP FAILED TO MEET ALL DEADLINES. Why is the minister giving this application special
treatment? Sir roger gale ie as known locally as sir rogeroak and fellow mp craigh McKinley who failed to
mention twice his airline company to HoC, A they bending the ministers ear, once again I stress WE MUST
HAVE THE RIGHT TO SEE ALL NEW WORK AND BE ALLOWED TO COMMENT ON IT BEFORE A DECISION IS
MADE.
KIND REGARDS
KEN WRAIGHT

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
__________________________________________________________________________________________
This email has originated from external sources and has been scanned by DfT’s email scanning service.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

The information in this email may be confidential or otherwise protected by law. If you received it in
error, please let us know by return e-mail and then delete it immediately, without printing or passing it
on to anybody else.
Incoming and outgoing e-mail messages are routinely monitored for compliance with our policy on the
use of electronic communications and for other lawful purposes.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
No.75 Christabel Smith Late Rep 200520
29 June 2020 17:48:24

-----Original Message----From: christabel smith
Sent: 20 May 2020 15:30
To: TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE <TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE@dft.gov.uk>
Subject: URGENT ENQUIRY RE MANSTON DCO (DELAYED AGAIN)
Dear DFT,
Following the statement by Andrew Stephenson on behalf of the S of S, I wonder if you could clarify what it
means when he says the second delay over the DCO decision is to: ‘enable further work to be carried out’?
What would that involve, please?
Will interested parties be shown the ‘further work’ in order to make further submissions?
I was assured by email yesterday that the report submitted to the SofS by PINS would not be altered and would
be in the same form when the decision is finally made.
Residents in Ramsgate have been living with this uncertainty for years now and each delay brings additional
strain. The last deadline passed on Monday 18 May with no notification or explanation. I would be grateful if
you could please respond as soon as possible.
Yours,
Christabel Bradley
__________________________________________________________________________________________
This email has originated from external sources and has been scanned by DfT’s email scanning service.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
No.76 Adem Mehmet Late Rep 200520
29 June 2020 17:51:17

From: TransportSecretary
Sent: 20 May 2020 17:58
To: POCorrespondence <POCorrespondence@dft.gov.uk>
Subject: FW: Manston DCO

Thomas Wroblewski  | Diary Manager and Assistant Private Secretary to the Special Advisers to the Secretary of
State, the Rt Hon Grant Shapps MP, , Department for Transport
5/14 |

From: SHAPPS, Grant [mailto:grant.shapps.mp@parliament.uk]
Sent: 20 May 2020 16:47
To: TransportSecretary <TransportSecretary@dft.gov.uk>
Subject: FW: Manston DCO

From:
>
Sent: 20 May 2020 11:18
To: TOLHURST, Kelly <kelly.tolhurst.mp@parliament.uk>; SHAPPS, Grant <grant.shapps.mp@parliament.uk>
Subject: Fwd: Manston DCO
Kelly, Grant, please see email train below concerning the Manston DCO and comments made
in the media by Sir Roger Gale MP.
Adem Mehmet

Begin forwarded message:
From: Adem Mehmet
Date: 19 May 2020 at 16:18:49 BST
To: Manston Airport <ManstonAirport@planninginspectorate.gov.uk>
Cc: Richard Price <richard.price@pins.gsi.gov.uk>
Subject: Re: Manston DCO
Thank you for your rapid response, doesn’t look like there are any staffing issues at the planning
inspectorate !
Sir Roger Gale has throughout this process sought to manipulate the outcome of this important
decision in his support for the sponsor RSP. I am at a loss as to why he continues to require that
his government uses it’s statutory DCO powers to award a DCO to a company whose recently
posted latest accounts again show a large amount of debt with no material assets and which
continues to have ultimate ownership in the BVI ensuring they can evade UK tax on any income
derived through their operations. I hope I will have both pins and the relevant ministers support
on this issue.
Adem

On Tuesday, May 19, 2020, 3:30 pm, Manston Airport
<ManstonAirport@planninginspectorate.gov.uk> wrote:
Dear Mr Mehmet

Thank you for your email.

We are unable to comment on statements made in the media. Suffice it to
say that the Recommendation Report that was sent to the Transport
Ministers on 18 October 2019 will be published alongside the Minster's
decision in the same form as it was submitted.

The decision currently remains with the Transport Ministers; please check
the project webpage for updates in the coming days.

Kind regards

The Manston Airport Case team

National Infrastructure Planning
The Planning Inspectorate
Helpline: 0303 444 5000
Email: manstonairport@planninginspectorate.gov.uk

Web: https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/ (National
Infrastructure Planning)
Web: www.gov.uk/government/organisations/planning-inspectorate (The
Planning Inspectorate)
Twitter: @PINSgov

This communication does not constitute legal advice.
Please view our Privacy Notice before sending information to the Planning
Inspectorate.

From: Adem Mehmet
Sent: 19 May 2020 13:37

To: Price, Richard <RICHARD.PRICE@planninginspectorate.gov.uk>
Cc: Manston Airport <ManstonAirport@planninginspectorate.gov.uk>
Subject: Manston DCO

Richard, please see in the attached a statement from Sir Roger Gale MP saying the
delay is due to staffing issues at the Planning Inspectorate due to Covid 19. Is this
true ?

Adem

https://theisleofthanetnews.com/2020/05/19/manston-airport-site-dco-delay-dueto-impact-of-covid-19-on-planning-staff-says-mp/

Putting the Customer at the heart of everything we do!

Please note that the contents of this email and any attachments are privileged
and/or confidential and intended solely for the use of the intended recipient. If
you are not the intended recipient of this email and its attachments, you must
take no action based upon them, nor must you copy or show them to anyone.
Please contact the sender if you believe you have received this email in error
and then delete this email from your system.
Recipients should note that e-mail traffic on Planning Inspectorate systems is
subject to monitoring, recording and auditing to secure the effective operation
of the system and for other lawful purposes. The Planning Inspectorate has
taken steps to keep this e-mail and any attachments free from viruses. It
accepts no liability for any loss or damage caused as a result of any virus
being passed on. It is the responsibility of the recipient to perform all
necessary checks.
The statements expressed in this e-mail are personal and do not necessarily
reflect the opinions or policies of the Inspectorate.
DPC:76616c646f72
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
No.77 Alison Wilby Late Rep 210520
29 June 2020 18:13:44

From: alison Wilby
Sent: 21 May 2020 17:16
To: STEPHENSON, Andrew <andrew.stephenson.mp@parliament.uk>
Subject: Manston Airport
Dear Mr Stephenson
I am writing to express my frustration and deep disappointment at the continued delay to the decision
regarding the future of Manston Airport.
While I appreciate we are currently living through turbulent times with Covid-19, nevertheless, the application
for a DCO by RSP has been with PINS and, subsequently, government ministers for several months now.
RSP and their investors have already spent over £40 million just to get this far. They remain committed to
spending £300 million - a level of investment this country will be glad of in the months ahead - on reopening Manston as a global freight hub, fulfilling the need for resilient cargo capacity.
Given that Manston Airport has been an airport for over 100 years and is designated as such in the Local Plan
AND given that RSP (as of last year) are now the owners of the airport, surely there is only one conclusion to
make - to give the green light to RSP's exciting plans.
Their proposals will go some way towards turning around the likely recession triggered by Covid-19. An array
of jobs would be created (both skilled and unskilled), revitalising the much-deprived economy of Thanet - all
at NO COST TO THE PUBLIC PURSE.
One rather wonders why the government is not biting off RSP's hand so to speak, or at the least, rather more
assiduously courting them.
We can only hope that on - or better yet, before, 10th July - a favourable decision is made and the DCO
granted. The country could do with some good news.
Yours sincerely
Alison Wilby (Ramsgate resident)
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From:
To
Subject:
Date:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
Frank McNamara Late Reps 210520
29 June 2020 18:17:09

From: Frank Mcnamara <f
Sent: 21 May 2020 14:51
To: TOLHURST, Kelly <kelly.tolhurst.mp@parliament.uk>
Subject: Manston Airport
Dear Ms Tolhurst,

Copy of email sent to Grant Shapps SOS for Transport.
I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours Sincerely
Frank Mcnamara

Dear Mr Shapps,
I am writing to you to express my total disgust at your decision to once again now for the third time to delay
the DCO appication on the former airfield at Manston Kent.
You and your government have shamefully treated the people of Ramsgate. We do not want this airport it will
destroy our area, our health and that of our children and grandchildren. Have you any idea the angst, stress
and anxiety that you are causing by doing this? We deserve better from a government who boasts of its
green credentials when in reality this is far from the truth.
You are stifling investment in our area, companies will not want to invest in Ramsgate because of your stance
on this defunct and pointless airport. It has failed time after time and the man at the top who presided over all
these failures is Tony Freudaman who remarkably is fronting Riveroak Strategic Partners (RSP) campaign to
reopen this behemoth. And he is supported by our two local tory MP’s who have paid no attention to the
concerns and worries of local residents indeed ignoring them at every turn. Why is this? Why are they giving
such unconditional support to RSP yet showed not one jot of interest in the previous owners Stonehill Park
and would not even meet and discuss with them their plans for the brownfield site? They had an excellent
business plan for the site which if they were allowed to bring to fruition would have brought great investment
to the area both in tourism and business terms, and yet our two Tory MP’s and our Tory councillors together
did all they could to hinder and frustrate them at every turn in a most disgraceful and shoddy way. These
individuals are our representatives but in truth gave us no support at all unless of course you supported the
re-opening of the airport. There is also concern over the finances of RSP and their so called investors yet this
company still manages to pull the wool over everyone’s eyes.
I have no doubt that when the latest pointless deadline expires in July it will be extended again, and then
again, and again!!! unless of course the DCO is granted! What is the point of a deadline when it can be just
dismissed in such a cavalier way? What was the reason for this deferral? The Planning Inspectorate have
supplied all the relevant documents in plenty of time as did we the residents with our submissions to PINS we
abided by the deadline given to us so why then the need for yet another postponement unless of course you
are giving RSP more time to get their house in order.
In closing I have lost all faith in a government that I voted for back in December and indeed in you, to show
such scant disregard for Ramsgate and its people that you would allow this debacle to continue when it makes
no sense to do so whilst at the same time destroying a town and surrounding area. Frankly we deserve
better!!

I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours Sincerely
Frank Mcnamara
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
Malcom Langton Late Rep 220520
29 June 2020 18:20:13

From: SHAPPS, Grant [mailto:grant.shapps.mp@parliament.uk]
Sent: 27 May 2020 01:02
To: TransportSecretary <TransportSecretary@dft.gov.uk>
Subject: FW: Tony Freudman

From: Malcolm Langton
Sent: 22 May 2020 23:59
To: SHAPPS, Grant <grant.shapps.mp@parliament.uk>
Subject: Tony Freudman
Dear Mr Shapps
As a Ramsgate resident I am very concerned regarding the DCO proposal for the possible opening of a CARGO
hub at Manston in Ramsgate, Kent. Firstly I am extremely disappointed that your decision has been delayed
not once, but twice. This is unacceptable however I, along with some 40K residents will just have to wait.
That said I am deeply concerned to learn that Tony Freudmann, who I am sure you are very aware is one of
the Directors of River Oak Strategic Partners, is, I believe to be in a relationship with Sam Bambridge,
Conservative Councillor for Westgate on Sea. Given her party allegiance, I believe there to be a conflict of
interest with regard to the DCO.
I have also been advised that Mr Freudmann has offered a contract on a personal level to a female, in order to
silence her partner on Twitter (who was an avid anti Manston supporter) to prevent him saying 'bad things'
about Mr Freudmann, and I would assume RSP, in order to prevent people seeing both in a bad light,
therefore not challenging the DCO for Manston.
I would ask that these matters are looked into and I look forward to a response.
Yours sincerely
Malcolm Langton
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
Kenneth Wraight Late Rep 220520
29 June 2020 18:23:13

From: Kenneth Wraight
>
Sent: 22 May 2020 11:35
To: SHAPPS, Grant <grant.shapps.mp@parliament.uk>
Cc: TOLHURST, Kelly <kelly.tolhurst.mp@parliament.uk>
Subject: manston
What new work? Work by whom? Work requested by you? Surely you are not in a position to ask that as it is
the planning office who have asked all that is required and at each DCO deadline rsp failed each time to
submit required information , or is it as you are aviation related doing your friends sir roger gale nee rogeroak
a favor,by delaying your decision until rsp finally supplies what is required, are you aware that you are setting
a precedent that all future DCOs will follow as at each stage of the application it should have been thrown out
due to lack of respect for the planning office and by there refusal to divulge required information , This whole
process stinks of backhanders and dogy dealings from the start.you should have recused yourself from making
the decision as it’s a certainty that you will pass the application not because it’s a NSIP but because of secret
talks and nods .
Kind regards
Ken wraight
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From:
Sent: 24 May 2020 12:30
To: Manston Airport <ManstonAirport@planninginspectorate.gov.uk>
Cc: committee@savemanstonairport.org.uk;
Subject: Letter to the Secretary of State for Transport concerning Manston Airport DCO
Dear Planning Inspectorate,
The Save Manston Airport association have today posted the attached letter to the Secretary of
State for Transport,
concerning DCOs in general and Manston Airport in particular.
Yours faithfully, on behalf of our 3,500 members,
The Save Manston Airport association committee :

Dr. Beau Webber (Chairman)
Liam Coyle ( (Vice-Chairman) & Chief Moderator)
Angela Stevens (Secretary)
Gregory Nocentini (Treasurer)
Margaret Sole (Treasurer)
Ex-officio members :
Bryan Girdler
Gary Dumigan

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

andrew.stephenson.mp@parliament.uk
shappsg@parliament.uk; kelly.tolhurst.mp@parliament.uk; Manston Airport
Manston Airport DCO Application 2018 extension
24 May 2020 15:03:08
NNF letter to Minister May 2020.docx

Dear Mr Stephenson,
Please find attached a letter from No Night Flights in response to your announcement on
20th May 2020. Given the time frame, we look forward to you early response to the
questions we ask.
Best regards,
Ros McIntyre
-No Night Flights

Andrew Stephenson MP
House of Commons
London
SW1A 0AA
24th May 2020

Dear Minister,

Manston Airport Development Consent Order (DCO) Application 2018
We note your written statement of 20th May 2020 to the House of Commons in which you
announced an additional eight-week extension to the deadline by which the above DCO
application must be determined. You will be aware that on 18th October 2019 the Planning
Inspectorate sent to the Secretary of State for Transport the report by the four Inspectors of
their six month public examination of the application, following an examination period which
began on 9th January 2019. The original deadline by which the Secretary of State was obliged
to determine this application was then set as 18th January 2020.
On 16th January 2020, just two days before that January 2020 deadline, Nusrat Ghani MP,
Parliamentary Under Secretary at the Department for Transport, announced a four month
extension to the original deadline: “to enable further information on a range of issues to be
provided by the Applicant and other Interested Parties before determination of the application
by the Secretary of State.”
On 17th January 2020, Susan Anderson, Head of Transport Infrastructure Planning for the
Department for Transport, published a letter which set out specific questions for the Applicant
and for Interested Parties. The deadline for responding to these questions was 31st January
2020.
On 14th February 2020, the Planning Inspectorate confirmed that all the responses to the
additional questions set by the Secretary of State for Transport had been published on the
Planning Inspectorate’s website. The Inspectorate confirmed that the new deadline for the
Secretary of State’s decision would be 18th May 2020.
It was two days after that extended deadline that you announced a further extension to the
deadline.
The new deadline allows for a total period of thirty eight weeks for the Secretary of State to
reach his decision. This is instead of the thirteen weeks envisaged in the legislation. This
further extension to the deadline is apparently: “to enable further work to be carried out before
determination of the application.”
Throughout the process of considering this application, the Planning Inspectorate has been
keen to emphasise that the process should be open, transparent and fair. The first extension
to the decision period was accompanied by a letter setting out the further questions that the
Secretary of State wished to consider during that extension period. The letter invited Interested
Parties to make submissions in response to those questions.
No such letter has been produced to accompany this second extension announced by you.

Please would you set out as a matter of urgency what “further work” is going to be
“carried out before the determination of the application”. It is clear from your statement
that the Secretary of State intends to take this new, additional work into account in the
determination of this application.
Government guidelines on the Planning Act 2008 say:
“The Secretary of State is required under the Procedure Rules to notify all interested
parties if he is inclined to disagree with the Examining Authority’s recommendation
because he differs from the Examining Authority on any matter of fact mentioned in, or
appearing to be material to, a conclusion reached by the Examining Authority, or
because the Secretary of State proposes to take into consideration any new evidence
or any new matter of fact.
The Secretary of State will set out the reasons for disagreement with the Examining
Authority and will give interested parties the opportunity to make representations in
writing, in respect of any new evidence or new matter of fact, by an appropriate
deadline.”
Please would you set out as a matter of urgency whether the Secretary of State is
inclined to disagree with the Examining Authority’s recommendation and, if he is, the
nature of that disagreement.
Please would you set out as a matter of urgency whether the Secretary of State is
proposing to take into consideration any new evidence or any new matter of fact.
In the interests of transparency and fairness, please ensure that Interested Parties are
given a fair opportunity to comment on:
•
•
•

the nature of any “further work” that you intend to carry out following the
submission of the Examining Authority’s report on 18th October
the nature of any disagreement that the Secretary of State may have with the
recommendation made by the Examining Authority
any new evidence or new matter of fact that the Secretary of State is intending
to take into account.

Yours sincerely,
Ros McIntyre
Spokesperson, No Night Flights
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DEPARTMENT FOR TRANSPORT
GREAT MINSTER HOUSE
33 HORSEFERRY ROAD
LONDON
SW 1P 4DR
TEL: 0300 330 3000

web site: www.gov.uk/dft
23 June 2020

SENT BY EMAIL ONLY
Mr Phil Rose

Dear Mr Rose
Information request - in relation to the announchment of 20 May 2020 to extend
the determination date of the Manston Airport Development Consent Order
application.
I refer to your email of 25 May 2020 where the following request were made;
Please can you tell me:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

what prompted the decision that further work is required?
who has asked for further work to be carried out?
what is the further work that is to be carried out?
who will be carrying out this further work?
why was this work not carried out by the original deadline of 18th January
2020 or the extended deadline of 18th May 2020?
6. why are Interested Parties not being invited to make submissions on
whatever further work it is that is apparently needed?
7. has the Applicant been asked or invited to submit further work and/or
comments?
8. what contact and/or communications has there been between the
Applicant and the Department for Transport since the Applicant submitted
its responses in January 2020 to the questions raised by the Secretary of
State at that time?
I am writing to advise you that the Department does hold information that is relevant
to your request but regret to inform you of my decision not to disclose this
information.

The Department intends to make a decision on the Manston Airport Development
Consent Order by 10 July 2020. The information you requested in relation to this
case is being withheld as it falls under the exception in regulation 12(4)(d) of the
Environmental Information Regulations 2004 because it relates to material which is
in the course of completion and disclosure, at this time, would harm or prejudice that
decision making process
The attached annex to this letter set out the exception in full.
The information relates to continuing work being carried out by the Department on
the Manston Airport Development Consent Order application. The timing of this
request means that the Department at present continues to consider the proposed
scheme and the related information prior to making a decision on the application.
Public interest considerations favouring disclosure
There is a presumption in favour of disclosure of information under the Regulations.
There is always a general public interest in disclosing environmental information and,
in this case, the development is a matter of local interest. Disclosure would also
reflect the Government’s commitment to the transparency agenda.
Public interest considerations favouring withholding the information
As a live planning application for a nationally significant infrastructure project, the
Department is unable to comment on the merits of the application or provide specific
details of the further work that is being carried out by the Department before the
application is determined. Having previously undertaken a public consultation and
obtained interested parties views, the Department now requires a safe space in
which to consider the relevant information and to ensure the integrity of its decision
making process.
A decision will be made by the Secretary of State in due course and published on the
Planning Inspectorates website, together with all other relevant information
considered as part of that decision process.
On balance, we take the view that the public interest considerations favouring
withholding the information outweigh those in favour of its release.
If you are unhappy with the way the Department has handled your request or with
the decisions made in relation to your request you may complain within 40 working
days of the date of this letter by writing to the Department’s FOI Advice Team at:
Zone D/04
Ashdown House
Sedlescombe Road North
Hastings
East Sussex TN37 7GA
E-mail: FOI-Advice-Team-DFT@dft.gsi.gov.uk

Please send or copy any follow-up correspondence relating to this request to the FOI
Advice Team to help ensure that it receives prompt attention. Please also remember
to quote the reference number above in any future communications.
Please see attached details of DfT’s complaints procedure and your right to complain to
the Information Commissioner.
Yours sincerely
Susan Anderson

Your right to complain to DfT and the Information Commissioner
You have the right to complain within 40 working days of the date of this letter about
the way in which your request for information was handled and/or about the decision
not to disclose all or part of the information requested. In addition a complaint can be
made that DfT has not complied with its publication scheme.
Your complaint will be acknowledged and you will be advised of a target date by which
to expect a response. Initially your complaint will be re-considered by the official who
dealt with your request for information. If, after careful consideration, that official
decides that his/her decision was correct, your complaint will automatically be referred
to a senior independent official who will conduct a further review. You will be advised
of the outcome of your complaint and if a decision is taken to disclose information
originally withheld this will be done as soon as possible.
If you are not content with the outcome of the internal review, you have the right to
apply directly to the Information Commissioner for a decision. The Information
Commissioner can be contacted at:
Information Commissioner’s Office Wycliffe House Water Lane Wilmslow Cheshire
SK9 5AF 180917

Annex
Environmental Information Regulations 2004
Regulation 12 (4) (d) states:

12. – (4) For the purposes of paragraph (1)(a), a public authority may refuse to
disclose information to the extent that(d) the request relates to material which is still in the course of completion, to
unfinished documents or to incomplete data
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Manston Airport
No.86 Craig Mackinley MP (Cllr David Green) Late Rep 270520
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From: Craig Mackinlay MP [mailto:craig.mackinlay.mp@parliament.uk]
Sent: 27 May 2020 14:29
To: DFT Ministers <DFT.Ministers@dft.gov.uk>
Subject: FW: Delay in Manston DCO decision (Case Ref: CM2597)
Dear Minister
Re: Cllr David Green,
Please could you address the questions that have been sent below that have been sent to Craig by Cllr David
Green about the Manston (Airport) site in Kent?
Many thanks and kind regards
Mel
Mel Barratt
Office of Craig Mackinlay MP
Member of Parliament for South Thanet

www.craigmackinlay.com
________________________________________
From: DAVID GREEN
Sent: 27 May 2020 14:22
To: MACKINLAY, Craig
Subject: Re: Delay in Manston DCO decision (Case Ref: CM2597)
Dear Mel
Thank you for your reply.
I know Craig and I differ in our views on the airport. However, the questions I wish him to pursue are neutral on that
question and should be of interest to whatever position taken. I would appreciate knowing that Craig has actually
asked the questions.
David
On Tuesday, 26 May 2020, 11:43:27 BST, Craig Mackinlay MP wrote:

Dear Cllr Green
Thank you for your questions for Craig and interest in this matter.
Craig continues to work with Sir Roger Gale MP, Riveroak Strategic Partnership, the Department for Transport and
all relevant bodies with a view to achieving the re-opening of Manston Airport as he promised he would at the three
general elections he has successfully fought since 2015. As Craig works towards this end, I shall ensure Craig is
aware of your email.
All the best
Mel
Mel Barratt
Office of Craig Mackinlay MP
Member of Parliament for South Thanet
[https://storage.googleapis.com/electormail-uk/c6d2e757955ec1e7b0ce1bde2ec4b4e4/Portcullis%20image.png]
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From: DAVID GREEN
Sent: 25 May 2020 13:04
To: MACKINLAY, Craig
Subject: Delay in Manston DCO decision
The application by RSP for a DCO decision for Manston Airport has been with the SoS for a number of months, and
it has been reported to parliament that the decision is deferred until 10th July, because "further work is required".
Could you use your contacts with Transport Ministers to answer:
1. what prompted the decision that further work is required?
2. who has asked for further work to be carried out?
3. what is the further work that is to be carried out?
4. who will be carrying out this further work?
5. why was this work not carried out by the original deadline of 18th January 2020 or the extended deadline of 18th
May 2020?
6. why are Interested Parties not being invited to make submissions on whatever further work it is that is apparently
needed?
7. has the Applicant been asked or invited to submit further work and/or comments?
8. what contact and/or communications has there been between the Applicant and the Department for Transport
since the Applicant submitted its responses in January 2020 to the questions raised by the Secretary of State at
that time?
Yours sincerely
Cllr David Green
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Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
No.87 Five10Twelve Ltd Late Rep 040620 New Evidence Ultimate Control of Applicant
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Letter to Secretary of State New Evidence since the Close of the Examination Ultimate Control of the Applicant.pdf

From: Samara Jones-Hall
Sent: 04 June 2020 17:13
To: TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE <TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE@dft.gov.uk>; Susan Anderson
<Susan.Anderson@dft.gov.uk>; Rob Pridham <Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk>; Jason Jones-Hall
Subject: Manston DCO: letter to Secretary of State New Evidence Ultimate Control of Applicant
Dear Sirs
Please find attached our Letter to the Secretary of State with New Evidence Ultimate Control of Applicant.
Could you please escalate this letter to his department for his consideration.
Please do confirm receipt.
Kind regards
Samara and Jason Jones-Hall
Samara Jones-Hall
Five10Twelve Limited

***** Email confidentiality notice *****
This message is private and confidential. If you have received this message in error, please notify us and remove it from your
system.
Five10Twelve is a private limited company incorporated in England & Wales under the name Five10Twelve Limited, Company No
8412137
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Five10Twelve Limited Marlowe

4 June 2020
The Rt Hon Grant
Shapps The Secretary of
State for Transport
Department for
Transport Zone 1/18,
Great Minster House 33
Horseferry Road
London, SW1P 4DR
BY EMAIL:
transportandworksact@dft.gov.u
k Cc: Susan.Anderson@dft.gov.uk
Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk
Dear Sir
RiverOak Strategic Partners (“the Applicant)
Proposed Manston Airport Development (“Manston”)
Development Consent Order (“DCO”)
New Evidence since the Close of the Examination: Ultimate Control of the Applicant

As you will be aware since the Applicant’s incorporation in July 2016 to June 2020 the ultimate
control of the Applicant has moved from the UK1 to Belize2 to the BVI3 and now to Panama4.
Incorporation filed with Companies House 8 July 2016
27 March 2017: M.I.O. Investments Limited Belize registered company (Para 12
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-0
04069-Funding%20Statement.pdf)
3
24 April 2019: HLX NOMINEES LIMITED British Virgin Islands registered company (Confirmation
Statement filed with Companies House 24 April 2019)
1
2

The ultimate control of Riveroak Strategic Partners Limited was raised during the Examination.
The Applicant wrote to the Planning Inspectorate on 18 January 2019 stating that:

“...In particular, concern has been expressed that 90% of shares in the Applicant company were owned
by a Belize registered company whose ultimate beneficial owners are resident in Switzerland as well
as the United Kingdom. This was said to give rise to an absence of transparency. The Applicant has
recognised that the lack of transparency in relation to the Belize entity in particular has given rise to a
number of questions. As a consequence, a restructuring of the ownership of RSP is currently
taking place with a view to simplifying its ownership. The intention is that RSP’s parent company
will be registered in the UK with full transparency as to its directors and shareholders5.” (Bold
added for emphasis)
As you will be aware as of 4 June 2020, the directors and shareholders of the company with current
ultimate control of Riveroak Strategic Partners Limited, the company known as HLX NOMINEES
LIMITED, are still unknown and there is still not full transparency as to its shareholders nor as to
the directors of HLX NOMINEES LIMITED.
As you will be aware as of 4 June 2020, the ownership of Riveroak Strategic Partners Limited has
not been simplified6.
 23 April 2020: HLX NOMINEES LIMITED Panama registered company (Notes to Financial Statements
for the period 31 August 2019 for Riveroak Fuels Limited at Note 8 re Controlling Party filed with
Companies House on 31 May 2020.
Notes to Financial Statements for the period 31 August 2019 for Riveroak Operations Limited at Note 12
re Controlling Party filed with Companies House on 31 May 2020).
5
S51 Advice on Funding Response for Deadline 1 enclosure to Main Letter Page 26
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-0
02881-Cover%20letter%20-%20RSP.pdf
4

6

Applicant Confirmation Statement filed with Companies House of 27 March 2017 Shareholding 1: 1
transferred on 2016-12-15, 0 Ordinary Shares held Anthony Freudmann. Shareholding 2:1000 B Ordinary
Shares held Riveroak Manston Limited (UK registered company - 1 Ordinary Shares Anthony Freudmann
UK), 2 Ordinary Shares Niall Lawlor (US), 1 Ordinary shares GY Manston LLC (Delaware company File
Number 6250272)). Shareholding 3:9000 A Ordinary Shares held by M.I.O. Investments Limited (Belize
registered company - Para12
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-0
04069-Funding%20Statement.pdf )
Applicant Confirmation Statement filed with Companies House of 2 May 2019 Shareholding 1: 9000
transferred on 2019-05-02 0 A Ordinary Shares held M.I.O. Investments Limited (Belize registered
company) Shareholding 2:9000 A Ordinary Shares held Riveroak Investments (UK) Limited (UK
registered company - Riveroak Investments (UK) Limited - full details of shareholders - Shareholding 1:
170 Ordinary Shares held Nicholas Rothwell (Switzerland); Shareholding 2: 170 Ordinary Shares held
Rico Seitz (Switzerland); Shareholding 3: 60 Ordinary Shares held Gerhard Kuno Huesler (Switzerland);

As of 4 June 2020 the ownership of the Applicant and its subsidiary companies has not simplified.

Diagram of corporate structure of Riveroak Strategic Partners and its subsidiary companies

It is, perhaps, of note that all the UK registered companies are in debt and the combined debt across
all 6 UK registered companies where accounts have been filed is in excess of £30 million.

As you will be aware 92.5% of the Applicant’s shareholders are off-shore with a further 5% held by
a US resident and fall out with the reach of HMRC.

Further, as of 4 June 2020 the confirmation statement for Riveroak Strategic Partners Limited is
overdue. The confirmation statement was due by 16 May 2020. This is now over 14 days overdue
and accordingly the company and its officers may be prosecuted and the company may be struck off
the register7.

The Applicant’s capacity to meet its debts, inability to file very basic statutory company
information with Companies House and lack of transparency regarding its ultimate beneficial
owner provides little or no comfort that it can be able to deliver the scheme as proposed. This can
and respectfully should, constitute a reason for development consent refusal.
Shareholding 4: 600 Ordinary Shares held as of 24 April 2019 HLX NOMINEES LIMITED (BVI and as of
23 April 2020 Panama )
Applicant Confirmation Statement filed with Companies House of 2 May 2020 has not been filed with
Companies House as of 4 June 2020
7
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/confirmation-statement-guidance
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NI Enquiries
TR020002 Manston Airport
04 June 2020 17:29:25
Percentage of Thanet people.docx
High

Dear Sirs,
I apologise for this late submission of the document attached, but I do feel this up to date
information is pertinent and relevant to this application to re-open Manston Airport,
Thanet residents need the jobs this project can provide as the contents do point out.
Many Thanks
Mike Jackson

HOMENEWSPercentage of Thanet people claiming out of work benefits rises to highest
level in more than 20 years

Percentage of Thanet people claiming
out of work benefits rises to highest
level in more than 20 years
June 2, 2020 Kathy Bailes News 0

Unemployment rise during the pandemic
The coronavirus pandemic has had a huge impact on the number of people needing to claim
out of work benefits with Thanet having the highest benefit claimant rate in Kent – and the
highest in the south east for those aged between 18 and 24.
Data from Kent County Council shows the rate of unemployment claimants in Thanet in
April had rocketed by 56.5% and now stands at its highest since September 1996 – as does
the rate for the entire county.
In March there were 4,630 Jobseekers or Universal Credit claimants recorded on the isle. By
April this number had grown by 2,615 to 7,245. This represents 8.9% of Thanet’s working
population compared to 5.7% in February and March this year – the highest amount recorded
in over 20 years.
For Kent as a whole the spike in claims has resulted in a 77.3% increase rising by 20,965
claimants to 48,075 people needing out of work benefits.

Documentation from KCC says: “COVID-19 has had a significant impact on the number of
claimants of unemployment benefits. The claimant rate in Kent is currently 5.1%, the highest
it has been since Autumn 1996. Kent has seen a higher percentage increase over the previous
month than was seen nationally.”

Source KCC
Thanet has the highest claimant rate in Kent and the number of 18 to 24-year-olds not in
employment stands at a shocking 13.6% – 1415 people -the highest in the south east. This is
in stark comparison to Canterbury which records the lowest number of 18 to 24-year-old
claimants at 3.6%.
At ward level Margate Central is hardest hit with 17.5% of its population claiming jobseekers
or UC – a rise of 200 people from March. In Cliftonville West the rate is 15% and in Dane
Valley it stands at 12%.

The claims in many cases are as a direct result of the covid crisis and the shutdown of
businesses, particularly those from the leisure and hospitality trade and retail, have had a
huge impact. The numbers do not include people who have been furloughed.
Retail accounts for almost 20% of the isle’s employment and accommodation and food
industries employ another 10% – equivalent to 12,000 jobs. Arts, entertainment and
recreations accounts for another 1,500 jobs – just under 4% of the isle’s employment, –
according to government statistics.
Tourism is worth some £320 million per year to the local economy and supports, directly and
indirectly 7,950 jobs.
The vast majority of the isle’s businesses are small, employing less than 10 people.
Although some have been able to continue with takeaway services and others will be eligible
to reopen from June 15, if measures are in place to reduce the transmission of coronavirus,
yet more will not be able to open until after July 4.

And for some, such as Dreamland, large gatherings will mean many of the year’s events will
remain cancelled, exacerbating the impact on local employment and income for Thanet
businesses.
David Foley, chief executive of the Thanet and east Kent Chamber of Commerce. Said: “The
claimant count figures released on May 19 reflected the first effects of the pandemic. Thanet
again topped the list in Kent at 8.9% with 7,245 unemployed across the district, a rise of
nearly 3,000 since this time last year.
“More worrying perhaps is the data for 18 to 24 year olds which shows the highest youth
unemployment rate in the south east at 13.6%. It is almost three times more difficult for a
school leaver to find employment in Thanet than in Sevenoaks.
“These figures illustrate again how important it is for Thanet District Council and other
public bodies to use their discretionary funds to support the businesses and training providers
that are best placed to stimulate our local economy and produce the funds that ultimately
support every public service, including our cherished NHS.”

The national picture
Nationally, in April 2.1 million people claimed unemployment related benefits. This was an
increase of over 850,000 claimants from March.
Thinktank, the Resolution Foundation said in a report this month: “The economic fallout
from the coronavirus has taken the UK into uncharted territory.
“While the health sector has gone into overdrive, other large industries ranging from nonfood
retail to hospitality and travel have been deliberately shut down, resulting in sharper rises in
unemployment, and steeper falls in job vacancies, than occurred even during the 2008-2009
economic crisis.
“The recovery will not be straightforward: restrictions are likely to persist in many sectors,
and many businesses will struggle to survive.
“While the realities of being unemployed are damaging in real time – potentially putting
health, well-being and security at risk – the experience can also scar a person’s employment
and pay for years to come.
“This is particularly worrying for young people, who are more likely to experience
unemployment during a downturn, and who have their whole working lives ahead of them.”
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transportinfrastructure@dft.gov.uk; Manston Airport; kelly.tolhurst.mp@parliament.uk;
shappsg@parliament.uk
Manston DCO
09 June 2020 16:55:13
DCO EXTENSION JUNE.docx

Please find attached a letter from Nethercourt Action Group requesting information on the
Manston DCO

Dear Sir/Madam.
We are writing on behalf of Nethercourt Action Group.
REGISTRATION NUMBER 20013745
We are a group of over 250 people opposed to the reopening of Manston Airport as a 24/7
cargo hub.
Our community is in a unique position as our homes begin less than one mile from the
airport site. No other airport has a housing estate so close and as such we will be amongst
the worst affected by the noise and pollution such an operation will cause. Not that anyone
in Ramsgate will fare much better.

Following yet another delay in announcing the DCO outcome we have several questions we
feel are pertinent given the situation the aviation industry finds itself in now following the
covid19 pandemic.

1. What prompted the decision that further work is required at this late stage?
2. Who has asked for further work to be carried out?
3. What is the further work that is to be carried out?
4. Who will be carrying out this further work?

5. Why was this work not carried out by the original deadline of 18th January 2020 or the
extended deadline of 18th May 2020?
6. Why are Interested Parties not being invited to make submissions on whatever further
work it is that is apparently needed?

7. Has the Applicant been asked or invited to submit further work and/or comments?
8. Have any further submissions been received by the applicants?
9. What contact and/or communications has there been between the Applicant and the
Department for Transport since the Applicant submitted its responses in January 2020 to the
questions raised by the Secretary of State at that time? We would like copies of all
communications.
9. Why were interested parties not given the opportunity to respond to RSP’s submissions to
the January extension?
10. With the complete change in the world of aviation since the covid19 pandemic will the
new position be taken into consideration as the original application is now totally obsolete?
With Flybe going into receivership many regional airports were already teetering on the edge
of bankruptcy without the effects of covid19. This will leave many regional airports with
excess runway capacity. In spite of RSP’s claims there was already spare runway capacity.
Manston will certainly not be needed.
Heathrow chief executive John Holland-Kaye has said that a third runway at Heathrow
Airport has said that it could be 10 to 15 years before the UK needs a third runway at
the airport due to the corona virus crisis.
Luton Airport has cancelled their plan for a second terminal.
Both Boeing, & Airbus are laying off staff as are Rolls Royce in their aviation division so they
expect a contraction in the manufacture of new aircraft in the coming years.
BA, Virgin, Easyjet, Ryanair, Emirates and all major airlines are cutting large number of staff
so are obviously not expecting air travel to return for many years. It also seems BA and
Virgin may not return to Gatwick. Many regional airports will struggle to reopen when flights
begin again. As has been pointed out there are only a finite number jobs in aviation and any
jobs created at Manston will be to the detriment of jobs at other established airports. Should
Manston reopen it certainly will not help the recovery of airports that have proved their
viability.
We also have Tilbury 2 a state of the art port which has now opened for container freight.
This is the right side of the Thames for the north of England and has a much smaller carbon
footprint in line with government policy to reduce CO2 & greenhouse gas emissions.
As we feel that RSP’s consultation & DCO application is not longer valid due to the time
elapsed and the current climate in the aviation industry along with other groups we are
already taking legal advice regarding starting a legal challenge should the Manston DCO be
passed.

Yours Sincerely on behalf of Nethercourt Action Group

Ian & Hilary Scott, David & Elizabeth Green
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Rob Pridham
Manston Airport
Stan Vines Late Rep 100620 : Royal Ramsgate Freeport - Project Proposal and News Bulletin
29 June 2020 19:04:00
Ramsgate Freeport Combined Regional Development.pdf
News bulletin Freeport status bid for Ramsgate.docx

From: Stan Vines <
Sent: 10 June 2020 14:12
To: SHAPPS, Grant <grant.shapps.mp@parliament.uk>
Cc: CHAPMAN, Nathaniel <nathaniel.chapman@parliament.uk>
Subject: Royal Ramsgate Freeport - Project Proposal and News Bulletin
Dear Mr Secretary
Please find attached our Project Proposal and News Bulletin for Royal
Ramsgate Freeport and Combined Regional Development including in part an
EU exit plan component.
I have sent this to you at your parliamentary address because on first
glance I didn't find the exact e-mail address for your Secretary of
State office. Maybe it is not available. I know this to be different as
my MP, Ben Wallace already has a copy of the scheme as, a) he is my MP
and, b) I was under the impression that Manston was under the control of
the MOD him having authority there and, c) I have met and spoken to him
before of other projects. I did try to no avail find your itinerary on
your visit to Fleetwood and the Fylde to speak of this to you.
I understand the decision on usage of Manston, subject also to the
Planning Inspectorate ultimately rests with your good self. I further
understand that there are other schemes under consideration for the use
of the site, one of which is for it to be returned to use as an airport
freight hub. As you can see we have a different, we think a more
comprehensive and beneficial idea for its use, all of which is detailed
in the proposal. There will be a decision, albeit has been delayed
several times, due on the 10th July and we sincerely hope our idea will
have a bearing on that decision, possibly to our favour.
The core differences of our proposal are, 1) we see the site better
utilized as a 'Technology Freezone' and extension to the port with
Freeport status (consultation period application closes 13th July)
connected via an extension of the existing tunnel and 2) as part of the
EU exit strategy to provide the port capacity to spread the risk of
catastrophes which may arise from delays through customs etc., under and
a new and extrapolated processes at Dover through new EU rules.
Our development proposal has been prepared in co-operation with
Architects ORMS and The Crawford Partnership, Alan Crawford being the
chair of RIBA London and MD of ORMS, John McRae the vice-chair, Tony Gee
Engineers and the city law firm Temple Bright: their experience serves
to build strength and stability into our unique development's origin and
host of merits. We believe the needs of the region and the timing at
this political juncture are suited to this new and radical course change
to overcome the impasse endured to date.

I very much look forward to hearing from you for consideration and
discussion before the decision dates.
With kind regards
Stan Vines
Stan Vines i4c Ltd
International House
24 Holborn Viaduct
London EC1A 2BN

+44 207 7193 9856
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permitted. This e-mail has been checked for viruses, but no liability is accepted for any damage caused by any
virus transmitted by this e-mail. This e-mail address is not secure, is not encrypted and should not be used for
sensitive data.
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NEWS BULLETIN – 9th June 2020

A FREEPORT STATUS BID FOR HISTORICAL RAMSGATE
I4c, Information for Contracts Ltd., of Holborn London, in association with City
Architects ORMS, the Crawford Partnership, Consulting Engineers Tony Gee
and Partners LLP., and the law firm Temple Bright LLP., propose a regeneration
of Ramsgate and Thanet region. In line with Central Government policy to
create Freeports throughout the UK, the proposed new Ramsgate Freeport
includes the use of Manston Airfield, connected to the port via an extension to
the existing road tunnel, and creating a technology based Free Zone for the
future.
The refurbishment and upgrade of the existing port will be the first phase in
dual purpose development to also create additional channel port capacity in
readiness for the UK exit from the European Union on the 31st December 2020.
This will spread the risk of any possible ‘Brexit’ delays in neighbouring ports
which will easily be dealt with via the upgraded Ramsgate facility.
“There have been other schemes submitted for the regeneration of Ramsgate
and the region but none as comprehensive as this from i4c with the unique

inclusion of Manston in application for Freeport status”, said Managing
Director of i4c Stan Vines. “The i4c proposal ticks many boxes for the regions
regeneration including satisfying the needs created by the now certain UK
break from the EU. The overall plan provides a vision which merges modern
technology with tradition in one of the most important and significant
commercial and marine centres of the past”.
Ramsgate, historically one of the Cinque port consortium, had the
responsibility of supplying ships for the Royal Navy long before the formation
of the Admiralty in 1707. This development recognises and draws on
Ramsgate’s rich history as a leading UK region, breaking decades of industrial
decline. “Thousands of jobs will be created at the ‘free zone technology park’
and through the port expansion and many more with the development of
substantial retail, residential and leisure facilities. The new and again unique
traffic segregation scheme will continue to keep commercial vehicles away
from the town but will enable and encourage access to local facilities for
leisure and tourist traffic from incoming ferries”, added Stan Vines. The
Freeport will reinstate Ramsgate’s historical significance as a major contributor
to the UK economy with a technology centred future for the prosperity of
Great Britain, particularly in the wake of the Covid pandemic.
--ENDS--

Editorial inquiries and further information from –
Information for Contracts Ltd.,
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Executive Summary
Ramsgate Royal Freeport

In line with central government policy we propose to create a Freeport in the southeast of England at
Ramsgate. This site has been chosen for development for its ability to perform a dual role as a facility for
cross channel Ro-Ro business, post exit from the European Union, in support of Dover which currently works
at capacity. The commercial port at Ramsgate is presently used for some aggregates, a wind farm facility
base and as a car park and storage for newly imported cars. It has had little traffic for more than a decade
and has lost £20m between the years 2010 and 2018. In its existing form Ramsgate port does not have the
capacity and land area needed for a Freeport and our proposal is to incorporate Manston Airfield, physically
linked to the port.
Our plan develops the Port of Ramsgate in three key phases that are outlined in detail within the document:
• Year 1 – Refurbish and upgrade the Port linking Manston
• Year 5 – Expand the Offer
• Year 10 – The Ramsgate Renaissance
Within these phases it is proposed that the port is also extended seawards in addition to the inclusion of
Manston to which it will be joined via new highways. Manston Airfield is currently owned by the Ministry of
Defence. It is proposed that area will become the commercial Free Zone and commercial vehicle terminal
with customs control. No planning permission has been granted for the airfield and surrounding enabling
land and although some proposals have been tabled and rejected, no decision has been made as yet to its
use. A lease for various existing activities issued by the MOD terminates on 31st December 2020. There
is a considerable housing development planned in around the airfield. It is proposed that Information for
Contracts Ltd be the Developer and Project Manager to see this combined port and Freeport project through
to completion. This document, prepared in collaboration with leading UK Architect, ORMS, outlines the
concept and forms a directional discussion document, a precursor to the feasibility study.
Currently Dover deals with a throughput of around 300 commercial vehicles per hour. However the final
EU exit negotiations conclude, there will be some friction at ports due to elongated procedures in customs
clearance for European imports. If there is an average delay of even 30 seconds for each vehicle that would
mean 150 minutes in each hour to be found along with the need for large areas of the port and/or highways
to accommodate the vehicles delayed through the port. Additionally, the assumption is post 31st December
2020, traffic through south coast ports will increase with the probability of more time-consuming customs
procedures with goods being imported from countries outside of the EU bloc. It is logical to spread the
congestion risk by using neighbouring Ramsgate port to its prosperity, regaining business lost in the last
decades through under investment.

It is proposed that part of the central government allocation is made available to recalibrate this solution
to include a feasibility study for this more comprehensive project, the first construction phase being the
upgrade of the port which will include securing the perimeter of the airfield.
In terms of the Gross Value Added (GVA) factor, the southeast region trails the national average by some
30%, fairing only marginally better than the lowest regions of Humberside and the South West. Our vision
of Manston’s technology based commercial Freezone, closely, physically and easily coupled Ramsgate port,
represents a considerable and much needed regeneration project for the region. Developing the airfield site
will provide some 2500 acres of commercial facilities for modern businesses resulting in many thousands
of permanent jobs across all employment sectors. The port expansion and development will ensure new
employment opportunities in the town: the overall construction phase will create employment over the next
10 years of its development.
Britain is a united kingdom of island nations steeped in marine and shipping history.
Surrounded by sea, the development of ports, marine terminals, boat and shipyards and the industry
generally for thousands of years have been a necessity. Without them, Britain would be isolated, never to
have developed the reach and trading ability into the rest of the world for which Great Britain is renowned.
Today, its importance is reflected in that 90% of world trade of goods is still delivered by sea. Even so, this
represents only 3% of global carbon emissions. Importantly, less than 1% of that of air cargo per kilo for the
same distance travelled. An inherent environmental awareness is permanently built into our Ramsgate and
region vision.
The marine industry has spawned laws, courtesies and values, words and sayings that we use in everyday
life. This proposal for Ramsgate is brings together technology and the finest of British history and tradition,
respecting its important past and providing a facility for 21st Century demands. We believe the following plan
uses the challenges created by our exit from the European Union and leverage this opportunity to regain the
commercial prosperity of Ramsgate, Thanet and Kent....the garden county. A true ‘Ramsgate Renaissance’.
Stan Vines - Director
Information for Contracts Ltd

Central government has allocated funding to further the regions ‘Stack’ parking by using Manston Airfield.
Our proposal takes the specific reason for this funding/development into consideration to satisfy the post
31st December need for additional port capacity, avoiding a possible catastrophic venturi effect of problems
at Dover/Calais. It seems unreasonable that the whole of the county should be used and inconvenienced by
‘Stacking’ just to accommodate the geographical and topographical constraints at this one port.

|
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Why a Freeport?

Examples from across the world
Freeports in Europe
The European Union’s 82
freeports tend to be hubs
for the logistics industry
as streamlined customs
procedures and trade
agreements negate advantages
of the Freeport. Largely they
maintain Freeport status as a
legacy.
The EU is looking to revoke
freeport status to prevent “high
incidence of corruption, tax
evasion, criminal activity”.

Freeports in the USA
In the US, where there are
around 230 “foreign trade
zones”, Freeports are often
used to cope with an anomaly
in the customs regime: parts
can face a higher tariff than
finished goods. Freeports allow
for components to be brought
in tariff free and used to
assemble products which then
only have to pay the lower duty
when they are exported to the
US. Without the Freeport the
associated manufacturing jobs
may not be in the US at all.

Freeports as Depositories
Geneva Freeport is the
preferred storage facility for the
international elite where users
“come for the security and stay
for the tax treatment.” Similar
facilities have been constructed
in Luxemburg and Singapore
in an effort to boost the wealth
management industry and
become a regional hub for
luxury collectables and bullion
trading.
Geneva Freeport holds about
1.2 million works of art,
allegedly including around
1000 works by Pablo Picasso.

Freeports in the UK
The proposal from the British
government, however, appears
to mix these areas with
“special economic zones”
where companies are offered
tax advantages and the
kind of urban development
corporations that, through a
more streamlined planning
process, created the financial
centre Canary Wharf in a
former industrial part of
London during the 1980s. The
Isle of Man, a British crown
dependency that is neither part
of the EU nor the UK, operates a
Freeport

|
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Setting the scene
Thanet Parkway

Concept
The creation of a new ‘parkway’
railway station south of the
Manston Airport site served by
both Mainline and High Speed
trains.
The station will offer good
transport links to the
surrounding highway network
via the A299 Hengist Way, and
provide local connections for
pedestrians and cyclists.

Priorities
• Encourage park and ride to
London and Ramsgate.
• Introduction of high speed
trains via Ashford to London
reducing journey times by
40% to under 1 hour.
• Unlock the potential to
create local jobs for local
people through the inward
investment of businesses.
• Reduce congestion and
parking demands at
Ramsgate station.

Programme
• The two platform station
built on existing Ashford
International to Ramsgate
line.
• 300 Space Car park and Taxi
rank.
• Connections to bus network.

Timeline
Planning Approval 		
Construction Begins 		
Completion

2020
2021
2022

Potential Issues
• Cost escalation has caused
funding review by SE England
Local Enterprise Partnership.
• Lack of local support.
• Safety issues caused by
unmanned station.

|
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Precedents

Ramsgate and Manston
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

transportandworksact@dft.gov.uk
Manston Airport; Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk
Representation relating to: NSIP: TR2020002 Proposed Manston Airport
14 June 2020 11:10:25
Manston Airport Airspace Change Proposal (ACP) Stage 2 DCO Evidence.rtf
RSP Manston Explanatory Leaflet Stage 2.pdf
RSP Manston Appendix A Technical Info Airport Options Dev Stage 2 v2 correction.pdf

From: Chris Lowe. Interested party: 20014275
For the Attention of :

The Rt. Hon. Grant Shapps, The Secretary of State for Transport,Department for
Transport,Zone 1/18, Great Minster House, 33 Horseferry Road, London SW1P
4DR
Copy to:
Planning Inspectorate, Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects
Rob Pridham, Senior Planning Manager, Transport Infrastructure Planning Unit, East Wing, Albany
House, 94-98 Petty France, Westminster, London, SW1H 9EA  

Dear Sir,

As you are probably aware, the Applicant is seeking Airspace Change for its proposed
airport, but the location of the proposed airport is such that it is impossible to find
suitable flightpaths to enable the airport to operate.
So I attach my representations on this relevant new information that has been published
recently with further details to assist you in refusing of this Application.

I hope that this is helpful to you.
Chris Lowe

From: Chris Lowe. Interested party: 20014275
Representation relating to: NSIP: TR2020002 Proposed Manston Airport
Manston Airport Airspace Change Proposal (ACP)
The submission below relates to the Applicant's Document Attached.
The Applicant's, River Oak Strategic Partnership (RSP), proposed Airspace Changes, are impossible to implement
without devastating impacts on the area, and are therefore provided as evidence that the proposed airport cannot
operate safely without endangering the health of thousands of people.
1

Over- Riding First Principles for Planning Airspace Change

On 20 May, 2020, the Independent Commissioner on Civil Aviation noise (ICCAN) wrote to the Secretary of State
for Transport, The Rt Hon. Grant Shapps MP, and to the Parliamentary Under Secretary of State (Aviation), Kelly
Tolhurst MP, stating that; “Noise management is a key priority when aviation levels increase”.
He highlights the, perhaps obvious, fact: “One of the expected consequences of the quieter skies that many, though
by no means all, communities are now experiencing is that subsequent increases in aviation activity levels will be
even more noticeable.”
Furthermore: “The public will need to trust that the rebuilding of the aviation industry – at whatever pace – is done
in a sustainable way. The decisions taken when rebuilding cannot be at any cost and this applies to the detrimental
effects of noise on the public, as much as it does to climate change concerns.”
Please note that the Commissioner equates the need to manage noise and climate change.
Action is already taking place on the latter, so action is now needed on noise.
Also: “We must build on decisions taken recently by airlines, such as the early retirement of some of the older and
noisier fleet of aircraft, and implement a clear, consistent and transparent approach to noise mitigation. Given the
particular health impacts of noise on some communities around airports, it is of paramount importance that noise
management and mitigation is properly considered.”
For an airport that plans to be almost entirely for cargo, the Commissioner's statement about retiring older and
noisier aircraft, is particularly relevant.
Cargo planes are usually of older design, or are passenger aircraft that "retire" into dedicated cargo planes.
They are therefore even noisier than passenger aircraft, and a fully loaded cargo plane will be slower and lower than
its passenger equivalent, and therefore much more intrusive.
He also intends to shortly publish their work on noise metrics and other noise issues, with clear guidance on
management of noise.
Therefore this guidance means that the Applicant's proposals are unacceptable.
2

Progress So Far, Paragraph 1.4

RSP state that “The work undertaken during Stage 1 helped to establish a prioritised shortlist of Design Principles to
act as a framework against which Design Options will be drawn up.”
However it is unclear what responses RSP had to the original list nor how the priorities were evaluated.
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The primary focus of any route, as noted above, must be to go over the sea, well away from the coast and any bird
migration routes.
A1 Runway 28 Departures:
None of the routes Shown in Fig 1 are acceptable
In Figure 2, except for the three routes going north west, north and north east all others are unacceptable.
A2 Runway 10 Departures
None of the routes shown in Figure 4, Left hand departures and Figure 5 Right-hand departures are possible,
because they all go over Ramsgate at low level, causing unacceptable noise, disturbance and pollution to the 40,000
people who live there.
A3 Runway 28 Approaches
Likewise none of the approaches shown in Figs, 7, 8 and 9 acceptable.
A4 Runway 10 Approaches
Similarly none of the options shown in figures 10 and 11, are acceptable because they all go over Herne Bay, which
like Ramsgate, has some 40,000 people who would suffer unacceptable noise, disturbance and pollution.
The Revised Figure 12, also shows the unacceptable impacts over Ramsgate.
Hence the conclusion is that there are no routes are possible using both Runway 10 and Runway 28.
So the Applicant's airport proposals with associated airspace change are unacceptable and impossible to
implement in this area.
Annex
Letter to Secretary of State for Transport, The Rt Hon. Grant Shapps MP, and to the Parliamentary Under
Secretary of State (Aviation), Kelly Tolhurst MP from ICCAN
The Rt Hon. Grant Shapps MP, Secretary of State for Transport Kelly Tolhurst MP, Parliamentary Under Secretary
of State (Aviation) Department for Transport Great Minster House 33 Horseferry Road London SW1P 4DR
Dear Secretary of State for Transport and Minister for Aviation,
Noise management a key priority when aviation levels increase
20 May 2020
When the Independent Commission on Civil Aviation Noise (ICCAN) published our first Corporate Strategy in the
spring of 2019, we could scarcely have imagined the events to come and the impact Covid-19 would have on the
aviation industry.
My fellow ICCAN board members and I feel a great deal of empathy for the many thousands of people employed in
the aviation industry, and the uncertainty that lies ahead. I know that you and your teams will be focussed on the
industry’s recovery, which will be vital in returning our nation to something like normality. As the independent
body that advises on aviation noise, we are ready to play our role in shaping the way noise is managed as the
industry recovers.
We see current events – and I write this with utmost sensitivity – as an opportunity for a re-think about the way
aviation noise is considered when both strategic and operational decisions are taken about the future of aviation.
One of the expected consequences of the quieter skies that many, though by no means all, communities are now
Manston Airport Airspace Change Proposal (ACP) Stage 2 DCO Evidence
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experiencing is that subsequent increases in aviation activity levels will be even more noticeable.
The public will need to trust that the rebuilding of the aviation industry – at whatever pace – is done in a sustainable
way. The decisions taken when rebuilding cannot be at any cost and this applies to the detrimental effects of noise
on the public, as much as it does to climate change concerns.
In the understandable desire to rebuild aviation swiftly and efficiently, not being seen to prioritise aviation noise
management is likely to generate a significant negative reaction from local communities. This, we believe, could
have considerable momentum as the awareness of aviation activity increases towards pre Covid-19 levels.
We must build on decisions taken recently by airlines, such as the early retirement of some of the older and noisier
fleet of aircraft, and implement a clear, consistent and transparent approach to noise mitigation. Given the particular
health impacts of noise on some communities around airports, it is of paramount importance that noise management
and mitigation is properly considered as activity levels pick up again and, in due course, the modernisation of our
airspace is begun.
Independent Commission on Civil Aviation Noise Spaces, Albion House High Street Woking GU21 6BG
The events of the last few months have also required us to review and revise ICCAN’s work programme, and in the
next few weeks we will publish our plans for the second year of our two- year Corporate Strategy and work
programme. Given the impact on the levels of aviation activity, we have chosen to use the summer 2020 period to
collect and analyse data on aircraft movements, noise monitoring and attitudes around airports – a unique
opportunity for us to use data to understand the impact as such historic low levels of activity begin to increase.
We also intend to publish our work on metrics before the summer recess, in which we will set out our opinion on
improvements required to the way in which aviation noise is monitored, measured, analysed and published. This
publication will set out a framework of improvements to the consistency, reliability and transparency of noise
measurement – one step further along the path to rebuilding the trust between communities and the industry.
While we have a number of other ongoing projects and lines of enquiry in our work programme, our activity this
year will build towards our advice to Government on the future of aviation noise regulation; we expect to deliver
this by the end of the year. We are already clear that in many aspects of noise management, increased consistency
and transparency across the UK is required.
The best practice guidance we intend to produce in the coming months on issues such as consultation and
engagement, insulation, metrics and operational procedures will be framed along those lines.
When the time is right, I would be delighted to meet you to discuss ICCAN’s role in giving guidance on noise
management during the recovery of the aviation industry, and how we can advise government as it re-considers the
Aviation 2050 strategy and white paper.
I am copying this letter to the Ministers responsible for transport in the devolved nations, with whom I would be
equally keen to meet and discuss our role in managing aviation noise.
Yours sincerely,
Rob Light Head Commissioner, ICCAN
2
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Development Consent Order
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Future Airspace Strategy Implementation - South
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1. Options Development
1.1 Introduction
The purpose of this document is to seek the input of key stakeholders in the development of the design options
that address the requirements of the Manston Airport Airspace Change Proposal (ACP). This ACP concerns the
introduction of appropriate Performance Based Navigation (PBN) flight procedures and airspace to enable safe
operations at the redeveloped airport.

1.2 Background
Manston Airport is a disused airport on the Isle of Thanet in Kent. It has one of the longest and widest runways
in the UK, comparable to other international airports, making it a valuable infrastructure asset. RiverOak Strategic
Partners (RSP) is proposing to secure the future of this valuable national asset by redeveloping and reopening it
as a successful hub for international air freight which also offers passenger travel, executive travel and aircraft
engineering services.
RSP has applied to the Planning Inspectorate for a Development Consent Order (DCO) to build Manston Airport and
a decision is expected in May 2020. In addition, RSP must also secure approval from the CAA, through the CAP 1616
process, for its use of airspace and procedures.
This document relates only to the CAP 1616 process and the proposal to introduce the airspace and Instrument Flight
Procedures (IFPs) required to enable safe and efficient operations to and from the airport.

1.3 CAP 1616 Airspace Design Guidance
CAP 1616 is a seven-stage process published by the CAA that provides guidance on the process to follow when
seeking to change the way airspace is used. The whole Manston Airport CAP 1616 process is envisaged to take
2½ years. The seven stages of the process are as follows:
• Stage 1 – Define
• Stage 2 – Develop and Assess (current stage)
• Stage 3 – Consultation
• Stage 4 – Update and Submit
• Stage 5 – Decide
• Stage 6 – Implement
• Stage 7 – Post-Implementation Review
Manston Airport is currently at Stage 2 which requires the development of options that seek to meet the original
Statement of Need. The options are required to align, where practicable, with the Design Principles generated in Stage
1. These options are then assessed to understand the positive/negative impacts before progressing to the Stage 2
Gateway. There is a formal public consultation in Stage 3, but this document is your opportunity as a key stakeholder
involved in the development of the Design Principles to contribute early and help influence the design options taken
forward to Stage 3. Outside the formal consultation windows, when we are asking for you to contribute, we will still
listen to what you have to say about the proposal or generally about our operations.
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1.4 Progress So Far
In November 2018, RSP submitted a Statement of Need to the CAA. This is the formal explanation as to why RSP
wishes to make changes within the airspace surrounding the Airport. The CAA indicated that an airspace change was
an appropriate mechanism to achieve the objectives in the Statement of Need. A copy of the Statement of Need and
other associated documentation can be viewed at https://airspacechange.caa.co.uk/PublicProposalArea?pID=112.
At the end of February 2020, the first stage in the change process was successfully completed when the RSP
submission for Manston Airport passed through the CAA’s Stage 1 DEFINE Gateway.
The work undertaken during Stage 1 helped to establish a prioritised shortlist of Design Principles to act as a
framework against which Design Options will be drawn up. The prioritised list of Design Principles is shown in Table 1
below.

Priority Design Principle
1

Procedures must be designed to meet acceptable levels of flight safety

2

Design options must accord with the CAA’s published Airspace Modernisation Strategy (CAP 1711)
and any current or future plans associated with it

3

Procedures should be designed to minimise the impact of noise below 7,000 feet

4

Where practicable, designs should seek to minimise the impact of noise on particularly sensitive areas

5

Designs should minimise the impact on other airspace users in the local area

6

Procedures should be designed that minimise aircraft emissions to reduce air pollution

7

Designs should make provision for multiple routes that can be used to spread the noise burden
more equitably

8

Procedures should be designed to minimise the number of track miles flown

Table 1 - Prioritised Design Principles

1.5 Step 2A – Options Development
Stage 2, Step 2A in the process is about the development of a potential long list of design options that seek to
meet the original Statement of Need and are aligned with the Design Principles shown above. RSP has developed
a comprehensive list of design options for Manston Airport which, with your input, will be refined to produce one or
more options that address the Statement of Need and align with the defined Design Principles. RSP would like to
ensure that stakeholder concerns have been properly understood and accounted for in designing these options. It is
important to us that you are satisfied that the design options are aligned with the Design Principles and that we have
properly understood and accounted for your concerns in designing options.
In addition, RSP will be hosting workshops (physically or virtually) to further engage with stakeholders to make sure
that your views have been captured and demonstrate how this feedback has influenced the design options.
Once stakeholder feedback has been received, RSP will produce a Design Principle Evaluation that sets out how its
design options have responded to the Design Principles.
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1.6 Step 2B – Options Appraisal
The second part of Stage 2 (Step 2B) involves an assessment of the options in order to develop the short list of
options that will be taken forward to Stage 3 (Consultation). Your input will assist us in developing the shortlist.
Any options that are unviable and cannot be taken forward, or any restrictions on the design options developed, will
be clearly explained to the stakeholders, with the appropriate evidence to support the reasons. At the end of this Step
2B, RSP will submit details of the options developed to the CAA to pass through the Stage 2 DEVELOP AND ASSESS
Gateway, currently programmed for 25th September 2020.

1.7 Next Steps
This engagement is focussed on those representative bodies and individuals that were involved in developing the
Design Principles in Stage 1, who can offer early views on behalf of their local communities, including elected
community representatives, commercial aviation operators, including airlines, airports and Air Navigation Service
Providers (ANSPs), representatives of local General Aviation organisations or clubs and members of the National Air
Traffic Management Advisory Committee (NATMAC).
Once the Stage 2 DEVELOP AND ASSESS Gateway has been passed, we will launch formal public consultation as
part of Stage 3, in which we will be consulting widely with residents, businesses, communities, the public and other
stakeholders. Details of the formal consultation will be communicated in due course, at which point RSP will welcome
all relevant views about its ACP.
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2 Design Options
2.1 Proposed Procedures
RSP is seeking to introduce Instrument Flight Procedures (IFPs) for aircraft departing from, and arriving at, the airport.
IFPs is a term used to describe the published routes aircraft fly over the ground, both in plan and elevation view. These
new procedures allow aircraft to make the best use of the airspace, utilising Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
technology to make more efficient use of the airspace around the airport by defining more accurate routing and to
allow the airport to explore different options for the way aircraft will approach and depart the airport, whilst ensuring
acceptable levels of safety.
RSP is proposing to introduce Standard Instrument Departures (SIDs), Transition procedures and Instrument Approach
Procedures as part of this Airspace Change Proposal (ACP).
RSP has developed a comprehensive list of design options and would now like to share these with those representative
bodies that contributed to the development of the Design Principles in Stage 1. We have already engaged with ANSPs
in order to identify any constraints or restrictions that could influence the way in which the options are developed. This
will enable us to ensure that any design options accord with the CAA’s published Airspace Modernisation Strategy
(AMS) and in particular, the Future Airspace Strategy Implementation – South (FASI-S).
We are now seeking further input from our stakeholders to initially identify the design envelopes, or swathes, in which
the routes would be contained. This will be followed by an assessment of the route options that will be developed
within the envelopes.

2.2 Departure - Standard Instrument Departure (SID)
A SID describes the route that an aircraft must fly on departure from an airport in order to connect safely with
the en-route airspace structure. Aircraft will follow a designated route profile, including any altitude constraints,
to a designated waypoint that forms part of the national airspace structure. As this ACP forms part of the FASI-S
programme, the precise designated waypoints at the end of each SID are yet to be determined and will be developed by
NATS as part of the London Airspace Management Programme (LAMP) Phase 2 ACP.
2.2.1 Runway 28 Departures
Figure 1 and Figure 2 in Annex A1 show all the possible options for departures from Runway 28. The red line extending
from the runway indicates the route that aircraft could fly from the earliest possible turn after take-off. The blue arrows
represent the directions that the aircraft could follow on departure and are representative only; aircraft could feasibly
follow routes that are between the indicated arrows. The ends of the arrows represent the approximate location where
the aircraft would reach 7,000 feet (ft) above mean sea level (amsl), the point at which they join the airways network
above. In addition, the designed routes do not necessarily need to be straight lines and could involve turns in direction
before reaching 7,000 ft. The different routes are depicted on two diagrams to avoid unnecessary clutter and, for
instance, aircraft wishing to depart on a northerly heading could either continue to turn left after take-off until heading
north (a 270° turn as shown in Figure 1), or turn right after take-off directly onto a northerly heading (as shown in
Figure 2).
Figure 3 in Annex A1 depicts the region of airspace in which, departure procedures from Manston Airport would conflict
with procedures from other airports, most notably London City, Biggin Hill, Southend and Gatwick. The 3,000 ft and
4,000 ft lines represent the points at which departing aircraft from Manston are likely to reach these heights and might
interact with other airports’ procedures. It would be feasible to plan the new procedures within this area but in this
case, we will continue to liaise and coordinate with other FASI-S sponsors to resolve any interactions. Once aircraft
reach the 5,000 ft line and shaded area, they are likely to conflict with these procedures, as well as the flow of air traffic
in the airspace above (the London Terminal Manoeuvring Area (LTMA)) and the Danger Area EG D138. As such, the
shaded area will become a constraint on the design options for Runway 28 departures.
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2.2.2 Runway 10 Departures
Figure 4 and Figure 5 in Annex A2 show all the possible options for departures from Runway 10. The layout of these
diagrams is the same as described for Runway 28 departures in paragraph 2.2.1 above.
Figure 6 in Annex A2 depicts the region of airspace in which, departure procedures from Manston Airport would
conflict with procedures from other airports, most notably London City, Biggin Hill and Southend. After take-off,
the aircraft could turn left or right, but in either case, the 3,000 ft and 4,000 ft lines represent the points at which
departing aircraft from Manston are likely to reach these heights, and might interact with other airports’ procedures.
In this case, we will continue to liaise and coordinate with other FASI-S sponsors to resolve any interactions. Once
aircraft reach the 5,000 ft line and shaded area, they are likely to conflict with these procedures, as well as the flow
of air traffic in the airspace above (the LTMA) and the Danger Area EG D138. As such, the shaded area will become a
constraint on the design options for Runway 10 departures.

2.3 Arrival - Transitions
The Transitions describes the route that the aircraft will take when arriving at an airport from the en-route network to
the Initial Approach Fix (see paragraph 2.4) for an Instrument Approach Procedure (IAP). These are represented by
the green arrows in Figure 7 (Annex A3) and Figure 10 (Annex A4).

2.4 Arrival - Instrument Approach Procedure (IAP)
The IAP is the final stage of flight as an aircraft arrives at the airport to land, detailing the route and descent profile
that an aircraft must follow to ensure safe deconfliction from ground obstacles in the final, critical stages of flight.
It also includes a Missed Approach Procedure (MAP) that details what the aircraft should do in the event of not
being able to land off the approach. Manston Airport is planning on introducing IAPs that will use satellite navigation
technology to guide the aircraft as well as procedures that utilise a ground-based Instrument Landing System (ILS)
and Non-Directional Beacon (NDB). An ILS is a as a precision runway approach aid based on two radio beams which
together provide pilots with both vertical and horizontal guidance during an approach to land; an NDB is a nonprecision approach, as there is no vertical guidance, used by small General Aviation (GA) aircraft.
An IAP is designed to align an aircraft in a direction that will enable it to make a safe approach to land at the
designated runway at an airport. Aircraft will need to be lined up with the runway from 5 nautical miles (nm) in order
to carry out the approach procedure safely. Aircraft can carry out a maximum turn of a 90° in order to line up with
the runway. This is indicated by the red lines perpendicular to the final approach track, shown in Figure 7 in Annex
A3 (for Runway 28) and Figure 10 in Annex A4 (for Runway 10). Different approach procedures can be designed for
intermediate positions, as shown by the additional red lines in these figures.
The red shaded areas in Figure 8 in Annex A3 (for Runway 28) and Figure 11 in Annex A4 (for Runway 10) show the
region in which feeding traffic from the en-route network onto the approach procedure will be challenging due to the
confliction with traffic flows on the arrival procedures for London City and Biggin Hill Airports. As such, the shaded
area will become a constraint on the design options for the arrival transitions at Manston Airport.
Figure 9 in Annex A3 shows the possible options for the MAP for Runway 28 and Figure 12 in Annex A4 shows the
possible options for the MAP for Runway 10. If aircraft are unable to land off an approach for any reason, they will
execute the MAP which will involve a climb to a nominated altitude (generally approximately 2 – 3,000 ft) and proceed
to a nominated position (the Hold) to await Air Traffic instructions to carry out a further approach procedure. The
blue lines on Figure 9 and Figure 12 represent the routes that the aircraft could follow. No Hold positions have been
indicated at this stage and it is anticipated that this will evolve from stakeholder discussions, but these procedures
will again need to be cognisant of the arrival flows into London City and Biggin Hill Airports.
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2.5 Design Envelopes – Your Input
RSP is requesting your input in relation to any areas on the figures in Annexes A1-A4 where you consider that the
design envelopes should or should not be. It is these design envelopes that will ultimately contain the specific route
options that will be shared with you for further consideration.
RSP is seeking any views or comments that stakeholders may wish to express regarding the comprehensive design
envelopes shown in Annexes A1 to A4 below in order to refine the envelopes before developing some specific route
options for the procedures.

2.6 How to Respond
2.6.1 By email
Please send us your comments and views via email to the following address:
manstonairspace@communityrelations.co.uk
It is important that individual email responses, subject heading ‘Manston ACP Stage 2’,
clearly show your name and contact details; this will allow us to cross refer to the emails we send out.
Please return any responses by Friday 22nd May 2020.
2.6.2 By Teleconference
If you wish to provide your input via a teleconference/online method, please send your contact details and preferred
meeting method to the e-mail address above.
As described in paragraph 1.7, it is anticipated that the full public consultation will be conducted in 2021 and all
participants will have a further opportunity to comment. RSP will ensure any views expressed at this stage will also be
recorded and processed through to the full consultation.
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A1 Runway 28 Departures

Figure 1 – Runway 28 Left-Hand Departures

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.

Figure 2 – Runway 28 Right-Hand Departures

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.
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Figure 3 – Runway 28 Departures ANSP Constraints

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.

A2 Runway 10 Departures

Figure 4 – Runway 10 Left-Hand Departures

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.
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Figure 5 – Runway 10 Right-Hand Departures

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.

Figure 6 – Runway 10 Departures ANSP Constraints

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.
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A3 Runway 28 Approach and Missed Approach

Figure 7 – Runway 28 Approach

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.

Figure 8 – Runway 28 Approach ANSP Constraints

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.
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Figure 9 – Runway 28 Missed Approach

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.

A4 Runway 10 Approach and Missed Approach

Figure 10 – Runway 10 Approach

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.
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Figure 11 – Runway 10 Approach ANSP Constraints

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.

Figure 12 – Runway 10 Missed Approach

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database right 2020. All rights reserved.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

WALKER Angus
"Rob Pridham"
Susan Anderson; Manston Airport; GRAHAM Jessica
RE: MANSTON AIRPORT DCO APPLICATION -UNILATERAL UNDERTAKINGS [BDB-BDB1.FID9947610]
17 June 2020 16:35:55
image003.png
Manston Airport - Unilateral Undertaking - TDC - 17.06.20.PDF
Manston Airport - Unilateral Undertaking - KCC - 17.06.20.PDF

Dear Mr Pridham
Please find newly signed and dated versions of the two unilateral undertakings attached.
Rather han date the ones that were signed on 31 January, we have adopted this approach because due to a combination of Covid-19 restrictions
and the fact that we are in the middle of an office move, we were not sure that the originals could have been retrieved from their current location in
off-site storage, dated and sent to you in time.
Kind regards

Angus Walker Partner
T +44 (0)20 7783 3441

For and on behalf of BDB Pitmans LLP

From: Rob Pridham <Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk>
Sent: 16 June 2020 11:23
To: WALKER Angus <AngusWALKER@bdbpitmans.com>
Cc: Susan Anderson <Susan.Anderson@dft.gov.uk>; Manston Airport <ManstonAirport@planninginspectorate.gov.uk>
Subject: MANSTON AIRPORT DCO APPLICATION -UNILATERAL UNDERTAKINGS
Importance: High
Dear Mr Wa ker,
We have been reviewing the two Unilateral Undertakings (“UUs”) submitted in favour of Kent County Council and Thanet
District Council alongside various other documents from the Applicant and other Interested Parties, as part of the further work
being carried out before the Manston Airport Development Consent Order application is determined. It has come to our
attention that although signed versions of the UUs were submitted by the Applicant in January 2020, both were undated (i.e.
where “DATE” and “2020” is printed in both documents, the day and month has not been completed in writing). This appears
to be an administrative oversight.
In the circumstances, I should be grateful if you would provide signed and dated versions of the UUs by close of play on
Thursday 25 June 2020 in order that they can also be considered as part of the decision making process and published
alongside this letter and any response from you in due course.
This letter is without prejudice to the Secretary of State’s decision whether or not to grant development consent for the
reopening and development of Manston Airport, and nothing in this letter is to be taken to imply what that decision might be.
Yours sincerely,

         

Rob Pridham
Senior Planning Manager, Transport Infrastructure Planning Unit
East Wing, Albany House
94-98 Petty France
Westminster, London, SW1H 9EA
       
Follow us on twitter @transportgovuk
Post to Great Minster Hse, 33 Horseferry Rd, London, SW1P 4DR

The information in this email may be confidential or otherwise protected by law. If you received it in error, please let us know by
return e-mail and then delete it immediately, without printing or passing it on to anybody else.
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From: Emma Montlake
]
Sent: 19 June 2020 16:40
To: TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE <TRANSPORTINFRASTRUCTURE@dft.gov.uk>; Susan Anderson
<Susan.Anderson@dft.gov.uk>; Rob Pridham <Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk>
Cc: 'Samara Jones-Hall'
>; 'Jason Jones-Hall'
Subject: FILED: Action Required: Manston Airport DCO - Legal Opinion.
Importance: High
For the attention of the Secretary of State for Transport,
The Environmental Law Foundation has been assisting local people in the Manston Airport DCO
process and we are submitting the attached on their behalf. We are copying in Samara and Jason
Jones Hall who we have been particularly assisting.
We attach a Legal Opinion and a letter of support of the contents of the Opinion, from some of the
community who have been involved with the Manston Airport DCO process. We are submitting the
same as new evidence for the Examination to urgently consider, in light of on-going delays to the
DCO decision.
We would be grateful for confirmation of receipt of the attachments.
Yours sincerely,
Emma Montlake
Environmental Law Foundation

19 June 2020
The Rt Hon Grant Shapps
Secretary of State for Transport
Department for Transport Zone
1/18, Great Minster House
33 Horseferry Road, London, SW1P 4DR

BY EMAIL:
transportandworksact@dft.gov.uk; cc. Susan.Anderson@dft.gov.uk; Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk
Dear Sir
RiverOak Strategic Partners (“the Applicant). Proposed Manston Airport Development
(“Manston”) Development Consent Order (“DCO”)
We hereby respectfully submit and fully support as new evidence for the Examination the attached
legal opinion, which we have collectively obtained through the Environmental Law Foundation.
The organisations named below represent 21 local organisations, groups, residents’ associations,
and District and Town Councillors across Ramsgate and the surrounding area. All of these groups,
organisations and individuals have previously registered as Interested Parties and submitted a
significant body of detailed evidence during the DCO Examination as well as personal testimonies as
Relevant Representations.
Signed
Peter Campbell

Councillor and Chairman, Ramsgate Town Council and
Councillor, Thanet District Council
Councillor and Vice-Chair, Ramsgate Town Council
Councillor, Ramsgate Town Council
Councillor, Thanet District Council

Anne-Marie Nixey
David Green
Liz Green
Five10Twelve Ltd
Grange Road Residents
Guildford Lawn Residents Against DCO Group
Holiday Homes Against Manston
Nethercourt Action Group
No Night Flights
PATCH - Plotholders Against the Cargo Hub
Plains of Waterloo Community Group
Ramsgate Airport Sceptics
Ramsgate Coastal Community Team
Ramsgate Neighbourhood Plan Group
Ramsgate Heritage and Design Forum
Ramsgate Town Team
Thanet Green Party
The Ramsgate Society
WITH Public Relations Ltd

Attached: Manston Airport Development Consent Order Legal Opinion, Gethin Thomas, 39 Essex Chambers

Manston Airport Development Consent Order
______________________________________________________
OPINION
______________________________________________________

A. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

1. I am instructed by the Environmental Law Foundation (“ELF”) on behalf of
Five10Twelve Limited, an interested party in respect of the Manston Airport
Development Consent Order (“DCO”). The application concerns the existing site of
the disused Manston Airport, west of the village of Manston and north east of the
village of Minster, in Kent.

2. By way of brief background:
a. The application: RiverOak Strategic Partners Ltd (“the Applicant”) submitted
its application for a DCO for a nationally significant infrastructure project
(“NSiP”) under the Planning Act 2008 (“the 2008 Act”) to re-open Manston
airport in July 2018.1 In short, the Applicant plans to ‘reopen and develop Manston
Airport into a dedicated air freight facility able to handle at least 10,000 air cargo
movements per year whilst also offering passenger, executive travel, and aircraft
engineering services.’2
b. The examination: On 14 August 2018, the Planning Inspectorate (“PINS”), on
behalf of the Secretary of State, formally accepted the DCO application for
examination. The timetable for hearings and deadlines for the submission of
information was published by PINS in December 2018. The examination
formally closed at 23:59 on Tuesday 9 July 2019.
c. PINS recommendations: On 18 October 2019, recommendations on the DCO
application were given in a report by PINS to the Secretary of State. The

This followed something of a false start. As set out further below, the Applicant had initially lodged
its application in April 2018, but withdrew it in May 2018, before re-submitting in July 2018.
2 Application for Development Consent, (5) Non-technical description of the Development Proposal (17
July 2018).
1
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recommendations have not been made publicly available. Pursuant to section
107(1) of the 2008 Act, the Secretary of State is required to make his decision
within 3 months of receipt of the report, and as such, the deadline for a decision
on the DCO was 18 January 2020.
d. First deadline extension and request for comments further information: On 16
January 2020, the Secretary of State extended the deadline by 4 months to 18
May 2020 pursuant to section 107(7) of the 2008 Act, on the basis that further
information on a range of issues was required to be provided by the Applicant
and other Interested Parties before determination of the application by the
Secretary of State.3 On 17 January 2020, the Secretary of State issued a request
for comments and further information on a broad range of issues, including
climate change, to be submitted by 31 January 2020.4

3. On 20 May 2020, a written statement was made in the House of Commons by the
Minister of State for Transport formally extending the deadline again. The deadline
was extended to 10 July 2020 to ‘enable further work to be carried out before determination
of the application.’5

4. I am asked to advise as to the legal implications of the delay to the DCO decision,
particularly in light of the ongoing severe impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the
aviation industry.

House of Commons Written Statement (HCWS40), Written Statement made by Parliamentary Under
Secretary of State for Transport (Ms Nusrat Ghani) on 16 Jan 2020, available online here:
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-005169200117%20Manston%20Airport%20DCO%20Deadline%20Extension%20Written%20Ministerial%20St
atement%20.pdf.
4
Available
online
here:
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-005170200117%20Manston%20Airport%20DCO%20Request%20for%20Further%20Information%20letter.pdf.
5 House of Commons Written Statement (HCWS247), Written statement made by Minister of State for
Transport
(Andrew
Stephenson)
on
20
May
2020,
available
online
here:
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-005335Written%20Statement%20Report%2020200520.pdf.
3
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B. SUMMARY OF ADVICE

5. The implications of the delay are potentially extremely significant. The length of this
delay has meant that significant matters of fact have arisen, and overtaken in material
respects, the evidence upon which the examining authority’s recommendations were
based in October 2019. In particular, the Covid-19 pandemic has had an
unprecedented impact on the aviation sector generally, and is likely to have
significantly affected the Applicant’s DCO application in particular.

6. There is provision under the Infrastructure Planning (Examination Procedure) Rules
2010 SI No 103 for the Secretary of State to give all interested parties the opportunity
to make representations in writing in respect of any new evidence or new matters of
fact that have arisen since the examining authority issued its recommendations, where
he intends to differ from the facts found, or indeed the recommendations, of the
examining authority. This means that there is, within the procedural rules, a
mechanism for evidence to be updated by all parties without the Applicant being
required to re-submit a DCO application from scratch. The Secretary of State has not
indicated that he will afford interested parties this opportunity in respect to the impact
of the Covid-19 pandemic.
7. However, the pandemic plainly has a material and significant impact on the viability
and cogency of the proposed development that will need to be assessed. A failure to
undertake that assessment would, in my view, likely constitute an error of law for
failing to take account of a material consideration, and render the DCO decision
vulnerable to challenge by way of a judicial review claim.

C. FACTUAL BACKGROUND

The site
8. The application site is on the existing site of the disused Manston Airport, on the Isle
of Thanet in Kent. The area within the DCO application site boundary is 311.7 hectares
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(770 acres) of land predominantly inside the existing airport boundary. It includes the
the 2,748m long, 60m wide runway, which is orientated in an east-west direction
across the southern part of the site.

9. Most of the land within the existing airport perimeter was owned by Stone Hill Park
Limited (“SHP”) until July 2019, when all of the land owned by SHP was purchased
by a subsidiary company of the Applicant.6 Prior to that voluntary acquisition of the
land, SHP had sought planning permission for 3,700 homes, a business park, sports
facilities, and heritage runway on the site. This is understood to be withdrawn.
However, it is understood that SHP has retained a contract with the Department for
Transport, as part of the government’s contingency planning for cross-channel
disruption, to manage the site as a holding area for lorries. This contract is due to
expire on Dec 31 2020.7

10. The airport is a former RAF base. In 1989, a civilian airport, Kent International Airport,
was established within the RAF facility. All RAF operations ceased at the site in 1999.
It was used intermittently as a cargo airport, then a passenger airport. It has been
disused since it was formally closed on 15 May 2014, and its commercial aerodrome
licence was returned to the Civil Aviation Authority (“CAA”).8

11. The site is located west of the village of Manston and north east of the village of
Minster. The town of Margate lies approximately 5km to the north of the site and the
continuous built up area of Ramsgate is from 1.4km to the east. Sandwich Bay is
located approximately 4-5km to the south east. The northern part of the site is bisected
by the B2050 (Manston Road), and the site is bounded by the A299 dual carriageway
to the south and the B2190 (Spitfire Way) to the west.

https://rsp.co.uk/documents/rsp-documents/bdb-pitmans-purchase-of-manston-airport-2-july2019/.
7 https://www.shp-manston.co.uk/.
8 The history of Manston Airport is summarized in the Applicant’s application documents. The House
of Commons Transport Committee report, Smaller Airports, Ninth report of Session 2014-15 (9 March
2015)
also
provides
a
detailed
history.
It
is
available
online
here:
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmselect/cmtran/713/713.pdf.
6
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12. The Applicant’s development proposal is located entirely within the National
Landscape Character Area: North Kent Plain and the Thanet Landscape Character
Area: Central Chalk Plateau. The conservation areas of Acol and Minster in Thanet are
within 2km of the site. The Ramsgate Conservation Area covers much of the historic
town of Ramsgate. It extends to 12.2 km2 and is the largest conservation area in Kent.9
It is within 3km of the site. Ramsgate was designated as a Heritage Action Zone (HAZ)
in April of 2017 to encourage economic growth using the historic environment as a
catalyst.10

The DCO application
13. In short, the Applicant’s development proposal is to:
The aims and purpose of the Proposed Development are to reopen and develop Manston
Airport as a dedicated air freight facility, which also offers passenger, executive travel,
and aircraft engineering services. The facilities for air freight and cargo operations
would be able to handle a minimum of 10,000 air freight air traffic movements per year,
and the airport and facilities at the airport would be compliant with European Aviation
Safety Agency (EASA), or other relevant licensing organisation standards.11
14. A Scoping Report was prepared in June 2016, and a period of non-statutory
consultation took place from June 2016 to September 2016. A statutory consultation
then took place from June to July 2017.12

15. Initially, there was an aborted submission of the Applicant’s DCO application:
a. On 10 April 2018, the Applicant submitted a DCO application to PINS.
b. On 1 May 2018, PINS expressed its principal concerns in respect of the

See, for example: Colliers International, Creative Industries in Historic Buildings and Environments:
Conservation
Area
Case
Studies
(October
2018),
p
76.
Available
online
here:
https://historicengland.org.uk/content/docs/research/creative-industries-case-studies/.
10 Historic England, Latest News from Ramsgate’s Heritage Action Zone (April 2020):
https://historicengland.org.uk/whats-new/in-your-area/south-east/ramsgate-haz-news/.
11
Statement of reasons, para 3.3: https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-002386-3.1%20%20Statement%20of%20Reasons.pdf.
12 It is important to note that Thanet District Council have cast serious doubt on the adequacy of the
consultation in its Representation of Adequate Consultancy, available online here:
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-002527AoCR_Thanet%20District%20Council.pdf.
9
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application documents to the Applicant’s legal representatives. On 3 May 2018,
a teleconference was held between the legal representatives, the Applicant and
PINS.
c. On 4 May 2018, the Applicant’s application was formally withdrawn by letter.13
d. On 11 May 2018, an in-person meeting was held between PINS and the
Applicant. PINS provided detailed advice in respect of its three principal
concerns:
i. There was considered to be an absence of sufficient information within
the application documents upon which to base a decision about
whether the Proposed Development constitutes a Nationally
Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) within the meaning in section
23 of the 2008 Act.
ii. There were gaps in the ecological, archaeological and ground
investigation survey data presented within the Environmental
Statement (ES) accompanying the application.
iii. It was considered that the Funding Statement did not fulfil the
requirements of Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed
Forms and Procedure) Regulations 2009 SI No 2264 and statutory
guidance.14

16. The application was re-submitted on 17 July 2018. The Applicant contended that the
proposed development constituted a nationally significant infrastructure project,
requiring development consent under the 2008 Act on the basis that: (i) the current
capability of the airport is zero, (ii) increase in capability, on the basis of the theoretical
maximum capability figure, is 83,220 movements per year of cargo aircraft, which
exceeds the minimum threshold of 10,000.15
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-002133Bircham%20Dyson%20Bell%20for%20RiverOak%20Strategic%20Partners.pdf.
14
PINS,
Meeting
note
(11
May
2018),
available
online
here:
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-Advice-00327-1180511%20Manston%20Airport%20project%20update%20meeting%20note FINAL.pdf.
15 TR020002/APP/2.3.
13
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17. The Applicant’s proposals involve both the use of the existing airport infrastructure
and the introduction of new facilities. In summary, they include:
a. an area for cargo freight operations, including 19 cargo stands; and
b. facilities for other airport-related development, including:
i. a passenger terminal and associated facilities;
ii. an aircraft teardown and recycling facility;
iii. a flight training school;
iv. a base for at least one passenger carrier;
v. a fixed base operation for executive travel; and
vi. business facilities for aviation related organisations.

18. The Applicant has stated that this would involve, inter alia:
a. The upgrade of Runways and re-alignment of the parallel taxiway to provide
European Aviation Safety Agency compliant clearances for runway
operations;
b. Construction of 19 European Aviation Safety Agency compliant Code E stands
for air freight aircraft with markings capable of handling Code D and F aircraft
in different configurations;
c. Installation of new high mast lighting for aprons and stands; - Construction of
65,500m² of cargo facilities;
d. Construction of a new air traffic control tower;
e. Construction of a new airport fuel farm;
f.

Construction of a new airport rescue and firefighting service station;

g. Highway improvement works; and
h. Extension of passenger service facilities including an apron extension to
accommodate an additional aircraft stand and increasing the current terminal
size.

19. For completeness, it is noted that the Applicant also sought compulsory acquisition
powers, for the primary purpose of purchasing the land owned by SHP. However, the
7

voluntary acquisition of SHP’s land by the Applicant has meant that the land required
to be subject to compulsory acquisition powers had reduced from 300 hectares to less
than 1.5 hectares.16

20. In support of its application, the Applicant relies on the following matters:
a. First, the Applicant contends that the proposed development would meet an
identified need for increased capacity for airfreight and for dedicated air
freighters in the UK aviation sector. In short, the Applicant states that ‘[w]hilst
some additional capacity can be provided at existing passenger focused airports,
including the 6 main London airports, there is insufficient capacity to meet both the
existing forecast demand, or to allow the UK aviation sector and wider UK economy,
to grow and to capture new market share.’ It relies upon a report prepared by Sally
Dixon of Azimuth Associates, an aviation and business research consultant,
dated July 2018 (“the Azimuth Report”). The most recent data set used in
assessing airport capacity was for the year 2017.17
The Applicant’s Overall Summary of Case, para 27.
Statement of Reasons, para 9.40. The Azimuth Report refers frequently to an unpublished report for
Transport for London that was prepared by York Aviation (a firm of air transport consultants), dated
2013, and a study carried out by York Aviation in respect of airport capacity in 2015. York Aviation
itself submitted evidence to the DCO examination, which was highly critical of Azimuth’s analysis. See,
for example Appendices 4 and 5 to SHP’s written representations (dated 15 February 2019), available
online
here:
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-003137-Stonehill%20Park%20Limited%20%20Written%20Representation.pdf. Moreover, York Aviation responded to the Secretary of State
request for Comments and Further Information on 28 January 2020 and in its final paragraph strongly
reiterated that:
It remains of concern to us that the Applicant, in its Overall Summary of Need Case (REP11-013, paras
4.2-4.4, Appendix 1, para 2.7), continues to misrepresent our earlier reports from 2013 and 2015 which
do not, as was made clear in our subsequent reports, support the case for a new dedicated freight airport
in Kent. We specifically refute the suggestion by the Applicant in its Overall Summary of Case (REP11014, para 45) that the views expressed in reports produced before our engagement by Stone Hill Park are
at variance with those produced subsequently. Indeed, our engagement by Stone Hill Park was a direct
result of our concern over the misuse and misrepresentation of our work for TfL and the FTA by the
Applicant and we set out clearly the proper interpretation of our earlier work in our reports of November
2017 and February 2019. Our standards of professional integrity require us to provide consistent advice
to all of our various clients within the aviation industry. Hence, we must stress again that our earlier
work, properly interpreted, is entirely consistent with our more recent reports as submitted to the
Inquiry, which effectively supersede these earlier reports in presenting a more up to date analysis of the
UK air freight market.
Its response is available online here: https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-005226York%20Aviation%20LLP%20lt%20Manston%20DfT%2028.1.20.pdf.
16
17
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b. Secondly, in its Statement of Reasons, the Applicant claimed that the proposed
development would create ‘4,000 direct jobs and a total of 30,000 jobs (direct,
indirect, induced and catalytic) to the local and national economy by year 20.’18 In its
Overall Summary of Case, it explains that ‘the number of jobs forecast by Azimuth
in its report [APP-085] is 3,417 direct jobs by year 20, 6,151 indirect or induced jobs,
and 13,668 catalytic jobs, totalling 23,235.’19
c. Thirdly, the Applicant contends that the development of the site as an airport
is its only viable use.
d. Fourthly, it contends that the airport infrastructure at the site is a ‘significant
national asset’, and should not be lost.20 It claims that making use of existing
runways fulfils government policy, in ‘circumstances where airport expansion is
in the national interest and yet difficult to achieve and the creation of a new airport
almost impossible.’21
e. Finally, it contends that the proposed development would result in a ‘valuable
increase in the currently constrained capacity to trade internationally in the south-east
of England, at a time when this is particularly important.’22

21. The Applicant submitted an environmental statement prepared by AMEC, dated July
2018.23

The DCO timetable
22. The application was accepted for examination by PINS on 14 August 2018. The
examination began on 9 January 2019. Between 10 January 2019 and 9 July 2019, there

Statement of Reasons, para 9.48.
Overall Summary of Case, para 9a.
20 Statement of Reasons, paras 9.56 to 9.57.
21 Overall Summary of Case, para 9b.
22 Overall Summary of Case, para 9c.
23
Available online here: https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/projects/southeast/manston-airport/?ipcsection=docs&stage=app.
18
19
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were a series of hearings, and deadlines for the receipt of comments and further
information from the Applicant and interested parties. This opinion does not attempt
to distil the significant representations and evidence submitted to PINS during the
course of the examination.

23. Five10Twelve Limited has participated in the examination, by attending hearings and
submitting written representations. In short, it objects to the development on the basis
that there is no need for the proposed development, and it would have significant
adverse environmental impacts.

24. On 18 October 2019, recommendations on the DCO application were given in a report
by PINS to the Secretary of State. The recommendations have not been made publicly
available. Pursuant to section 107(1) of the 2008 Act, the Secretary of State is required
to make his decision within 3 months of receipt of the report, and as such, the deadline
for a decision on the DCO was 18 January 2020.

The first deadline extension, and the Secretary of State’s request for comments and further
information
25. On 16 January 2020, the Secretary of State extended the deadline by 4 months to 18
May 2020 pursuant to section 107(7) of the 2008 Act, on the basis that further
information on a range of issues was required to be provided by the Applicant and
other Interested Parties before determination of the application by the Secretary of
State.24

26. On 17 January 2020, the Secretary of State issued a request for comments and further

House of Commons Written Statement (HCWS40), Written Statement made by Parliamentary Under
Secretary of State for Transport (Ms Nusrat Ghani) on 16 Jan 2020, available online here:
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-005169200117%20Manston%20Airport%20DCO%20Deadline%20Extension%20Written%20Ministerial%20St
atement%20.pdf.
24
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information on a broad range of issues, be submitted by 31 January 2020:25
a. Unilateral undertakings;
b. Transport/engagement with public transport operators;
c. Transport/controlled parking zones;
d. Transport/public rights of way;
e. Compulsory acquisition;
f.

Draft development consent order;

g. Habitats Regulations assessment;
h. Climate change, and;
i.

Late representations.

27. In particular, the request in respect of climate change was made following the
implementation of the Climate Change Act 2008 (2050 Target Amendment) Order 2019
SI No 1056, which amended the Climate Change Act 2008 so as to set the Net Zero
target, following the UK’s ratification of the Paris Agreement. The request provided
as follows:
The Secretary of State invites further clarification from the Applicant on its assessment
of the carbon emissions contribution from Manston Airport representing 1.9% from
the total UK aviation emissions of 37.5 Mt CO2 for 2050. The Climate Change Act
2008, as amended through the Climate Change Act 2008 (2050 Target Amendment)
Order 2019, established a net-zero greenhouse gas emissions target in law. The
Committee on Climate Change is accordingly advising that the planning assumptions
for international aviation should be to achieve net-zero emissions and its emerging
advice to the UK Government is that this should be reflected in the UK emerging
Aviation Strategy, which means reducing actual emissions in the aviation sector.
While the Secretary of State notes that the Aviation Strategy has not yet been
published, he would welcome comments on what the implications of the Committee on
Climate Change’s recommendation on international aviation being adopted might be
for the Development, and on that basis what further mitigation measures might be
considered in relation to the Development, so as to ensure the Government would be
able to meet its 2050 net-zero emissions target.

Available
online
here:
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-005170200117%20Manston%20Airport%20DCO%20Request%20for%20Further%20Information%20letter.pdf.
25
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28. The Applicant’s response to the Secretary of State’s request is dated 31 January 2020.26

29. Five10Twelve Limited submitted its response on the same date, focusing on climate
change.27

The second deadline extension
30. On 20 May 2020, a written statement was made in the House of Commons by the
Minister of State for Transport formally extending the deadline again. The deadline
was extended to 10 July 2020 to ‘enable further work to be carried out before determination
of the application.’28

The Covid-19 pandemic
31. It has been widely reported that the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the aviation
industry has been catastrophic.29 The sector has been plunged into an unprecedented
crisis. As Airlines UK, the trade association for UK airlines, have summarised, in
written evidence to the House of Commons Transport Committee:
Aviation, as an international industry, has sat at the forefront of the economic impact
of the COVID-19 crisis, affected by complicated networks of border closures, travel
restrictions, drops in passenger demand and the wider economic downturn.
It would be no exaggeration to say that the impact of this crisis will, in the long term,
be worse felt than that of the 2008 economic crisis, or the knock-on economic impact of
9/11. The projected economic fallout has changed week on week, with [the International
Air Transport Association (“IATA”)] latest projection in April forecasting a drop in
global airline passenger revenues of $314 billion in 2020 – a 55% decline compared to
2019.
The impact will be particularly acute for the UK, which IATA shows will be the worst
revenue hit country in Europe:
Available
online
here:
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-005296Applicant's%20cover%20letter%20and%20responses%20and%20enclosures.pdf.
27
Available
online
here:
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-005295Five10Twelve%20Limited%20FINAL%20SOS.pdf.
28 House of Commons Written Statement (HCWS247), Written statement made by Minister of State for
Transport
(Andrew
Stephenson)
on
20
May
2020,
available
online
here:
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-005335Written%20Statement%20Report%2020200520.pdf.
29
See,
for
example,
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/05/01/business/airlines-job-cutscoronavirus/index.html.
26
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the UK industry is facing a $26.1bn revenue loss and over 660,000 jobs at risk.30
32. IATA, the trade association for the world’s airlines, has projected that air passenger
volumes will lag behind economic activity, and are unlikely to return to the level of
2019 until 2023.31

33. In response to the damage inflicted to their businesses by the pandemic, airlines and
airport operators are making significant job cuts. For example, British Airways have
announced that it plans to cut 12,000 of its 42,000 strong workforce, Ryanair is making
3,000 workers redundant and easyJet is cutting approximately 30% of its staff.32
34. The New Economics Foundation, in consultation with the Trade Union Congress
(“TUC”) and aviation unions, have recently published a report analysing the impact
on the sector. It warns that up to 124,000 jobs could be at risk (including indirect jobs
dependent on the aviation supply chain).33
35. This all has obvious implications for airport expansion generally, as well as for the
proposed redevelopment of Manston airport in particular. Indeed, the chief executive
of Heathrow Airport Limited (“HAL”) made the following observations in oral
evidence to the House of Commons Transport Committee on 6 May 2020, in respect of
Heathrow’s expansion plans:
In terms of the third runway, my focus is solely on protecting jobs, protecting our
business and serving the country at the moment. I am not thinking about the third
runway. However, in 10 or 15 years’ time, if we are successful in rebooting the UK
economy and getting us back to full strength, we will need the third runway at that
point…
As to when and whether it will be needed, we will have to see how things turn out over
the next few years. If we are successful in rebuilding the UK economy, we will need it

Available online here: https://committees.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/3602/html/.
https://www.iata.org/en/iata-repository/publications/economic-reports/recovery-in-air-travelexpected-to-lag-economic-activity/.
32 The Independent, 124,000 aviation jobs could go within months unless government provides support, says
report
(11
June
2020),
available
online
here:
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/airline-job-cuts-losses-aviation-flightscancelled-coronavirus-bailout-a9558931.html.
33 New Economics Foundation, Crisis Support to Aviation and the Right to Retrain (10 June 2020),
available online here: https://neweconomics.org/uploads/files/aviation-workers.pdf.
30
31
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in 10 to 15 years’ time. If we are not, we are all in a very different world.34
36. With regard to cargo freight in particular, approximately 50% of global cargo volumes
are flown in the belly of passenger aircraft. The IATA have explained that, although a
number of airlines have converted some of their passenger aircraft to cargo-only
flights, the grounding of most of the world’s passenger fleet meant international belly
cargo capacity declined significantly, by 43.7% year-on-year in March. The IATA
projects that:
Overall, based on the [World Trade Organisation’s] latest scenarios for world trade,
we estimate that cargo volumes (CTKs) could decline by between 14-31% in 2020.35

37. As such, it is plain that there has been an enormous impact on the sector, which it will
continue to suffer in the short to medium term. The full impact on the sector and
mitigation strategies are still being explored, as detailed in the House of Commons
Transport Committee Second Report of Session 2019-2021 on the impact of the
coronavirus pandemic on the aviation sector. The House of Commons Transport
Committee have recommended that, until the end of 2020, the Department for
Transport commits to making a monthly written statement to Parliament, to update
Members of both Houses on the work and key outcomes of the Aviation Restart,
Recovery and Engagement Unit.36

D. LEGAL FRAMEWORK

Planning Act 2008: Development consent orders for Nationally Significant Infrastructure
Projects

Eligibility for DCO process
38. Consent under the 2008 Act is required for development to the extent that the

https://committees.parliament.uk/oralevidence/348/pdf/.
https://www.iata.org/en/iata-repository/publications/economic-reports/cargo-capacitycontracts-sharply-despite-higher-freighter-utilization/.
36 https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/1452/documents/13275/default/.
34
35
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development is, or forms part of, a nationally significant infrastructure project.37 A
“nationally significant infrastructure project” is defined, insofar as relevant, under
sections 14(1)(i) and 23 as:
a. The construction of an airport which will be in England or in English waters,
and is expected to be capable of providing: (i) air passenger transport services
for at least 10 million passengers per year, or (ii) air cargo transport services
for at least 10,000 air transport movements of cargo aircraft per year (as per
subsection 23(2)-(3).

b. The alteration of an airport which will be in England or in English waters, and
is expected to: (i) increase by at least 10 million per year the number of
passengers for whom the airport is capable of providing air passenger
transport services, or (ii) increase by at least 10,000 per year the number of air
transport movements of cargo aircraft for which the airport is capable of
providing air cargo transport service. “Alteration” in relation to an airport,
includes the construction, extension or alteration of: (a) a runway at the airport,
(b) a building at the airport, or (c) a radar or radio mast, antenna or other
apparatus at the airport (subsections 23(4)-(6)).
c. The increase in the permitted use of an airport which is in England or in English
waters, and (i) it is an increase of at least 10 million per year in the number of
passengers for whom the airport is permitted to provide air passenger
transport services, or (ii) it is an increase of at least 10,000 per year in the
number of air transport movements of cargo aircraft for which the airport is
permitted to provide air cargo transport services (subsections 23(7)-(8)).

39. Provided that the terms of section 23 are satisfied by way of any of these three available
pathways, then the airport development will be an NSIP and must be considered as
such by the Secretary of State.

37

Planning Act 2008, s 31.
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40. In R. (on the application of Ross) v Secretary of State for Transport [2020] EWHC 226
(Admin), Dove J held that, on a proper construction of the statutory provisions, it was
necessary for the Secretary of State to consider what increase in capacity could be
realistically achieved, and not what might technically or arithmetically be possible (as
at para 101):
The language of the statute in relation to whether the alteration will "increase by at
least 10 million per year the number of passengers for whom the airport is capable of
providing air passenger transport services" requires the Defendant to form a judgment
in relation to that question. In my view that judgment is to be formed by asking what
increase in capacity could realistically be achieved, not what might technically or
arithmetically be possible. It requires an analysis based on how the infrastructure is
likely to perform, not a hypothetical approach assuming speculative figures in relation
to each aspect of the calculation of capacity to show what might be possible rather than
what is likely to occur in practice. I do not consider that the use of the wording "is
capable" endorses the Claimants' contentions: it is important that these words are to
be read in the context of the language of section 23(4) which speaks of the alteration
being "expected to have the effect specified in subsection (5)". The use of the word
"expected" is an important qualification which imports the requirement for an
assessment which is grounded in the reality of the capacity which might be achieved,
rather than one which takes a speculative arithmetical approach to all of the inputs to
the calculation. It is clear on this basis that the Defendant's interpretation of the
statutory test was one which was sound and a reliable basis for taking the decision as
to whether or not the proposal was an NSIP.
41. In any event, even if the terms of section 23 are not satisfied and the project is not an
NSIP as therein defined, the Secretary of State may, subject to certain limitations, give
a direction under section 35 of the 2008 Act for development to be treated as
development for which development consent is required. Section 35(2)(a)(i) enables
the Secretary of State to give such a direction in respect of transport projects within
England.
42. Crucially, section 35(2)(c)(i) requires that, in relation to transport projects, the
Secretary of State must think the project (or proposed project) is of national
significance, either by itself or when considered with one or more other projects (or
proposed projects) in the same field.
The DCO decision-making process
43. Part 6 of the 2008 Act deals with the decision-making process for DCO. It provides, in
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summary, as follows:
a. An application for an order granting development consent must be made to
the Secretary of State, in the form prescribed by the Infrastructure Planning
(Applications: Prescribed Forms and Procedure) Regulations 2009 SI 2264 (see
also, section 37 of the 2008 Act).

b. The Secretary of State must, by the end of the period of 28 days beginning with
the day after the day on which the Secretary of State receives the application,
decide whether or not to accept the application (section 55(2) of the 2008 Act.)
c. The Secretary of State may accept the application only if he or she concludes
that:
i. that it is an application for an order granting development consent,
ii. that development consent is required for any of the development to
which the application relates,
iii. that the applicant has, in relation to a proposed application that has
become the application, complied with Chapter 2 of Part 5 (preapplication procedure), and
iv. that the application (including accompaniments) is of a standard that
the Secretary of State considers satisfactory (section 55(3) of the 2008
Act).
d. Once accepted, an examining person or panel is appointed. A preliminary
meeting is held to enable invitees to make representations about how the
proposal should be examined (section 88).

e. The process of examination is essentially a written one, but the procedure
provides for issue specific hearings (under section 91) or open floor hearings
(under section 92), if the panel considers appropriate.
f.

Under Section 98(1), the panel is under a duty to complete its examination of
the proposal within 6 months from the start day. The panel is then required to
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make its report within 3 months from the completion of the examination of the
application (or from the deadline for completion of its examination of the
application).

44. The Infrastructure Planning (Examination Procedure) Rules 2010 SI No 103 make
further provision in respect of the examination procedure. Reg 19 prescribes that, after
the competition of the examination, the examining authority must make a written
report to the Secretary of State, including its recommendation as to the decision to be
made on the application.

45. Reg 19(3) further states that, if after the completion of the examining authority’s
examination, the Secretary of State:
a. differs from the authority on any matter of fact mentioned in, or appearing to
the Secretary of State to be material to, a conclusion reached by the Examining
authority; or
b. takes into consideration any new evidence or new matter of fact, and is for that
reason disposed to disagree with a recommendation made by the examining
authority, the Secretary of State shall not come to a decision which is at
variance with that recommendation without:
i. notifying all interested parties of the Secretary of State's disagreement
and the reasons for it; and
ii. giving them an opportunity of making representations in writing to
the Secretary of State in respect of any new evidence or new matter of
fact.

46. Accordingly, the regulations envisage circumstances in which new evidence or new
matters of fact militate against following the examining authority’s recommendation,
and provide the participating parties an opportunity to address the new evidence or
fact before making a decision.

47. Sections 104(2)(a) and (3) of the 2008 Act provide that the Secretary of State must
18

decide an application in accordance with any “relevant policy statement” (“NPS”) that
‘has effect’ in relation to the development. The Airports NPS does not have effect in
relation to an application for development consent for an airport development not
comprised in an application relating to the Heathrow Northwest Runway, ‘the contents
of the Airports NPS will be both important and relevant considerations in the determination of
such an application, particularly where it relates to London or the South East of England’.38
The Airports NPS has recently been held to be unlawful by the Court of Appeal, on
the basis that the Secretary of State failed to take the 2015 Paris Agreement into account
when designating it (R. (on the application of Plan B Earth) v Secretary of State for Transport
[2020] EWCA Civ 214).39

48. In respect of cases where no national policy statement has effect, section 105 of the
2008 Act applies. Section 105(2) provides that, in deciding the application the Secretary
of State must have regard to:
(a) any local impact report (within the meaning given by section 60(3)) submitted to
the Secretary of State before the deadline specified in a notice under section 60(2),
(b) any matters prescribed in relation to development of the description to which the
application relates, and
(c) any other matters which the Secretary of State thinks are both important and
relevant to the Secretary of State's decision.
49. It is important to note that the proposed development has not been examined pursuant
to the process prescribed by the 2008 Act for making a national policy statement, as is
generally the case for NSIP. Therefore, the significant procedural safeguards that
apply by virtue of that process are not present.

50. Usually the strategic need for the infrastructure project would be determined at that
preliminary stage. The Court of Appeal have made clear that where there are changes
of circumstances in respect of a development to which an NPS applies, then it is open
to a person to approach the Secretary of State to review and reconsider the NPS.
However, where there is no NPS, the need for the project must be determined pursuant

38
39

Airports NPS, para 1.41.
The Defendant has been granted permission to appeal to the Supreme Court.
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to the DCO process.40

51. The Secretary of State must, in determining the strategic need for the proposed
development, and making the DCO decision, take into account all material
considerations. In R (Samuel Smith Old Brewery (Tadcaster)) v North Yorkshire County
Council [2020] PTSR 221, the Supreme Court endorsed the legal tests in Derbyshire Dales
District Council [2010] 1 P & CR 19 and CREEDNZ Inc v Governor General [1981] 1 NZLR
172, 182 which must be satisfied where it is alleged that a decision-maker has failed to
take into account a material consideration. In short:
a. It is insufficient for a claimant simply to say that the decision-maker did not
take into account a legally relevant consideration.
b. A legally relevant consideration is only something that is not irrelevant or
immaterial, and therefore something which the decision-maker is empowered
or entitled to take into account.
c. But a decision-maker does not fail to take a relevant consideration into account
unless he was under an obligation to do so.
d. Accordingly, for this type of allegation it is necessary for a claimant to show
that the decision-maker was expressly or impliedly required by the legislation
(or by a policy which had to be applied) to take the particular consideration
into account, or whether on the facts of the case, the matter was so "obviously
material", that it was irrational not to have taken it into account.41

52. Under section 107 of the 2008 Act, the Secretary of State is under a duty to decide an
application for an order granting development consent by the end of the period of 3
months beginning with either: (i) the expiry of the examining authority’s deadline to
report to him or her, or (ii) if earlier, the end of the day on which the Secretary of State
received a report on the application. However, the Secretary of State may extend the
deadline by making a statement to the House of Parliament of which that Secretary of

See, by contrast: R. (on the application of Thames Blue Green Economy Ltd) v Secretary of State for
Communities and Local Government [2015] EWCA Civ 876.
41 See R. (on the application of Clientearth) v Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
[2020] EWHC 1303 (Admin), para 99.
40
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State is a member, announcing the new deadline. The power may be exercised: (i) more
than once in relation to the same deadline, and (ii) after the date for the time being set
for the deadline.

53. The Secretary of State has issued guidance with regard to the 2008 Act. It notes that
any extension to the overall statutory timetable would require the Secretary of State to
make a statement to the Houses of Parliament and ‘would not be a decision which would
be taken lightly.’42

54. Under section 114, when the Secretary of State has decided an application for an order
granting development consent, the Secretary of State must either: (a) make an order
granting development consent, or (b) refuse development consent. Under section 116,
the Secretary of State must prepare a statement of reasons for his or her decision.

E. ANALYSIS

55. The examining authority issued its recommendations to the Secretary of State in
October 2019, which was based on an examination of the proposed development
which concluded in July 2019. The evidence submitted by the Applicant with its
application was produced in July 2018.

56. The Secretary of State was required to make his decision by 18 January 2020. This
deadline has now been extended twice, by some 6 months to 10 July 2020.

Implications of the delay
57. The length of this delay has meant that significant matters of fact have arisen, and
overtaken, in material respects, the evidence upon which the examining authority’s
recommendations were based in October 2019. In particular, the Covid-19 pandemic
has had the following effect on the Applicant’s case for the proposed development:

DCLG, Planning Act 2008: Guidance for the examination of applications for development consent (March
2015), para 108.
42
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a. First, the dramatic fall in passenger flights, and corresponding belly-hold
freight, has undermined the Applicant’s contention that the proposed
development would meet an identified need for increased capacity for
airfreight and for dedicated air freighters in the UK aviation sector due to the
prioritisation of passenger flights by operators.43 Airports in the south-east of
England have increased capacity as a direct result of the pandemic, and further
additional capacity beyond that existing now may be unnecessary, or at the
very least, needs to be re-assessed in light of the current circumstances. The
data on which the alleged need has been based has been dramatically
surpassed.

b. Secondly, the socio-economic benefits that the Applicant contends the
proposed development would bring are now likely rendered wholly
unrealistic, or again, at the very least, cast into significant doubt.
c. Thirdly, the Applicant claims that making use of existing runways fulfils
government policy, in ‘circumstances where airport expansion is in the national
interest and yet difficult to achieve and the creation of a new airport almost
impossible.’44 The emerging implications of the pandemic suggest that the
national interest is best served by prioritising support for existing or currently
operational airports rather than approving development of a new competitor
airport, or airport expansion.

58. The impact of the pandemic on the proposed development’s viability, and the cogency
of the Applicant’s case, will need to be properly assessed. It is plainly incumbent on
the Secretary of State to take account of the updated position, and a failure to do so
would, in my view, constitute an error of law (as per R (Samuel Smith Old Brewery
(Tadcaster)) v North Yorkshire County Council [2020] PTSR 221). The impact of the

43
44

Statement of Reasons, para 9.40.
Overall Summary of Case, para 9b.
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pandemic is so obviously material that it would be irrational not to take it into account.

59. As there is no NPS which has effect in relation to this proposed development, it is not
possible for the changes in circumstances to be catered for by going back to the NPS
stage, and revisiting the strategic need in accordance with the procedural protections
which apply in relation to the formation of an NPS. Unlike R. (on the application of
Thames Blue Green Economy Ltd) v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government
[2015] EWCA Civ 876, it is not open to a person to approach the Secretary of State to
revisit the NPS because a relevant NPS does not exist in the first place. In my view, the
clear corollary of this is that the Secretary of State has to ensure proper consideration
of the change of circumstances, and the impact upon the development, is undertaken
now at the DCO stage.

60. The Secretary of State should, under regulation 19(3) of the Infrastructure Planning
(Examination Procedure) Rules 2010 SI No 103, invite all interested parties to provide
representations in writing in respect of this matter, if as a result he intends to differ
from the authority on any matter of fact mentioned in, or appearing to the Secretary
of State to be material to, a conclusion reached by the examining authority; or takes
into consideration any new evidence or new matter of fact, and is for that reason
disposed to disagree with a recommendation made by the examining authority. It is
noted that in issuing the extension to the deadline, no such invitation was made.

61. Moreover, and considered further below, in the intervening period since the
examining authority issued its report to the Secretary of State, the Airports NPS, which
is on its own terms an ‘important and relevant consideration’ in determining the DCO
application, has been declared unlawful.

62. Accordingly, without (i) evidence as to the updated position in respect of the need for
the proposed development, nor (ii) a lawful policy addressing airport development in
the South East of England, it would be unsafe to determine the DCO as the Secretary
of State would seriously risk failing to take account of material considerations.
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NSIP Criteria
63. Further, in February 2020, the High Court handed down judgment in Ross, in which,
as set out above, Dove J made clear that on a proper construction of the statutory
provisions, it was necessary for the Secretary of State to consider what increase in
capacity could be realistically achieved, and not what might technically or
arithmetically be possible.

64. The Applicant’s DCO application relied, expressly, on a technical capability, rather
than what was likely to be realistically achieved. It contended that the ‘theoretical
maximum’ of aircraft movements was some 83,220 movements per year. It is now
settled that this is not the appropriate basis for determining whether the proposed
development qualifies as a NSIP.
65. Whether or not the application was an NSIP was a live and contested issue in the
examination. In particular, in its written representation, SHP contended that the
proposed development did not meet the threshold requirements for a DCO
application, and that granting DCO consent would be unlawful.45
66. Accordingly, in resolving this issue, and determining whether the application met the
threshold prescribed by sections 23 and 14(1)(i) of the 2008 Act in order to constitute a
nationally significant infrastructure project, the Secretary of State must apply the
updated legal position.46

The assessment of the environmental impacts of the proposed development
67. Finally, and for completeness, it is noted that the Secretary of State has sought further
information and comments in January 2020 following the implementation of the Net
Zero target, which requires that the Secretary of State ensures that the net UK carbon

Available
online
here:
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-003137-Stonehill%20Park%20Limited%20%20Written%20Representation.pdf.
46 This has been addressed in correspondence from Five10Twelve Limited to the Secretary of State,
dated 15 February 2020.
45
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account for the year 2050 is at least 100% lower than the 1990 baseline.47

68. This was, respectfully, the correct approach to assessing the environmental impacts of
the proposed development in light of the Net Zero target. The Secretary of State must
be satisfied that the scheme would not have a material impact on the Government’s
ability to meet the Net Zero target. If the totality of evidence upon which the Applicant
relies does not satisfactorily demonstrate that, then development consent should be
refused.

69. However, since the deadline for that request passed on 31 January 2020, the Court of
Appeal handed down its judgment in the judicial review challenge to the Airports
NPS, declaring it unlawful on climate change grounds. The implications of this in
respect of the assessment of the environmental impact of the proposed development
have been addressed in detailed submissions made by the ELF, on behalf of
Five10Twelve Limited (dated 15 May 2020).
70. In short:
a. The quashed Airports NPS favoured expansion at Heathrow. It was deemed
unlawful for failing to take account of the Paris Agreement. The consequence
of this, and indeed of the Net Zero target, is that the Secretary of State is
required to have regard to the carbon emissions generally available, in
determining the policy for airport development in the South East of England.
There is only one ‘pot’ from which to take the emissions. If the Airports NPS
favours expansion at Heathrow, it therefore necessarily views, without favour,
expansion elsewhere if that would reduce the available overall carbon budget.

b. In order to meet the Net Zero target, and the commitments made in the Paris
Agreement, there is a finite capacity for aviation growth. Expansion must be
limited, and carefully managed, if the overall carbon emissions target is to be
met.

47

Climate Change Act 2008 (2050 Target Amendment) Order 2019 SI No 1056, art.2(2) (June 27, 2019).
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c. The Court of Appeal held that there was a failure to have regard to a
commitment to reduce emissions by 2050, and if that is to be a real, rather than
a fanciful commitment, one has to know what is happening in terms of
development elsewhere in order to decide whether what is proposed at any
particular site can be justified. The determining authority needs to understand
what the eventual government policy is, and how much spare capacity there is
by way of carbon credit available to other expansions. Otherwise, the authority
would fail to take into account a material consideration.
71. This problem cannot be remedied until after the Supreme Court hearing, and indeed
if the Court of Appeal’s judgment is upheld, after the Government designates a lawful
Airports NPS which is compliant with the PA 2008. This has the concomitant problem
of resulting in the evidence relied upon by the Applicant becoming even more
outdated.

F. CONCLUSION

72. The Covid-19 pandemic plainly has had a material and significant impact on the
viability and cogency of the proposed development that will need to be assessed. A
failure to undertake that assessment would, in my view, provide a compelling ground
of challenge and render a decision to grant the Applicant’s DCO application
vulnerable to being quashed.

73. The Applicant’s evidence was outdated even before the pandemic, and the
implications of this in respect of the assessment of the environmental impacts of the
proposed development have been addressed in separate submissions.
74. It is particularly important that the DCO decision is taken lawfully, as this is the first
DCO process for an airport expansion, and may be likely to set a precedent to be
followed by others.
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Gethin Thomas

18 June 2020
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Norman Thomas

South Thanet Constituency Labour Party

To the Secretary of State for Transport
Grant Shapps
House of Commons,
Parliament.
Dear Mr Shapps
Reference : Manton Airport DCO
We have been informed that there is to be a further delay in the timescale for resolving this longstanding
problem. Notwithstanding the planning blight that this has caused, because it is such a major site, it affects
more than just the site but the whole of the area.
The further delay raises a number of issues that we would like explained to us as the process to date has been
open and impartial as it was controlled by planning procedures and the inspectorate.
We assume that you asked for further work.
For that reason we wish to ask a series of questions that flow from your decision and consequent issues that
we, on behalf of our constituency , wish to be considered.
What prompted the decision that further work is required?
What is the further work that is to be carried out and what questions have you raised. Will the planning
inspectorate be carrying out this further work, if not, who will and with what remit?
If the further work substantially alters the recommendations of the Inspectorate then we put to you that
there are possibly two main reasons for this. Either the recommendations granted the application for a cargo
airport or refused it . A third option is that it is a fudge which needs to be examined in detail locally.
Taking the first option, it would seem totally unreasonable for you to approve a new airport in the light of
Covid 19 and the major contraction of the airline industry, operators and airports, especially in the south east.
This means that there is substantial existing south east England capacity and infrastructure available for cargo.
All the evidence points to a sustained change of circumstance for the sector which was already becoming
obvious through climate change. Any thought that BREXIT requires a local cargo airport cannot be justified
without wide consultation. We are sure you recall the Ramsgate ferry issue.
Given the transparency referred to above , we suggest that Interested Parties be invited to make submissions
on whatever further work is undertaken.
In this context, has the Applicant been asked or invited to submit further work and/or comments? And finally,
what contact and/or communications has there been between the Applicant and the Department for
Transport since the Applicant submitted its responses in January 2020 to the questions raised by the Secretary
of State at that time?
If the recommendation was to reject the DCO then the current situation can only reinforce the Inspectorate
advice. and the decision should be approved without delay.
There are several reasons for the urgency . Thanet is a classic coastal community that is in decline . The South
Thanet Constituency Labour Party already took the view that reopening Manston as an airport was not in the
area’s future economic interest. This was based on sound evidence. The Local Plan is distorted by Manston
and the area cannot go on discussing possibilities that may or may not materialise as per the ferry debacle.

Regards
Norman Thomas

Chair, South Thanet Constituency Labour Party

UK Parliament Disclaimer: this e-mail is confidential to the intended recipient. If you have received it in error,
please notify the sender and delete it from your system. Any unauthorised use, disclosure, or copying is not
permitted. This e-mail has been checked for viruses, but no liability is accepted for any damage caused by any
virus transmitted by this e-mail. This e-mail address is not secure, is not encrypted and should not be used for
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Grant shaaps
Manston Airport; kelly.tolhurst.mp@parliament.uk
Manston Airport DCO
24 June 2020 18:08:29

Dear, Mr Shapps,
I note that the decision regarding the above DCO application, which has now been going on for several long
years has been delayed once again until 10 July in order for further investigations to be carried out. As a
registered interested party can I please ask what further information is being provided by either the sponsor or
any other party and when I will be able to review and comment on its content please.
Yours sinserely.
Adem Mehmet

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

transportandworksact@dft.gov.uk
Susan.Anderson@dft.gov.uk; Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk; Manston Airport
Representation relating to: NSIP: TR2020002 Proposed Manston Airport
25 June 2020 10:27:45
ICCAN - Manston involvement June 2020 v2.odt

From: Chris Lowe. Interested party: 20014275
For the Attention of : The Rt. Hon. Grant Shapps,
The Secretary of State for Transport,Department for Transport,Zone 1/18, Great Minster House, 33 Horseferry
Road, London SW1P 4DR
Copy to:
Planning Inspectorate, Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects
Rob Pridham, Senior Planning Manager, Transport Infrastructure Planning Unit, East Wing, Albany
House, 94-98 Petty France, Westminster, London, SW1H 9EA  
Susan Anderson, Department for Transport.
Dear Sir
RiverOak Strategic Partners (RSP, the Applicant). Proposed Manston Airport Development (“Manston”)
Development Consent Order (“DCO”)
I have sent the Attached Letter to Howard Simmonds , Head Commissioner, Independent Commission on Civil
Aviation Noise, relating to misleading information from RSP, the Applicant, about ICCAN’s views of the noise
impacts from the proposed Manston airport.
Your attention both to the misleading information and to the absence of seeking ICCAN’s views would be very
much appreciated.
I hope that this is helpful to you.
Chris Lowe

Howard Simmonds,
Head Commissioner,
Independent Commission on Civil Aviation Noise

From: Chris Lowe.
Interested party: 20014275

By Email only
Dear Mr Simmonds,
NSIP: TR2020002 Proposed Manston Airport
As you can imagine those opposing the proposed Manston Airport, were interested in your news item, and your
update on ICCAN's Corporate Plan 2019-2021, provided on:
https://iccan.gov.uk/engagement-mustcontinue/?utm_source=emailmarketing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=iccan_june_2020_enewsl
etter&utm_content=2020-06-19
In particular we are very concerned to note that on page 17 of the Corporate Plan Update you say:
Where appropriate, provide
Provide expert
advice to The Planning
guidance as
When required
Inspectorate on airport
appropriate
expansion proposals

We were invited and attended the Planning
Inquiry for Manston Airport’s expansion
application, but have not yet been required to
provide advice or guidance

This is not what the Applicant, RSP, said in their reply to the Inspector's Fourth Written Questions:
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR020002-004443Applicant's%20Responses%20to%20the%20Fourth%20Written%20Questions.pdf
In Question 4.3, the Inspector asked:
“ICCAN Corporate Strategy 2019-2021 Consultation
Page 5 of the above Strategy states that:
“Disturbance from aviation noise is an inherently personal experience. We know from our early engagement
that the effects can be deeply disturbing and have a detrimental effect on people’s quality of life and health.
How much – and in what way – an individual is affected by aviation noise cannot be explained or described by
any graphs, metrics, maps or other data.
Nor can the bigger-picture benefits to the economy realistically be expected to compensate those who
suffer from aviation noise3.
What is the Applicant's view?”
RSP replied, with my highlight:
“Applicant’s Response:
The extract from ICCAN set out above does not relate to the Manston project. ICCAN representatives attended
the first Noise hearing in March 2019 and raised no objections to the project.
The Applicant agrees that responses to aviation noise are inherently personal and can have a detrimental effect
on quality of life and health which are difficult to quantify using graphs, metrics, maps or other data.
Nonetheless, the Applicant is required to assess the impacts of aviation noise and can only use the standard
guidelines and tools to do so. It has sought through the Noise Mitigation Plan to avoid, mitigate and minimise
adverse impacts associated with noise as much as possible, consistent with the operation of a successful airport
which accords with the aims of government policy in the Noise Policy Statement for England (NPS).
The Applicant recognises that individuals experiencing adverse noise impacts will not necessarily feel that the
bigger picture benefits to the economy compensate them as individuals for the noise disturbance. However, it

will be for the ExA in the first instance and ultimately the Secretary of State to determine where the balance lies
and whether benefits of this nationally significant infrastructure project outweigh the limited harm to a very
small percentage of the population.
Government policy in the Airports NPS and Aviation 2050 recognises that there is a balance to be struck
between growth in aviation and environmental impacts including noise. It will not be possible to achieve the
growth which the government desires without some adverse noise impacts. In the context of this application,
the growth includes making best use of existing infrastructure which is another objective of government policy.
The Applicant considers that taking account of the proposed mitigation measures, the significant benefits
associated with the project overwhelmingly outweigh any adverse impacts that may occur. ”
This surprised and worried us, because the first part of the Answer is a totally misleading answer.
In fact you were not asked if you supported or opposed the proposals.
Indeed your representative at the Noise Hearing, said that as you were in the midst of setting up the
organisation, you did not, at that time, have the capability to provide an independent view on the proposals.
As we have only now heard that you have not been asked by the Inspectorate, nor by the Secretary of State for a
view it would be very helpful if you could write to the Secretary of State for Transport, on this issue.
As you were invited to the the Noise Hearing, this would be within your remit, as described in the Corporate
Plan, quoted above.
Of course, as Objectors, RSP's answer seems totally inadequate. Their last sentence in particular ignores the
Inspector's highlighted part of the Question, and so provides no succour to the 80,000 people who live in
Ramsgate and Herne Bay who would suffer from the cargo aircraft flying very low above them.
It would also be helpful to also advise the Secretary of State of this aspect.
It is surprising that the Secretary of State himself has not asked for your advice, as also mentioned in your
Corporate Plan.
As the Decision is now due on 10 July, 2020, we are very concerned that this does not give you much time to
advise on this very intrusive new cargo airport.
This letter is being copied to the Secretary of State to ensure that he is aware of the Applicant's misleading
answer and also the great importance of the Noise issues raised by this Application.
Yours sincerely,
Chris Lowe

From: Stan Vines
Sent: 29 June 2020 13:36
To: TransportSecretary <TransportSecretary@dft.gov.uk>
Subject: Fwd: Royal Ramsgate Freeport - Project Proposal and News Bulletin
Dear Mr Secretary
Please find attached a copy of an email sent to your parliament e-mail address
on the 10th June along with its attachments.
I wondered if you have had sight of and what thoughts you have for our
vision: topically fitting due to the coming exit from the EU, environmentally
friendly and infinitely better use of the Manston site for a far-reaching Thanet
regional development, all described in the proposals first section 'Executive
Summary'.
I look forward to hearing from you and particularly for any detail you wish in
further explanation for consideration of this scheme as an alternative to the
carbon-rich 'air freight hub' application waiting for a decision on July 10th. As far
as I am aware, no one else has tabled the idea and if they have, it is only a copy
of our most original concept, an efficient and strikingly fitting component for the
government's manifesto and task in securely building beyond these trying times.
Not that I am averse to private speculation but our vision and method are
future-proofing an asset: under 'Trust Port' governance, our legal team assure
the proposed whole site to provide much-needed long term revenue.
With kind regards
Stan Vines
Stan Vines i4c Ltd
https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Furldefens
e.proofpoint.com%2Fv2%2Furl%3Fu%3Dhttp3A__www.i4c.ch%26d%3DDwICAg%26c%3DtroKkvwivNn_CddsvWCHHPiPoFoTg
TGIbXJULvYU158%26r%3DraIvgRoZTIq0wH2B9L9D8HZXMwJSeU5WQClh4AbY9w%26m%3DwBTmtWSxJXOxiA9WEADkpv1HpPWTXo
QpIMPxq3JLj28%26s%3DbrLvbe0D-X_qwG2AHehUdu3g2QdX9t_sP_rQgfaQwE%26e%3D&amp;data=02%7C01%7CManstonAirport%
40planninginspectorate.gov.uk%7C20e126a413a044a8b74a08d821895d27%7C
5878df986f8848ab9322998ce557088d%7C1%7C0%7C637296221154966928&a
mp;sdata=tIS9z4goScJv6%2B8fMsrMyrs3rW3A7PbyL82v00dyhzM%3D&amp;res
erved=0
International House
24 Holborn Viaduct
London EC1A 2BN

+44 207 7193 9856

-------- Original Message -------Subject: Royal Ramsgate Freeport - Project Proposal and News Bulletin
Date: 10/06/2020 14:11
From: Stan Vines
>
To: shappsg@parliament.uk
Cc: nathaniel.chapman@parliament.uk
Dear Mr Secretary
Please find attached our Project Proposal and News Bulletin for Royal Ramsgate
Freeport and Combined Regional Development including in part an EU exit plan
component.
I have sent this to you at your parliamentary address because on first glance I
didn't find the exact e-mail address for your Secretary of State office. Maybe it is
not available. I know this to be different as my MP, Ben Wallace already has a
copy of the scheme as, a) he is my MP and, b) I was under the impression that
Manston was under the control of the MOD him having authority there and, c) I
have met and spoken to him before of other projects. I did try to no avail find
your itinerary on your visit to Fleetwood and the Fylde to speak of this to you.
I understand the decision on usage of Manston, subject also to the Planning
Inspectorate ultimately rests with your good self. I further understand that there
are other schemes under consideration for the use of the site, one of which is for
it to be returned to use as an airport freight hub. As you can see we have a
different, we think a more comprehensive and beneficial idea for its use, all of
which is detailed in the proposal. There will be a decision, albeit has been
delayed several times, due on the 10th July and we sincerely hope our idea will
have a bearing on that decision, possibly to our favour.
The core differences of our proposal are, 1) we see the site better utilized as a
'Technology Freezone' and extension to the port with Freeport status
(consultation period application closes 13th July) connected via an extension of
the existing tunnel and 2) as part of the EU exit strategy to provide the port
capacity to spread the risk of catastrophes which may arise from delays through
customs etc., under and a new and extrapolated processes at Dover through
new EU rules.
Our development proposal has been prepared in co-operation with Architects
ORMS and The Crawford Partnership, Alan Crawford being the chair of RIBA
London and MD of ORMS, John McRae the vice-chair, Tony Gee Engineers and
the city law firm Temple Bright: their experience serves to build strength and
stability into our unique development's origin and host of merits. We believe the
needs of the region and the timing at this political juncture are suited to this new
and radical course change to overcome the impasse endured to date.
I very much look forward to hearing from you for consideration and discussion
before the decision dates.
With kind regards
Stan Vines

Stan Vines i4c Ltd
https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Furldefens
e.proofpoint.com%2Fv2%2Furl%3Fu%3Dhttp3A__www.i4c.ch%26d%3DDwICAg%26c%3DtroKkvwivNn_CddsvWCHHPiPoFoTg
TGIbXJULvYU158%26r%3DraIvgRoZTIq0wH2B9L9D8HZXMwJSeU5WQClh4AbY9w%26m%3DwBTmtWSxJXOxiA9WEADkpv1HpPWTXo
QpIMPxq3JLj28%26s%3DbrLvbe0D-X_qwG2AHehUdu3g2QdX9t_sP_rQgfaQwE%26e%3D&amp;data=02%7C01%7CManstonAirport%
40planninginspectorate.gov.uk%7C20e126a413a044a8b74a08d821895d27%7C
5878df986f8848ab9322998ce557088d%7C1%7C0%7C637296221154966928&a
mp;sdata=tIS9z4goScJv6%2B8fMsrMyrs3rW3A7PbyL82v00dyhzM%3D&amp;res
erved=0
International House
24 Holborn Viaduct
London EC1A 2BN

+44 207 7193 9856

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Grant shaaps
Manston Airport; kelly.tolhurst.mp@parliament.uk
Re: Manston Airport DCO
03 July 2020 09:50:37

Grant, planning inspectorate,
I haven’t had a response to my request below to see the further evidence, research or other
additional information which has been requested following the recent delay to the DCO
decision announcement. The decision is due on 10th July and it’s the 3rd today. Can I
please ask again that in accordance with the statutory provisions under the Planning Act
2008 you present any and all additional information in order that interested parties can
review and comment upon it before any decision is made.
Adem Mehmet

On Wednesday, June 24, 2020, 6:08 pm,

wrote:

Dear, Mr Shapps,
I note that the decision regarding the above DCO application, which has now
been going on for several long years has been delayed once again until 10 July
in order for further investigations to be carried out. As a registered interested
party can I please ask what further information is being provided by either the
sponsor or any other party and when I will be able to review and comment on
its content please.
Yours sinserely.
Adem Mehmet

